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To 

SIR, 

PACIFIC LOCOMOTIVE COMMITTEE. . . 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

London, the 31st :March 1939. 

Hrs ExcELLENCY THE 1\IosT HoNOURABLE THE 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA IN COUNCIL, 
NEW DELHI. 

~ e have the honour. to present the report of the Pacific Locomotive 
Committee. _ . 

2. Appointment and 1'erms of Reference.-The appointment of our 
Committee was intimated in the Government of India Press Communique, 
which was published simultaneously by the Secretary of State for India in 
London and by the Government of India in India on .~~~i_E.!Y ~}~,~~~~ 

The Committee was constituted as follows:- · 
Lt.-Colonel A. H. L. :Mount, C.B., C.B.E., R.E. (Retd.), 

1f.Inst.C.E., 1\I.Inst.T., Chief Inspecti:p.g Officer of Rail-
ways, 1\Iinistry of Transport, Chairman. . 

:Mr. R. Carpmael, O.B.E., 1\Linst.C.E., M.I.~fech.E., 1\I.Inst.T., 
Chief Engineer (Civil), Great Western Railway. 

Rai Bahadur P. L. Dhawan, C.I.E., M.A., 1\f.I.E. (India), former 
Chief Engineer (Civil), North Western Railway, now 1\fember, 
Federal Public Service Commission. 

1\Ionsieur Robert Leguille, Regional t;hief ~!~hq~iq~l Engineer, 
French National Railways. 

1\Ir. W. A. Stanier, 1\LI.l\fech.E., 1\:Ll.Loco.E., Chief 1\fechan_ical 
E,ngineer, London 1\fidland & Scottish Railway. -~-· .. -

The Committee was assisted by 1\Ir. E. S. Cox, A.l\f.I._M.e.ch.E., 
1\I.I.Loco.E., Technical Assistant to the Chief :Mechanical Engineer, 
London 1\fidland & Scottish Railway. 

1\Ir. K. C. Bakhle, B.Sc. (Lond.), 1\LI.E. (India), Divisional Engineer, 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway, was appointed. Secretary to the Com
mittee. 

20RB 

1\fessrs. Carpmael, Leguille and Cox had not previously visited India. 

Our terms of reference were:- - ·. 
"To consider the design and operatz'on of three classes of engines, 

viz. •XA, XB and XC types, and to advise on:-
(1) the suitaMlity of the designs, as originally framed and as 

· subsequently 'TnAJdified, for the type of work for which the 
engines were intended.; 

(2) the suitability of the p1·ocedure followed in preparing and 
approving the designs for these engines; 

(3) the circumstances attending, and the justification for, · the \ 
initial and subsequent purchases of these engines; 

(.4) the conditions subject to which these engines can be used with 
safety, 'with particular reference to their suitability for the 
track on 'l()hich they are requz'red to run, and, conversely, 
the suitability of the track for these types of engine; 
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(5) any modifications tchich u:ould hare the effect of increasing 
their scope without any sacrifice of safety; and 

(6) any modifications that should be made in the procedure 
hitherto followed for the trial and purchase of engines." 

3. Actirities and Tour of the Committee.-During the months of July\ 
and August, 7 meetings were held in London, and 10 persons in all were; 
interviewed, including representatives of Consulting Engineers and certain: 
serving ~d retired officers of Indian Railways. In accordance with the· 
suggestion of the Government of India, we assembled in Bombay on 1st 
September, and our tour lasted for six weeks from 2nd September till 14th 
October inclusive; it thus coincided with the latter part of the m,onsoon, 
which gave us the benefit of observing the effect of the rains on the perma
nent way in various parts of the country. 

The following was our itinerary:-
Bombay-Madras . • Over the G. I. P.R. and :Y. & S.M. R. 
Mad.ras-Shora.nur-Madras • Over the ~L & S. M. R. and S. I. R. 
Madra.s-Secunderabad • • Over theM. & S.M. R. and X. S. R.. 
Secunderabad-Bhusawal • Over theN. S. R. and G. I. P.R. 
Bhusawal-Moghalsa~Dina.-

·pore---Calcutta. • . Over the G. L P .. R. and E. I.·R. 
Caleutta,-,..Ranaghat-Ca1cutta Over the E. B. R. 
Calcntta--,...Khargpur-Dantan---

Calcutta • -. • , • Over the B. N. R. 
Calcutta.-Lncknow-.Agra • Over the E. I. R. 
.Agra-Delhi-Lahore • Over the G. I. P.R. and N. W. R. 
Lahore-Simla . Over theN . .W. R. 
Simla-Delhi-Bombay • . Over theN'. W. R. and P.., B. & C. I. R. 

We travelled nearly 7,000 miles by rail, and made our headquarters 
for most of the time in a special train which the Government of India 
kindly placed at our disposal. We were accompanied by certain General 
Managers and by the principal Civil and :Mechanical Engineers of the 
different Railway Administrations; also by some of the Senior Government 
Inspectors. 

During our tour, we interviewed 63 officers, representing the ·Railway 
Board, the Central Standards Office, and the nine Railway Administrations 
referred to above. We also had the benefit of hearing evidence from the -
Chief Controller, Indian Stores Department, and from the Senior Govern
ment Inspectors of Circles Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 7. The limited time available 
and the circumstances of the investigation made it impossible to record 
verbatim the proceedings of the 36 meetings and of the many other dis~ 
cussions which we held; but, so far as was practicable, agreed notes were 
made of all important statements. No evidence was heard in public. 

We visited the following locomotive workshops :-
September---

2nd • 
5th 
lOth • 
15th • 
21st • 
21th 
28th • 

October-

• Parel • 
• Perambur 
• Lallaguda 
• Jamalpur 
• Khargpur 
• Lucknuw 
• Moghalpura • 

• G. I. P.R. 
• )L & S.M. R. 
• X. S. R. 
. E. J. R. 
• -p,_ !\. R. 
. E. J.-R. 
. .X.W.R. 

13th • • Dohad . • B., B. & C. I. R. 

We visited the following locomotive running ~heds :- · 
September-

7th 
9th 
lOth • 
15th • 
19th • 
2bt. • 
22nd 

• Erode • 
• Arkonam 
• Lallaguda 
• Bhusawal 
• Chitpore 
• Khargpur 

Asansol 

. . \ . 
• S. J. R. 
• M. & S. ~I. R. 
. X. S. n. 
• G. I. P.R. 

E.-r.. R. 
. r.. X. R. 

E. I. R. 
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We also v~ited the Engineering Workshops at Arkonam, :u. & 
S. ~I. R.; the ti~ber sleeper Creosoting Depot at Dhilwan, N. W. R.; and 
the 'V alton Training School at Lahore, N. W. R. -

We covered some 3,100 miles on the footplates of 29 engines of difierent 
types; at the same time the condition of the track over this mileage was 
.observed by a Hallade Recorder, which was situated in the same vehicle 
throughout the tour. Numerous detailed inspections were also made by 
tro~ley and otherwise, of the many _varieties of permanent way. We' are 1 
--"at1sfied that generally no preparatiOns were made to present conditions \ 
either in respect of engine or track, in an unduly favourable light. ' ' 

Further, we had opportunities of examining representative experi
ments made by officers from the Central Standards Office, to assess the 
extent of flange forces and to determine their effect on track· these were I 
carried out b.etween Akola and Bhusawal, on notoriously difficult black 
cotton formatiOn of the G. I. P.R., and at }.foghalsarai on.the E. I. R. l 

We sailed from Bombay on 15th October, and reached London a fort
.night later. During November we held 7 further meetings, which were 
attended by 23 representatives of Consulting Engineers, and of Locomotive 
Builders; also certain retired officers of Indian Railways. During the 
.course of this Inquiry, therefore, apart from many inspections and informal 
interviews, we held altogether 50 meetings, at which we met 89 persons for 
the pu!pose of discussing our terms of reference. 

4. Acknowledgments.-We desire to express our .obligations to all 
those who, by their representations or evidence, have materially facilitated 
<>Ur investigation of the problems which confronted us. We also wish to 
express our appreciation of the care and trouble taken by officers of the Rail
way Board, and by Consulting Engineers, in preparing the mass of informa
tion regarding the history, design, purchase and trials of locomotives of the 
Pacific type, covering the long period since they were. introduced into 
India. 

Our acknowledgments are due to the General }.fana.gers of the 
Administrations, who placed office accommodation at our disposal, and 
made such complete arrangements for the handling of the special train and 
for hauling it with engines in various conditions of maintenance and design; 
as also for our numerous inspections on the footplate and .of workshops, 
running sheds and track. We are also indebted to the Railway Board and 
to individual Administrations for so promptly presenting all documents 
.and information required by us in the course of this Inquiry. 

We desire to acknowledge the ability and efficiency of our Secretary, 
~Ir. K. C. Bakhle; hehas been untiring in his attention to the business of 
the Committee, and his technical experience as an Engineer has been of 
great value. He joined the Committee on 1st September and accompanied 
us to London, where we completed our inquiries and this Report. 

We have also to thank the clerical staff, in India and in London, the 
<>perators of the Hallade Recorder, and the other sta.fi on our special train, 
for the conscientious manner in which they carried out their duties under 
~onsiderahle pressure. 

The foregoing references cover those ·to whom ~ur thanks are chiefly 
.due, but we should like here to include in our acknowledgments the many 
railwaymen of all grades, with whom we c;tme in contact, and who, by 
their interest or ass1stance, materially aided the In'luiry. 

THE GENERAL AsPECT OF THE P&OBLEli. 

Before we proceed to deal with our specj:fic terlllS. of reference, it may 
belp towards a clearer understanding of the v.arious m~tters, to which we 
shall make reference, if we state, as briefly and as simply as _possible,~ 
views on the general aspect of the problem on which we are asked to 
advise. 

5. Relationship beflceen rolling stock and track.-.,Tbe most important 
consideration in the im·estigation of the performance of a locomotive as a 
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vehicle, and of the track upon which it runs, is that they are in effect two 
parts of the same machine. The essential feature of an engine in this 
respect is that it should run smoothly and steadily, subjecting the track to a 
minimum of stress at the highest designed speed. The track should also be 
laid on such a formation, and be so constructed and maintained, that it is 
able to resist~ without effective distortion, the forces imposed upon it at that 
speed. 

!J ~Inch has been written about the relationship between rolling stock and 
J ~ .. track. It is well known that if, on the one hand, engine design is effectiv~" 

rails may be broken~ the gauge may be spread, or the road as a whole may be 
distorted, although the track itself is good; in such cases, whilst derail
ment may not result, the engine is exceedingly mischievous in its effects and 
is therefore unsatisfactory as a vehicle. On the other hand, if the track is 
badly designed, weak, or inefficiently maintained, the same effects may 
become apparent, even if the locomotive has- been correctly designed and 
carefully maintained. · 

6. Permanent 1Vay.-The locomotive itself is subjected to two forms 
of disturbance arising respectively from external and internal forces.· 
External disturbances in the ·smooth running of the engine will be initiated 
if the permanent way is uneven; if it is also weak, these disturbances may 
obtain sufficient magnitude to cause displacement to a greater or less degree. 
Again, substantial and well maintained track may mask the lateral instabi
lity of a locomotive, so that it may appear to be a good riding engine, and 
yet it may prove unsatisfactory when running on weaker track or over more 
yielding formation. • 

It "is axiomatic that no track can be so perfectly designed and main
tained that it will not contain some irregularities, however minute; and, 
similarly, no engine can be so perfectly designed that it will not respond in 
some measure to these inequalities. Apart from mere physical imperfec
tions, it must also be borne in mind that permanent way is, by its very 
nature, an elastic structure which can never be completely unyieldmg. The 
difference between good and bad track is, therefore, one of degree, and any 
vehicle which is intended to run thereon must be so designed that the effect 
of track imperfections on its stability is reduced to a minimum. 

7. L.ocomotive design.-When the natural features of a country add to 
the difficulty in maintaining the road-bed, there is the more need to pay 
attention to the design of the locomotive as a vehicle; the features of a given 
country are inescapable, and the engines provided must be made to run 
satisfactorily under the prevailing conditions. The task of the designer
and builder is not only to provide an engine which can pull a train, but 
also to reduce to the lowest possible point the effects of the external disturb
ing agencies due to defects in the track, which can never be perfectly level or
smooth. It is not enough to obtain sufficient boiler horse power with a 
large firebox to burn inferior coal; the design of the engine as a vehicle, 
capable of high speed over track as normally maintained, is an equally 
important matter. 

Because the permanent way and its supporting formation, and the 
wheels and frame of the engine, are all elastic in varying degrees, there has 
always been difficulty in calculating the actual forces involved. It is well 
known that different locomotives, doing the same work, on the same road, 
and at the same speeds, have widely differing effects on the permanent 'vay ;· 
all through the history of the locomotive, cases ha,·e occurred from time to· 
time, in all countries, where particular types of engine have been found to 
behave unfavourably, and have had to be altered. Too much stiffness, too· 
much flexibility, bad springing systems, bad weight distribution, and in
appropriate wheel arrangements may individually contribute to the damage,. 
usually in conjunction with excessive speed. 

8. Examples of unsatisfactorY. design.-In England, in the ear~y days: 
of railways, such cases were not mfrequent; the.re was the "Great Liver-· 
pool" dangned by Crampton in the 1850's for the London and Birmingham· 
Railway, which broke rails and could not be used. Early in the 1890's-



certain 0-4-4 type tank engi?es on the Great Western Railway were 
converted to 4-4-0 tender engmes, as the result of excessive oscillation. 
More recently, on the Southern Railway, may be cited the "River" class 
tank engines, 2-6-4 type, which became derailed on three occasions in 1927 
at Sevenoaks, Bears ted and W rotham. These engines were oversensitive 
to t.rack irregularities, an~ in such circ~stances reacted dangerously by 
rollmg when speed was high; trouble ceased, however, when the trailing 
bogie was removed and the type converted to a 2-6-0 tender engine. 

Similarly, the mixed traffic tank engines, 0-6-4 type, of the L. M. S. R., 
which were derailed at Swinderby in 1928, and at Moira and at Ashton in 
1935, afford another example of unusual sympathy to track defects, so that 
distortion and hunting occurred at high speed; such of these engines as 
were not subsequently scrapped, were relegated to slow speed goods work. 
Anot?er case of un~uitable wheel arrangement ~as that of the 4-4-4 type 
3-cyhnder tank engmes of the L. N. E. R., which were prone to excessive 
hunting; this was cured by converting them to 4-6-2 tank type. In France, 
some years ago, an electric locomotive of the B + B type was also subject to 
this unforeseen defect, which was only overcome by providing a spring 
controlled articulated connection between the · bogies; this alteration 
resulted in increased speed with a greater margin of safety. 

The foregoing examples, although not strictly parallel to the case 
before us, are quoted to show that improvement in locomotive design has 
been largely a matter of experience, trial and error, and IIT.9!}j:p.go by. the 
mistakes of others. With demands for higher speed, increased axle load
ing, and heaviertrains, the relationship between track and vehicle is under
going close and scientific research. It must also be borne in mind that 
track design differs from structural design, owing to the obscure nature of 
the stresses, which have not yet been completely determined. Until 
recently, standards of track, like some of those relating to the locomotive, 
have been evolved as the result of experience and economic limitations, often 
unrelated to any scientific basis. . 

9. Research.-Experimental work on track stresses has been carried out 
on the Continent, in America, and ·in India; there is no doubt that this line 
Qf approach is yielding very valuable results, which will be referred to 
later in more detail. . In France, in particular, tests have been undertaken 
for several years with 11:umerous types of locomotiv~s, steam and ~lectric; 
the forceS and displacements between wheel and rail, both vertical and 
horizontal, have been recorded. Complementary to the determination of 
vehicle stability characteristics, special vehicles .have also been fitted up to 

·register continuously the characteristics of the track, viz. superelevation, 
alignment and level. Thus the peculiarities of the state of the permanent 
way, which are so important in their influence, are determined simultaneous
ly, and the stability of the vehicle is directly assessed in ·relation thereto. 
In France, further tests have been developed to determine, as. accurately as 
possible, lateral movements of track under load. In the course of day-to
day maintenance, it is also becoming the practice in several countries to 
determine, and limit, the vertical movements of sleepers under load by the 
use of void meters and measured shovel packing. 

10. Track maintenance.-The importance of this cannot be over
stressed in connection with speed; even first-class permanent way material, 
perfectly installed and in p~rfect alig~ment, :will soon give d~sappointing 
results if the.standard of mamtenance IS permitted to fall. Mmor defects, 
Qf little consequence when speed is low, may become of serious moment 
when speed exceeds 50 m.p.h. and when axle loads exceed 1~ tons. Un~er 
·similar conditions, the blow caused by a lurch at 70 m.p.h. IS almost tw~ce 
as great as it is at 50 m.p.h. In fact, good running can o?lY be mam
tained by constant a,ttention to. apparently small defects; If these are 
neO'lected the standard rapidly deteriorates and track damage, or worse, 
re~ults. 'No track, however suitable in design, can be efficiently maintained 
to carry high speed heavy !raffic unless it is properly supported on a s~able 
and well drained formation. On account, however, of many vanable 
~OBB 



factors, such as weather, formation, and strength of track material, it is 
not possible to attain a degree of precision in permanent way maintenancer 
which is comparable to the standards of mechanical engineering in the 
locomotive. 

11.. The Economic As-pect.-Fu.rther, the economic aspect of the 
·problem cannot be overlooked. The type of permanent way material, and 
the cost of maintenance, are closely related to the speed, frequency, and · 
weight of trains. ~faintenance is influenced by the capacity of the rails to 
carry the loads, by the number of sleepers over which the load can be distri
buted, and by the nature of the formation on which the sleepers are laid. 
The formation, in turn, is influenced as much by good drainage as by the 
nature of the subsoil and the depth and quality of the ballast. It follows 
that speed is limited by conditions of formation, drainage, ballast, and 
type of.. permanent way material, however good the standard of mainten
ance. Compromise, therefore, based on experience always becomes neces
sary, and if higher sp~eds and heavier loads are required, the standards of 
both construction and maintenance must be correspondingly raised for the 
same factor of safety. 

· 12. Springing and Control of the Locomoti'De.-It is hardly necessary 
to say that the locomotive is confined to its path vertically by its own weight, 
and horizontally by the flanges on its wheels; but these considerations are
fundamental to the problem before us, in that impact forces are set up on 
the wheels and track in both horizontal and vertical planes. To relieve the 

·rail of excessive stress, it is necessary to mount as much as possible of the 
weight of the engine on springs, and movement of the spring-borne mass 
is inevitable; the design and maintenance of the engine in this respect 
affects the problem. Further, to enable the engine to run satisfactorily, 
clearances have to be provided between flange and rail, between frame and 
axleboxes, etc. The state of-maintenance of such clearances is also a matter 
of importance. 

In its simplest form, the whole of the locomotive is carried on its 
coupled wheels, and the frame is the structure which links hp the various 
forces involved; it must so compromise between :flexibility ·and rigidity as 
to avoid cracking or fracture, and experience guides the designer as to the 
best proportions fo:r the particular material. As engines got larger and 
more powerful, the impact forces increased, and those with lateral effect 
would have become exc~sive had the coupled wheel flanges alone b~n left 
to transmit the forces to the track. Carrying wheels were, therefore, intro
duced in the form of Bogie and Bissel trucks, and they require · specia.t ·. 
consideration in connection with the problem of huntmg. Their chief"'· 
function, besides guiding the engine round curves, is to ensure a measure or 
centring force and to hold the centre line of the engine parallel to the track. 
In practice, there are different ways of providing this essential side control, 
which is such an important factor in the lateral stability of the engine; the 
selection of the right force for a given design has a vital influence on subse
quent operation. 

13. N_ecessity for comp;omise.-Th~ various considerations affecting· 
the behaVIour of a locomotive as a vehicle are set out later, but attention 
.should be drawn here to the compromise which has always to be made. An 
en~e mus~ have side con~rol on its carrying wheels, sufficiently strong to 
avmd h1111tmg on the straight. and yet not so strong as to affect its free 
passage round curves; the amount of this control must be appropriate to. 
~he ver.ticalload on the carrying w~eels, and to the distance of, the support
mg pomts from the centre of gravity. The engine must be sprung flexibly 
enough to accQ!fllllOdate itself to normal track imperfections without undue
displacement of the spring-borne ·mass, and at the same time not so. 
flexibly as to cause undue rolling. It will thus be seen that the desirn and· 
maintenance of ~ngine and. track, whilst. being mut~ally interdep~ndent, 
call f~r compromise at practu~ally every pomt; the obvtous line to take is to 
be guided by sound first prmctples, by accumulated experience and by 
intelligent experiment with careful deductions. . . ' 



CHAPTER II. 

HISTORY OF PACIFIC LOCOMOTIVES IN INDIA. 

14. l'e1:ms of Reference and Scope of C/~apter.-Under our terms of 
r~ference~. we ar,e c~lled ~pon to ~nsider, first, the suitability of the designs 
of XA, XB and XC Pacific Engmes and the procedure connected therewith, 
~n.d! second1y: the circumstances attending, and the justification for, the 
Initial and subsequent purchases. These engines have ,now been running 
for over 10 years, having been introduced in January lil28,...1}nd they were 
preceded in 1924 by six Pacifies of an earlier type. Our task, therefore 
must include the review of decisions taken before that time, and, in orde; 
~o depic~ the ~irc~~stances in w~ich this type. of locomo~ive was brought 

-Into use In India, It Is necessary bnefly to survey the facts smce the rehabili
tation of the Railways after the Great War. 

From information obtained from a number of sources, chiefly the Rail
way Board, the Consulting Engineers and the Administrations. we shall also 
d<~al with some of the difficulties which were experienced in the operation of 
these engines, and with the steps taken to effect improvement, up to the time 
of the accident at llihta in July 1937. We have read the Proceedings and 
the Reports of the two · Inqtiiries~which were subsequently held into that 
accident, and· certain information thus provided will be included in this 
review. 

At the outset, however, we think it well to state that, as our Inquiry' 
is primarily of a technical nature, we have not felt called upon to pursue the 
attribution of individual responsibility over so many years. It would, · 
indeed, be impossible to do so, for the qe$jg_y. and manufacture of these 
epginc!L~Va§ the outcome ?f much committee work~ and p~olonged corre-

·spondence between the Railway Board, the Consultmg Engmcers, and the 
Builders. But, upart from this, .we think that consideration of what is to 
be done now is of more importance in the public interest, in order that 
mistakes may be avoided in the future. 

15. Tl~e Acn·orth Committee.-The decision to introduce Pacific loco
motives on Indian Railways formed part of the policy following the Acworth 
Committee's recommendations. Appointed by the Secretary of State pri
marily to report on future administration, the Committee toured India 
during 1920-21 at a time when the system was suffering acutely from the 
effects of the Great War. From 1914 to 1919, renewals and betterments 
were held up; repairs· a.nd maintena~ce had also fallen. into arrears l!l~g~ly 
because material was either not available, or only available at proh1b1tlve 
cost. The following extracts from their Report give the Committee's 
impression of the situation :-

"For years past, even long before the ~Var, public opinlo'!Jt in India 
!las constantly complained of the entire. inadequ,ac.y of the 
Indian Railway system to ·meet the needs of tke t'Oilntry. ·It 
.has been expressed not .only in the newspapers !J1.tt by ChamberS' 
of Commerce and in discussions in the Legislative Council. at 
Delhi. 'l'he evidence given before us in all parts of the 
country and on behalf of all sections of the community ltas: 
been o'l:erwhelmingly strong as to the urgent need for drastic
mea.sures of reform and reconstruction of the entire railwa?f' 

:r. • " • . macnme. 
(Clwptr>r 11, paragraph 25.) 

The Committee emphasised the regrettable extent to which the system had' 
been allowed to degenerate during the Great War :- · 

"There are scores of bridges with girders unfit to carry train loads· 
up to mod~rn requirements. There are many miles of rails, 
llUnd1·r:as of engines and thous'ands of wagons whou rightful' 
date for renewal is long overpast.'> 

(Chapter 111, paragra_ph 68.} 
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"The Great IVa~ is an explanation, if not an excuse, for many prac· 
tices which no one would defend under normal circumstances. 
JV e cannot think that even the IV ar is sufficient to explain the 
treatm6nt of Indian Railway revenue in the last few years. 
Till quite recently India produced hardly any of tl;,e SUJ>plies 
that her railways require. Locomotives, carriages, wagons, 
or at least their component parts, rails, signalling work, 
bridge work-all were imported from Europe. Even now 
India produces only a very small part of what she needs. 4t 
an early stage of the War it became difficult to obtain from 
Europe the customary supplies. Later on it became ptacti
cally impossible. The inevitable result was that m.aintenance • 
and r(jnewals fell seriously into arrears from 1914 to 1918 
as is shown by the percentage of expenditure on programme 
re'Cenue works to gross earnings :-

Per cent. 
1913-U • 6·1 
1914-15 . 5·7 
1915-16 .. 4·6 

(Chapter III, paragraph 70.) 

1916-17 . 
191i-18 . 
1918-19 • 

Percent. 
3·3 
2·1 
2·4 ,, 

"1'/te railway machine is in urgent need of repair, and funds to put 
· ·it right are not forthcoming. The position at present is tMs: 

m.aintenance is li:tmentably in arrears. The cost of materials 
of aU kinds is far above pre-war level. Wages likewise !tate 
advanced steeply."-

(Chapter Ill, paragraph 71.) 

The Coill.mittee admitted that the call for large qapital expenditure for fresh 
railway development was great, but they urged the prior need for bringing 
the. existing system up to date :-

"TILe questio11, today is not one of development, but of p·utting the 
· existing railway system into such a condition as to be able to 

handle with reasonable efficiency and despatch, not tlte traffic 
of the future, but the traffic which is at present clamouring for 
accommodation that the railways cannot give. How urgent 
this need is has been sufficiently shown. . . . 'but we doubt 
'lOltether anyone will be able fully to appreciate its meaning 
unless he has . . . . listened personally to the lament
able tale of the railway shortcomings told by scores of V'itnes
ses i1t all parts of India from lrfadras to the Punjab and from 
Bombay to Bengal. In ptesent circumstances . . . . 
future development must 'Wait. But the rehabilitation and 
brin.aing up to date of the existing system in tl1.e shortest pos
sible time cannot in our judgment be postponed. . . . Jt 
is impossible to put into figures the loss whick Indian t1·ade 
and industry are suffering from the crippled condition of the 
railways.'' · 

.(Chapter V 11, paragraph 244.) 

They ·were also unanimous in their final recommendation that :-
"1'/te money 1·equired to put the railways into proper shape should b1 

raised as fast as it can be economically spent." 
(Chapter VIII, paragraph 27.) 

16. FiMnce Committee of the Legislature.-As a r~ult, th~· Govern
ment.of. In~b., ~nder Resolution. No. 800-F. of. 17th Novembe~ 1921, ap
pointed a Committee of the Legislature to consider the followmg matters 
arising from the Acworth Report :- . 

(i) Eeparation of Railway Finance from the General Finance of the 
country; 

(ii) The requirements of the Railways with regard to capital expendi
ture during the next 10 years. 
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The Le~is]ath·c Ass~m_bly deferred consideration with regard to the 
.first, and reference to this Is made later; but' the Finance Committee gene
rally s~pported the Acworth recommendations as to the need for liberal 
~xpcnd1ture on the Uailways. They showed, for instance, that so far as 
coa~ ~l?ne was concerned, the pr?duction in 1919 had outstripped transport 
fac~l~ties. by more than 2! nulhon tons. They forecasted a more serious 
positiOn In the near future, unless steps were taken to rehabilitate the Rail
ways; the consumption of coal in India had nearly doubled in the previous 
10 years, and the Committee anticipated great development in metallurgical 
and other industries. To quote their words:-

"1 t is not merely a question of buying m()re u·agons and locomotires. 
Line.~ muS't be doubled, bridges strengthened yards remodelled 
and tlte Railzcays generally fitted to handle more traffic. nr e 
are gr,Jatly impressed by the u:astage 1·n the ?tse of e:r.isting 
rolling stock due to the incapacity of bridges to carry the 
in.crrased axle loads inrolr:ed in the use of the newer and 
hear:ifr types of engines and u:agons." 

'Their final recommendations were as follows:-
"After ?Ctighing all the factors inr:olr:ed 'We consider that funds to 

tin extent of Rs. 150 crores should be derated to 1·ailzcay 
capital purposes for the next fire years. In placing their case 
befort us the Railzt·ay Board asked for a minimum e.'tpenditure 
o.f Rs. 30 crores a year for the next fir:e years and the conclu
si()n to uhich zce hare arrif:ed after considerinq the financial 
i~sucs to which ue har:e referred above .fs that ·u:e should be 
justified in recommending that funds sh()uld be 11ror:ided to 
this extent. . . . TVe desire to state our opinlon that 
immediate steps should be taken by the Railzca~' Board to 
obtain a fir:e-year rer:ised programme from A~1ents u-hich, 
after scrutiny by the Board, should be ar:ailable for the in
formation of the Legislatire Assembly." 

On the 27th ~larch, 192"2, the Legislative Assembly recoriunended the Gov
ernor-General-in-Council to accept.· these proposals, which had been based 
-on the following estimate of minimum requirements framed by the Railway 
Board:-

Crores. 
1. Engines • 30 
2. Wagons . • . • 48l 
3. Coaching Stock . . • 18 
4. Strengthening track and bridges 10 
5. Doubling lines • • 12! 
6. Yardande:tationfacilities 20· 
7. Work::;hops 10 

·The issue, however, was ultimately complicated by certain practical diffi
culties in the distribution of available funds between Capital and Re-renue, 
and the fact that 1·ehabilitation generally did not progress strictly to pro-
_gramme. 

1i. Surr:ey of Financial Conditions, 1924-1937.-We have thus 
shown hmv the Acworth Committee urged the need for spending money on 
the rail ,vay system to bring it up to. date, quite apart from. t~e quest~on. of 
coping with extra traffic, and, followmg the Great War, a ~Pint of._ optimism 
in Indi•l. as elsewhere, anticipated extensive trade development. Hence 
the figures quoted aboYe, as indicating what were considered in 192"2 to be 
minimum capital requirements. -

In ~larch 19'23 however after a succession of deficit budgets of the 
Go-;-ernment of Indi~. the In~hcape Committee reportMonthe ·question of 
Retrenchment generally, and, as regards. Railways, they expressed the 
follmv.ing opinion :-

!!ORB 

"Jre consider that, u:ith ec()namic u·orking, it should be possible for 
the raillcays in India to earn sufficient net TPCripts to yitld 
an accrapl! return of at [ea.st 5} per cent. on the total capital 
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at clia1 ge. . . . A ·return of 5-l- per cent. on tlu~ total 
·capital at charge in 1922-23, after allowing for all interest 
anuuity and sinking fund payments, would yield 1·ougldy 
Rs. S·5 crores to the Central revenues . . . . the failure 
of t!te railways to yield an economic return on tlte capital 
invested by the State is one of the main factors responsible for 
th.e present financial difficulties of the Central Government." 
(Inch.cape Report, Part II,. paragraph 5). 

In September 1924, a Resolution was adopted by the Legislative Assem
bly with the ·object of separating the Railway budget from the general 
budget; but the Railways were to pay each year to general revenues a definite 
contribution amounting to 1 per cent. on the Government capital at eharge 
at the end of the penultimate year, plus one-fifth of any surplus profits after 

. · payment of this fixed return. During the next six years, 1921:-25 to 1929-
. 30, the Railways earned a surplus of Rs. 52! crores, of which Rs. 36 crores 

were paid to general revenues, and Rs. 16! crores were placed to reserve. 
In 1~Jlt, however, when there '"!as a deficit, a contribution to general 
revenues could be found only by senously depleting the reserve, and, there
after, no contribution was forthcoming until 1937-38, when a ~ayment of 
nearly Rs. 3 crores was made. '" ' 

During each of the five years 1931-32 to 1935-36 deficits continued, and 
to meet the~e not only was the reserve fund exhausted (with the exception of 
about Rs.lcrore invested in securities) but borrowings to a total of Rs. 31! 
crores were also temporarily made from the Depreciation Fund. In 1936-37 
a small surplus of about Rs. 1! crores was repaid to the Depreciation F'und; 
but, by reason of these borrowings, as will be seen from table B, reproduced 
ori page 12, the "nominal" balance of this fund was over Rs. 30 crores more 
than the ~tual balance. 

Naturally, as t"he result of the depression, which made itself felt in 
1930, steps were taken to economise. A Retrenchment. Advisory Commit
tee was set up by the Central Legislature, and in 1931 a special Sub-Com
mittee was deputed to examine and report on Railway expenditure. Among
otl1er recommendations, this latter body suggested the appointment of an 

.. expert Committee who "should be definitely charged with. the. task of sug
gestin[l suclt econom1:es cind re-organisations as would ensure tlte ?'ailways
attain.ing'' the Inchcape standard of earning at least 5! per cent. on the 
capital at charge. (Report of the R,ailway Retrenchment Sub-Committe~, 
paragraph 214, page 68.) For various reasons, this expert Committee could 
noCbe appointed, but the Pope Committee toured India in the winters of 
1932-33 a!ld l93B-34, to prevent any flagging in the Retrenchment campaign 
and to stimulate further efforts. · 

In April 1936, Sir Otto Niemeyer, who had been invited to report on 
the financial implications of the Government of India Act, 1935, emphasised· 
the importance of the contribution of State-owned Railways to the general 
budget in the following terms :-

"The po.1dtion of the railways is jrankl.y disquieting. It is not 
enough to contemplate that in five years' time tltP railways 
may merely cease to be in deficit. Such a result would all'1o· 
tend to prejudice or delay the relief which the PtovlntPS are 
entitled to expect. I believe that bot!L. tlte early establish.mrnt 
of effective co-ordination between the various morlr,s of trans
port and the thorough-going overhaul of railwa!l e,TpenditurP 
in itself are 'lJttal elements in the whole Provincial problem.',_ 

[Indian Financial Enquiry Report, paragraph 31 (2), ptzge 12. J 
As a re~mlt in the autumn of 1936, the appointment of the Indian Railway
Enquiry C~mmittce followed, under the Chairmanship of Sir Ralph 'Ycdg
woo~.l, and special attention is drawn to Chapter XIV, Financial Outlook,. 
of the Report of tllis Committee, published in 1937 . 

• 
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Thus, the Uailways are expected ·to provide a definite contribution t~ 
general revenues. This was earned from .1924-25 until 192S-29 and for 
the next two years it was made up by depleting reserves; but fro~ 1931-32 
1.1:ntil 1936·3i, inclusive, nothing was paid, and, accordingly, during'that 
t1me, and even up to the present day, there has been pressure to organise 
and carry on a ceaseless campaign of Retrenchment. An extract from the 
Board's Explanatory Memorandum of February 1938 on the Hailway 
Budget for 1938-39 may be quoted:-

"JVit/t. the added incentive and guidance supplied in the Report of 
tlte Railway Enquiry Committee, every effort is being made to 
irnrwvve revenue, proposals for capital expenditure are receiv
ing more critical examination, and tke quest for economies in 
wo:king £'xpenses is being unremittingly pursued:" 

These facts are related because we think that, if the matters on which 
we have been asked to report are to be viewed in their proper perspective, 
it shoul~l be bor~c in mind ~hat the planning. of the X class ~acific engines,\ 
and their operat.wn and maintenance, belong m effect to two different periods\ 
of finaneial outlook. 'f~e engines were designed, and the Railway Hoard\ 
were committed to obtain them in large numbers, at a time when ideas of ~ 
developrneiif ''·ere so expansive that such proposals as 3,000 ton trains, a \ 
12 ft. load gauge, 28 ton axle loading, ·115 lbs. per yard rails, automatic \ 
couJ?ling~. ~nd 100 ft. turntables were being se!iously contempl~ted; the 1 

eE,gHH:~~-~-~~J!~~J~_h9.~~~!1. ~>n .. ~h~ ~v~. of d~pre~swn~ when curta.Ilme~t of 
expend1tnre was the paramount cons1derat10n In railway management. 

18. F-inancial and. otl~er Statistics, 1921,.-37.-To illustrate the change 
in the fianacial situation during the period 1924-37, we ·give below two 
tables, A and B. ·rhe former indicates the trend of relevant Capital and 
Revenue Expenditure, and gives other information relating to State~owned 
Railways (all gauges); the latter indicates the state of the Depreciation 
Fun~i year by year. 

TABLE A. 

(I1'igures in lakhst except where otherwise stated:) 
Average Average Average 

for 4 years for 4 yeard for 5 years 
Particulars. 

1. Gross Receipts . . . . 
2. Expenditure on Track, Capital . . . . 

Expenditure on Track jDeprematwn 
Fund. . . . . . 

3. Expenditure on Bridges, Capital . . 
Expenditure on Bridges Depreciation 

Fund. . . . • . 
4. Expenditure on Locomotives, capital . 

Expenditure on Locomotives Deprecia-
tion Fund . . . • . 

5. Total·Programrue Revenue Expenditure 
6. Maintenance of Track . • . 
7. Maintenance and Supply of Locomotives 

. including coal . . • . 
8. Tons of Coal consumed for loco. purpos-

es (in thousands) . . • 
9. Cost of Coal consumed . • • 

\ 10. Maintenance of Locomotives excluding 
co~t of coal (i.e., 7-9) . • • 

11. Engine Miles (Steam) (hi millions) . 

1924-25 1928-29 1932-33 
to to to 

1927-28. . 1931-32. 1936-37. 
100,23 97,04 90,35 

3,49 2,26 30 

4,87 
93 

65 
57 

69 
8,57 
3,70 

21,38 

63,77 
9,47 

11,91 
2,08 

4,82 
86 

70 
92 

1,61 
10,25 
4,27 

19,!)7 

65,21 
8,08 

11,89 
2,17 

3,55 
34 

34 
..:..-46 

. 72 
8,03 
3,52 

17,19 

61,10 
6,72 

10,47 
2,00 

12. Total Average Number of Engines in 
steam daily (units) • . • 58,40 58,00 52,20 

13. Route l\Iilcs (units) . • . • 349,60 376,90 383,40 

The averages in this table are based on figures supplied by ~he Uailway 
Board. The fir::;t four years comprised the period of comparative prosper
ity; the next four years included the end of it, and the commencement of the 
depression. I~xpenditure on the Rs. 150 crore progra~me was not greatly 
affected at the beginning of the latter periodt as comnutments had already 
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:_ been entered into; incidentally, the completion of the G. I. P. R. electrifica
tion belongs to th~ close of this period. The third period of five years ccwers 

: almost entirely the years of depression, and the fall in the proportion of 
_ Capital to Depreciation Fund expenditure on track was due to the stoppage 
of works such as new lines, doublings, marshalling yards, clectrificatjons, 

.. etc. LoC'omotive Capital was in credit ear~ year during this period, due to 
\the fact that eagines were broken up '"witliout renewal, their original cost 
}being debited to the Depreciation Fund and credited to Capital, electrifica
J.ion was doubtless largely responsible for this . 

.Although there was thus a cessation of major works, capital commit-
-.ments in connection with the Rs. 150 crore programme had already been 
.extensive, and the Railways are suffering today from the heavy interest 
~barges which were incurred in the first two periods on the construction .1f 
unremunerative new lines and works planned during the period of optimism; 
it should he add£d, however, that many lines would probably not ha,·e l~Cen 

. built itt all had the effects of road competition and trade depression been 
foreseen. 

I 'Vith regard to the rery general nature of the maintenan~e fi.-rures, it 
1 is hardly necessary to say that care should be exercised in drawmg condu
f sions therefrom; for instance, changing methods of accountinO' ru~-.;· affed 

compariSt1ns. Besides covering ordinary fluctuations in" the l~st of wat?
rials, and unforeseen expenditure on account of breaches, we al~;o understand 

. that scales of pay and numbers of stafi have varied materially, in rc~pi'Ct of 
both track and engine upkeep. Examination of the former figures (item 6) 
shows an increase in the second period, followed by a proportionately greater 
decrease in the tLird, in spite of the increase in route mileage. · 

_ As regards maintenance and supply of locomotives (item 7), a Iar(l'e 
· .decrease appears in the third period as compared with the first; but, ns the 

figures include the cost of coal, which is subject to considerable fluctuations, 
we gh·e its average cost (item 9) for the three periods. Item 10, therefore, 

fshows the expenditure on locomotil""e maintenance, excluding the c'Oal hill, and 
the resulting figures indicate that aecrease took place in the third pc1·iod."' 
There '~ere, ~dmit~e~ly, few~r engines _in steam (item 12) ?uring the period; 
but engme milf'age (Item 11) Is propo;tw~a~ely more tha_n In the ~rst period, 
and yet less I?Ioncy was. spent O? mau;ttammg ea~h engme, n?twithstanding 
the introductiOn of poolmg and mtensil""e user, which are now· m operation on 
certain railways. On the other hand, progressive methods of repair m1d 
modern machinery, 'vhich have been introduced in most shops, shuuld tend 
to les3en expenditm"f". "\Ye attach graphs to illustrate the position ,-ear by 
year (Fig. 4). .. 

TABLE B. 

Railu:ay Depreciation Fund. 
(In JaJ...hs of rupc<"!;.) 

With- Xet *Tempo-
drawaLJ accretion Xominal rary loan.s Actual 

Appro- towards to Fund closing to m('(>t dO!'ing 
Year. priation renewaLJ during balanl-e. deficits. balant'E'. 

to Fund. and rc- year. 
placements. 

1921-2.5 10,33 7,29 3,00 :l,(l{) 3,013 
192.!)..26 10,67 7,99 2,G8 5,i-l 5,it 
1926-27 10.89 8,05 2,84 8.5S ~.5S 
1927-28 11,38 10,9.) 43 !),01 9,01 
1928.29 12,00 9,60 2,40 11,41 11,41 
1929-30 12,59 ll,i6 83 12,::!4 1:!,::!4 
1930-31 13,07 11,39 1,6::) 13,!):! 13,!1:! 
1931-32 13,46 8,!!6 5,!!0 l!\,12 4.25 14.~7 
1932-33 13,77 G,3.1 7,4:! :!6,.5-l 1(1,:.!3 1.:!,(11) 

193J.3! 13,56 8,07 5,49 32.03 8,0j !1,.'",{) 

19~35 13,7:! S,G6 5.00 37,09 .5,(1() !1,.~) 

193.)..36 13~ !l,16 4,(1!) 41,18 3.fl!l n.r.o 
193().37 13,17 7,8S .),::!!) ·16,47 -J,:!l 16,10 

· • Tbese are entirely to mew-t the d.-fieits in tbe working oC ~he Stat~ railnp ('Xr"''l.,t in J ~:13·34, the 
_ ~ for -whieh indudee a loan of R3. 9 lakhs ms.Je to ~rtata bran'·h I tnt> com par"'" for c~pital ("Xf"'"• 
llli'ure· 
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This table is based on the figures printed in the Railway Board's Ex-.. 
planatorJ:" ~Icmorandum on the Railway Budget for 1938-39 and shows the·· 
changes m financial conditions during the period under ;eview. In the 
first four prosperous years, the average withdrawals towards renewals and 
replacements amounted to over Rs. 8! crores; in the second period of four 
years, the figure rose toRs. 10! crores, the increase being doubtless larO'ely 
du~ to the Rs. 150 crore programme. During the last five years, it rec:drd 
to J nst over Rs. 8 crores. In the year 1932-33, when a loan of nearly Rs. 10.1 
crores was borrowed from the Depreciation .Fund to meet the annual deficit~ 
the amount withdrawn for· renewals and replacements fell to L'ather less than 
Rs. G! crores, the lowest figure during the whole thirteen years. From the 
Explanatory ~Iemoran.dum .mentioned above, it appears ·that tmder Rs. 6! 
crores was budgetted for Withdrawals for 1938-39. · 

As already mentioned, there was due to the Fund in 1936-3i mQre than 
Rs. 30 crores borrowed to meet deficits, and it follows that nothing has been 
repaid to the Reserve Fund. We understand that it has been suggested 
that both the amounts borrowed from the Reserve Fund (Rs. 19 crores) and 
the Depreciation Fund be written off, but the Legislative Assembly recom
mended in 1937 that decision ·on this question be postponed until 1940. 
Recently the Government of India have published the following statement 
showing the action taken on the relevant recommendations of the Indian 
Railway Enquiry Committee, which were to the effect that tbe normal 
balance in th~ Depreciation Fund should be Rs. 30 crores, and that, in addi
tion to this, a general reserve should be built up of Rs. 50 crorcs :-

"Government accept the need for an adequate depreciation fund and 
· in tlte light of past conditions agree that a ·normal balance of 

Rs. 30 crores would not be excessive. They IJ]so agree with· 
the Committee's conclus£on that it has not been established 
t!tat contributions to the fund in the past have been unduly 
kiglt. They are impressed with the necessity for a general 
reserve fund from which any deficit on working t?Xpen8es and 
inte1·est could be met in years of depressi,on, and so obviate 
railways becoming a burden on general revenues at tlte8e criti
cal times. The figure of 50 crores suggested by th.e committee 
as tke amount to wh-ich revenue balances, after 11rovision for 
depreciation, should be appropriated to such a fund is possibly 
a co'ltnsez of perfection, but Government are indinfd prori
sior.all?f to the view that this sum should be borne in mind as a 
suitable maximum for a combined rese1'Ve fund (-including the 
Depreciation Fund). The railway reser'Ce funds at the end 
of 19S7-88 amounted, hou·ever, to only 19-! crores, and the need · 
of t!t,e railway contribution to general revenues in 11resent 
cirC'ltmstances precludes any decision or action in reqard to 
these matters or to amortization of capital at ptesent: beyond 
the e.tisting basis of the annual contribution to Depreciation 
Fund." 

NEED FOR FUEL EcoNOMY. 

H). Rise in Cost of Coal.-Though the conception of the X class Pacific\ 
t'nO'ines took place during the period of prosperity and optimism, wn { 
ha~-e no reason to suppose that the Railway Board were not actuated. by 
moth-es of rronomy and efficiency in ordering these engines. Ind~ed, thn 
Board were in urgent need of reducing their fuel bill, and they wished to 
pursue Standardisation as a further measn.re of economy, an aspect. which is 
dealt with later. As regards the fuel hill, the Inchcape Committee hart 
urged the need for curtailment~ and the problem was intimately connected 
"ORB 
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.. with the introduction of Pacific type engines. The Great 'V ar had mate
rially raised the cost of first grade Indian coal, and the following table, 
which was furnished to that Committee illustrates the position:- · · 

. All 5 ft. 6 ins. gauge 
railways-
1913-14 
1922-23 

·Per cent. Increase 

All Metre Gauge rail
ways-

. 1913-14 

1922-23 
Per cent. Increase 

... 

Quantity 
of fuel 

consumed. 

Tons . 

3,773,000 
5,175,000 

37 

785,000 

972,000 
24: 

· Total cost Average 
at. Engine cost per 

Shed. ton. 

&. Rs. 

4,09,00,000 10.8 
8,62,00,000 16·6 

110 54 

1,05,60,000 13·5 

2,29,92,000 23·7 
118 76 

~ 

Average 
consump-
tion per 
Engine 
mile. 

lbs. 

67·5 
82·0 
21 

44·4 
52·7 
19 

Total 
Engine 
Miieage. 

Miles. 

125,400,000 
140,100,000 

12 

36,900,000 
40,400,000 

4 

Necessity for the w-ide ftrebo.'C.-lt will be seen from these figures that, 
while the engine mileage between 1913-14 and 1922-23 had only increased 
by 12 per cent. on the Broad Gauge and by 4 per cent. on the Metre Gauge, 
the fuel bijl had grown by 110 per cent and 118 per cent. respectively. One 
way of reducing these costs was by extending the use of second grade coal, 
supplies of which were available over a wider area than first grade, and 
were ample in certain c.Qllieries-.:which ha<L.been acquired by the Railway 
Board as some measure of protection against continually rising prices. We 
understand, however, that an investigation into boiler ratios the:q. indicated 
that existing types of locomotives would be unsuitable for the-economic use 
of this coal, and that, to obtain the necessary boiler horse-power, wide fire 
boxes were considered to be essential. Hence the demand for the wheel 
arrangement of the Pacific type, in place of the existing narrow firebox 
4-6-0 type, if sufficient power was to be obtained to meet the anticipated 
need for heavier loads. 

THE SIX PRF.LIMINARY PACIFIC ENGINES. 

20. B., B. and C. I. R.-The need for economy in the use of second 
grade coal prompted this Administration, in 1919, to initiate experiments 
with certain Metre Gauge engines, which were specially fitted with wide 
fireboxes, and as these trials resulted in the purchase of six experimental 
Broad Gauge Pacific engines, which were the precursors of the X type 
engines, we briefly recount the facts. In September 1_!)2!., the Agent 

. reported that :- --" · 
"Great success has attended the trials of the sp.ecially wide firebox 

whick has been fitted to some of the engines on the JJ! etre 
Gauge system, and this encou1·ages me to propose the adop
tion of a somewhat similar arrangement on the Broad 
Gauge . . . . The use of inferior coal, pulverised or 
otherwise, is one of tlte pressing questions requiring solution. 
It is not considered possible to modiiJJ...!~isting engines .... 
I am,"71ierefore, proposing to tiitroduce tiiei(iw type as shown 
on the blue print sketches . . . . The boilers of tlw 
goods and passenger locomotives are interchangeable. The 
cylinders and motion, 'with th,e exception of connecting, 
coupling and eccentric rods are interchan(Jeable . . . . 
A very early decision is requested as there are indents now 
going forward for 20 new engines against tile 1922-23 grant, 
and, if approud, they will be of this type." 
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In November 1921, the Railway Board agreed to the proposed new types, 
4-6-2 passenger and 2-8-2 goods, which had thus been designed to burn 
low grade coal; but they expressed the opinion that:- .. 

"It would be a mistake to order as many as 20 engiens of ~ com
plet.ely new 4~-~.!2.!! until sufficient experience had proved that
tltezr adoption would be a success.": 

The Board, therefore, agreed to orders being placed for 2 engines of each 
of these types, and they expressed the desire that :-

"1'hese 4 engines be thQ..rpughf!l tried in running for at least a year 
in order that any defective details which may show in opera: 
tion or manufacture can be rectified before bulk orders are 
placed.'" 

In }.fay 1922, the Agent reported that the Chief Engineer saw no objection 
to the running of these engines on the sections of the line proposed, as exist
ing dimensions would not be infringed, and girders were up to the strength 
laid down; the Senior Government Inspector's sanction had also been 
obtained. 

E. I. R.-In August 1922, a similar but lighter Pacific was approved 
for this Administration "u.:ith a view to obtaining a larger firebox", the 
Locomotive Superintendent having decided on this type in preference to a 
three cylinder 4-6-0 engine; he added· in a letter that if this type "proves 
a success, and I see no reason why they should not, a large number would be 
required."· 

Desiun and manufacture.-The above-mentioned "four experimental 
engines of Pacific type were <ksjgned. and built by manufacturers jp_ 
England, in co-operation with the Consulting Engineers, to the specifica~ 
iiims of tne Locomotive Superintendents concerned. The first two, with 19-i 
tons axle loading, were received on the B., B. and C. I. R. about July 1924, 
and were known as the P Class; the other two, with 16! tons axle loading 
were put into service on the E. I. R. about the same time, and were known 

1 
a::; the PS Class. So far as we could ascertain, no more than ordinary 
conventional consideration was given at the time to the design of these} 
engines as vehicles, namely, to the lateral motion of the bogie and hind 
truck. No doubt the usual practice was followed by the Locomotive Super
intendents concerned of fixing the weights on axles, spacing of wheels, 
weight per foot run, etc., the desig,!!_g~n~rally J~ejng left for settlement 
between the Consulting Engineers a~d the Builders. 1 ., r.. • ~ 

-J!. and S. IJI. R.-In ~larch 1923, this Administration, as a separate 
approach to the use of low grade fuel, obtained sanction to purchase two 
Baldwin Pacifies, the design of which was typically American, with bar 
frames, steel fireboxes, etc., the Build£?J;~~~JI1g_giy~n a. free hand. These 
two engines had an axle loading or-17 tons, and their purcbase was in 
accorda-nce with the Railway Board's policy to experiment with the Pacific 
type. 'Vhen, however, the ~I. and S. l\L R. applied for sanction for two 
further Pacific engines of British design, for purposes of direct comparison 
with the Baldwin engines, the Board withheld approval pending the result 
of the trials of the four previous engines on the B., B. and C. I. R. and 
E I. R. The two Baldwin engines started work on the ~I. and S. ~f. R. 
about September 1924. 

The· pei·foima'D.ce of thel"e six engines is referred to later; it is suffi
cient to note here that the Board (a) allowed their introduction for trial 
purposes, and (b) refused to permit the Railways concerned to purchase 
more than two, pending trial for at ]east a year. 

STANDARDIRATION. 

21. B. E. S. A. Locomoti-ces.-The policy of Standardisation in India 
started about 1901, when it was realised that the development by each 
Administration of its own locomotives had certain disadvantages as affert
inO' the Indian Railway system as a whole. It was felt that if Standardi'la
ti~n could be adopted, this would admit of exchange of power between 
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different Railways in case of emergency, it would limit the number of spare 
parts, and enable manufacturers to deliver engines in less time and. at lower 
cost. . .. 

Accordingly, in 1903, the Secretary of State approached the. British 
Engineering Standards Association .(B. E.- S. A.), and a Committee was. 
set up representative of all interests co:p.cerned; it included a member· with 

,. first hand knowledge of Indian conditions namely, the representa~ive of the 
Indian Locomotive Superintendents' Committee of the Indian Railway : 
Conference Association (I. R. C. A.). As a result~ during the next two 
years, B. E. S. A. designs were completed for seven B. G. types, and for 
three M. G. types. Apart altogether from the standardisation of these 
different types, we understand that the designs which were prepa,red made 
provision for the maximum degree of interchangeability of· various com
ponent parts between the various types. There appears to be little doubt 
that the reduction of types, which was thus effected, marked a step forward 
on Indian Railways. 

But though these types were widely adopted on the State-managed 
lines (in those days only the N. W. R., 0. and R. R. and E. B. R.), the 
·Company-managed systems, covering a considerably greater mileage, still 
retained freedom of action, and though they adopted the standards on gen
eral lines, they did not aecept the designs in detail. It was, therefore, 
considered that the advantages of complete. Standardisation were not fully 
realised. By 1910, orders had been placed for some 840 Broad Gauge and 
470 Metre Gauge standard B. E. S. A. engines; tlley included all types, 
and reports showed that, on the whole, notwithstanding small alterations 

. in detail, as is usual in new designs, the engines have been successful, parti
cularly those of the latest 4-6-0 type. 

22. Views of the I. R. C. A. and of the Railu.1ay Board.-Thereafter, 
although Railways continued to purchase B. E. S. A. type engines, Stand
ardisation does not seem to have been pressed, and in 1912, the Lommotive 
and Carriage Superintendents' Committee of the I. R. C. A. expressed the 
opinion that the policy had not been a success and had not achieved the 
objects for which it had been introduced. The main complaint was that, 

· with different conditions on different Railways, it was nearly impossible 
to produce standards which would meet all conditions. It was, however, 
agreed that Standardisation of fittings would be an advantage, and the 
following Resolution was adopted by the I. R. C. A.:-

"1'his Committee considers that it is desirable to standardise sucll 
details of Indian locomotives as are obtained from England 
for renewals and repairs in a finished or partly finished state, 
but that it is undesir.able-.to._s..(qr~d_m:dis_e:.)YlJe.s " of locomoth,es 
and minor detazri as it is liable to hampe1' progress in design., 

The intervention of the Great 'V :tr doubtless interfered with the policy, 
3.nd it was not till 1919 that the Raihvav Board drew attention to the 
difference in important parts which existed ·between different engines of the 
B. E. S. A. types on the various Railways. In 1921, the matter was again 
considered by the I. R. C. A. who reiterated their opinion of 1912. In 
1922, however, the Board ~xpressed th~ir rlisappointment to the L R. C. A., 
and circulated a note pointing out that. the Resolution of 1912 was 

. "inapplicable to pret~ent, or at any rate to prOB]JifCtirf:', conditions"; 
also that with regard to "standardised types of fOcoriwtives", India had not 
up to that time, adopt£-d either the Pacific or the 2-8-2 types which th~ 
B , B. and C. I. R. were then proposing, "an obrious and necessary deve· 
lopment to enable us to e,rtend the use of low grade fuels without detrimrnt 
to train loads. It i.~ fairly ce~taln tfif!t otlter Railu·ays wiU follow suit " 

r'' ~ ) ·. 
A further extract from the~note referred to above emphasi~ed that:-

"There is notldng 7()hrzteur in the principle o(Standrrrdisrrt£on ta 
prevent tlu~ adoption of henrier engines i.f the traffic needs 
them. 
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~ .·The criter.ia· of progress are dft~iency Jn .-Op~eration. and eqonomJJ iri. 

".!!:!'.!'!!:!~?!~!J,Ce. Dealing with the l~tter first, Standardisation. 
aJms spec~ftcally at economy both ~n manufacture and main
tenance; and no one can deny its eff~ctiveness for that pur
pose. Therefore we have to consider now only progress in 
respect of efficiency in opera!ion. The measure of that· pro-. 
gress may be taken practwally as the fuel consumed per 
horse-power; and the plain fact is that except for the intro
duction of S1tperheat no substantial progress has been achieved. 
in this respect. ·It is perfectly safe to assume that future. 
progress is far more Ukely to develop on sound lines from the I 
pooled exper1:ence of all the railways, than from the isolated 
and spasmodic experiment~.o.f.individuallines." . 

Moreover, by this time·, it was generally admitted that the first 
'B. E. S. A. engines contained so many modifications, which had been in
troduced by individual Administrations, that interchangeability of their 

· components ·had become almost impossible, and, in September 1923, the 1 
I. R. C. A. supported a recommendation of the Locomotive and Carriage I 
Superintendents' Committee as follows:- 1 

"that standardisation of locomotives, coupled with the periodicall
1 

· revision of standards, is essential in the interests of economy 
and efficiency, and that additional types be introduced suit
able .for burning low grades of fuel". The Committee also 
recommended the formation of a permanent Standing Techni
cal Committee to deal with "progress in, and variations from, 
standards of locomotives, coaching stock and wagons." 

23. Decision to implement further Standm·disation.--The Railway 
Board therefore decided, in consultation with the Agents in October 1923, 
that a Committee (known as the I .. ocomotive Standards Committee and re
ferred to later) should be constituted,' to implement the above recommenda
tion of the I. R. C. A., and to give effect to the Board's policy which. was. 
"to aim at progressive Standardisation ns a contlnumts process, whick it 'is. , 
b~lieved can be ensured by the formation of a permanent Standinq Technical 
Committee to deal with progress in and variations from standards, co
ordinating requirements in respect of existing and f-uture types of loco
motives, and to be the authority to 'Whom all rnodiftco.tions and improvements: 
should be referred',. .In preparation for the above-mentioned meeting with 
the Agents, the Board also circulated a :Memorandum, which is attached 
as Appendix II; we were informed that, after full discussion, the views 
of the Board, which were thus expressed, were accepted as the policy to be· 
aimed at in future, and that the 1\femorandum generally expresses the 
policy of the Board today. · · 

.... -:-. .-_ .. ,, -.,(' ............... 

Attention is drawn to paragraphs 6 and 16 of this Memorandum; and· 
on the 15th November H>23, the Board addressed all Administrations on the 
subject of the five-year programme, which was referred to in paragraph 16· 
above. They remarked that some proposals which had been received for the 
provision of 'heavy locomotives, rails and girders could not be justified by the, 
volume of traffic to be dealt with. Further investigation was therefore con
sidered to be essential on this basis, from which train weight was to be· 
estimated and locomotive axle-loads assessed, as well as the economic weight 
of rails a~d the standard of girders, the cost of improvements being expect
ed to be justified by the estimated net increase which was anticipated in 
traffic. Thus the Board desired to establish a definjte relationship between 
estimates of increase of traffic and the standards of reconstruction to be· 
adopted· they expressed the opinion that consideration of the problem in 
this ma~ner would simplify some of the difficult ,~uestions which we~e then 
arising as regards future standards and wou_ld tend_ ~?wards plactnq the.· 
future programme of works on a proper '6....~-~~nes,s ba:szs . The Board ai80• 

20RB 
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.stated that those Administrations not having sufficient traffic to justify 
the strengthening of track or bridges for the new types of engines should 
~pecity existing standard B. E. 8. A. types. 

24: .. Consulting Engineers.-Up to this time, various firms acted in-
~ dependently as Consultants to the Government and to the individual Com

pany-managed systems. One firm, however, supervised the oonstruction of 
tJJ_e six preliminary experimental Pacifies, and dealt primarily with the 
design and supply of the Standard engines. Except for references later, 
in paragraphs 42, 43 and 44, to three firms, the firm.!._ in question is referred 
to in this Chapter, and throughout this Report, as the Consulting Engi
neers; they are retained as such by the Secretary of State, the Government of 
India, and the High Commissioner for India, and they act both as general 
Consultants and as Inspecting Engineers for bridge work, locomotives, roll
ing stock, permanent way, and Railway work generally. Orders pertaining 
to these, whether placed by the India Store Department, or by Departments 
in India and remitted to the Director General for inspection, are passed 
to the firm for supervision during manufacture and for certification on 
.completion. The firm's oonnection with the-Government of India is of very 
long standing. · 

LOCOMOTIVE ST.Al\"'DARDS COMMITTEE. 

25. Appointment of the Committee.-This was the first of a number 
.of Standardisation Committees (mentioned later) which was set up by the 
Eoard with the object of promoting economy and efficiency. It was formed 
in February 1924 of two members with a technical secretary, "to standardise 
the several modifications introduced into B. E. S. A. types oflocomotires, 
.and to prepa1·e diagrams and general specifications for new typd required 
on Broad and Metre Gauge systems". 

The first task of this Committee was to tour India, "to risit tlte head
-quarters of the different Administrations and to obtain from the technical 
.officers all necessary information regarding practical difficulties wllic/1- har:e 
been experienced and the steps taken to surmount tlu'il'J.". 

Duties of the Committee.-These are described in the :Memorandum of 
the Board's instructions on the subject, which is attached as Appendix III, 
and which was sent in February 1924 for information to all Agents, to the 
Director General, India Store Department, London, and to the Consulting 
Engineers. Attention is dra\Til to paragraphs 4, 5 and 10; the Locomotive 
Standards Committee was expected to lead an organised effort :-

"To bring existing B. E. S. A. types up to date incorporating suclt 
modifications as practical experience ha.s shou·n to be neces~ 
sary, 1cith a rigid adl1erence in future to accepted standards. 
Once amended, or new designs are accepted, no modifications 
are to be introduced by users, Consulting Engineers or manu
facturers without the previous approral of the Railu·ay Board. 
In order to ensure progress and prerent stagnation standard 
desigM should be periodically rerieu·ed." 

In introducing a modification of an approved design, the C. :.\I. E. concern
-ed was expected to prepare drawings and to gh·e reasons for the modification. 
"after consultation 1cith the Transportation Department, u:here tlu operat
ing of, and running repairs t?, locomotir:es are not v~der his jurisdiction''. 
The Committee was to examme the proposal, and, 1f approved, arran~ 
ments for trials were to be carried out "not only by the Administration 
p.drocating it, but by aU S!fslems using the type oflocomotire on whiclt the 
alteration is suaqested. The trials and lhPir duration should be restricted 
to the number oi locomotires and to the time considered essential by illiJ 

Committee to obtain satisfactor:y results". Of!- completion of the trials, 
the Committee was to forward 1ts .reco~endahons to the Railway Board, 
who would decide whether the modifications proposed should, or should not, 
be incorporated in standard designs. . 
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Fo~ a variety of reasons, the standardisation of details of B. E: S. A. 
locomotives ~oes not appear to have proceeded to finality, although a fair 
degr~e of uniformity was obtained. One of the difficulties was to reconcile 
the time required for trials with the obvious urgenc'Y of certain modifications, 
.and generally to reconcile the often conflicting reports about the same trial 
from various Administrations. 

26. The Board's -instructions as to new types of engines.-The atten
tion of the Locomotive Standards Committee was also drawn to the letter 
of the 15th November 1923 (already mentioned in paragraph 23) dealing with 
the co-ordination of requirements in respect of axle loads, weight of rails, 
etc., and the Committee were given certain broad principles to follow:
"New types to be e·vol'l~ed will depend on actual requirements of all Adminis
trations . . . . As far as possible, the .Committee should, in preparing 
diagrams and [!eneral specifications for new types, 1·eprod·'uce existing 
standards where such have proved satisfactory, hut there should be no hesita
tion in departing from existing standard practice where practical experi
ence has shown that an improvement is absolutely necessary". 
'Vith _regard to new types, the following points were to be given special 
.attentiOn:-

(a) Number of types and classes of a type to be kept down to a mini
mum; 

(b) Axle loads to conform to the standards of loading existing and 
recommended; 

(c) Balancing in co-operation with the Engineering Department; 
(d) Lightening of reciprocating parts; , 
(e)_ 'Veight in relation to tractive effort; 
(f) Accessibility and economical cost of working and maintenance; 
(g) Adequate boiler power; and 
(h) Largely increased grate areas to permit of the more extended use 

of low grade coals. 

Careful consideration was also to be given to the merits of a number 
of specified details, among which were the avoidance of tortuous exhaust 
passages and the necessity for interchangeability of boilers. Thus the 
Board's instructions 'vere that the new standards should be adopted where 
justified; that axle loads were to conform to existing and recommended 
standards; and that the co-operation of the Engineering Department was to 
be obtained. The Board further laid down the procedure which was to be 
observed in the introduction of the new standard engines, and this is refer
red to in Chapter VIII. 

21. The Locomotive Standards Committee's recommendations.-As their 
first task, the Committee toured India from November 1923 to February 
1924, and though it had been hoped that they would have been able to 
benefit by the experience gained from the operation of the six experimental 
·engines already mentioned, it is clear that they could not have done so, for 
their First Report was submitted in 1924, before any of these engines 
arrived. 

The preamble to this ~epo_rt discussed ~h~ benefits that it was hop~d to 
derive from the restandardisatwn of the ex1stmg B. E. S. A. type engmes, 
and from the eYolution of the new I. R. S. designs. The Committee for
mulated their proposals after consultation with the using Departments of 
Class I Railways, and prepared a series of recommendations embracing 
. all future types of Broad and :Metre Gauge locomotives, as well as existing 
B. E. S. A. Broad Gauge types; they also recommended that new I. R. S. 
designs, for five Broad Gauge X. types A to E ~nd thr~e ~Iet~e Gauge Y 
tvpes B to D, should be preparedoy the Consultmg Engme~rs m co~sulta-
·tlon with the B. E. S. A. and the :Manufacturers. The techmcal particulars 
prescribed by the Committee, so far as the XA, XB and XC types were 
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conce!ned . are stated below and the diagrams of the engines as constructed1 
are given In figure 1 :---., 

4-6-2 type superheated. 

Axle load tons (coupled wheels) 
Weight of E11ooi.ne-tons . • 

. Weight of Tender-tons • • 
Boiler pressure-lbs. per sq. inch 
Diameter of cylinder-inches • 
Stroke-inches • • • • . 
Diameter of coupled wheels-inches • 
Tractive effort at 85 per cent. boiler pres-. 

sure • . . . • • • 
Ratio of. adhesion at 85 per cent. boiler 

pressure • • • 
Grate area--square feet • . • 
Evaporative heating surface-sq. ft. 
Superheater heating surface-sq. ft. . ' 

Branch 
XA. 
12·5 
59·5 
40·5 

180 
171t 
26 

61! 

19,810 

4·24 
32 

1,600 
384 

Light 
XB. 

17 
82 

58·5 
180 
2li 
28 
74 

26,760 

4·20 
45 

2,250 
540 

Heavy 
XC. 
19·5 
94·5 
77·0 

180 
23' 
28 
74 

. 30,6~0 

4·28 
51 

2,550 
612 

The Committee prepared outline diagrams of these engines and explain-
ed. that the characteristics had been arrived at as follows:- · 

(a)· The axle loads selecteQ. were .tmitable for rails of the welght·s. 
given below :-. 

Axle load. 
Weight of rail 
lbs. per yard. 

Tons. 
22·5 90 
19·5 85 
17·0 75 
12·5 60 

(b) The diameter of cylinders had been calculated to give a tractive· 
· effort at 85 per cent. of the boiler pressure equal, as nearly as. 

· possible, to the adhesive weight divided by 4"25; 
(c) The grate area had been fixed by dividing the tractive effort at 85-

per cent. of the boiler pressure by 600; 
(d) The evaporative and superheater heating surfaces had been obtain· 

ed by multiplying the grate area by 50 and by 12 respectively~ 

With regard to !!'.~~- Jjmitations, it was pointed out that the engines-
met the following reqwrements as far as was practicable:-

(a) Revolving parts to be completely balanced; 
(b) Cylinders to be horizontal in preference to inclined; 
(c) Connecting rods to be long in preference to short. 

With regard to the lightening o~ recipro~ting parts, the Committee re
cognised that alloy steels were liable to give trouble and confined them·· 
selves to recommending t!ials with alloy ~teel piston_, ?Onnecting, and coup· 
ling rods on two locomotives for each Railway reqmrmg them. The desir
ability of introdlfcing multiple cylinders, mechani~a~ stokers and bo9sters. 
was discussed with the prospective users; but opmwn was unammous , 
against thei.r introduction under .the condition~ existing at th.e t~me. In 
particular, It was held tha~ the Increased cap~tal cost, r.omphcatwn, and 
maintenance charges, resultmg from the adoption of more than two cylin
ders could not be justified for Indian Railways. 

The introduction of high pitched. boilers, increased size of cylinders, 
and straight line valve gear necessitated an increase in the overa11 hei(,:!"ht. 
and width over cylinders.. Thi~ resu}ted in the engines infringing- .the S~he
dules of }.faximum Movmg D1mens10ns of 1922, but the new dtmenswns 
were, in the opinion of the Cm;unittee, the !ll~nimu:n within which sat_is
factory locomotives could be designed. 4dmtm~tratiOns we;e therefo:e m
~tructed that it would be n;-cessary to sahsf:v themselves, J?rior to ~he tntro
duction of the new locomotives, that no fixed structures existed whiCh would' 
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iuterfere with safe running. :F'or example, the overall heirrht for the XA 
type confo:ms to standard, 13 ft. 6 in.; but this dimension for XB and XC 
types was mcreased to 14 ft. 0 in. and 14 ft. 6 in. respectively. 

28. C?mparisons of (J;l'le loading and total u:eight.-1Nith reaard to 
the foregmng figures relating to weight of rail and axle loading of ~oupled 
~vheels, the statement attached as Appendix IV gives relevant information 
m. re.spect of the XA, XB and XC engines as built, compared with. -the. 
ex1stmg B. E. S. A. 4-6-0 type, with the previous. six Pacifies, with ·.the 
subsequent 18 B. N .. R. ~I class Pacifies which are mentioned below, with 
the latest B. N. R. 4-6-0 type engines, and with the latest XP and XS 
Pacifies. It will be noted that there are now 314 Broad Gauge Pacifi(· 
engines running in India, of which 113, 99 and 72 are XA, XB and XC. 
types respectively. 

29. B. N .. R. Pacific En[lines.--The l\1 class engines on the B. N. R. 
were ordered m 1928, and are of De Glehn compound type; the Railway 
Board required that they should follow, so far as possible, the design of the 
XC class, particularly in respect of springing, compensation, bogie and 
hind t,ruck features. The low pressure cylinders and crank axle inside the 
frames and the arrangement of frame stretchers differed from that of the 
standard locomotives; horizontal racking plates were not used. Axle load
ing is 21·45 tons. as compared with 19·7 tons of the XC class, ·and with 17'5 
tons of the existing 4-6-0 type B. E. S. A. engine. The object of the design 
was largely for comparison between the simple and the compound Pacific 
types, with similar frames and wheel arrangements. 

PROCEDURE ADOPTED IN THE DESIGN OF I. R. S. LOCOMOTIVES. 

30. ·Preliminary designs.-From the specification and diagrams laid 
down bv the Locomotive Standards Committee, it appears that the XB 
type was largely based on the information available regarding the first. 
four British built Pacifies, which by then had been constructed, but had 
not reached India, and, as the latter were of experimental type, close· 
collaboration had been necessary between the Builders' and the Consulting 
Engineers; for this reason, the same Builders were engaged and paid, by 
arrangement with the Railwa.v Board, to prepare, under the direction of 
the Consulting Engineers, the sets of preliminary drawings for the standard 
Pacifies in compliance with the Tequirements in the Report of the Loco
motive Standards Committee. 

The Consulting Engineers also considered that the recommended 
Standardisation was of such importance- that one of their Partners paid a 
special visit to India, from November 1924 to February 1925 and reviewed 
relevant matters with the Locomotive Standards Committee and ·with the 
various Administrations concerned. He also discussed with the Railway 
Board the preliminary general arrangement drawings, which he took out 
to India. Attached as Appendix V is an interesting note on Standardi
sation of Locomotives in India, dated January 1925, written by him during 
this visit, and referring to the part played by the B. E. S. A. It was at 
this time that he also wrote and 'supported the· recommendations of the . 
Locomotive Standards Committee on most details; but having visited nearly ; ·, 
every Administration in India, he also"strongly expressed the opinion that I! 
the existinO' B. E. S. A. locomotives of the latest type should "not lightly 
be set asid~ or altered", his intention being that certain B. E. S. A. types 
should be retained in addition to the ne~ stan,dards. 

31. Criticism of the Board's Policy.-It was also at this time that the 
B., B. & C. I R. drew attention to the Board's inability to arrange for ) 
the Heport of the Locomotive Standards Committee tobe discussed by the , 
I.ocomotive and Carringe Superintendents' Committee of the I. R. C. A., ; 
and the Administration submitted a .l\Iemorandum (dated August 1924) ; 
by their C. l\I. E. strongly urging such consideration. The Railway Board 
p'articularlv drew our attention to this l\Iemorandum as being the..Jmly 
reasoned and recorded objections to their policy of Standardisation. 

:!ORB 
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It was contended in the :Memorandum that whereas Standardisation 
of details was highly desirable, Standardisation of complete units was 
eq_u~l!y undesirable; the organisation of the Standards Committee was 
CritiCised on the ground that its powers would be too arbitrary, and it was 
suggested that it should function as previously, through the medium of the 
I. R. C. A. The proposals in this :Memorandum were not pursued at the 
time; but, in the light of subsequent events, we feel that the }.femorandum 
as ~whole is of sufficient general interest to be attached as Appendix VI, 
haVI~g regard also to our recommendations for future organisation in 
respect of Standardisation, and of collaboration in design which we shall 
make in a later Chapter. 

32. P_erformance of the Six Preliminary Paciftcs.-In January 1925, 
these engines had been running for some months and, so far as we could 
ascertain, no complaints had been received with regard to their riding, 

~
though no specific trials were carried out, and the Railway Board apparently 
took no steps at the time to satisfy themselves in this respect. However, 
later they did avail themselves of the experience of the two B., B. & C. I. R. 
engi~es which were running on that line; -they sent to the Consulting 
Engmeers a Memorandum by the C. }.f. E. dated January 1926, with a 
request that due consideration should be paid to the 17 points of design 
raised therein. The following relevant extracts are of interest :-

"The design of the tender bogie is not satisfactory. It is very 'hard 
riding' and tke Engineering Department complain of the 
engines spreading the road where the latter consists of fiat 
footed rails spiked on to wooden sleepers. This is undoubtedly 
due to the g1·eat weight of the engine and tender at:ting on the 
admittedly weak attachment of rail to sleeper, whicl~ consists 
of one dog spike to take side thrust. It is noticeable, lwwerer, 
that tl~e tyres of ~he tender leading bogies u·ear slwrp flanges 
very quickly, and it i$ suggested that a different design of 
bogie should be considered which will provide for both lateral 
movement and rotation. i 

American practice appears to differ in that some tender trucks hare 
both lateral motion and rotation, arnd some have rotation only. 
I think we ·can disregard the Engineers' complaint about 
spreading the road as they can readily strengthen the attach
ment of rail to sleeper by using additional spikes and bearing 
plates on curves. The excessive wear on tyres, however, is 
presumably due to either (a) excessime friction resisting the 
rotation of the bogie, or (b) absence of lateral movement. It 
is possibly due to a combinaticm of these ..... . 

The coupling between engine and tender is reasonably rigid, and tlte 
overhang of the rea:r end of the engine may force the leading 
end of the tender to deviate a greater amount than can be com
pensated for by rotation only of the bogies . . . . . . It 
q,ppears as economical to design a bogie with lateral flexibility 
as without it, and it is suggested that tlte question be very care
fully considered and lateral ·movement provided. A reasonable 
amount of lateral flexibility can obviously be of no detriment, 
and will probably completely eliminate the trouble, and the 
increased cost of design U'ill be negligible. In any case, ex
cessive tyre wear is a very. expensive item. It is understood 
that the bogie tender on the G. I. P. R. has also proved rery 
unsatisfactory.'' 

33. J'iews of.the Ra_ilway Administrations.-As the resul.t of the _above
mentioned discussiOns w1th one of the Partners of the Consultmg Engmeers, 
the Locomotive Standards Committee issued a second Report in :March 1025, 
which embodied a •number of amendments. 'Ve understand that the First 
Report, and the designs submitted therewi!h, represented the vie~'s. of the 

) 
different Railways c?nsulted by the Committee, but the papers gn·t~g t~e 
details of the interviews have been destroyed, and only the Committees 
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Repo:t~ rem~in. 'V e were informed, however, that the views of the various 
Adn;umstratwns, .expre~sed in answer to the Committee's questionnaire, 
received due con.s~derat~on, ~nd the First Report was actu~lly sent to them 
for remarks. The modifications thus p~oposed were embodied in the Second i 
Report, upon which, however, the Railways were not asked to comment \ 
but to st~t~ whi?h types of engine they could best utilise. We gather that ~
the Admmistratwns were then asked to place orders for two engines of such 
types for trial purposes, the choice being limited to the proposed rancre 
which was strictly kept down to the minimum of five types in accorda~c~ 
with the R~ilway Board's instructions. · · , 

'Vhile the new standards thus reflected the views· of the Locomotive 
:Standards Committee, formed after a measure of, consultation with the 
C. 1I. E.'s, it cannot be said. that they em~nated from the Railway them-
.selves. Actually the Committee were implementing the Board's policy 
which required engines of greater horse-power than the B. E. S. A. 4-6-0 
typ~, with larger boilers, and wide fire-boxes, features calling for t.he \ 
Pacific whecl arrangement. On the other hand, we were also informed that 
no criticism was received from any Administration with regard to the 
adoption of the Pacific type, or to the particular sizes and range of the 
.standards proposed. . -

34. Approval of working drawings.-vVith regard generally to the re
·commendation~ of the Locomotive Standards Committee, we draw attention 
to their last remark; they emphasised "the great importance of being given 
an oppo1'tunity to scrut1'nis'J tlte wnrking drawings prior to the trial engines , 
being buU('. We understand that no such opportunity was afforded, and l 
that the drawings were not in fact recej vecl in India until after the engines \ 
·had been built; but while the first contracts were in hand, there was intimate 
collaboration between the Consulting Engineers and the Builders, and close 
touch was maintained, largely by demi -~fficial correspondence, between the 
former and the Railway Board. _._.,,,_,,..~, ... 

:Moreover, as delay would have resulted (there was no air mail) from a 
·procedure involving submission to India and approval of working drawings, 
it was ananged that one of the original members of the Committee should 

.collaborate in Londonwith the Consulting Engineers. It was considered 
.that, with his intimate knowledge of Indian requirements and of the views 
held by the Committee, his services would be of great assistance to both 
.t.he Consulting Engineers and the Builders, in the event of the· Committee's 
recommendations upon essential details being insufficiently explicit. By 

-this a~rQJ?riate means, the drawings, which were prepared by the Builders, 
were exainuied and approved on behalf of the Board; and it was arranged 
that, whenever a difference of opinion arose, reference was to be made for 

.. decision to the Board, with whom final responsibility in such circumstances 

.naturally rested. -
'Vith regard to the four preliminary experimental Pacifies for the 

B., B. & C. I. R. and E. I. R., we understand that generally the procedure 
~adopted in 1923, as previously, was th~.t. no d~tailed drawings were s?b
mitted for the approval of these AdministratiOns, and the Consultmg 
Engineers assumed entire responsibility; the E. I. R. design was based on 
that accepted for the B., B. & C. I. R:· vVit~ reg~rd to the two Baldwin 

·-engines for the 11. & S. ~I. R., the. outln~e speCificatiOn was prepared by 'the 
· Consultin,., Encrineers and the ma1n desum was left to the Bmlders. 

0 b ' ' ._, 

DESIGN OF THE X CLASS PACIFIC AS A VEHICLE. 

35. Recommendations of the Locomotive Standards Commi~tee.-In 
·their first Report of ~lay 1924, onJy __ th~ee,qut of 57. recommendatiOns had 
any reference to the running of the engme as a vehiCle,, and of. these Qnly 

. one, recommending spring compensation in t:wo groups If practicable, w~s } 
6f'any importance in this respect. Indeed, It would have be~n unust;tal m 
those days for special instructions to be given to the Consultm~ Engineers ~ 
regarding _this aspect of design. Fur~her, ou~ of 18 re~arks In t.he Com- { 

. mittee's second Report of ~larch 192a, covermg alteratwns applicable to 
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all. the pror:osed standard types, only two hare a material bearino· on the 
pomt; the fi.rst approved overhea~ spring gear, and the second ;pprovt'd 
the Cartazz1 radial axle on the hmd truck for Broad Gauge engines. 

A~ already mentioned, the modifications recommended in the latter 
~~port were no doubt i~fluence~ by the visit ii1 the wint~r of 102-1:-23 of the 
I ,lr~ner of the Consultmg Engmeers; he had two meet ma-s with the Loco
motive Staijdards Committee on arrival in India, and, ~fter his tour of 
two months, had further meetings covering three days. 

36. S?Jring Gea~ on Coupled JVheels.-In the original outline design 
prepared by the Builders of the experimental P and PS class Pacifies 
springs were carried on high stirrups on the top of the axleboxes, and th~ 
compens~ting be:;tms were a~ove the centre line of the coupled wheels. \Vhen 
the .detmled design was be~n.g prepared by the Builders of the X class 
Pacifi('s, under the supervisiOn of the Consulting Engineers, the springs 
we:e lowered to rest directly on ~h~ tops of the axleboxes, and the compen
satmg beams were lowered to positiOns below the centres of the axles. This 
~atter has given rise to some doubt as to the effect on stability as outlined 
1n Chapter III. The proposal was not referred to the Locomotive Standards 

I
. Committee, when the alteration was made, but we were informed that had 
it been submitted, it would have been approved. The main reference frorr.. 
India on the .subject appear~ to have been included in a letter to the Board's 
representative in August 1926, emphasising that :-

(a) the spring must be brought down as near as possible to the cro'wn 
of the box; and · 

(b) the horn stay should prefe1'abl!f secure tlte frame and thP horns, 
but if tlds cannot be carried out, tll,e frame should be stayed 
and not th,e horns, which has been tlte practice in the past. 

Owing to the desire to use a combined hornblock and framestay, there 
was not room for the retention of the compensating levers in the original 
position, and the BuilderS' informed us that, in conference with the Consult
ing Engineers, it was not considered objectionable to increase the length of 
the spring links; it was suggested that the rubber spring pads might, with 
advantage, be carried below the bqttom of _the frame, in order to afford 
more room for a wider rubber pad. This was the arrangement approved 
by the Consultins Engineers in Au~ust 1926 for the new standard 2-8-2 
~Ietre Gauge engtnes then being built for the A. B. R. In February 1027, 
the Consulting Engineers approved the whole arrangement of guirles and 
sprincrs for the X class Pacifies being kept uniform. Further, for the pur
poses t~of Standardisation, the same arrangement was adopted for the ,.{ class 
2-8-2 engines, XD and XE types. 

37. ]lind truck.-The Cartazzi type of radial box was discussed by the 
Partner of the Consulting Engineers during his tour in India, and before 
the issue of the Locomotive Standards Committee's second Report of ~larch 
Hl25, in which its adoption was ac~epted for Broad Gauge desig_ns. It was 
the only type of truck of which there was then first hand expenence (about 
three year~s) on Pacifies i~ England, and th~. Consulting ~ngineers poii~tcd 
out that it.was light in weight and gave ~naxmml!l freedom 1n ashpan design. 
It also provided for .centrmg force . d1~erent t.n ~ature fron~ tha~ o~ the 
spring cobtr.olled bog1e, and about this time ~h~ Chtef 1fe~hamcal Engmeer 
of the B., B. & C. I. R. expressed the opmwn that .th1s ty.Pe of c?ntrol 
(1 in 7 compared with 1 in 10 on the XC) was workmg satisfactonly on 
the first two experimental Pacifies on his line. 

Later, in ~Iay 1926, the q?nsulting E~gineers also received a letter 
from the Board to the effect that tile Cartazzt boxes on tlu: B., B. & C. I. R. 
hare not giren a moment's trouble, and I feel tlwt, aR tluR a_rmngrmPnt li(LS 
bun so sztccessful on t~ze Broad qaugP;"w~ sltoul~l adopt, lt on tlzP J!ttre 
Gauge enqines for tlze sake ofu~tformltfl 1/ notlung el8e . It also Frcms 
that the Board and the Consultmg Eng-meers cannot have over1ook.ed the 
Bissel truck as an alternative. in view of its wide use elsewhere, and 1t wa~. 
in fact.. provided on the Baldwin engines which had then been under trial 
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on the .M & S. l\I. R .. for nearly two years. The proposal to adopt the 
C.artaz~i type of radial axle box was finally agreed to, as the re~mlt of 

. disCU$SI?ns at ~he Builders' 'Vorks in 1\Iarch 1927, the arrangt>ment having 
the merit of bemg the same for both XB and XC engines. 

33. Tlte Drawgear.-:-While, as already ex.plained, one of the original 
mem?ers of. the Lo_comotlye Standards Committee was collaborating with 
the Co~sultm~ Engmeers ~n London, the other member ac.ted on the Railway 
Board In India from Aprll to October 1926. It was during this time that 
final decisions were taken with regard to the design of the drawgear and the 
bogie; the latter is dealt with in the next paragraph. 

As regards the dr~wgea.r, the subject was raised by the Board, and,. 
as an example of the discussiOn, an extract from their letter of 30th :March 
1926 may be quoted: "There is an important point which must not be 
orerloo~e~ and tha~ is the coul!ling be~ween eng·ine and ten.der. If this is 
not .s1ffficuntly fiea:zb~e to perm~t of eng~.ne a1fd tender. assum~ng their normal 

, lJOSJtwns on curves, 1t results 1n excess~ve szde thrust on the leading tender 
bogie. lVith the large overhang behind the trailing coupled 'wheels of the 
new standard locomotives, it is essential that the engine and tender should 
be prodded 'with a coupling which wiU give a wide range of flexibility ". 

The Consulting Engineers replied on· 29th April as follows :-"lVith 
regard to the drawgear, I think with you that it has been a mistake in the 
past not to gire more freedom to enable the tender to be guided by its wheels 
independently of the control due to the friction between the intermediate 
buffers, and I am accordingly an-anging to fit ·'Goodall'' draw bars to all the 
new en[!ines and tenders ". The acknowledgment of the 29th 1\Iay from 
the Board stated that "I note you propose to fit the 'Goodall' drawgear to 
all tlze new standard locomotives, and agree thq,t this is probably the best 

· arrangement on locomotives having a big overhang be/lind the trailing 
coupled wheels ". It was therefore included in the specification to the· 
Huilders. · 

This type of drawgear had been on trial on one engine on the ni. & t;, 
~I. R. since 1923, and was reported to be satisfactory. It appeared to offer 
a solution of the troubles that .were being experienced in India with the 
drag boxes which accommodated the previous type of intermediate dra,v
gear; play developed therein. which induced heavy &hock loads when buffing, 
and rivets became slack in the built-up type of drag box, while fractures 
occurred in the steel casting type. As the ;Goodall' drawgear ... is an 

. articulated ball and socket arrangement, it 1VilS antiripa.ed that it would 
largely eliminate shock loads; moreover, it was considered that the inertia 
of the tender would be available to absorb the horizontal forces set up by the 
lll}.l~a lanced reciprocating parts. 

. . .. . .. ~ ~"' .... - -.. 
It will be seen later that we recommend a change; in fact, this was 

foreshadowed in 1932 'vhen the 'Goodall' type was dropped by the Railway 
Board as a standa,rd. In that year, a Senior Railway Officer was deputed·: 
by the Board, with one of the Consulting ~ngineers, to investigate Con
tinental drawgear practice, and visits were paid to various French and 
Getman Railways, a report being submitted to the Board. It was pointed 
out that french and German authorities then held divergent views on the 
subject of lateral control, hut both agreed that it was advisable to use the 
tender to assist as a stabiliser, though different means were adopted t() 
achieve this object. Further, it was observed that tonditions at that time 
in Grrm:my permitted Pacific engines to run satisfactorily with considerably 
lower initial control values than those adopted in France (ride Chapter VII), 
and no clear lead emercred from this visit as to the correct values for Pacific 
engines. "1' e were informed that the Consulting Engineers receh-ed n() 
nrknowledgment of their report. · 

39. Tl1P Boaie.-The corre:3-pondenee on this subject appears to have 
t·ommcmed in JanuarY 1926 with a letter from the Railway Board to the 
II icrh Con;.missioner for India, proposing to substitute a three-point.sus
pe~sion Logie for a spring controlled mechal!ism; it was fel~ that the _latter 
was contributin(1' to the hot box trouble winch was then bemg expenencE'd 

0 
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Qn the E. I. R. In September, the C. M. E.'s of the four British Railways 
were referred to on the point by the Board's representative, and the Con
-sulting Engineers agreed to adopt gravity control. In October, the Board's 
representative wrote to India saying that design was proceeding on the 
three-point-suspension link type, which was the arrangement adopted for 
controlling the Bissel truck of the 2-8-0 engines; the question, however, of 
wear. and tear was raised, and shortly afterwards the Consulting Engineers 
advised that the cost of maintenance was likely to be greater than for the 
spring controlled type. Information with regard to heavy wear on pins 
and links had been received by them, especially .relating to the bearing 
.surfaces at the. top pins where lubrication was difficult. 

Further, the Board's representative in London drew attention to 
practice on British and . German Railways as adhering to spring control; 
the Board were, therefore, requested to review the question. They wrote 
.on the 27th Oc~ober saying that '·'if you have not already finally decided on 
the design, it might be ~ well to folJow ~he Baldwin (swing link) arrange
tnent, as fitted to the 1,.-6-2 M. & S. M. (experimental) locomotives, as I 
-understand that thev have experienced. no trouble, also the bogies do not 
run hot and the engzn_es. ride extremely smoothly''. · The outcome, however, 
was that on the 18th November, the Board somewhat reluctantly agreed in 
:the following terms, having regard to the representations of the Consulting 
Engineers :-"We approve, of the engine bogies being fitted with spring
-cont1'olled · lateral motion, although I ·must submit I am not altogether 
.satisfied that spring-control is preferable to gravity-control. But in -oiew 
.of the modifications to the. engine bogies, which yQu propose to effect, we 
.should get over the trouble due .to l10t bogie bo.ves", which was to be dealt 
with by increasing bearing surfaces. By this, as it was explained to us, 
the Board's concurrence at the time did not go beyond the general design 
-of the spring-controlled bogie; they did not specifically approve the actual 
.amount of the initial side control provided, 15 cwts., as this point was not 
referred to them, and it did not come into prominence until the first report 
-of hunting was made to the Board by the E. I. R. in January 1929, seven 
months after the first case occurred. · · · -- · 

There is no doubt that prolonged consideration was thus given to this 
matter; the Board's representath:e in London visited Swindon for the pur
pose in October 1926, and afterwards advised the Board with regard to 
G.· ,V, R. practice and their preference for spring-control rather than for 
gravity-control. Subsequently, a special arrangement with side check 
.springs was considered, each axle bemg independently sprung; there is 
some evidence from the Builders' reoords that the object of this arrange
ment was to make the side control springs more accessible for examination 
.and repair than in the B. E. S. A. ·design. It. was decided, however. to 
.abandon this in favour of the arrangement in use on the 4-6-0 engines 
(axcept that the wheelbase is lon~r), thus affording spring compensation 
between the axles, which was considered to be a desirable feature. · 

· The ConsUlting Engineers informed us· that the decision to retain this 
design was taken solely because it was considered to be thoroughly satis
factory, and had already proved to be so under Indi~n cond~ti?ns for .at 
least 20 years on ·the 4-4-0 and 4-6-0 types of locomotives. Similar bogies 
had also been incorporated in the design for the pre-standard 4-6-2 engmes 
which at that time had been in use for nearly two years. There was no 
sugge~tion that tro~ble or expense might be saved, and. it appears tha~ a 
reasonably wide view of the matter was taken at the time. The design 
"\Vas finally approved at the ·Builders' Works in :March 1927. 

40. Difficulties of design.-The Consulting Engineers .Pointed out that 
in new designs, certain t_~ethi~g. trouble~ were to be. anticipate4 and the~r 
elimination was bound to requue a con~Id~rable penod of. runmng: experi
ence. They also pointed out that the prmCipal sour.~s of mformat1~n o~en 
to them about running troubles were the Proceedmgs of the LocOmotive 
Standards Committee and that such troubles must, for the most part, be 
<lealt with by the Eniineers on the spot; observation concerning influences, 
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:such. a;s the bogie control etC'., can o! course ?nly be made under running 
conditiOns. Further, the Consultmg Engineers emphasised that main
tenance of the engine itself, and maintenance of the track,materially affect 
the running of an engine. · . 

In this connection, frame and coupling rod fractures will be mentioned 
later; the Consulting Engineers were not advised of the full extent of the 
troubles, but they were informed .t~at crack~ had develop~d. in the leading 
coupled horns of some of the original engines. More· ngid construction 
was, therefore, embodied in later designs by means of horizontal cross
bracing from the saddle casting to the trailing coupled wheels. The matter 
was referred to in the Proceedings of the Locomotive Standards Com- J 

mittee of 1929 and 1931; but the Consulting Engineers informed us that,! 
in the absence of reports to the contrary, they assumed that the measures:; 
taken had prevented recurrence of fractures. They did not, however, con-! 
sider that the·original design was faulty, and, in support of this, pointed i 
·OUt that the M. & S. M. R. had experienced fewer . frame fractures 
than other. systems. They attributed the incidence of this type of 
failure elsewhere "to rough permanent way, indifferent locomotive main
.tenance, and the existence of abnormal side clearances in the axle boxes''. 

PROCEDURE ADOPTED FOR, AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES ATTENDING, PURCHASE. 

41. Contracts.-When· the stage of tendering was reached, design had 
developed to the extent of a set of four basic drawings for each type, and 
these, together with the. specification covering the detail~, had been prepa;red 
by the Consulting Engineers. In July 1926, ~ontracts for 68 lo~omotiv~s 
(26 XA, 30 XB, and 12 XC) were placed With the firm of Builders In 
England who ~ad subinit~ed the lowest suitable ten.der .. The Firm, wit.h 
the representatives of whiCh we had the benefit of discussing the matter, IS 
one of long standing, with an established and world-wide reputation. and 
experience in the construction of locomotives for inany countries including 
India. Some of the later engines were constructed by other well lmown 
British I~ocomotive Builders, whose representatives we have also inter
viewed. The following statements give the details of the contract dates, 
present distribution, etc., for all the 284 I. R. S. Pacific X type engines, 
which are included in our terms of reference. 

Contt·act dates for XA Engines. 
Railway Board's 
let.wr authorising 

purchase. 
Railway. 

204-S of lOth December {N. ,V. R. . 
1925 to High Commis-
sioner for India. G. I. P.R. . 

E. T. R. . 
.314-S of 5th October 1027 G. I. P.R. . 

to High Commissioner 
for India. 

314-SI of 18th October {G. I. P.R .. 
1928 to High Commis-
sioner for India. N. W. R. • 

1173-S of 28th November N. W. R. .. 
1929 to High Commis-
sioner for lndia. 

{

N. W.R. . 
.3200-S of 19th June 1930 

to Railways concerned. G. I. P. R. . 

N. S. R. • 

Total 

No. Indent No. Contract Rear truck 

2 66/1926 

2* 3/1!)26 

2 47/1926 
20*t 112/1927 

2.')* 112/1927 

14 45jl929 

27 32JH}29 

7 12/1930 

10 14/1930 

date. spadng. 

. }28-:-26 
3-4-28 

7'-0" 

X AI. 7'-0" 

· }s-6-29 7'-0" 

N-7-30 s'.o" 1 

: }22-12-30 . 8'-0" 

JXA2. 

4 529/1934 . Not known 9' .o• Shipped in 
Sept. 1935. 

113 

" AJ XA type engines on G. I. P. R. (including 8 subsequently transferred to ~. W • R.) have had rear 
truck spacing increased in India to 9'-0 ... 

1 8 engines sinoe trl\nsferrod toN. w. R. 



Present distribution :
E. I. R. . 
G.I.P.R. 1

• 

N.W.R. 
N.S.R. 

28 

.. 
2 

49 
58 
4 

Total 113 

Contract dates for XB Engines. 
Rear 

Railway Board's letter authorising purchase. Railway. No. . . - Contract truck 

204-S of lOth December 1925 to High Commis- E. I. R. . 

{

E. B. R.. 

sioner for India. · G. I. P.R. 
S. I. R .. . IE. B. R. 

314-S of 5th October 1927 to High Commissioner N. ~. R. • 
for India. l S. I. R. . 

IE. B. R .. 
314-S of 23rd :...\ugust 1928 to High Comruissioner :M. & S.M. 

for India. . . l R. 
. · N. S. R. • 

{

E. I. R .. 
3200-S of 19th June 1930 to Railways concerned :M:. & S. :M:. 

R. 
35/70/S of 5th July 1934 to :M:. & S. M. R. . :M:. & S. ~1. 

R. 

Present distribution :-
E.B.R. ' 
E. I. R. 
:M:. & S. 1J. R .. 
s~ I. R. 
N. S.R. 

Total 

date. spacing •. 

5*} 14 28-7-26 
9t 
2 14-7-27 

12* 1-6-28 
3 . 1-8-28 
9 23-8-28 

11 30-4-29 
12~ 3-5-29 

4 20-6-29 
10 22-12-30 

6 29-12-30 

2 12-6-35 

99 

. 8'-0" 

8'-0" 

• } 8'.()' 

• } 8'-0" 

s•.or 
• } 9'-6" 

• 18 
• 38 
• 25 
. 11 

7 

10'-6" 

-Total • 99 

Contract dates for XC Engines. 

Railway Board's letter authorising purchaseR. Railway. 

- (N. W. R. . 
204-S of lOth December 1925 to High Com-

1
• G. I. P .. R. . 

missioner for India. E. I. R. . 
• B., B. & C. I. R. 

314-S of 5th October 1927 to High Commis- {E. I. R. · . 
sioner for India. B., B. & C. I. R. 

314-Siof18thOctober1928toHighCommis- {N. W. R. · 
sioner for India. E. I. R. 

Total 

Present distribution :-

No. Indent No. Coutract 
date. 

2 66/1926 . } 
6§ 3/1926 • 28-7-26 
2 47/1926 • 
2 B/23/1926 15-9-26 
20 78/1927 18-10-28 
8 B/1/28 22-10-28 

20 
611 

72 

45/1929 . }17-5-29 
52j1928 • 

K~R. ~ 

E. I. R. • 30 
B., B. & C. I. R. 14 

Total . 72 

' \ • 4 Engines from 1st batch and 6 engines from 2nd batch subsequently trarufcrred to E. I. R. 
U Subsequently traruferred, 5 engines to M. ,\ 8, M. R. and 4 engines to E. I. R. 
. ~ These 12 engines (together with the 5 engines tranRferred from G. r. p, R.) 1111\"C had rear truck 

11pacing increased to 10'-6' in India. 
§ Subsequently transferred to E. I. R. 
;: 4 Locomoti\·eA subsequently transferred to the D., B. & C. I. H ... 
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42. S: 1. R. X Class Pacifics.-The Consulting E~ginecrs to th1s 
Company ll~!ormec.l us that, in 19~, they_ wer~ asked to express their opinion 
upon the 1: ust Report of the Locomotive Standards Committee· but the 
informatirm available therein did not then permit of criticism.' It was 
subsequently left to the Company in India to decide on the types of I. H. S. 
engine best suited t(' their requirements, and, when the firm received an 
indent in Hl27 for two XB and tl'i·o XD engines for this system (the Indent 
bdng included in a combined call), it was ascertained that the detailed 
drawings \Yeec under preparation by the Consulting Engineers to the Gov
ernment oi India; the firm, therefore, confined themselves to inspection 
and certifkatiou. in accordance with the terms of the contract. In view 
of the Hailway Board's conditions that, without their permission, no altera
tions were to be madf' to standard designs, either by the Railway using them, 
or by the Consulting Engineers, or by the Builders, we were informed by 
the flrm that they did not interfere, nor were they invited to offer criticism. 
l\Ioreo-rcr, as the 'rork progressed, and they had opportunities to examine 
the detailed drawings, they had no occasion to take exception to the design; 
they 'Were satisfied that, so far as the track and local climatic conditions 
were concerned. these engines would be suitable for use on tnis system: 
Subsequently, in October 1927, a further Indent for nine XR engines was 
receivc·cl and dealt with as a repeat order. 

43. N. S. R. X Class Pacifics.-Until the 31st December 1931, the firm 
~oncerned in this cas~ were the Consulting Engineers to the Government of 
[ndia and thev dealt with the purchase of seven XB engines in 1928 and 
L929.' Snbsequentlv another firm advised this Administration, and dealt 
1\ith the order for ~four XA engines in 1934; certain modifications were 
;pecified for th~se Inter engines as follows:-

(a) The substitution of a laminated spring control bogie for the 
standard design; 

(b) The cutting away of the frame to permit of clearance for the 
trailing bogie wheels. 

The latter firm of Consulting Engineers were advised that these modi
fications were consiuercd necessar~~ to improve the riding of this clm~s of 
enO'ine which had been in use in India since 1928; they did not, therefore, 
fe~ cdmpetent to question the design, which was not _new, nor were t~ey 
asl\:ed to do so. l\Ioreo\'er, they had no reason to consider that the hcsign 
was unsntisfnrtory, and they con.fined themselves to functions of inspection 
and certification in accordance with the terms of the contract. 

44. B. N. Il. Pacifics.-~.eferen~e has b~n made in paragraph 29 to 
the 18 B. N. R. ~I class Pacific engmes, which were brought into sen ice 
alx,ut 1930. TLe Railway Board agreed to the purchase of these engines 
on condition that they generally followed one of the standard desi!!Ils and 
that all stand ant details were incorporated; as alreadv stated, the

0 

under
lvinr' idea "·as to compare simple and compound engines of the Pacific tYpe. 
The °Consulting Engineers to this Company informed us that they accepted 
no respon~ibility _for the .standard features: for example, the fpringing. 
compensatiOn, bogie, and hmd truck constructiOn, etc., as these were specified 
in the IrJrlent as follows :-"These ~ngines shall har_e, as .far as possiblf, 
tclu:cls, tyres, axles, axlebo;res, spnngs, ?Jar~;· fittmQs, etc., u·hich are 
standard for the stnndar~ ..:Y..C type of enqzne. The. firm '\"\ere, therefore, 
U\er€'1Y concerned in assurmg ~hat the engmes were bmlt to the specificntion 
'\vhich was rec·eived from Indta. 

The Central Standards Office. 

4:;). lnauguratio.n and Duties of the Office.-The Locomotive Standards 
Committee continued to function until 1930, up to which time the technical 
work of the Committee in the way of design. and preparation of drawings, 
etc., had been carried out by the Consulting Engineers, and hy a Technical 
Sectton in the Railway Board's Office. "\Ve understand that the obJect 

!!ORB 
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aimed at in forming ~he Central Standards Office, under the Chief Control
ler of Stan~iardisatio~; as part of the Railway Board's organi8ation, ~as 
to standardise all eqmpment, commonly in use on Railways, and to pronde 
means ~\·hereby "Standardisation could be progressively effected in accord
anne w'tth cllWt!li1ly conditions and as a result of practical experience''. On 
the :Mechanical side, the Office appears to have confined its attention, until_ 
1~36-3i anJ onwards, almost exclusively to I. R. S. designs of rolling stoek. 
Emce then, however~ it has become increasingly recognised that the Office 
should concep1 itself in various matters arising from the use of the pre
I. R. S. designs, such as-

(a) The examination of dynamometer car reports, and development 
arising therefrom; 

(b) Proposals £or modernising B. E. S. A1
• ·type engines, etc. 

46. JVork undertaken by the Offtce.-Subject to the above, the work 
has been based on the advice of the following seven Standing Committees:-

. (i) Locomotive Standards Committee formed in 1924. 
(ii) Carriage and Wagon Standards_ Committee formed in 1924. 
(iii) Track Standards .Committee formed in 1925. 
(iv) Bridge Standards Committee formed in 1925. 
(v) Signal and Interlqcking Standards Committee formed in 1926. 

(vi) Stores Standards and Specifications Committee formed in 1928. 
(vii.J Electrical ~tandards Committee formed in 1935. 

The Central Standards Office provides a Secretary for each of these 
Committees, the per~onnel of which consists of a few selected officers from 
Class I Railways. 'Ve were informed that the advisory functions of these 

I 

Committnes remain unchanged, but it appears that the Chief Controller of 
Standardisation has an overriding authority and acts for the Railway 
Board. 

Originally, the work of preparing standard drawings and specifications 
was dealt with, on behalf of the Board, by the Consulting Engineers, by 
officers .on special duty, and by various Railway Administrations. In 1031, 
however, it was decided, for the first time, to invite tenders for locomotives 
simultaneously in England and in India, and, foll~wing upon this dec.ision, 
the Central Standards Office had to undertake, in addition to the work 
already devolving upon it, the preparation of tender documents, namely, 
Specifications,. Tender Forms, and Schedules. 

47. Relations between the Central. Standards Office, the Consulting 
Engineers and },fanufacturers.-Since 1930, when the Central Standards 
Office was formel1, the technical control which was formerly exercised by 
the Consulting Engineers, has been modified. Very briefly, the history of 
events was that whPn the Government of India decided in September 1028 to 
institute the sy~tem of Rupee Tender Purchase in India, an endeavour was 
made to bring the organisation of the Consulting Engineers into closer ac
cord with·Jndian requirements. A· Branch Office was, therefore, establi£h
ed in Calcutta in 1929 for the purpose of providing expert advice in the 
fJreparation of technical projects, specifications and drawings, and for the 
examination of tendPrs for technical stores, etc. The cost of this Branch 
was partlv defrayed by the Government of India, and the primary object 
was to assist in the establishment of the Rupee Tender Purchase System; a 
secondary function of this Branch developed later, by which a liaison "as 
maintained betwet'n the London Office! the Central Standards Office. and 
the various Railwa"t" Engineers. The impossibility, however, of the firm 
keeping experts in "every type of engineering in India, together with the 
establishment of a regnlar Air :Mail, which made communication ea~ier and 
enabled a large number of cases to be referred to England, were among the 
reasons which brought about the closing of the Branch Office in December 
1931. 
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The functions of the Controllers of Stores were increasino-h .. transferred 
to the Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores Department~ ill accordance 
with the l~upee Tender Purchase Policy. The effect of the aboYe and other 
changes was, first, that the technical control of rolling stock and stores pur
chase was largely transferred from England to India, with the result that ' 
the onus of preparation of specifications fell upon the Central Standards 
Office, and, Eecondh. the office had to undertake all the drawinrr and speci
ficatiun work which bad pre'\iousl~· been delegated to the ¥ariou~ RailwaYs. 
'Yith regard to loeomotires, however, the Consulting Engineers, in rolla~ 
ration with the Builtlers, continue to deal with the detailed design; the¥ ary 
al~o n.•sptmsible for inspection and general liaison with manufacturers. 

The Railway Board informed us that the ~lationship between them
selves and rhe Consulting Engineers is, and should be, exacth .. the same as 
between any other organisation or firm which employs Consultmg Encrineers; 
the latter. bt'iug specialists in touch with modern practice in E~pe and 
A.111erica, ad,·ise the Doard and offer such criticism as they consider neces
sary on any proposa.ls which may be put forward by the Board. It is also 
intended that they 8hould assist and guide the ~Ianufacturers, \\'"ho, in 
accordance \\ith gem•ral practice, accept, as contractors, responsibility for 
what they supply. Calculations in connection with the design are uade 
by the Consulting Engineers, who must accept re$ponsibility for the same;\ 
but as the Railway Board were, and are, generally kept adrised on details 
of design, there is joint responsibility between them and the Consultin'-" 
E 

. ~ 

I1g1neers. 
\\"e understand that one of the most important duties deYolving upon 

the Central Standards Office sinre 1930 has been the preparation and distri
bution of part-drawings, of which some 2,800 are in existence todav. In 
1937. a decision was also made that the part~drawing system should ·be ex
tended to all the ~.tandard type-s of loromotiYes and. as a beginning, the 
-l'\msulting I:ngineers were asked to arrange with the Builders for their 
prepDration, as part of the fulfilment of current contrarts. 

Sul\BJ.Ar.Y oF F~RFCRMA .. "\CE OF X. CLA.ss PACIFIC L"\Gn"Es IX sEKncE. 

48. Stati"stics.--lip to the 31st liarch 1933, the mileage run by th~ 113 
X.A. engines "as o'fer 3-! millions; bv the 99 XB, W millions; and bv the 
'i2 XC ~engines. ::!1! miHions; for the 2S-! engines concerned, therefore~ the 
total IYns 9•) million miles. Owing to the system of accounting, it t.as nut 
been possible to s.egregate the cost of maintenance of any particular type of 
engine; but there haY!:! been 3±7 frame fractures on the 2S4: engines, and no 
less than 205 fire-bcx: tube plates have had to be changed, due to cracks in 
the radius. The XC engines on the B., B and C. I. R- were v--ithdra'm 
just prior to m1r visit berause of coupling rod breakages. a tro:~ble '\Thich 
has also been experienced on other lines. On the E. B. R., operating lS 
XB engines, it appear::. that the average time these spent. in the shops und~r 
repairs was three YC'Hrs out of a total average life of eight years. ri.z., no 
le~s than 3';' per rer1L of their time. 

Drrailments.-lt appears that while :s:.A. and XB class £·ngines ''er~ 
banlill~ pas~nger train5. 10 derailments. attributed~ or since believed to 
haYe bern due. to hunting. occurred prior to that at Bihta.. the lust in October 
1933. T'\To ElKh derailments of an ~I class Pacific also occurred in 1930. 
Some of these acc-idents. and perhaps all. were acrompanied by distortion 
of trark. 

Di.;;:fnttion of Tmck.-Information on this subjf'<:'t is rontaii?ed in the 
Pro<'ffdings of the .Judicial Inquiry into the accident at Bihta. It appears 
that recorded track distortions h¥ 3S XB and 30 XC engines on the E L R. 
alone amounted to 6-t between J1me 1928 and September 1937. the majority
in 1932 -193-J. Of thest'. 41 bad been reported before thi~ acr!dent (tbt
la~t in Xo,·ember 1933) and 23 after it. It -was subsequently reali&>d that 
the ab~enee of reports of distortion after Xo•ember 1933 was net s:rlficient 
to inF-tifv th~ :;.l'~mnr;tion that the alterations whirh bad ~n n.r:...ie to tl:e .. . 



engines had effectivelJ eliminated their propensities to distort track, and 
the E. I. R. accordingly carried out a special investigation. The Investi
gating Officer reached the conclusion that certain Permanent 'ray Inspectors 
bad unfortunately refrained from reporting such cases "prefe1·ring to adjust 
tlte defec.ts und 1·emain quiet rather than risk disciplinary action for an 
occurrence, tlte ca·use of which tltey u•ere not responsible." Twenty r..ddi
tional cases of distortion were disclosed, the extent of which would have 
necessitated the imposition of a speed restriction. As a result, the Investi
gating Officer also concluded that :-

".1'he desi[ln of the X class engine is such that, given ~ircum.stancf.S 
favourable to its pecu.ziari,ties, the tendency to kunt is much 
1r;.ore accentuated than in the case of other classes of engines. 
For. e:cample, it will be seen that of the cases now recorded no 
[tJss than 17 occurred where one of the followina conditions 
e~l'isted :- .. 

(a} The bank was constructed of either black cotton soil.. or yellow 
clay, and, therefore, difficult to maintain, espec-ially du1·ing 

· t/w Llfonsoon. 
(b) A tkangp. of alignment, as, for -example, from the straight to 

a curve or vice versa. 
(c) Defective cross levels. 
{d) Lack of ballast. · 
(e) Absence of lateral, stability in the design of the 1'ail and t./~e 

composition of the permanent way as a whole. 
Speed U'01.tlcl aiso appear to be a definite factor, for, in each rase, 

. distm·tions occurred where conditions were fa'vourable to ldgh 
speeds. . . . 

0 f the 821 mile.~ of track inspected, there is only one section where 
it can be said that the conditions are as near per feet as pos
si,ble for any considerable length, and that is between Salanpur 
a:n.d Jlwjha. The banks of this section are constructed in 

· ve1·y good soil, moorum and clay. The track consists of 115 
. lbs. 1/. F. rails on wooden sleepe1·s (n plus 3) 'with the exception 
• of po1'tions of the Up track, which are laid with 100 lbs. 

F. F. B. S. and 90 .lbs. F. F. R. B. S. rails. T/l.e section ·is 
?.cell ballasted, the alignment good, the track 'lcell-Jrainetl, 
and rm1ctically all cun•es of 2° and over transition'ed. On 
tlds section very high speeds are attained, and yet not a single 
cor''-lJlaint was received of track distortion." . 

Other examples of extensive track damage took the form of gauge 
spreading on the B., ll. and C. I. R~, during the monsoons of 1930 to 1032, 
on the Nagda- Muttra section. In 1930, 71 places were affected on 13 days; 
in 1931, 28 places on 9 days; and in 1932, 25 places on 8 davs. This Railway 
was operating 14: XG engines. · 

49. Object of tf,e Summary.-This summary of the more important 
facts and correspondence (some of de:wi:offici~l nature) relates to the per
formance as vehicles of the engines concerned, to the accidents in which they 
were involved, and to the steps taken to i~prove th~ir riding after delivery 
in Indict. HavinO' regard to the mass of mformatwn before us, the refer
ences must nectfssarily be brief, and this is emphasised be~:aul'e 
we do not wish any of the matter recorded to be misinterpreted, 
or to give rise to unnecessary criticism and contention. Our sole object in 

· including this summary is to provide a representative and historical 
picture of the views held a~ the time about the troubles 'Yhi~h were b~?i~g 

. experienced. and of the actiOn taken; al~o of the U?certainhes, contradiC
tions and disappointment~ encountered m ov~rcoll!mg the problem which 

· the operation of tLe8e engmes presented. It IS evident that the nature of 
. the problem was not appreciated ~til recent years, .during. which time 
m':lterial strides have been made m research on Indian Railways,. to the 
ctedit of all concerned. 

- -
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1928. 

50. Co1nmencement of Operation.-The first XB engines were des
patched in October 1927 and were placed in serv:ice for the first time on the 
24th January 1928, on the E. I. R.; after a fortnight the Bridge Engineer 
reported thaf they were the "most wonderfully smooth running engines". 
In Jur1e, 14 were in service on this line, five at Jhajha and nine at Asansol; 
the Divisional Superintendent in control of the former reported that the 
engines "1'un and steam very freely and are simple to operate. There is no 
difftc·ulty -in making up time. At present a slight amount ll.f trouble is 
eaperienr.ed U.'it/t ce1'ta·in parts of the engine, but there is nothing t!tat cannot 
be put rlght". As a] ready mentioned, however, it was in May that hunting 
was first reported, and, on the 26th June, the first 'disturbance of track 
occurred on the E. I. R.; a report made to the C. M. E. of the G. I. P. R. 
in October also stated that "on bad road XB type engines are more sensiUre 
S(J frr,r·as side oscillrttion is concerned than the D j 5" (B. E.· S. A. 4-6-0 type). 
They had been operating for seven or eight months on that I ine. 

1929. 

51. Rr1port tlwt bogie control springs were weak.-The Railway Board 
reported to the Consulting Engineers in January that "the boyie and lateral 
control springs iw·t:e been found very weak, permitting excessive lateral 
mo~Jcrnent of tl;,e boftil' table and a tendency to spread th.e track", The 
engines had then been in service a year, and, having regard to the Board's 
instructions that no a1teration was to be made without authority, considera
tion of the necessary modifications was pursued by the Consulting Engineers 
in conespondence, which went on for some months, in connection with the 
engines then buihUng. The springs which had been provided for XB 
engines did not differ materially in strength from those fitted in the two 
lighter PS engines, which had been running since 1924 on the E. I. H.., and 
the point will be referred to later. , 

Talandoo, E. I. R.-In the meantime, in February, at Talandoo, the 
derailment took place in the early morning of the rear 4-wheefed coach of 
an express passenger train, which was being hauled by an XB engine; the 
train was closeiy following a mail, also hauled by an XB engine, and both 
were traYelling ·at about 50 m. p. ~· The first ?river felt. a lurch w·hich he 
attributed to brok.-~n or weak bogie control sprmgs, and It was sufficiently 
severe to make him stop, to examine the engine (found in order), and to send 
a message back to impose a 10m. p. h. restriction. The second driver actu
ally observed distortiou of the trac.k a~ead, and was thro~n d~wn on the 
foot plate as the re~ult .of se!ere oscillatiOn; t~ere had been Insufhcjent time 
to warn him. This distortiOn, and the derailment,. took place on 88! lbs. 
B. H. rails on ne·w snl sleepers, b~t D. & 0. plates With wood sleepers (some 
very old) at the joint.s were also distorted at several places for a considerable 
diHtance. 

It was stated that the bank was well consolidated, that there was plenty 
of Lallast, that joints were in good order with room for expansion, and thai 
there was no trouble from creep. The Permanent Way Inspector attributed 
the accident "to excessive side play by the XB engines push.ing the track out 
of altqnmimt''; but the S. G. I., who held an Inquiry, found difficulty in 
explaining t~e deformation of the track .. ~he Chief Enginee~, llo\vever, 
immediatelv unposed the first speed restnct10n on all XB engmes on t.he 
E. I. It. or" 45 111. p. h., which was "on no .account to be exceeded", and

1 
in 

consequence, they were removed from mall and express services. On the 1 

other hand, the Railway Board· appear to have considered that there was not 1 
sufficient evidence to show that the XB type of engine was to blame. They \ 
published no Report of th~s ac~ident, b_ut they took .action and initiated 
trwls (referred to later) with stiffer bogie control sprmgs and m:1ny other 
alterations. 
· Experience on G. I. P.R. and E. B. R.-In July, an XC l)ll the G .. I. P. 
R., after mileage of only 43,347, was apparently the first to develop a crack
ed frame (2~ in.) in the root of the leading horn. This Administration 

20RB 
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reported in September that all three types of Pacifies were giviu~ satisfac
tory service, except that the XC showed up unfavourably in fuel consump
tion, as the economic load was "greatly in excess of the normal. loading of 
111,ail and passenqer trains". There were then at work on this svstem 22 
XA, 9 XB, and "6 XC engines; the last-named 15 were subsequently trans-
ferred. ··· --· · -. --.. -

In August. the E. B. R. reported spreading of 75 lbs. and 90 lbs. F. F. 
track by XB engines and the fact that a trial had satisfied the Executive 
Engineer concerned that running these engines over reasonably Inaintained 
track, even with the existing bogie control springs (15/50 cwt.) was not at 
.all dangerous; but it was established that over bad track "nos-ing 'IJ'tls easily 
set up and built up until a condition was reached which was undoubtedly , 
dangerous". The Chief Engineer concerned was advised of the tendency, 
as it necessitated a higher standard of track maintenance; still further 
strengthening of the bogie control springs was recommended, and an in
crease in the rectifying force of the Cartazzi axle box. The engines had 
then been working on the E. B. R. for about 15 months. 

l. Railu.·ay Board's Trials.-In consequence of the speed restriction thus 
imposed by the E. I. R. and by the E. B. R., and the recognition of the 
inadequacy of the strength of the bogie control springs, the Railway Board, 
as mentioned a.bove, initiated a long series of trials which r.ommenred early 
in 1929 and continued until September 1930; these trials incorporated many 
detail~ changes. bP~ides t4e strengthening of control springs. of \rhich the 
more Important were :-

(a) Alterations to the Cartazzi trucks, slides, etc. 
(b) Various alterations in spring compensation. 
(c) The introduction of intermediate buffers between engine and 

tender. . . . · 

(d) Cartazzi bogie slides in place of spring .control. 
For instance, on the E. I. R., in February, the PS type bogie control 

springs were tried. and i in. washers were fitted to increase pressure. In 
1.Iarch, the engines were being carefully watched "with a 'nie1o to gett·ing 
til em back t;n tlw fast seroices early". In June, the Chief Mechanical 
Engineer, having ascertained that PS type springs were unsuitable, refused 
to allow XB engines to return to mail and express services until the fitment 
of 22/7•1 cwt. coptrol springs. 

In September, consideration was given to increasing the distance be
tween the traiJing coupled wheels and the hind truck. At this time, the 
22i70 cwt. springs were tried up to 73 m. p. h. and appeared to afford no 
in1provement; collars on the leading and trailing coupled journals with 
flangeless driving wheels were suggested by the Testing Otticer. J .. ater, 
orders ~ere issued .for the re--introduction of the original 15 j 50 cwt. springs 
on all X class engmes. 

In October, the Consulting Engineers reported having interviewed a 
forruer Chief Mechanical Engineer of a British Railway, who also advised 
against increasing bogie spring control, his experience having been that 
when all clearances were restored to normal, after an engine had passed 
through the shops, hunting entirely ceased. At the same time, the Consult
it1g Engineers suggested that, as nothing had been heard of hunting when 
the engin~:; went into service, "it looks as though this trouble ha.~ only 
deccloped after the engines ha'De been runni1tg som~ timP . . . . the 
idea of tiglttening up clearances generally all round may be wortA following 
up. I quite thirtk that the trouble. results at the hind end and not at the 
front''. 

In Nm·ember, at the instigation of the Board, the E. I. R. also. tried 
rubber rontrol springs on an XB engine at speeds up to 72 m. p. h.; tins was 
not deemed successful and "lateral morement teas not ea,'?y but jerky". By 

I the end of thic; year it bad been established that XA and XB rngines were 
j liable ter hunt. and the co-operation of the I..oromotive Standards Committee 



was sought; it appears that during the trials and experiments that were 
being carried out m India at this time, the Consulting Engineers were also 
gener~l1y kept informoo of what was being done, though not formally asked 
to assist. 

1930 

52. In J unuan, a meeting was held at which the Board was represent
ed, to discuss the :u:ruung of XB and XC engines on the E. I. lt. ; it was 
dec:ided to run trials fur a fortnight, on an ordinary express service, with 
XH engines ha•ing further modifications. In February, speeds up to 75 
ru. p. L. were attained and, subject to maintenance of track in the same 
condition, it was considered that the engines could safely be put back i:lto 
maii sen·ice; but the Consulting Engineers advised trial with an inclination 
of 1 in 7 for the Cartazzi slides, as this was then being used on some oi the 
latest L. & N. l~. 1!. engines. In April, the Locomotire Standards Com
mittee called upon the E. I. R. to test this, with 22/70 cwt. sr,rings and 
combinations of -~iu. and i in. liner plates on the bogie frames, and i in. and 
1 in. washers on the spring pin; also with intermediate buffers. The Board 
thus c-o:ucluded that the hind truck control could with advantage be increas
ed, and they decided, in June, that the truck should be moved back 1ft. 0 in. 
and 1 ft. (j in. on all future XA and XB engines respectively. This was 
probably the most costly single alteration made on existing engines. 

ln Iebruary, the Board also indicated to the Consulting Engineers for 
the first time that the Goodall drawgear was a possible contributory cause 
of o..;;;cillation ''du.e. tu the fact that zchen the train or:errides the t:ngine, ihe 
dralcbar is in un.t;;frlble equilibrium which tends to aggregate any oscilla
tion lCI1iclL may be set up. . . . I har:e consequently rleciderl to fit a 
gear similar to tltose in general use in America to an XA engine on the 
G. I. P. R. for experimental. purposes". 

In September, the Board initiated trials with the balancing of reci
procating parts altered from 66 per cent. to 33 per cent. and in the following 
February it ·was decided to effect this reduction in future. In December, 
the Locomoti,-e Standards Committee discussed the hunting of XB engines, 
and an inclination of 1 in 5 for the Cartazzi slides was subsequently tried. 
The Board also agreed to the experiments whi~h the Committee suggested 
with still greater strength, 31/90 cwt., for bogie oontrol springs, combined 
with reduction of lateral mo¥ement to 4 in. 

Jrardha-Ba!l£arshah, G. I. P. R.-lp the meantime, in April HJ30, an 
XA ent:Yine. hauling the Grand Trunk Express, was derailed on the straight 
betwee~ these stations, and the Consulting Engineers were informed, as 
the· result of enquiries- from all divisions, that "the oscillati-:m. at times is so 
s~rere tl.ut the enpim:. crezc fi~ it a[m{)st impossibl~,to stand on the footplate 
rcitlwut J.olding on to a cab pzllar or other support . 

Further Expfriments.-In June, the Consulting Engineers suggested 
tests with the remoYal in turn of the spring compensating beams, saying 
that "u:lten an engine is new zcith normal journal and axle boE ckarances, 
ett•., tlce ttndency for o8cillation to be set up is less, and the damping Effect 
or jri-:tion grtata"; tht>y added that no reports had then been received from 
~Ietre Gauge raih,·ays of bad riding of the new Pacific engin~, presumably 
on arL--ount of lower s~. On the other hand, we heard eVIdence from a 
Chief ~Iechanical Eugineer, who stated that "these engines lun!t:'.J t<:r:freme
ly badly from the start (1932), and, after 10,000 to 15,000 miles only, this 
d-?frct l,,.cumf! so bru/t~at a serere speed restricti{)n had to be imposed incolr:
inq '' flow~ r titll"·table". He stated, however, that he quick1v cured these 
engines. and others. by proriding the rubbing block type of spring loaded 
draw~ar in place of the Goodall coupling. 

In Julv, the Board informed· the Consulting Engineers that the trials 
on XA tyPe engines had not pro¥~d entirely sa!isfactory. and that stops 
were beiw·' fitted to c-ut out the sprmg compensatiOn; the :Manufacturers of 
the 2'Z x..\ engines which wrre then building were therefore told to hold up 
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the bogie fraru~ castings and the details of hind trucks, pending instruc
tions. On the other hand, in Augus_t, improvement in riding was reported, 
due to the elimination of compensation between the leading t•:t:.d driving 
wheels; it had "a most remarkable efj~ct in steadying the t:ngine", and 
similar alterations were to be made to the XB type. 

Bina-Jiwnsi, ·G. I. P. R.-In October and December, however, two 
more derailments of mail trains, hauled by XA engines, occurred, and the 
causes will be referred to later. 

11lajdla, E. B. fl.--At the end of July, the tender of an XB engine 
hauling the Darjeeling mail, while travelling at 40-50 m. p. h. was de1·ailed; 
it had been in· service for two years. An Officers' Inquiry found that the 
track had been distorted for about ! mile, and the cause of the derailment 
was attributed to this buckling of the line; they also considered that the XB 
type of engine, at high speed, was severe on the track, which consisted of 
90 lbs. F. J?. rails on wooden sleepers. The tender was of the six-wheeled 
type, and it was suggested that, had the tender been of a bogie type. it might 
have ridden through the distorted portion of the track without derailment. 
The S. G. I. dirl not hold an inquiry, but, after visiting the site, he disagreed 
with· the finding because, in his opinion, the line could not have. budded 
(due to temperature), the accident having occurred at night; one of the con
trol springs of the bogie was found to be broken, and the S. G. I. in his final 
note remarked that :-:-

" . . tlte cause 'of the derf!-ilment was excessive speed for this 
type of engine. The usual and probably regul.ar oscillation 
of this type of engine, increased perhaps by the staggered 
joi7tts on a very flat curve, was suddenly modified or arrested 
by tlte change of resilience in the track at the le1Jel-crossing, 
t·e.wltinn in the sudden fracture of the right hand bogie check 
sz1ring, ;t;hich in turn set up a screwing motion ln the engine 
and the distortion of the track, probably by side blows of the 
trailing (radial) wheels of the engine just ahead of the tender. 
The distorted track and the broken axle box were, l thin~~, the 
results of the accident, not causes. . 

"Similar distortion of the track occurred at Talandoo Station acci
dent 01~ -t~e E. I. R. on the 8th February 1929 'where an XB 
type Engine was concerned, and the Chief Eng~net?r imposfd 
n speed restriction of 45 m. p. h. for XB type engines tllrough
out tlu: line. A similar restriction should be imposed on tlt.e 
E. B. Il. until. s-uch time as there is definite impro1Jement in 
the steadiness of these engines. They are hard on the track, 
the upkrep of which apparently does not keep pace in the rainy 
m01ltlts u•ith the damaging effect of those engines." 

He recommended a general slowing down of the faster trains hauled bv 
x.n engines~ but th~ Administration decided to impose local re.c;trietions o'f 
speed, wherever these were co?sid~red to be neces~ary, as alterations were 
then in hand to reduce the osctllahon of these engmes. 

Kotarlia, lJ. N. R.-In July also an 1I class Pacific engine was twice 
derailed when hauling passenger trains. On .the first occasion t~e Jendi.ng 
drivin(? wheels only left the road; this was attrtbuted to slack packmg which 
had bf~n adversely affected by heavy rain. and which "threw out tit'! align
mPnt. and superelecation" on a curve; the track had been re-Rleepcred Bnme 
months previously when the ~allast had b~en dist~rbed, and consolidation 
bad necessarily been destror,ed. The Chtef Engn~eer remar1~ed that ~he 
en,.,.ine was verv heavy and appears to be suscepttble to cons1derabTe sule 
os~illation U'ltr1t auy slight irreqularity of trark is met with. 1 am of the 
opini.on that If. as P111Jine (B. E. s. A. j-6-0) type wouJd not lw.rt? left thP 

. rails under th11 conditions wldch rau.sed this ncchlent". 
~ Hat1tbnndi.. n . ., .. ;. R.-When the second derailment occurred. the 

S. G. I. held an Inquiry. from the report of which it appears that serion~ 
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results were fortunately avoided. Straight track was involved and consist
eel. of. 90 lbs. 1'. }'. ~·ails, secured by two screw spikes to N plus 3 Sal sleepers 
laid ill 1912-14, With a full section of stone ballast. .Gauge varied from an 
i in. tight to i in. slack, and, due to weakness of fastenmgs and sleepers, 
which required renewal, the rear of the engine, the tender, and some coaches 
dropped between the rails. The bogie brasses showed signs of weight 
having been thrown on to the outside of the boxes; the horn cheeks indicated 
binding at top~ Lack and front. The engine had been in service for mlly 
seven months and had had 11 hot boxes; the maximum recorded "\Vas 34 
during this- period on another engine of this class. Designed maximum 
a.xle loading was 21'45 tons, but the actual average was 22':i, with a maxi
mum on the leading coupled wheels of 22! tons. Engine and tender weighed 
171 tons, and the train 287 tons; speed was not less than 50 n. p. h. 

The reports of the Permanent Way Inspector had not been given the 
attention they deserved, and the S. G. I. concluded that the derailment 
resulted from the existence of unserviceable sleepers, which afforded insuffi
cient lateral support to the rail fastenings; also that high speed and the 
condition of tha engine were contributory factors, the case illustrating the 
punishing effect which a heavy engine is likely to exercise on laterally weak 
track, when the margin of safety has been unduly lowered. In violation 
of rules, the engines had been put into service before the sanction of the 
.S. G. I. had been obtained. 

The Agent reported to the Railway Board upon the engiue as follows:--
';The condition of the track was not good. The fact tltat this class 

of engine has been concerned in two or three de·rtLilments in 
u·hic!t the engine has remained on the track clearly proves, in 
the opinion of my Chief ltlechanical Engineer, that tlte engines 
have no serious defects in their running design whicJ1. U'arrant 
•In!J alterations being made. There is, however, no doubt that 
this particular engine had marked tendency to ll.unt and nose 
whfn running over weak spots in the track, this tendency be·,:ng 
not-iceably worse thn;n in the case of any other. engine of the 
same class. Expenments are, however, be·zng made to 
st-renathen the bogie transfer slide springs whiclt will lt.elp to 
O'te1'COme the 1tndue hunting and nosing action on a roU(f h 
track. The compensating gear on its coupled w.~eels and the 
radial truck is also being modified by cuttlng out tlw compen
sation between the trailing coupled wheel and th.e rad-ial axle. 
Tlds it is hoped will have a tendency to steady down th.e 
runnin[J of the engine." 

The Chief Engineer's explf!.nation with regard to track condition was 
~as follows :-uDue to the fact that our demands for funds for sleeper 
renezcals 1cere so drastically cut down by the Railway Board, I had been 
unable to let the District Engineer, Bilaspur, have the sleepers he had asked 
for/' The action. taken was to provide bearing plates and an additional 
spike at each rail seat on wooden sleepers, where -:\I class engines were 
runninO'. Following this accident, the Chief Engineer also caused a series 
of footplate examinations to be made at t_he end. of the rains, after. ~hich 
conclusions were formed that ::\I class Pacific engmes were Yery sensitive to 
track irreO'ularities; that their oscillation was damaging to the track; that 
the bo('l'ies

0 
were "not guidinf! the front end of the locomotive on cu.rr:es"; 

that there was little, if any, difference in riding on 85lbs. and 90 lbs. track; 
that the track in places "is not maintained in the condition necessary for 
these engines at speed"; and that "in several places there is an unstable 
road bed (black cotton soil) and ln these places the irregularities in the 
track cause definite bad riding u~ith JI class engines." The resulting 
recommendations were that the earlier engines should be restri~ted to 45 
m.p.h .. pending alterations; that all the engines should be restricted to 50 
m.p.h. where unstable road bed existed on black cotton soil; that expNi
ments be carried out to improve the riding on poor track; and that a higher 
standard of track maintenance should be initiated by footplate inspection 
and possibly by increased staff on the sections of line concerned. In this 
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connection it wa~ pointed out that these engines were "e.rceedingly powerful" 
and fast, and wtthout being driren hard in any 1cay zcill commonly accele
rate to 60 m.p.~. by the third or fourth mile from a start. Tile track is, 
the~efore, requ_~rrd better than it has ner bee.n before-not merely as good· 
as tt .tt•as prevzously" . 

. XC Engines on B., B. & C. I. R.-.At about this time also, XC 
engmes commenced to give trouble, and the Consulting Engineers received 
an account from the B., B. & C. I. R. which indicated that it was almost. 
entirely due to the state of the permanent way, which experience was subse
quently confirmed. The Chief Engineer complained that the track between 
R~tlam and Kotah. was being distorted and cases of gauge widening were 
be~g detected; he 1~posed a speed restriction of 45 m.p.h. for the monsoon 
period, and, followmg the G. I. P. R. experience with their XA's, the 
B.', B. & C. I. R., in December, tried cuttin(J' out compensation. It was. 
found tha~ hunting did not occur at less than°60 m.p.h., but the tendency 
was not eliminated, and the proposal was abandoned as a possible solution. 
It may be added that, at the same time, the E. I. R. experienced similar· 
trouble with their XC engines. 

The B., B. & C. I. R. took prompt a~tion to improve the track. Rails-· 
on timber sleepers were double spiked, a course which, as it did not a.fiord 1 

an effectual remedy, was subsequently stopped; dirty ballast was screened 
and replaced; additional ballast was provided under and around the 
sleepers and for strengthening of the shoulders on curves. Drainage was 
improved by means of side- drains; dry stone walls were built to maintain 
the ballast in position; and additional sleepers, unspiked, were temporarily 
placed under the rails on very soft banks. Bearing plates were fitted on 
all bridges and gauge bars on bridges where distortion had occurred. The· 
existence of water-logged and soft spots, though not detectable by ordinary 
visual inspection, was indicated from observation of track under load_; as an 
additional indication, paper bags of powdered lime were dropped by hand 
from the Joot plates of engines at spots where serious lurches were felt. If 
no improvement resulted from repeated re-packing of track where these 
defects were present, the Tem')val to a depth below sleepers of spent ballast 
and sodden soil, and replacement by clean ballast, supplied the rel!l~dy. 
To cope with the efiect on track of monsoon rains, temporary add1t1ons 
were made to the manning strength to enable these works to be undertaken. 

Conflicting Reports.-In December, a letter to the Board from the· 
Consulting Engineers refer~ed to the conflicting nature of the reports 
received, and said that "it looks as though the engines (B. G. Pacifies) u:ere 
all right O'TJ- good track, but rather too licely on bad track; but I agree u:ith 
you that they should be capable of running at high speeds eun on a poor 
track". An example also of the conflicting ideas which then prevailed, 
and which led to much delay and uncertainty, was the fact that contradic
tory reports. were being received from all over the country, often even from 
the same railway at different times. One D /0 letter of December from the 
Railway Board to the Consulting Engineers may be_ quoted :-

"Although the G. I. P. R. reported that e.xcessiu nosing of the 
XA had been orercome b,ll eliminating the compensation 
between the leading and ddring wheels, tltis has not prored 
to be the case, as the engines u·orking betzreen !tarsi ana 
Delhi are reported to set up a xery riolent osciUation 'when 
they strike a bad patch of track. 

On my 'Way back to Bombay last u·t>ek, I trar:elled on the footplate of 
an XA on which the compensation had been cut out, and i in. 
packing plates fitted to the bogie side frames, and I must 
admit that the oscillation set up at times u·as alarming. It 
appears to derelop at the front end of the engine and increases 
until the bogie stop comes into contact. after u:hich the engine 
steadies up until thl' ne.xt bad patch is struck. The engine I 
trar:elled on 'ICas fitted u:ith 1 in 10 slides and I arranged to 
travel our the same section on my return journey on an engintr 
altered to 1 1'n 5 slides. · 
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The difference _in the riding of the two engines was most marked 
there be:ng prac.ticall!f no oscillation on the engine fitted with 
s~e~per ~ncl~natzon sbdes, and I was of the opinion that the 
r~d~!i'U generally was better than the B. E. S. A. 4-6-0 on a 
s~m~lar. track. At tlie same time, the front end appeared to 
be too l~vely_, anrj I am _convinced that a 'Very much stiffer bogie 
control sp-nng ~s requ~red. · 

I am arra11;ging for. trials to b~ carried out immediately with a stiffer 
spnng to g~ve approxzm.ately 40 cwts. in position and 70 
cwts. _when t~e s~ops come into contact, whick I think will 
matenally asszst zn overcoming the trouble now being experi-
enced............... · 

I have just received a report from the. ~1. & S. ~1. R., in whick it is: 
statfd that they are quite satisfied with the running of their 
!-B s, and as no trouble has been experienced on theN. W. R., 
zt app~ars to be :nore a question of track maintenance than 
defectzve locomotzve design............... · 

Except for the tr~uble we. are experiencing with the 4-6-2 Broarl 
Gauge engznes, whzch I have not the least doubt will very 
shortly be overcome, and the YF type, I think we may congra
tulate ourselves on the success of the standard engines as they 
have proved to b~ capable of doing all that we expected of 
them when burmng t~e lowest grades of Bengal or C. P. 
coals. The cost of ma~ntenance is remarkably low, and I am 
told that when the engtnes pass through the shops for periodi
cal ov.erhaul aft~r running 100,000 to 120,000 miles, there is: 
practzcally nothzng to do except renewal of a few brasses 
brake blocks etc." ' 

1931. 
53. Derailments of 'XA Engines on the G. I. P. R.-In the first half 

of this year three more derailments of XA engines took place when hauling 
passenger trains, making six in all within 15 months; none of these 
accidents, which occurred at 40-60 m.p.h., was enquired into by a Govern
ment Inspector, and it seems doubtful whether the circumstances were 
conclusively probed in every case. However, after the first (April 1930) the 
cause was attributed to "a combination of the high speed (50 m.p.h.), the 
l{ghtness and age of the track (69lbs. DfH rails on 10 cast-iron pot sleepers: 
per 30ft. rail, fully ballasted, on black cotton soil) and the hunting tendency 
of the engine at high speed." · 

Local and general restrictions of 30 and 40 m.p.h. respectively were 
immediately imposed, and, under instructions from the Railway Board, 
speed trials were carried .out with stronger bogie control springs, with 
reduced side-play in the bogie, with increased inclination of the Cartazzi 
slides to 1 in 7, and with the addition intermediate buffers between engine 
and tender. It was found that with these alterations there was no prono
unced tendency to hunt up to speeds of 50 m.p.h., but at 60 m.p.h., seyere 
oscillation developed.. _The Chief Engineer thereupon ~greed (Jul~r 1930) to 
relax the speed restnctwn to 50 m.p.h. over 82 lbs. Tails and heavier, and, 
indeed, after further trials, he removed that restriction in the following 
month, . subject to stronge: control s:prings being fitted .. t? th~ reduction. of 
bogie s1de-play from 3~ In. t? 2! In .. ~~d to the ehmmatwn of sprmg 
compensation between the leadmg and dnvtng coupled wheels. 

Subsequently, however, three further derailments occurred in succes
sion and in no case apparently were the officers who conducted the Inquiries 
able' to ascertain the cause; in ,January 1931. therefore, the Chief Engineer 
re-imposed a general restrictio~ of 50 m.p.h., and, after . the last two 
derailments (1fay and June), this was reduced to 40 m.p.h. In July, on the 
ground that "there had been six deratl.ments of ·XA en~ines. bepu·~en 
stations. whereas no other type of engzne llas become deratled tn stmzlar 
cirC'u .. mstances". The engines were removed from mail and express trains 
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unt~ a new tim~-t~ble was prepared in September, allowing for the reduced · 
maxiiD~ permissible speed of 40 m.p.h. Thereafter, under the advice of 
the Railway Board and the Consulting Engineers, many further experi
ments (for results see later) were carried out in 1932 with the hind truck 
mov:ed back 2 ft., with bogie side-play ·reduced to 21 in., and with the 
engme frame cut away above the trailing bogie wheels to give greater 
-clearance. 

With regard to the last-named alteration, all these six derailments of 
XA engines were attributed, or are since believed to have been due, to 
bunting on defective portions of track (varying from 69 lbs. D. H. to 90 
~bs. F. F. rails), and it was not until the end of the year that the trailing 
bogie wheels were noticed to be fouling the frames; a clearance of only 1! 
in. had been provided compared with 2:! in. on B. E. S. A. 4-6-0 engines, 
which had considerably longer rigid wheelbase. This fouling had 
::1pparently been occurring even on the straight when the bogie hunted in a 
.direction opposite to that of the frame. When play in the boxes and horns 
had developed, combined with wear of flanges, it seems that the bogie wheels 
could have become displaced laterally by as much as 1 in. from the position 
they would otherwise have assumed, had clearance been sufficient. It is 
doubtful whether this defect directly contributed to oscillation of the 
.engme as a whole; but we feel that it ought to have been noticed by the 
Builders and the Consulting Engineers, even though it might not have 
been readily apparent from examination of the drawings. 

Borgaon, G. I. P. R.-In August, an express, hauled by an XB engine, 
"'·as also derailed, and an Officers' Inquiry found "that the hunting of 'XB 
.engines on 82 lbs. track was a contributory cause". The evidence showed 
that distortion . of track by XB engines at night was not an infrequent 
-occurrence. As a result, this._ Administration devised means of taking 
dynamometer car autographic tests to determine for an engine as originally 
tJquipped :- . 

1. ·The critical speed: at which XB engines started to oscillate. 

2. As far as practicable the extent of this oscillation. 

3. The average time of oscillation. 

4. The locations at which oscillation commenced. 

5. The occasions on which the bogie stops came into contact. 

Typical records were also obtained of the time period of oscillation 
when hunting took place, the test train being run up to 70 m.p.h. The 
ronclusions were that there was no critical speed; that maximum relative 
movement between engine and bogie frames was 5f in.; that the period of 
i>scillation varied from o·s2 to 1·32 seconds, the lower at the higher speeds, 
period and speed bein~ apparently connected by a straight line law; that the 
XB engine was sensitive to track irregularities, and had a greater liability 
t.> hunt over particular places, the hunt not being limited to curves; that 
occasions on which the slide hit the bogie frame occurred mostly on curves; 
that oscillation was as bad on 100 lbs. track as on 82 lbs.; and finally that 
"the condition of the track is a very important factor in the combination 
that induces hunting''. 

Further tests and action by the B., B. & C. I. R.-With regard to XC 
engines, another comprehensive series of tests, in January and February 
1931, were carried out on the B., B. & C. I. R. under varying conditions of 
control and with recording apparatus to measure the amplitude of oscilla
tion; the conclusion was reached that the best combination was 22/70 cwt. 
bogie control sprin~s, 4t in. total bogie side travel and Cartazzi slides as 
designed. All engmes were accordin~]y altered, but the Chief Eng-ineer 
c·omph.ined of further cases of track distortion, and he re-imposed the 45 
m.p.h. speed restriction during the monsoon. The track improvements, 
which had by then been effected between Rutlam and Kotah, have been men
tioned, and intensive examination bv officers on foot was ordered; the Rpeed 
restriction was finally removed in' November, and, with the exception of a 
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few kslilhdt distortions in 1932, trouble ceased. The permanent way repair
wor s a cost about Rs. 2! lakhs. Commencing also in 1933 all wooden 
sleel?ers were replaced by steel troughs, laid 15 per 36 ft. r~il on the 
s~raight an~ 16 on curves; there are now no wooden sleepers in this main 
hn~, and, smce these renewals and the provision of stronger bogie control 
sprmgs, no further trouble has been experienced on this section of the B 
B. & C. I. R. ., 

Furth~r tests and action by tl~-e E. I. R.-As previously mentioned, tests. 
were also In progress on the E. I. R. with XB and XC engines, and they 
were pursued throug~out 19?1 un~er various conditions, 22/70 cwt. and 
31/.90 cwt .. control sprmgs b~mg tr~ed again u:p to 72 m.p.h. In April, the· 
Ch1e! Engme~r agreed to XB engines retu!ning to one of the mail links, 
provide~ huntmg could ~e corrected; otherwise the 45 m.p.h. restriction was 
h! rema~n. In connecho~ with these trials, it is interesting to note that 
XB engme, No. 1916, whiCh was involved later at Bihta, was one of those
u . .llder test, and a speed of 72 m.p.h. was obtained without excessive oscilla
twn. 
. 1? April, an X<;J engine in original condition, with 15/16 in. wear in. 

tile hind truck bearmgs, was tested at 66·6 m.p.h., and there was easy 
but not dange~ous, hunting when speed e~ceeded 60 m.p.h. In :May, th~ 
E. I: R. con~Idered th~t 31/90 ~wt. sprmgs were. essential to eliminate 
hunhng, and m August It was decided to fit such sprmgs to all XB engines. 
In J.une, the Agent asked' the Railway Board to sanction a permissible
maximum speed of 60 m.p.h. for XC's over 85 lbs. and 88}lbs. track, and 
~:~ubn;litted the ~e~ults of his tes.ts; but, in August, the Board made this. 
maximum conditional on the existence of 15 sleepers per 36 ft. rail. As. 
therefore, <;mly 13 and 14 sleepers per rail existed in 85 lbs. and 88}lbs. 
track, maximum speeds of 50 and 55 m.p.h. respectively were permitted. 

Gangpur, E. I. R.-In July, however, distortion of track at Gangpur, 
which comprised 88}lbs. B. H., rails in C. I. chairs on Sal sleepers was. 
thought to have been caused by an XB en_gine (with 22/70 cwt. springs, i in. 
liners, and l in. washers) hauling the Imperial Mail; in consequence, three
other XB engines were taken ofi mail service. Inquiry, however, showed 
th&t the track, in reverse curvature, was insufficiently superelevated and was 
short of ballast; a local restriction of 30 m.p.h. was, therefore, imposed, 
and the Chief Engineer agreed to the return of the four engines to the 
mails. 

In November, further trials with XC engines, at speeds of 61 to ?6 · 6 
m.p.h. were carried out with 15/50, 22/70 and 31/90 cwt. control sprmgs,. 
and l in. liners on the bogie frames. No track disturbance took place, but 
the results were not entirely satisfactory. 

European experience .-At this time the Consulting Engineers wrote t() 
Germany and. to Fra;nce, t~ ascertain. whether similar t.ro11:bles had been 
experienced with Pacific engmes. Advice from Germany mdtca~d that the 
Cartazzi hind truck arrangement :;nd the. Goodal~ drawgear did .not suffi
ciently stabilise the rear of the engme~ while a sprmg controlled hmd truck 
and intermediate buffers between engme 3:nd tender we~e sl!ggested. One 
Chief :Mechanical Engineer in France att~tbuted the oscillatiOn of I. R. S. 
engines to the existence of two outside cylmders, and ~e also suggested that 
axle boxes of the Cartazzi type did not possess ~uffic1ent ce~trmg effect t() 
r:.ullify the displace1Jlent of the rear of the engme. Drawmgs of French 
Pacifies were made available. 

It was also in November that the Railway Board wrote to the Consult
ir.•., EnO'ineers sayinO' that Ferodo discs had been received for trial on XA 
Lo~ie c~ntres, 'and th~t the proposal for a modified bogie would probably be 
ba~ed on the German design, with laminated spring control. 

1932. 

M. Continuation of trials on E. I. R.-Experience had been showing 
that previous antic~pa~i~ns were unfo~nded, and trials were continued 
during January of mdtvtdual XB engmes at speeds up to 70 m.p.h.; they 
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we~e mo~e succe~sful, however, and many engines were recommended for · 
mall serviCes, while others ''required the. wear in their axle boxes taken up''. 
Th~ Chief Engineer gave permission for the posting of both XB and XC 
-eng1~es to Jhajha for mail services "provided the Chief :Mechanical 
Eng~neer was satisfied that their hunting had been corrected.'' 

In February, as emphasi~ing attention to maintenance, the Chief 
1\:fechanical Engineer issued a warning to foremen, inspectors and drivers 
"that in the event of any of these engines (tlLen being used on the mails) 
developing a tendency to hunt, the engine or engines were to be stopped 
immediately, to perm.it of the bogie control gear being examined, cleaned, 
lubricated, and any excessive lateral play due to wear on the axle box face 
J.iners bei!"g rectified by the replacement of the worn liners" . 

. In March it was decided to fit 31/90 cwt. control springs to all XC 
engines, like those already fitted to XB's. With regard, however, to the ten 
new XB's, then being assembled in the Lucknow shops 15/50 cwt. springs 
were to be retained in the meantime. From :March till the end of the year, 
further tests were made, and a number of XB and XC engines were indivi
dually approved for mail services. 

Results of trials with ·XA Engines on G. I. P. R.-In June, the Board 
.intimated to the Consulting Engineers (this is the first reference to it) that, 
in place ·of the Cartazzi slides, plain horizontal slides "had been tried on 
3ome of our worst riding engines with' remarkable results. Until the trials 
:now in progress are complete, no definite inform·ation can be given, but 
1eports so jar received suggest that the Cartazzi control is the main cause of 
tbe oscillation of the 'XA." In the meantime, it was considered that 
.although the adoption of side bearers to the bogie and laminated spring 
.control would enable the existing 40 m.p.h. restriction to be raised to 60 
m.p.h., the trials, which appear to have been favourably reported on by the 
Chief Mechanical Engineer; "brought us no nearer to the actual cause of 
excessive. oscillation"; the engines concerned had been previously given a 
general overhaul at the time of fitting side bearers, and two variables had 
thus been altered simultaneon$ly, making conclusions indefinite. Further, 
it was stated that trials with the American type drawgear had "shown no 
improvement", that the Paterson hydraulic oscillation damper "did no · 
good'', and that the effect of adding loads at the front and rear ends had 
"somewhat indefinite results". On the other hand, the moving back of the 
11ind truck was considered to have definitely improved the riding. 

In August, the full details of these trials were sent to the Consulting 
E.D.gineers, with the following comments:-

"We came to the conclusion that although tiLe flat slides had effected 
an improvement in riding, it was 'desirable to maintain some 
control at the trailing end, and that further trials should be 
carried out with the two IXA 2' s with side bearers, laminated 
spring control, and 1 in. 20 inclination slides ................... .. 
I do not think it will be possible entirely to eliminate nosing 
on the I. JI. section of the G. I. P. R., as the track in places 
is laid on black cotton soil, and the engineers frankly admit 
that they cannot ensure that low spots will not develop, 
especially during the monsoon season .................... . 

Personally I should have thought that a 50 mile speed restriction 
would enable the G. I. P. to work trains to booked schedule 
and in any case it does not appear desirable to increase the 
speed in view of the fact that coupled wheels are only 5 ft. 
1! in. diameter. 

JVe propose to hold a meeting ·of the Locomotive Standards Com
mittee early in December, and in view of· the satisfactory 
results obtained from side bearer bogies and laminated spring 
control, I think the Comm.ittee U'ill, in all probability, recom
mend this type as the future standard. From the shed main
tenance point of view, it i.~ prPferable to luli~al sp1·i1~[! control, 
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as it enables a broken spring to be more readily detected. 
Further, initial compresston can be adjusted to give the best 
results, which is a very desirable feature. · · 

I will keep you informed of the results of any further trials, and in 
the m.eantime shall be grateful if you 'Will investigate the 
Systeme ]}J intermediate draft gear adopted by the Eastern 
Railway of France, as it would appear that it shquld have an 
appreciable effect in reducing the hunting tendency of the 
engine." . · . 

In reply, the. Consulting Engineers in September remarked ''that every 
-yossible modification which could be suggested, both here and in India, 
..seems to have been tried, but one cannot help feeling that it boils down 
mainly to the state of the track''. We understand that the section concerned 
wa~ that . between Itarsi and Agra on the main line of the G. I. P. R., 
wh1ch, w1th the exception of short lengths laid with either 100 lbs. B. H. 

·Or 90 lbs. F. F. rails, was laid entirely with 80 lbs. · F. F. rails on cast iron 
.sleepers. There was also black cotton soil, and since that time all the light 
track has been removed and re-laid with 90 lbs. F. F. material. It is also 
.appropriate to conclude this brief account of the trials on the G. I. P. R. 
with the following extract of a D 10 letter to the C. M. E. stating that, 
. .as it was '' e~sential to improve the' riding of these engines, I feel sure that 
.th~ Board w~~l agree to sanction any additional funds which you require for 
.th'tS purpose . 

1933. 

55. IXC Engines on the E. I. R.-During the cold weather of 1932 
till May 1933, large numbers of XC engines, fitted with 31/90 cwt. control 
.springs, were individually ridden on by Inspectors who reported that they 
were fit for mail services. In March, the. Chief Mechanical and Civil 
Engineers agreed to engines altered in this fashion being utilised on mail 
·services. In September, the Agent informed the Board that it had been 
possible to correct the excessive hunting of XC engines by fitting 31/90 cwt . 
. springs; further, that each engine so fitted had been tested at high speed, 
.and had been certified as fit for mail services, subject to the general restric
.tions already mentioned, viz., 50 m.p.h. and 55 m.p.h. over 85 lbs. and 88-! 
lbs. track, respectively. During this month two XC engines were also 
tested at 70 and 75 m.p.h., bogie lateral movement being 4 in. and 3-7/16 
-in. respectively, the former, however, not being considered satisfactory. 

Sagarbhanga, E. I. R.-In July, displacement of track at Sagarbhanga 
·was caused by an XB engine, and the subsequent Inquiry found that this 
TesLtlted from "flange pressure ...... as a result of hunting action set up when 
-coming off the 3,820 ft. radius curve, and in all p1·obability the hunting was 
.accentuated by the crossing being worn at the nose of the switch. This 
hunting resulted in the track being thrown out bodily.'' This seems to be 
the first occasion on which "flange pressure" is mentioned as having been 
an important factor; but the finding of the Inquiry was not unanimous, and 
a Power Officer was of the opinion that there was "no inhe1·ent condition of 
the engine to cause abnormal periodic side to side movement'', and that the 
track was displaced due to weakness, probably owing to (i) sodden soil due 
to monsoon conditions, (ii) wet surface of formation due to. about 0 :95 in . 
. of rain during the previous 24 hours, and (iii) the level of the rails differing 
by more than a proper working tolerance. 

Ganjkhwaja, E. I. R.-At t~e end of October a mail. train,_ hauled by 
a.n XB engine, and travelling at high speed (probably 1!-ot m excess of sanc
tioned speed) was derailed on .a curve; the track was d~storted and. a coach, 
probably the second, was derailed and pulle~ off t~e.rest of the tram. The 
permanent way comprised 8~i lbs. B. H. ra1ls (mm1mum 83'9 lbs) on new 
'Sal sleepers (15 per 36ft. ra1l), and the S. G. I. who ~eld the ~nqmry, found 
that "mai-ntenance of ~h,e tra~k was n~t up to a sufftc~~ntly h~g~,standard to 
re~ist the lurch,inQ whteh th.e XB eng-me develops at htgh speed ; the Agent 
·did not accept 'this ·opinion and considered that "the distortion of the track 
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toas pf?Ssible because of its condition, due· to Tecent heat'Y 1·ain". The 
S. G. I. did not hold anyone directly responsible, but he also found that. 
"as the track laid with 88-! lbs. B. H. rails is barely able to withstand the· 
bt1'Ching of the engine, even if the track is maintained to a 100 per cent. 
stan~ard of efficiency, there is therefore no factor of safety, and it is quite· 
posstble for o~her accidents to occur under similar circumstances". 

The S .. G. I. recommended that XB engines be restricted to ·50 m.p.h .. 
on~· H. rails of 85 lbs. and over (and, of course, further restricted on rails
of lighter section); further, that special observations be made to see how 
90 l~s .. F. F. track stood up to the lurching of these engines, with a view to· 
obtarnrng information as to "wh£ch type of track (particularly in regard to 
t~e type of sleeper) is the most suitable. to adopt in order to resist the· 
dzstur"fiance set up by heavy locomotives now in use on fast trains". 

The Chief Engineer subsequently stated that:-

"It had been definitely proved that under monsoon conditions the· 
track had been ~isplaced, probably by XB engines, ~nd that, 
so long as we st'tll have 85 lbs. and 88-! lbs. bull-headed rails· · 
in the track, it will not be practicable under such conditions to 
maintain the ·track so that displacement at high speeds would' 
not be possible·." 

The Chief Engineer also stated later that:-

"So far as 1 am concerned, the matter is already settled. It wilt 
definitely be necessary to impose a restriction of speed of .45 
m.p.h. over 85 and 88-l: lbs. B. H. rails on XB and XC class· 
engines during the monsoon, and in revising the time-table it 
should be assumed that this restriction will be imposed on the· 
1st June, 193.4". 

The restriction was therefore brought intG effect for the second time,. • 
and arrangements were thereafter made to adjust the time-table. 

1934. 

56. Remarks of Administrations.-The Railway Board drew t~e atte1;1-· 
tion of all Administrations to the S. G. I.'s Report on the G~nJkhw~Ja· 

· accident, and, for the first time, asked for statements as to expenence w1th: 
XB engines. The 1\{. & S. :M. R. stated that:-

"None of the XB's on this line gave any trouble at first, bu~ s~veral 
are developing a tendency to lurch now; a speed restnctwn of 
55 m.p.h. has been imposed on all rails Zig~ter than 90 lbs.,,a_nd: 
the alteration of the locomotives by t~rowzng bac.k tl~e trazlzng· 
wheels is being pushed on. 11! eanwhzle, any engme tlwt slwws· 
any undue tendency to lurch U'ill be sent in for repairs. There 
!~ave been no cases of damage to track under single locomotives, 
but there has been one under coupled 'XB' s. As a result the· 
running of coupled XB's has been forbidden." 

The S. I. R. stated that :-
"Trouble was experienced with 'XB. class engines since ~hey were· 

introduced on the mail service on 90 lbs. B. Il. razls on pot 
sleepers between Podanur and Erode, on this railway. It 
was fo~nd that !he trac~ became kink~d and thrown out oj 
true alignment z.n certazn P.arts, esP.e~zally on banks. TIns 
was in 1929 and was due, tn my opmzon, largely to the fact 
that the ball~st was not up to full section. No trouble of this 
nature has been experienced since, but there is no doubt tl~at 
the XB class engines demand a higl~. standard of mnJntenance 
and good ballast, 1chiclL. it. has been diffi_cult t,~ promde durinrr 
·the pre.t~ent serere rntnctwn of e:xpendzture. 
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,._ 'Vith regard to the E. B. R., which were operating 18 XB engines at 
;}tJ t~ 60 m.p.h., five cases of distortion had occurred since 1930, when making 
up ti~e, the track being 90 lbs. F. F. on Sal sleepers ''t"n fairly good condi
twn"; generally speaking, hunting was said to be aggravated "u:hener:er 
there are any inequalities and u·eak points in the track. The engines are 
hard on the track, cause undue creep, require a hiyher standard of mainten
ance of track, u:hich must bl! fully ballasted and laid u·ith the best sleepers; 
soft wood sleepers are unsuited to tile runnzng of these engines". 

The Chief ~Iechanical Engineer of the E. B. R. stated that:-
"Our experience ha.s been that hunting becomes pronounced after 

these enaines hare been in serrice about 18 months and a 
certain amount of 1cear has taken place on the inside bcsses 
of the coupled u·heels, the 1.cearing faces of the coupled u:heel 
axle bo.res, the spring guide plate lugs. and the lwrn block 
edges of the radial bo.J'es. The u·ear at all these points has 
the effect of increasina the side-play of the engine frame 
relatire to the u·heels, and it is found that '/.chen this u·ear is
taken up, the hunting entirely ceases, or is at least rery greatly 
reduced. The improred runnlnq of these enpinl!.~ is tlierefore 
attributed to action being takeli in sheds and slwps to guard 
against excn:sire side-play dereloping." 

, . As the result of runain~ XB engines on the N. S. R. "t!te track tl'as 
a1.splaced and had to be reall [med er:ery few days", between V 1karabad and 
Gollaguda. 

The N. W. R. stated that when XC engines came into use in-1930, one 
Division had reported that, due to oscillation, track damage and distortion 
took place where cast iron plate sleepers existed and where ballast was 
deficient; special measuns were then adopted to bring maintenance of track 
on all sections concerned up to the "highest possible standard~ and certain 
a:taations ?.cere made to the locomotires also". No serious trouble appears 
to have subsequently ari ~en. and no speed restrictions have, until recentlv,. 

· been imposed on XC engines on this system. ~ 

.1 c:tion by the Railu·ay Board.-Attention was thus focussed upon the 
lateral strength of permanent way, and the Board initiated researches to 
determine flange forces and track stability. The E. I. R. were instructed,. 
in February 1934, to carry out further tests with Cartazzi slides with 
reduced inclinations. In December, engines, modi£.ed accordingly, were 
reported as satisfactory, and those of XB type were thereafter restored 
again to express passenger services during the dry season only; the restric
tion, however, of 45 m.p.h. remained applied to the monsoon period, and 
nothing further appears to have transpired till the Bihta accident. 

In ~fay 1934, the Board informed the Consulting Engineers · that,. 
although setting back of the hind truck was reported to have effected. 
imprm-ement in the running of XA and XB engines, excessive oscillation 
was still being experienced during the rainy season, "due to it not bein[J 
possible to maintain the track 'ltp to the required standard"; further, that 
the question of locomotive oscillation was again being taken up as the result 
of the derailment at Ganjkhwaja, and it was pointed out that the S. G. I. 
had attributed the distortion of the track on that occasion to oscillation of 
the XB engine hauling the train. Extracts from the letter are as follows:-

" JJ'hether the engine in question u·as responsible for the distortion, 
it is not possible to say, but the fact remains that ser:eral cases
of displacement of track hare occurred on sections on u·hich 
the XB engines are running ...... 

At one time zce u·ere of the opinion that the hind truck u·as possibly 
the c~use of the trouble, but u:e are n.ow inclined to tht'nk that 
the distortion is caused by the coupled wheels as, on a strm'gllt 
track, the flanges of the diagonal leading and trailing u·heels 
are hard up on to the rails lonq before the stops on the bogie 
and hind truck come into operation. 
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Experiments carried out on the B., B. & C. I. R. with the XC engines 
show _that the displacement of the bogie is at times consider
ably zn e.xces~ of the th7·ow or:er obtainable from the rigid 
wheel base; 1n fact, it u•ould appear that the coupled wheels 
m_ust s-pread the track at least i in. on either side to obtain the 
~tsplacements recorded. In the ordinary course, this spread
tng of the track is taken up in the elasticity of the rails and 
ballast, but when the track is sodden, the sleepers are liable to 

- become displaced. 
The B., B. & C. I. R. graphs show that the initial displacement of 

tlte bogie is not appreciable, and that the oscillations build 
up. So far as I can see, the only means of preventing this 
iE to introduce some form of friction damper in one or other 
of the control gears. 

This w!ll be pr?vided for. to so'!ne ~.xtent !n future eng!nes by utilis
tn.g lam'tnated spnngs zn trte bo~te. but I thznk something 
t~onsiderably more effective will be found to be necessary. JVe 
lw:.re therefore decided to try out flat slides on the hind trucks 
·w'lth Ferodo rubbing s-urfaces. TVe are, however, a li~tle 
f!oubtful if the co-efficient of friction of Ferodo is 'ltot too 
11-igh for this purpose, as it is understood to be in the neigh· 
bom·hood of .3, whereas something a.bout half this v.·ould be 
equivalent to the existing 1 in 10 slides, and slwuld be 
sufftcient., 

. In August, the Board instr~cted the G. I. P. R. to fit Ferodo slides to 
the hind trucks of two XA. engmes. 

1935. 
57. Trials with Ferodo.-In :March, the results of the above-mentioned 

trials with Ferodo on X...c\ engines were considered by the Locomotive 
Standards _CoJDJllittee, who recommended that further experience should be 
aooumnlated. The trials were continued on the G. I. P. R. throughout 
the year. 

Hallade 1'e.r;:,ts on the E. I. R.-In April, consideration was given to 
the possibility of retaining XB engines on the mails throughout the mon
soon; but after an examination of Hallade Records, which had been 
taken on XB engines, it was decided not to withdraw the restriction of 45 
m.p.h. However, it was then decided to carry out more comprehensive 
Ha11ade tests in July, comparing an HPS (B. E. S. A. 4-6-0) type engine 
with three XB engines in original and modified conditions. The three XB 
-engines were all considered to show "better riding qualities than the HPS 
engine, w/,ir}L gave unsatisfactory results as regards oscillation (i.e .. swing
ing side 11wtion) and actual side play. T/1-e records taken on 90 lbs. track 
were better- than those on 85 lbs. 'and 88}- lbs. track. The rolling and 
lateral movements were less". 

The Chief Engineer, however, would not remove the monsoon restric
tion "elien if the hind trucks were altered and the bogie springs changed~'. 
and, in September, it was considered unlikely, from the Hallade test results, 
that these engines "would work the mails at unrestricted speed during 
monsoon ·seasons until the relaying programme hrzd been completed in 
1938.!.! 

Track Stability.-In January, as the result of the consideration being 
given to flange forces and track disturbances, following the Ganjkhwaja 
derailmeut, the bubject of track stability was included in the agenda of the 
Track Standards Committee, and the Board approved of the matter being 
investigated by H.est'.arch Officers, who:qt they b.a;d appointed. I~ was not 
until the end of 1936 that any data became ava1lable, and then 1t related 
only to the lateral stability of track under static condition in dry and 
monsoon weather. Certain further data has recently become available 
regarding track stability under moving loads during monsoon conditions, 
and this will be dealt with in ·Chapter VII, in its relation to the data on 
flange forc:e:! .which has been collected since August 1937. 
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1936. 

58. Furtlter trials with Ferodo.-The Railway Board- had developed the 
theory that It woul~ be practicable t!J :utilise Ferodo to damp out the energy 
developed by huntmg engines, and, m February, the G. I. P. R. were 
instructed to fit two more trial XA engines with Ferodo on the bogie pivot 
slides and hind truck, in conjunction with German buffing gear. 

The beneficial results of providing damping by this means having 
been established in concurrent tests on B. E. S. A. and XA types, the 
B.K.R., ~.\V.R., S.I.R., and E.B.R., were also instructed to carry out 
similar tdais on XB and XC type engines. Preliminary reports on engines 
fitted with tLe above-mentioned alterations were received in April 1937, 
but, as the Board had given instructions that 40,000 -miles of service should 
be developed before final reports were submitted, such reports did not 
materialise until after the Bihta accident. 

M~a.o;;urement of Flange Forces.-As far back also as 1936, the Research 
Officers began to develop electrical apparatus for recording engine and 
track reactions, and by July 1937, they had succeeded in adapting their 
apparatus for synchronous recording of bogie and hind truck movements 
and flan~e fortes. It was not until these records were available that it 
became possible to determine the true efficacy of the various measures that . 
had previously been tested. Ipdeed, it appears. that it was only then 
realised that. a number of previously held conclusiOns were untenable. 

1937. 

59. lt wus not until1937 that a translation was available to the Board 
dealing with Research in France with regard to the measurement of fiange 
forces on t_he Piezo-electric principle. It is, therefore, satisfactory to 

· record that the Uesearch Officers have developed their equipment on inde
pendent lines. The descriptions of the tests which they carried out are 
dealt with in Chapter VII, and the modifications which were decided upon 
by the Board, as the result of these tests, are described and rl iscussed in 
Chapter IX. 

CoNcLUDING REMARKS. 

60. X.:! Engines.-. -The G.I.P.R., operating 49 of them, with a mileage 
of 17 millions, has been the only line seriously concerned with bad riding, 
and six derailments occurred between April 1930 and June 1931. The 
N.'\\~.R., opetating 58 of these engines, with roughly the same mileage, 
has not sufiered any accident and there has be~n little trouble; the engines 
run without restriction and are of the same detailed design as when deli
vered. 

lly August 1933, the engines on the _G. I. P.R. had been restored to 55 
m. p. h. setvi~s, and it was apparently believed, until 1937, that they were 
satisfactory, although trials on this line were conducted with FeroJo dalfl.p
ing from 1~34 onwards. Trouble was largely confined to sections laid 
over black rotton soil, and notwithstanding certain endeavours to improve 
formation, os~illation persisted until damP.ing devices were introduced. 

Reference will be made later to the Board's recent instructions for 
alterations, and, after these had been carried out, the permissible maximum 
speed of the engines on the G.I.P.R., was raised by the Board to 60 m.p.h. 
in June last, as the result of certain trials, and of recommendations by th~? 
S. G. 1.. t:oncemed. 

'\Ye understand that, under instructions from the Board, XA engines, 
of the original design, on the N.'\V.R., are now restricted to 45 m.p.h., as 
an absolute marimum over any section where track distortion attributable 
to actual huntrng, or tendency to hunt, has been experienced within the last 
12 monthc;. 

XB Engines.-The ~I. & S.~LR., S.I.R., and N .S.R. have suffered no 
passenger train derailments. Trouble in the main has rested with th~ 
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G. I. P. lt. (one derailment), E. B. R. (one derailment), and E. I. R (two 
deraiJ..rnen.ts, prior to that at Bihta). The nine engines which ~mmenced 
work on the U. l. P. R. in 1928 were transferred, iive to the ~I. & S.:U.R. 
in 1933, and four· to the E. I. R. in 1934. The mileage on the E. B. R. 
is 6'2 millions, and on the E. I. R. 14·4 millions. · 

The E. l. H.. conducted a large number of trials, and on several occa
sions both the ~:Iechanical and Civil Engineers were satisfied that the. 
engines were safe for mail speeds. Subsequently, however, unperceived 
changes in the state of maintenance of the track, or of the engines, or both, 
proved that these conclusions were ill-founded; in the meantime, orders to 
apply experimentally certain ;means to control hunting were issued by the 
Railway Bua.r;:d in February 1936, as the result of tests on XA engines which 
WE're initiated in 1934. 

With regatd to the Board's instructions (subsequent to the accident at 
Bihta) relating to the maximum permissible speed restriction of 45 m.p.h., 
the M. & S. M. R. reported no case of track distortion up to May 1938~ 
and considered that there was no reason to impose the restriction. In June, 
however, this Administration reported that they had decided to reduce the 
speed as .notified to drivers of XB engine~ to 50 m.p.h. in some areas, and 
to 45 m.p.h. in others, as an additional precaution, not because of unsatis .. 
factory performance. The S. I. R. reported, in May, that they had impos ... 
ed a 1~estriction in accordance with the Board's instructions; as also the 
E. I. R. and N. S. R. On the E. B. R .• the engines ar.e now being used 
on slow trains only. · · 

XC Engine.~.-These engines have run 21 million miles on the N.,V.R., 
B.,B. & C.I.R., and E.I.R., without accidents, and events followed closely 
the sequence pf developments with the XB type, which are outlined above. 
Vte underBtand that on the N. W. R. these engines have recently been 
restricted to a maximum permissible speed of 50 m.p.li.; on· the B. B. & 
C. I. R. they are not running owing to the breakage of connecting rods; 
~ri the E. !. R. the Board's restriction of 45 m.p.h. is being enforced. 
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CHAPTER I~I. 

THE DISTURBING FORCES IN A LOCOMOTIVE. 

Tite Characteristics of its movement on the Track. 

61. Definition.-In practice, terms to describe movements of engines on 
the traek are often loosely used to refer to more than one movement; it is 
advi5able, therdore, to define such terms as follows:-

Osciliation.-This inclusive term is generally used to describe move
ments of the engine in any plane. 

N orin g.-Transverse oscillation of the engin~ on the track about a 
vertic~J axis. Pursuing a sinuous patli along the track. 

Rolling.-Transverse oscillation of the engine on its springs, about 
a longitudinal centre line. 

Hunting.-The two movements defined above rarely occur separately 
but are generally found acting together. in varying propor
tions. T~~~§.'Q.l~ing ?.~9i_l\~~i.O?. is __ ~escribed as hunting. 

Lurch.--One semi-amplitude of movement in the action of hunting, 
dz., an individual deflection from the centre line towards one 
or other of the running rails. · 

Shuttling.-Oscillation in a fore and aft direction parallel to the 
t.rack. 

Pitching .-The front and back ends of an engine alternately rising 
and falling about a transverse horizontal centre line; this is 
sometimes referred to as gallo:ping. 

1'rimmt'ng .-A settling down of the engine, either at the front or 
rear end, so that the line of the foot-plate is no longer parallel 
to the track. 

62. Generrzl.-In this Chapter, we intend to deal with the technical 
aspects of ten disturbing forces, to ·which a locomotive is subject when 
running on the track. \V e shall distinguish between those which primarily 
af1'ect its stability as a vehicle, and those which have only a secondary 
efTect. \Ve attempt a rational exy>lanation as to how hunting occurs, and 
of the circumstances in which it will either die away or build up to undesir
able prop::JrLions. For reasons set out in the text, the matter is not. dealt 
with mathematically, and, in avoiding such treatment, we have had regard 
to th~ valuable investigation of Carter(1) in England, Cain(2), Langer and 
Sharnberger(3) in America, ~Iarie(4), Levi(5), and Rocard(6) in .France 
among::t otl1ers who have approached the problem from that aspect. Their 
work hna pointe} the way, but for immediate results, which can be put into 
practice forthwith, less rigid methods of analysis have to be t ~ . _ 

(1) " The Electric Locomotive." 
Proceedings Inst. Civil Engn:o., 1916. 

On the action of a. Locomotive Driving Wheel. 
Proceedings Royal Society, 1926. 

On the Stnoility of Running of a. Lor.omotive. 
Proceedings Royal Society, 1928. 

Running o~ Loco'Tlotives with reference to their tendency to derail. 
Proceedings lnst. Civil Engrs., 1930. 

(') Safo:~ Operation of High Speed Locomotives. 
Transactions of American Soc. Mechanical Engineers, 1935. 

( 1) Lateral Oscillations of Rail Vehicles. 
Tran.'IQctions of American Soc. l\Iechanical Engineers, 1935. 

( ') Traite de Stabilite du materiel des Chemins de Fer. 
(Treatise on the Stability of Rolling Stock). 

Pub. Ch. Beranger, Paris, 1924.-
( ') Etude relative au contact des roues sur le rail. 

(A Study of the Contact between wheel and rail)· 
Revue Generate des Chemins de Fer, F~h. lo::tr.. 

( ') La Stab!lite de rout~ des Locomotives. 
(The Stability of L<'comotives on the track). 

Pub. Herman et Cie, Paris, 1935. 

20RB. 
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,63. Sum11W1''!J of Disturbing Forces.-These may be divided into three 
groups:-

A Those which act solely in a longitudinal direction and do not,. 
therefore, affect the problem at all. 

B Those which by their direction have a tendency to produce 
hunting, but, due either to the period at which thev act, or 
to the small amplitude which they attain, have little "practical 
bearing on the problem. 

C Those which have a direct bearing on hunting and the resulting. 
1lange forces. 

In Group A, the forces concerned are :-
(1) A Shuttling force, causing a fore and aft vibratory movement 

due ~o the uneve?-. turning moment, namely, the varying 
tractive effort ansing from the piston load and the crank 
angle, as the piston moves from one end of the cylinder. to the 
other. · 

. (2) A further. Shuttling force, which is superimposed on the above 
an~ arises. from the eff~ct of the unbalanced portion of the· 
reciprocating masses. 

{3) A trimming movement of the engine, namely, deflection of the 
horizontal centre line, when the centre line of the crank axle· 
does not lie in the same horizontal plane as the drawgear. 

In thi~ group are mentioned disturbances which only affect the engine 
in a direction parallel 'to the track, and as they have no bearing on the 
present investigation, further reference will not be made to them. 

In Group B, the forces arise from :-
(4) Surging effect of the unbalanced masses acting in the different 

planes of the several cylinders, which cause a couple tending 
to make the engine oscillate transversely about a vertical axis. 

t5) Rolling, which is set up by the vertical reaction of the crossheads 
on the slidebars. 

(6) Pitching, which is set up by slidebar pressure being accompanied
by an equal downward thrust at the crank axle . 

. (7) A Nosing Couple, which may also be set up by the variation 1n· 
piston pressure on the two sides of the engine at any one 
time; tliis is effective if there is twist on the axles due to this. 
piston pressure, or if there is longitudinal play in the boxes. 

This group comprises. the disturbances arising fr~m the f~c~ion of 
the engine as a power unit; t.hey would affect the engme even 1f 1t were· 
~luna clear of the rails by a crane. It will be shown that these disturbances. 
have"'little direct bearing on the question of flange forces and track distor
tion; they are dealt with fully, in order to demonstrate this fact, as mis
wtderstanding sometimes exists. 

In Group C, the forces arise from:-
(8) Periodic Nosing, which is set up by the coning of tyres, by 

transverse flexibility of the frame and wheel centres of the· 
engine, and by irregularities in line and level of the track 
under load. 

(9) Rolling, which is set up by track. depressions under load, and is. 
affected by stiffness ~f the sprmgs, by the transver~e moment 
of inertia of the engme, and by the transverse spacmg of the 
axle boxes. 

(10) Centrifugal action during the passage of an engine round a 
curve. 

As already pointed out, (8) and (9) are nearly always found togeth~r, 
a:rrJ it is in this group as a whole tha~ the .complementary .efft:Ct of en~me 
and track, as components of one machme, IS most cle~rly md1cated. !he 
consideration of this, with regard to the whole questiOn of the behav10ur· 
of the engine as a vehicle, is of immediate importance. 
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.(iROUP B. DISTURBANCES ARISING FROM THE ENGINE AS A PRIME MOVER. 

64. The disturbances in this group consist of the following:-

Nosing Couple Due to Unbalanced Reciprocatin.g Parts.-Due to the 
combined surging effect of the unbalanced reciprocatmg parts, forces acting 
in the different vertical planes of the cylinders are set up; this subject has 
been fully dealt with b! Prof. Dalby(1). . The value of this couple varies 
directly as the square ?f the spee~, the weight of the unba~anced 12.arts, the 
radius of the crank cucle, the distance between the cyhnders, and the 
obliquity of the conn~ting r~d. Thus,, an increase in ~he values of any 
of 4;.hese involves an Increase In the nosmg couple. This couple tends to 
oscillate the engine about a vertical axis, the fre.quency being once per 
revolution of the wheels. 

The action of this couple is resisted by the weight of the engine resting 
on th~ j~urnals, and by it~ inertia; ~t is poss~ble to calcu~ate the ac~ual 
value In Inches of the am ph tude o~ this osCillatiOn at the bogie centr~, smce 
the value of the initiating couple, the radius of gyration, and the length 
of the engine can be determined. The following table shows the order of 
the values which -this amplitude attains :-

Class 
of 

Engine. 

XA. 
XC. 
XB. 
XB. 
XB. 
XB. 

No. 
of 

Cyls. 

2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
2 

Wt. of 
unhal. 
recip. 
parts 
lbs. 

209 
291 
281 
253 
238 
570 

(only 33 
per cent 
balanced.) 

I for 
Engine 
tons 

fb. 

3616 
7775 
6542 
6750 
6750 
6542 

Di!:lt. bet. 
C. of G. 

and bogie 
pin. 
ft. 

13·2 
15·1 
14·6 
14·6 
14·6 
14·6 

Sprung 
Wt. 

Tons. 

49·6 
75·8 
69·6 
72·0 
72·0 
69·6 

Displace-· 
menton 

each side 
ofC.L. 

ins. 

0·024 
0·020 
0·022 
0·020 
0·007 
0·045 

There are no 3 and 4 cylinder XB engines, but these figures have been 
prepared to show what the effect would be were these engines rebuilt with 
either 3 or 4 cylinders. This displacement depends on the moment of inertia 
of the engine, and is independent of speed. It will be noted that the 
displacement at the bogie centres, due to this couple, is very small, being 
in all cases less than the usual side clearances between axleboxes and horns. 
This i:; true even in the case where a very small proportion of the reciprocat
ing masses have been balanced. Moreover, the above values ignore the 
eff€ct of friction, which will tend to reduce the displacement still further. 

As already stated, the frequency is once per revolution. Stated in 
seconds, the values are:'-

Period in seconds at speed. 
,. ' 

Class of Engino. 20 m. p. h. 45 m. p. h. 60 m. p. h. 
XA 0·53 0·25 0·18 
XB 0·66 0·29 0·22 
XC 0·66 0·29 0·22 

The above values are well below the observed natural nosing period of 
the engines concerned, namely 0. 75 to 1·0 second at 60 m.p.h. These 
considerations show that there is little to choose between 2, 3 and 4 cylinder 
engines, so far as the nosing effect due to reciprocating parts is concerned; 
moreover, the percentage of the reciprocating parts ·which are balanced 
has no appreciable effect on the nosing tendency, althougli there may be a 
slight possibility for this to build up, when the nosing period is an odd 
multiple of the natur~l e~gine period. A multi-cylinder engine, however, 
does produce a reductiOn In hammer blow and greater evenness of turning 
moment. 

(1) Balancing of Engines, Pub. Arnold, 1929. 
Bridge Stress Committee's Report, 1923. 
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; 65. Rolling_ and pitching due to reaction of cross head on slidt::ba~~-· A 
rollwg c~upl~- I~ ~et up due to t~e variati?n in slidebar pressure _during 
a reyol~t.~on. 'Ibis pre~sure vanes accor~mg to piston thrust, eorrected 
fo: knei tla an~ a.ngu1arity of the connectmg rod for every· portion of the 

d
stro e. To this I~ added, or subtracted, the effect of the further reaction 

h
ue to the dyna~IC effect of the connecting rod itself namely slidehar 
aininer blow. ' 

. At the same time, the resultant upward force at the front end of the 
engme ~auses a longi.tudinal galloping or pitching action, due to the pres
s?I'e bemg ac~ompanie~ by an equal downward thrust on the crank" axle. 
'I he arm of this couple Is the length between the centr~ of the crosshead and 
t~e centre of the crank axle, a distance continually varying with the.posi-
tlon of the cro~shead. ' · 

. Both .these forces have to .be resisted thl·ough the bearing springs; 
sh~er .spr~ngs .redli?e the amphtu~e of movement in each case. The period. 
of osc~llatwn IS twice per revolutiOn, and the amplitude of movement in-

. cre~se~ with the piston. load, the distance between cylinders, and the 
obhqu1ty of the connect!ng ~od. It will ~e le~s with stiffer bearing springs; 
and .. as the moment of Inertia of the engme mcreases. It decreases as the 
~pe~d inc~eases, due to the reduction in the mean effective steam pressure 
Jn ~he cyl~nders, 1;ffiless the slide?3:r hammer blpw increases at a greater 
rate; This effect Influences the riding of the engme only at very low speeds. 

66. Coupl~ due to Piston Thrust.-It is commonly thought that'in addi
tion to the disturbing forces described above, there is also another nosing 
couple arising from the varying piston pressure, which acts on the axlebox 
guides, arid which is continually altering in value and direction on either 
side of the engine. This, however, is not the case, if all the patts concern
ed are rigid. The forces and reactions concerned are within the frame
work of the engine; the force of the steam on the piston reacts 
through . the cylinder attachment to the frame, and through the 
axle on · to the same frame . via the hornblock attachments. The 
variations in pressure will cause stress in the axle and 
frame, but will not produce a couple tending to slew the frame ln relation 
to the track. 

. ·A nosin(J' oscillation can only occur from this cause if the inequality il). 
loads on eith~r side of the driving axle produces a torque in the axle suf~: 
cient to. twist it. There will obviously be such a torque, but axles are 
design'ed with sufficient stiffness to avoid twist of any appreciab~e v~lue. 
from this cause. ~:foreover, if there were a large amount of longttudmal 
play between the axleboxes and the horns, it might be possible for the axle 
to get out of. alignment, and thus cause a similar-oscillation; but usually the 
amount of play at this point is insufficient to allow guch an effect to take 
place. . . . 

The effect of the uneven piston press~'-:e on th~ t:wo s~des ?t an engm~ 
i~ reflected in a linear shuttling effect, g1vmg vanatw~s m ~~ awbar P,Ull, 
~hilst the visible oscillating effect, so often se~n on outs1d~ cylmder cngmes 
working hard at low speed, arises from the shdebar re~ct10!ls already dealt 

"th. The foregoing disturbing forces have no practiCa~ Influence on. th(' 
~:obiem of hunting, a fact which ean be veriryed by observm~ the beha.vwu~ T. 
of engines on a stationary test plant. Practical demonstratiOns of. th1s, . b) 
slinging engines from a crane, were made in Germany. by Nollau m 1848, 
and in France by Le Chatelier in 1849 and by Baudry m 1890. 

GROUP C. DISTURBANCES WHICH IMMEDIATELY AFFECT THE ENGINE AS A 
. VEHICLE ON THE TRACK. 

. 67. G-eneral considerations wh!ch conqern the beh~r:iou: of ~ngines on 
tiLe track.-In the early days of railways m all countries, smusmdal defo.r
mations of the track have often been observed ~fter th~ passage of cer~a1~. 
engines, and derailments have resulted from hme to time. Tl:e engmes ~ 
concerned were not so heavy as modern ones, nor was the track. so str_ong 
as it is today. In France, for example, before the 'Var, certam engmes 
whirh caused such distortion did not weigh more than 40 tons, and ran at 
comparatively high speed on rails weighing 60 lbs. per yard; the same 
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E:ind of engine and track is used on branch lines to this day, generally at 
lower ~peeds. In England, similar cases with relatively light eugines 
have· also been referred to in Chapter I. . 

It is evident, therefore, that, as this kind of track deformation is not 
new, it.has not been brought about solely by the advent of heavy locomotives. 
lt is rather due to the fact that certain engines, whatever their weight, can 
develop flange forces of greater magnitude than can be withstood by the 
particular track on which they run; in this connection, the heavier the 
.engine, the better the adhesion between sleepers and ballast, and, conse
.quently, the greater is the force required to distort the track laterally. 

Records of derailments show that the actual cause is often unsatisfac
torily established. In many cases the engine has be~n found to be in good 
order, and without any defects which appeared to contribute to the occur
rence. 'Vith regard to the track, it is often possible to examine only the 
sections ahead of, and behind, the site of the accident, and here again 
nothing abnormal may be found. · 

· But on close examination, and with the knowledge gained from, conti
nued experience, it sometimes transpires that the engines concerned, 
although not heavy, were of a type known to have a tendency to cause 
.trans\erse track deformation; they either had no guiding wheels, or, where 
these existed, there was ineffective side control, usually in conjunction 
with a large overhang at front or rear. 

'Vith modern engines, having guiding wheels, cases of sinusoidal 
deformation of the track are rarer than in the early days, but none the less 
a c~rtain number have occurred. In some cases, as already mentioned, the 
eng1_nes have been condemned or radically altered, but in others, the con
clusiOn was reached that excessive speed, or local weakness of the track 
was the main contributory cause. - ' 

· ~8. fienerally speaking, in the many different engine designs all over 
the world, designers have arrived at an arrangement, based on engineering 
!_n_stinct and experience, which has been quite satisfactory in practice. 
Due to trials made recently in several countries, it is now possible to visua-

• lise what is necessary to improve the running of engines on the track, and 
thus to avoid lateral deformations. 
· To the best of our knowledge, however, the actual mechanical process 
by which track distortion occurs is not yet exactly known. :Mathematical 
theory has been used to work out equations of motion, but these haYe been 
so complicated as to be insoluble. ~Ioreover, to make calculation possible, 
it h.1s been necessary to make numerous assumptions, in order to allow of 
the possibility of integration and final solution. But these assumptions, 
howe-ver carefully they are based, have had the effect of altering the inter
pretation of the problem, and therefore the results obtained have not up 
to the present been of great assistance. 

As an example of this, the Central Standards Office had, before our 
arrival, been attempting to gain some information on the critical speeds of 
hunting of X Class Pacifies, based on the theoretical and mathematical 
research of certain investigators, to which reference has already been made. 
In emlea-vouring, however, to apply the formulre which have been worked 
Dut, differences were found in the assumptions, which has been made, 
principally affecting the way in whi9h the lateral action of the wheel on 
the rail was treated, and the wav in which the amount of effective side dis
l'lacement was considered. This -variation in assumptions made a material 
difference in the critical speed obtained by the two methods, and indicated 
-that practical results cannot yet be obtained by substituting values in a 
theoretical formula. · 

This is, of course, no discredit to mathematical investigators, but 
arises from the -very nature of the problem in which all the main elements, 
locomotive frames. wheels, and the track itself, are not rigid, but elastir 
in a var-vina<ieott"e. We do not, therefore, propose to give a definite expla
nation of s~ co~plicated a phenomenon as distQrtiop of the track, but we 
will try to consider the matter as Iogical1y as possible·, based mainly on 
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experimental findings, checked by the recorded circumstances of vanou:i 
accidents and by our own observations In India. 

As in the early days most of the engines had no guiding wheels, defor
mation of the track can obviously not be attributed to that feature. Even 
on engines with guiding wheels trials made recently for assessing flange 
pressures have shown that generally it is the L'<mpled wheels \\·hich bring 
about the highest reactions. It is evident that'neiiher track nor engine 
can be perfect, but the better the one, the less perfect may be the other by a. 
corresponding amount. If the total of the imperfections of track plus 
encrine exceeds a certain value, the sequence of events, depending on speEd,. 
th~ state of the rail, etc., is first, an abnormal movement of the engine on 
the track, secondly, deformation of the track itself, and thereafter even 
derailment. · 

69. Jlorement of a single pair of u:heels on tile track.-lf it were pos
sible for the flanges of the wheels to remain in permanent contact with the
rails, and if track, wheels and axle could be perfectly rigid, then there 
would be no problem or lateral oscillation. As a practical necessity, hmv
ever, some clearance, varying in different ·countries, is always left between 
flarige and rail. Because of this clearance, the two wheels on an axle 
cannot make lateral contact with both rails simultaneously; the movement 
of wheels and axle along the track takes the form of a series of successi Ye 
contacts between flange and rail, and of rebounds from one side to the other 
at variable distances. If this movement occurred on a perfect track and 'vas 
solely due to the coning of the tyres, th~ l?ath followed_ by the ':heels \Vould 
be a sine curve, the length of wave remammg constant urespectlve of speeu, 
but depending upon the degree of coning of the treads, the diameter of the 
wheels, and the gauge. 

. In practice, however, the _track is not perfect, and there are a number of 
causes which, acting either singly or in combination, alter the form of this 
lateral movement. The principal causes are:-

• 

(a) Irregularities in gauge and level of the track under load, which 
tend to direct the pair of wheels towards one rail or the other. 

(b) Irregularities in wear of the tyres and rail, and therefore in the· 
edect of the coning of the tyres. 

(c) Differences in the diameters of the wheels on the same axle . 
When the amplitude of the lateral oscillation, measured from th,~· 

centre line of the track, ex.ceeds the clearance between flange and rail under· 
load, and each time that a flange strikes a rail and is deflected tm,·ards the 
other, a force is exerted. The magnitude of this force depends on th{J 
wei_ght of the wheel. and axle ~ssembl~r, and ?n the tran~n~rse velocity wit}l 
--shtch the flange strikes the ratl. _Thts Yelocity, for a ginn running ~peed: 
is related to the total amount of s1de movement of the wheels and axle, tbe 
movement being made up of the static clearant't:' between flange and rail, zd11s 
any elastic deformation in wh~l, axle and rail. 

70. Jlor:ement of seural pairs oflC'heels united uuder one cltns.o.:i.;;.-'\"e
will now consider several wheels and axles on which is mounted a locomo~irc 
frame without carrying whr:els, riz., an engine such as the 0-G-0 type. 
lateral oscillations arising from the passage of the indiridual wheels and 
axles along the track will be imparted to tl1e chassis through the wheel boss 
face. axlebox flanges and horn guid~s. The sinusoidal morement, howerer 
which is pursued by an independent pair of wherls on an axle, will n<>' 
longer be simple when it forms part of a complete vehicle. 

When an engine chassis, from whatever cause, is taking up a position 
at an angle with the centre line of the track, there are a number of forces. 
actincr simultaneouslv at the tread of the wheels; in considering the effect 
of th~8e forces, it is i"mportant to remember that adhesion between whee] and 
rail exists not only in the forward direction of movement, but also trans
~ersely across the rail head. 
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~irst, t~ere is the lateral force, arising possibly from so~e track irre
gulanty, which causes the engine to depart from its central position on the 
track. Secondly, there is the traction force, due to the steam acting in the 
cylinders, which is impelling the engine in a forward direction. :Moreover, 
when the several axles, which are mounted under the same frame, are 
rigidly-connected_by~CilllPlii.Ig ._!od~ .. !~.9~~ .an~t~~er, th~ .wheels a;e c~mpelled 

.to turn at the same angular veiomty, 1.11 '"spile of differences In diameter. 
These may be due not onJy to variations in the tu:ning of the different tyres, 
but to the effect of coning of the tyres when the distances of the flanges from 
the corresponding rails are not equal. As the result of these differences in 
diameter, further tangential forces are set up at the points of contact of the 
different wheels on the rail. 

These tangential forces, when acting in opposite directions on two 
wheels of the same axle, will form a couple which will act in two different 
ways. It will tend to produce torsion in the axle, and it will also tend to 
pivot the axle about a vertical axis. The arm of this couple is a function 
of the gauge of the track, and, under equal factors of adhesi~n (vertical 
loading and coefficient of friction), the moment of ,the couple will Increase 
with the width of gauge. 

The forces mentioned above, due to traction, side displacements, and 
inequality in effective wheel diameter, can be resolved and the direction of 
the resultant will vary in relation to the longitudinal axis of the engine, 
according to the relative direction of the original forces. The value of the 
resultant is dependent on the factor of adhesion. Transverse slipping of 
the wheel across the ~ail will take place when the resultant force at the wheel 
tread exceeds the limit of adhesion·. 

\V e are mainly ~oncerned with the transverse component of this result
ant force, and it will, for a given value of the resultant, attain a maximum 
value, when the force due to traction acting in a longitudinal direction is 
low, as, for example, when working with early cut-off, or when coasting. 
This consideration indicates why hunting of locomotives is more often 
observed on the level and down gradient when tractive effort is small. On 
the other hand, elastic deformation of all the members, which are subject tf> 
transverse reactions between· track and engine, has the effect of delaying 
the rate of increase of the force at the tread of the wheel, and, in consequence, 
of delaying the instant at which slipping will occur in the direction of the 
resultant force. 

71. Certain recent theories introduce the idea of elastic deformation 
of the actual metal of wheel and rail at the point of contact, to explain the. 
possibility of certain relative movements of small amplitude of the wheel 
on the rail, without actual slipping taking place. Creep or pseudo-
alissement (1) are names given to this conception, and the coefficient of fric
tion under such conditions will be high. This is important, because, it. 
allows the possibility of high tangential forces 'at the point of contact· 
between wheel and rail. . 

'Ve will now consi~er what tendenc.ies are produ~ed by these forces on 
the passage of the engme along a straight track; still assumino- that the· 
en~ine has no guiding wheels, let us consider it deflected obliquelv towards 
the left hand rail. The left hand leading wheel then exerts a flan()'e force 
on that rail, the reaction to which tends to return the engine to its

0 
central 

position; but the tangential forces at the points of contact of all the wheels, 
other than the left leading wheel, oppose any change of direction of thr.
en~ine, and tend to make it continue to run obliquely towards the left hand 
rail. so long as slipping of the wheel treads towards the right does not 
occur. 

In these ci rcumgtances of increasing pressure, the left hand rail deflects 
outwards nnd the left hand leadin~ wheel and its axle also deflect. Since 
the renction between wheel and tyn~ is at rail level, namely, at a point belO\v 

(') Etu,le relati\"e an cont.art dE's roues sur le rail. 
(A Studv of t.he ('()nt.Act betwl'en whrel and rail.) 
Revue Generate des Chemins de Fer, Feb, 1935. 



~he centre of gravity of the engine, a rolling movement of the sprung weight 
IS th~n started towards the left, which has the effect of partially unloading 
the right hand side of the engine. Thus, on the one hand, the tangential 
forces ~t the points of contact of the remaining wheels increase as the 
lateral reaction between left hand leading wheel and rail increases; on the 
other hand, the vertical load on the right hand wheels diminishes, as a result 
of the rolling. . The limit of adhesion is thus attained and the right hand 
wheels suddenly slip laterally, thus- destroying the state of equilibrium 
between the different forces. The sensitivity to rolling of a particular engine 
design will a.tiect the degree to which the above sequence of events can occur, 
but it appears that some degree of unloading of the wheels can take place on 
the side opposite to that on which a leading flange is striking the rail. The 
rolling action on a curve is more complicated, and weight may even be 
relieved from the wheel 'on which the reaction from the flange is taking 
pl~ce. 

Under these conditions, there is a flange force on the left hand leading 
wheel acting at the leading end of the engine, and all the elastic members 
under deflection (rails, wheels, and axle) unite in turning the front of the 
-engine towards the right hand rail. Since, however, the lateral slipping 
·of the right hand wheels takes place when these wheels are partially unload
-ed due to rolling, the resistance to transverse displacement is reduced; the 
.engine goes beyond its position of equilibrium, so that after having pivoted 
about its vertical axis, and !J.t the instance when lateraLslipping stops, the 
.engine tends to make the left hand rail an angle of return greater than the 
.angle of approach. In continuing its lateral movement and striking the 
right hand rail, the same phenomenon is produced at the instant of contact 
.as is outlined above; for the same running speed there is an inherent tendency 
for the characteristics to be enlarged, as the transverse velocity of impact 
increases with tlie angle of incidence of the chassis in relation to the track. 
·This angle also tends to increase at each rebound for the reasons given. 

72. Three different results may follow the foregoing tendency:-

(1) If the track is str?ng enou~h laterally not to :undergo a~y 11?-easur
. able deformatiOn, elastiC or permanent, If the engme Is very 

rigid in its frame, wheels, and axles, and if the clearances 
between wheel and rail are tight, the initial deflection at the 
left hand rail is reduced. The various members are able to 
resist the forces arising from the tendency to increased trans
verse velocity in the second-half of the first oscillation. The 
angle of incidence of the chassis in relation to the track is, 
therefore, prevented from increasing, and can be retained at 
a small value, in which the creepage effect between 
wheel and rail! with its very .high resistance to lateral slipping, 
is the predommant factor; In consequence, the oscillations of 
the engine are self-damped and its pa!:isage along the track 
returns to normal, until the next track irregularity is encount
ered. 

(2) If the track undergoes material elastic deformation in the form 
of rail tilting or side displacement as a whole, and, in add.i. 
tion, if the frame and wheels of the engine are r~Ia.ti~ely flexi
ble, the effective clearance between flange and rail IS mcreased 
by the sum of the resulting defle~tions. This ~otal amount of 
side movement affects the angularity of the engme to the track 
and, therefore, governs t~e transver~e vel<;>city wi~h w~ich th~ 
leading wheel flange. strtkes the rail;_ th1s velocity,, I~ turn, 
determines the magnitude of the reactwns at the rail, m ron
junction with the moment of inerti~ of the engine ab?ut a verti
cal axi~, assumed to pass through Its centre of gravity. 

These reactions at the rail, commonly known as flange forces, can 
. only attain .ve~Y. .~igh v~Iues when the mass .carried by the 

wheel is gr.eat, an~ when the transve.rR~ veJorttJ: with whkh 
the flange ts runmng ~o~vards the ratl 1s sufficiently high. 
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These two elements are interdependent; for a given engine and 
for track of given gauge, the predominating features in the· 
production of high tlange forces are clearance between flanges 
and rail, and elastic deformation of engine parts, and of 
track. · 

Lateral track flexibility, therefore, tends to induce oscillation to 
build up, and the engine proceeds along what is in effect a sinu
soidally deformed track; so long. as this deformation remains 

, within the elastic limit of the track material, no residual 
deformation can be seen after· the passage of the engine. 
Oscillation will build up if nothing intervenes in the mean
time to damp it, or if, in the case of such an intervention, the 
forces coming into action are not sufficient, in relation to the 
kinetic energy of the engine. · 

: If t_he lateral weakness of the track exists only over a short distance, 
and if the engine can reach a more resistant portion of track, 
before a serious degree of oscillation has built up, the condi
tions of (1) predominate. On the other hand,· if weakness of 
the track continues, side displacement, and in consequence 
flange forces, increase at each successive contact between 
wheel and rail, and the following case has then to be con
sidered:-. 

(3) When flange forces increase to such an extent that the spreading 
of rails (whether by tilting or by· bodily displacement on 
sleepers) is no longer elastic but becomes permanent, and attain 
values higher than in (2) above, derailment of . the wheels can 
occur, generally commencing with the leading coupled axle. In 
these circumstances, the wheels may fall . between the rails; 
alternatively, instead of ·individual rails becoming displaced., 
the track as a whole may become distorted if its lateral resist
ance on the ballast is insufficient. In this case also derailment 
can occur, the track as a whole assuming a sinusoidal form. 

If the rail does not fracture, and if the rolling action is out of 
phase with the nosing of the main frame, the leading coupled 
wheel, which is exerting high flange pressure, can become un
loaded, and the flange may therefore ride on to the rail head. 
For this to happen, the vertical load on the wheel has to be 
reduced to approximately half the flange pressure for a normal 
tyre profile; but worn flanges can ride up with a smaller re
duction in vertical loading. 

'/3. The above represents the sequence of events set out in its simplest 
terms and taking extreme cases; but it is possible for every degree of inter
mediate condition also to ·exist. In practice, track deformations do not 
always result in derailments, but a very important aspect of the problem is 
that material disturba_nces. can be set. up ~n. the engine by elastic deforma
tioD: of the track, whiCh 1s not readily VISible after the passage of the 
engme. 

This is because even considerable lateral and vertical deformations of 
the permanent way, in certain conditions of construction and maintenance, 
can remain purely elastic, so that after the passage of the engine 
the rails regain their former alignment and posi~ion; thus, it might well be 
disputed whether any track defect was present In order to account for an 
oscillation experienced on the engine. It seems likely that some degree of 
spreading of the gauge precedes the sinusoidal disturbance of track as a 
whole, but if it has been purely elastic, no evidence is readily available after
wards. 

74. Elastic Deformation of Track.--This important initial condition 
to permanent deformation a~d derailf!Ient, namely,. the .extent of elastic 
spreading of gauge, can easily be verified by applymg a Jack between the 
heads of the two rails; it will be found that a c,onsiderable force will have 
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to be applied, causing an appreciable spreading of the gauge, before any 
permanent distortion is left, after the jack is removed. It is possible, 
therefore, for an engine to brino- about equally large track deformations, 
a!ld t? leave no trace afterwards,

0 
although the deformations have been suffi

cient to promote severe later~! reactions. Elastic spreading of the gauge 
may be caused by one or more of the following:- · 

(a) Vertical play under spike or screw heads. 
(b) Lateral play due to looseness of fastenings. 
(c) Rotation of the bull or double headed rail about its support. 
(d) Flexing of the F. F. rail about its base, if lateral stiffness is in

- · sufficient. 

{e) Bending of .t~e. sleeper, if it is of the rigid type; sp~eading 
andjor tlltmg of the pots or plates, if the sleepeA is of the 
semi-rigid type with a tie bar. . 

(f) Insufficie~t number of sleepers to compensate for relative lightness 
· of rail, and I or weakness of formation . · ... . , . 
(g) Absence or looseness of keys mi bull or double headed rails, and 
. of wedges on steel trough sleepers with F. F. rails. 

In this ·connection, w~ would emphasise that the . term track defect is 
:relative. Most of the defects out]ined above can start even a well designed 
engine hunting if they are ~ufficiently pronounced; but even within normally 
accepted standards. of track maintenance; they are sufficient to start an 
.engine hunting, if it is badly designed as a vehicle and in a bad condition of 
maintenance. Speed also is of the essence of the problem. The higher the 
speed~ the smaller is the range of permissible imperfection in either track 
-or engine; on the other hand, the effect of undue oscillation can always be 
brought within the range of safety by a sufficient reduction in speed. 

. The fact that track and engine parts deflect elastically suggests the 
:possibility of resonance ·between the nosing oscillations of the engine and the 
.natural period of the track, or engine frame, considered as a form of spring; 
such resonance has been suggested as a contributing factor in the building 
up of oscillation. The ascertained period of nosing of an X class Pacific, 
taken from numerous high speed tests, lies between 0'75 and one second. 
Although no tests have been made of the natural period of track, consider
.ed as a spring, it is obvious, in view of its lateral stiffness, that its period 
must be something very much less than o·75 second. A resonance effect, 
.therefore, seems to be unlikely. 

In practice, the rel~tionshi~ ~~tw~en engine an~ .track .is not so si~1ple 
:as outlined above, and, 1n fact, tt 1s htghly complex; expenmental venfica
tion is, therefore, of the first importance, and this aspect of the matter will 
be dealt with in Chapter VII. Lateral deformation of the track under load 
represents only one of the elements giving rise to high flange forces. The 
moment of inertia of thelocomotive about a vertical axis through its centro 
'Of gravity represents another. Without guiding wheels, a light short engine 
would be expected to produce only small flange forces, but a heavy engine 
~with a large overhang fore and aft would produce large flange forces. 

75. Effect of Engine Rolling.-It has been stated that when a whrel 
Bange strikes the rail, unloading of the opposite wheel due to rolling of the 
sprung mass of the locom?tiv~ is also an element which influenc~s .the build
ing up of transverse osc1l1atwn on the track. The characteristics of the 
bearing springs are important. The more, flexible the springs, the less the 

- amount of unloading of the wheels; very stiff ~prings may even cause derail
ment before material deformation of the track takes place. 

Also, just as the longitudinal moment of inertia of the engine has its 
influence on the flange force, when one of the leading coupled wheels strikes 
the rail, so the transverse moment of inertia, the height of the <'entre of 
gravity, and spring stiffness, have effect on the amount of weight whic·h is 
transferred from one wlieel to another on the same axle, as the engine rolls. 
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.For springs of given stiffness, this value will be affected by variation in the 
cross section of the engine, and particularly as weight is disposed at a dis
tance on either side of the centre line. Side tank engines are thus more 
prone to rolling than tender engines. 

The engine rolls on a base which is represented by the distance between 
the transverse centre lines of the axleboxes. The greater this distance, the 
less will be the periodic time of rolling, and a broad gauge engine should, 
other things being equal, be somewhat less prone to rolling than a narrow 
gauge engme. 

These features, concerned in rolling, are important: but they have this 
in common, that they are much less amenable to control for the sake of good 
ridin(J', than are such matters as side clearances and length of wheelbase. 
Flexibility of the springs, for instance, is severely limited in all cases by 
other considerations of design. The extreme range of spring deflection, 
which is attainable in ordinary designs, is from o·15 in. to o·35 in. per ton, 
in the case of coupled wheels. Further, when power requirements have been 
met, the cross section of the engine is capable of but little adjustment while 
the distance between axlebox centre lines is governed by the gauge of the 
permanent way. 

Practical tests show that there is little possibility of purely rolling oscil
lations building up because of the damping efiect of the laminated bearing 
springs. Therefore, whilst the significance of the foregoing factors must 
be borne in mind, we must turn to other considerations in engine design for 
factors which can be of use in the control of hunting... In so far as rolling 
is a contributorv factor, vertical deflection of the track is one of the decisive 
elements, and, "in this connection, stiffness of rail joints and packing of 
.sleepers assume importance. These matters will be deal~ with in Chapter 
l V. Staggered joints may also have some influen£e, 'Clde paragraph 52, 
Chapter II. 

76. Running of Pacific type Locomoti'Ces on the track.-What we have 
sai~ for a locomoth-~ without ~ding wheels is equally true for an engine 
haw:m.q sue~ wheels, If, for ~rtam reasons, t~ese do not _effectively perform 
theu functions. If the mamframe of a Pacific locomotive is free to move 
transversely in relation to the bogie and hind truck, and if the cross slides 
offer no resistance (as, for example, if they were fitted wi .. t.h ro.ller bearings),' 
the guiding of the engine on the track would be performed solely by the· 
coupled wheels, tbe wheelb~§_~_Q_f _which is generally short on a 4_.:6-2. The 
{)'rerhang, front and rear, will be considerable from the-pc)mt of view of 
nosing, _and ~ these circumstances the engine can assume an excessive 
angulanty mth the track. There would, therefore, be undesirably large 
flange forces at the leading coupled wheels, even at relatively low speeds. 
A Pacific under these conditions would run less satisfactorily even than an 
0-6-0 type, becau..~, the latter is not, in practice, prorided with so larg~ an 
()Yerhang. 

The abo•e represents an extreme case, but it shows how necessary it is to 
provide certain characteristics to decrease, so far as possible, flange forces 
.at the leading coupled wheels. The ideal value to be aimed at for these 
forces is zero, when the engine is running on straight track On curres, 
this cannot be attained, but the lowest possible Yalue must be sought. To 
.achieve the best results, and tn relieve the leading coupled wheels as much 
.as possible of any guiding function it is not sufficient only to proride a bogie, 
the bogie must ha•e the greatest permissible centring force in relation to the 
weight it. carries. Engineers have sometimes been reluctant to take this 
course, feeling that anr flange force taken-off the coupled wheels in this 
manner was sunply added to the bogie wheels, thus transferring the possi
bility of derailment to those wheels. Such, however, is not the case. and it 
'Can be shown that it is possible to decrease, to a considerable degrre, the 
reactions on the leading coupled wheels, bv increasing to a small extent the 
flange pre&'llre on each of the two bogie wheels. 
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.For example, in the ca,se of an XB engine, the distance from the leading 
coupled. wheel to C. of G. i~ 5·s3 ft. and from bogie centre to C. of G. is. 
14.58 ft.; assuming.that the guiding reactions have the effect of deflecting 
the engine round a vertical axis passing through its C. of G., the transverse 
force .to be applied to the engine to obtain a given rotation, is inversely pro'
·portional to the distance of the point of application from the axis of rota-

- ~ion. ~y increa~ing the late1:al reaction on each bogie -wheel by one ton, it 
1s possible to reheve the leadmg coupled wheel flange pressure by about 5 
tons. ·An actual increase, therefore, in the centring force of 4 tons applied 
to the bogie, as a whole, would decrease the flange pressure on the leading 
coupled wheels by about 10 tons. This states the problem in the simplest 
terms, but, in practice, the values are affected by friction and other consider:
ations. 

· From trials made ~n France, and for the special features of French 
track, Blondel (9) has found, by means of special tests with rolling loads on. 
main lines in the worst condition, that it is possible to apply a side pressure 
equal to 40 per cent. of the vertical load without risk of track displacement. 
This proportion must, of course, be verified for representative conditions in 
each country, having regard to varying natural features and standards 
of construction; in India, it should be possible to adopt 40 per cent, because, 
the conditions of track appear to be no worse than those under which Blonde!, 
by means of deliberate preparation~ obtained his limiting figure. Reverting 
to the simple illustration referred to above, it follows that, with a vertical 
load of 20 tons on the bogie wheels, it is possible to have a centring force 
of 5 to 6 ton~, which should be able to decrease the coupled wheel flange 
forces by 12 to 15 tons; in effect, this would practically suppress them on 
the straight. It is evident that lateral pressure of 2! to 3 tons on each bogie 
wheel will not have the same effect on the track as a pressure of 12 to 15 tons 
on the leading coupled wheels. 

The best that can be done on the engine has been clearly shown to be
the reduction of coup~ed wheel flange forces; this can be achieved by in
creasing, so far as is practicable, the side control on the bogie, having regard 
to the characteristics of the hind truck. This, in essence, is the most import
ant practical measure which can be taken in engine design, to reduce the· 
reactions on the track. 

77. The Effect of engine wear and m.aintenance.·-The above considera
tions have been largely theoretical, but, in practice, there are a number of 
factors entering into the problem which tend to detract from the parts
played by the bogie and hind truck in the guiding of the engine. There is, 
for instance, side play of all Iiind~ which· delavs the instant when the 
centring action of the bogie and hind truck begins to take effect, after a 
side displacement of the engine. The different factors can be described as. 
follows:-

(1) Sideplay of bogie pivot pin in the bogie centre casting. 
(2) Flexing of the engine mainframe, between, the bogie pivot and the-

leading coupled axle. . 

(3) Sideplay of the axleboxes in the horns of bogie and hind truck. 
(4) Sideplay of the bearings on the journals of bogie and hind truck. 
(5) Clearance between flange and rail in the case of bogie and hind· 

truck .. 

(6) Working .of bogie con~rol springs in. opposition, at the beginning· 
of theu stroke, OWing to bad fittlng or wrong design. · 

(7)_ Breakage or loss of strength of control springs. 
(8) Flexing of bogie frames. 

If .t~e total of all .these displacements and deflections is considerable, the· 
gmdt~ of the ~ngme, whatever the amount of the spring control, will be 
practiCally proVJded by the coupled wheels, for alJ angular displacements or 

(9) Revue O~e des Chemina de Fer, December 1932. 
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the mainframe which do not entirely absorb the side clearances. This is 
the very condition which should be avoided, if possible, and it is at thi~ 
point, therefore, that the maintenance of the engine assumes importance; 
this is dealt with in Chapter VI. 

If, in addition, the initial spring control is too weak, an additional dis
placement will occur, which will be greater as the displacement-load curve 
of the control springs is flatter; this factor will have to be added to all the 
others before effective control of the engine by the bogie begins. It will, 
therefore, be realised that, while bogie side clearances have an important 
bearing on all engines, their effect is increased on engines with weak spring 
control. 

78. The Effect of JVeather.-Although ·at first sight remote from the 
problem of hunting, the weather, as affecting the state of rail surface, can 
become a factor of some importance. It has already been shown how the 
limits of adhesion affect the way in which an engine, striking one rail obli
quely, will be deflected towards the other, depending on the circumstances in 
which lateral slipping of the wheels on the rail can occur. Obv:iously, with 
a dry rail, slipping will occur much less readily than with a wet or greasy 
one. 

Trials have been made in France, in which, in a certain type of electric 
locomotive, hunting was proved to be due to a defect in design, which made 
itself felt when lack of rigidity and insufficient packing of the track wer.e 
pre:;ent. In other words, it was a border line case. Even after these fac
tors had been traced and evaluated, the inconsistency in the behaviour of 
the engine was not accounted for, in that it would hunt over a given piece 
of track on one occasion, and not on another. At the time no explanation 
could be found for this, and it was only later when testing a different type 
of locomotive that the state of the rail was found to be a determining factor . 

. Under greasy rail conditions, lateral slipping is produced for relatively 
low flange forces, and the effect of the elements which make for building up 
of oscillation is reduced. On the other hand, under monsoon conditions~ 
when in other respects track condition is at its worst, adhesion may be extra
ordinarily good should the rail be dry. \Vhen the rail has been well washed 
by heavy rain, and then dried by the heat, a light coating of oxide can rapidly 
form, (particularly under conditions of low traffic density) which will in
crease the adhesion, and consequently increase the tendency to hunt. The 
weather is obviously a condition which can not be altered, but its effect. on 
the variability of results is worthy of note. 

79. The effect of friction.-The total initial side controlling force on 
bogie or hind truck is the sum of two forces, namely, that due to the springs, 
links, or inclined planes, and that due to friction. These forces may com
bine in any proportion, according to the design and state of maintenance. 
A swing link bogie, for example, will have a minimum of friction, as there 
are no sliding surfaces, while a bogie with a cross slide, faced with friction 
material, can have grf(_ater frictional controlling force than spring force, if a 
weak spring be fitted. In the case of laminated springs, there is also fric
tion between the plates. :Moreover, the amount of friction present will vary 
with the state of lubrication of the sliding surfaces. 

So far as initial control is concerned, it is of little consequence whethe~ 
Jorce is provided by spring or friction, or any combination of the two. As 
soon as any side displacement takes place, however; such frictional force as 
exists will add itself to the spring control for outwards movement; but it 
will be subtracted from the spring load on the return, and in extreme cases, 
if friction is high and the spring weak, external work will actually have 
to be done on the bogie to restore it to its central position. This is very 
undesirable on curves, since high leading coupled flange forces may result 
from the Yirtual cancellation of the controlling for·ce in the return direction . 
. \Vhile some degree of friction is inevitable, it is necessary, therefore, to 
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keep it to a relatively low value. Higl;l friction and low spring control will 
give high coupled wheel flange pressures on curves; high spring control and 
low· fric~ion., whil~ giving the same controlling effect on the straight, will 
also ~ssist In tak:tng some of the load-off the leading coupled flanges on 
clll,'Ves .. It is important, in any given design, that the coefficient of friction 
h.et'Yeen the sliding parts should be known, and should remain between clos~ 
hmits. The above comments would not apply should damping devices be 
used which are free from friction. 

. 80. lJlagnitude of the Controlling Force on the Bogie and Hind Truck. 
-:-It has been pointed out that a limited controlling force, acting through 
an arm which is longer than that of the coupled wheel base, can efficiently 
control both ends of the engine, and replace high flange pressure, between the 
coupled wheel and the rail, by well defined forces applied at the bogie and 
hind truck flanges. The value of the::;e forces for a new design should be 
.determined experimentally, in order to avoid excessive pressure between the 
,coupled wheel flanges and the rail. Alternatively, these forces can be cal
.culated from those existing on some forme.r engine, which is known to exert 
low pressures; the '\l'alues so obtained should be checked by experiment after 
t,he. new engine has been running. This will give the most suitable initial 
value of the control. 

·. · When running at high speed on a curve, side displacement of both bogie 
{tnd hind truck occurs, and the engine is in equilibrium under the action of 
three moments. One is given by the a:ction of the bogie control, another, 
of opposit~ direction, is given by the hind truck control, and the third, in 
the same sense as the latter, arises from the natural tendency of the engine 
to follow a tangential course, due to centrifugal force. 'Vhen the bogie 
sid~ control balances the sum of the hind truck and centrifugal reactions, 
the movement of the engine round a curve will be similar to that of an engine 
without a bogie on the straight; it results in heavy flange forces at the lead
ing coupled wheels. Again, if the s~ring con~rol of the bogie is of greater 
value, but is not strong enough to avmd such high forces, the whole mass of 
the engine will be turned in a pivotal and jerh.'J manner towards the inside of 
the curve, when track irregularities are present. · 

: From the foregoing, we have shown bow to determine the initial control. 
It is now necessary to ensure that the bogie control, at maximum displace~ 
ment does not exceed a certain percentage of the vertical load on the track. 
On v~ry good track, this figure may, according to the French experiments 
~!ready mentioned, attain 70 per cen~. of the vertical. load, b~t ~t. is not 
advisable to exceed 40 per cent .. Owmg to the necessity for hm1tmg the 
final control, it is important to keep the maximum side play of the 'boO'ie 
as small as possible, consistent with free passage round the sharpest curv~. 
· It ts necessary to conduct final tests using flange force recorders, to 
verify the chosen values; in carrying these out, care should be taken not to 
vary more than one factor at a time. For example, each set of variations 
of the bogie spring control must be made with the same setting of hind truck 
control. It should be noted that any variation in the strength of the hind 
truck control has the same effect on the behaviour of the engine, as an oppo
site variation applied to the bogie control, so far as curves are concerned. 
:Methods of carrying out tests and recommendations in this respect are con
tained in Chapter VII. 

· 81. Determination of tl~e amount of lateral spring control on the bogie, 
based on that of en.gines which ~r~ cons~dered to run s~ti~factorily.~-As 
alre:tdy explained, 1n order to h_m1t nosmg movement, 1t Is necessary to 
introduce some de!!I'ee of lateral control at the front end of the engine, as 
far as possible f~om the centre gravity. This control sets up a force 
which opposes the nosing movement when. the frame is deflected from its 
central position. The vah:~e of. the resultm~ moment must have a certain 
relation to the moment of mert1a of the engme. 

Assuming, for example, that the initial control on the standard 
B. E. S. A. 4-6-0 type engine is satisfactory at high speeds on existing 
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:track, it should be possible to determine the value of the side control on the 
.XB class, to ensure equally satisfactory flange forces. 

For the 4-6-0 type engine, let:-_ 
I= the moment of in~rtia about a vertical axis passing through the 

· centre of grav1ty (tons-ft.) 
d=distance between centreof gravity and centre of bogie pin. (ft.). 
F =initial compression in the bogie side control springs. (tons). 
P=verticalload on bogie. (tons). 
f =coefficient of friction of the bogie slides. 

Also,· let J1 dl Fl P 1 and f ~ the corresponding values for the XB 
·class. The centring force, resisting initial displacement is made up of 
spring and friction forces, the value in the case of the 4-6-0 type being 
(F + Pf) and (Fl + P 1f) in the case of the 4-6-2 type. We can now set 
-down a~ equation for the moment of the centring. force about the centre 
.of gravity of the engine; this is proportional to the longitudinal moment 
-of inertia of the engine about a vertical axis. 

The equation takes the form :-

·whence,· 

-Assuming that :-
F = 0·75 tons. 

(F + Pf) d 
I 

(Fl + plf) 

= (Fl + pt f)dl 
!1 

(F + Pf) lld 
= I dl 

P = 18·5 tons. and Pl = 18·0 tons. 
f = 0 ·1 (for lubrioated slides). 
I = 347; tons ft., aud d = 12'7r 
11 = 6512 tons ft., and dl = 14'7' 

Therefore, the total resistance to disp!aoenents at the bogie of the 4-6-2 type. 
( 65!2 -12· 65 1 

= (F1 + 1·8) tons=~ (0·75 + 1·85) -- --~tons= 4·25 
l 3477 14·6 j tons 

Thus, the value of the total force resisting initial displacement is 
:2·6 tons, in the case of the 4-6-0 engine, made up of 0·75 tons spring and 
t·S5 tons fl-iction, while the c-orresponding value for the XB engine is 4·25 
tons, made up of 2·15 tons spring and ... l·S tons friction. This calculation 
.assumes that the XB, like the 4-6-0 engine, has no controlling force ... acting 
.at the rear. A pacific, however, has a trailing truck, which also offers 
resistance to lateral movement, either in the form of a control sprinO' (or 
inclined planes) plus the friction of the sliding surfaces, or, in the for~ of 

.friction only, as in the case of a trailing radial axlebox with flat slides. 

If a Pacific engine is oscillating on straight track, compression of, 
:say, a left hand bogie control spring will coincide with compression of a 
right hand truck spring, as the centre line of the engine forms an angle 
with the centre line of the track. The resistance offered by both sprin!!S, 
as well as that due to friction in all the slides, will add together and te~d 
to keep the engine straight on the track. 

On the other hand, on entering a right hand curve, the left hand bogie 
spring will be compressed as before, but in this ca.."C it is the left hand truck 
.sprinO' which will be compressed, and the latter is tending to turn the 
engin~ in the opposite direction to the former. The side control on the 
truck is thus in opposition to that on the bogie, and, in such circumstances, 
in order to allow the bogie on a 4-6-2 engine to have the same effective 
controlling action as on a 4-6-0, it is necessary to increase the value of the 
moment due to the bogie control by the corresponding opposing moment 
dne to the truck. For instance, we may assume that there is an initial 
·cc.utrol on the trai~ing truck of 2:5 tons, w~ich may be made up of spring plus 
fril:tion, or all fnctwn, accordiEig to design of truck; also that the arm at 

-which this force acts is 15' 4" from the engine C. of G. 
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Correcting this in proportion to the length of arm from C. of G·. to

bogie centre, ;we obtain a value of 2 ·\~.!:~ =2·63 tons. 

The total initial control of the bogie should, therefore, be 4·25 + 2·63 
=6:88. ~ons. But of this force, 1·8 tons arises from the friction of the 
bogie shdes under a vertical load of 18 .tons. The value of the initial spring 
control given to the Pacific engine should, therefore, be 6·88 -1·8 = 5·0S. 
tons, in. order. to. provide a sufficient degree of control on curved as well as 
on straight track. 

As already indicated, the bogie oontrol at final displacement should 
no~ e~ceed 40 per cent. of the vertical load on the rails. For the XB class, 
this 1s 40 per cent. of 22·6 tons= 9 tons total, or a final spring tension of 
9 -1·8 = 7 ·2 tons. Therefore, for this class of engine, the bogie control 
should ~e, ~ay :- · 

Initial 5 tons. Final 7 tons. 

Similarly, assuming a ooefficient of friction of 0·1 the figures worked out 
in the same manner for XA and XC engines are :-
. XA Initial 3! tons. Final 5 tons. 

XC Initial5! ton~. Final 7 tons. 

The above shows how the amount of side oontrol may be determined 
in principle, based on known value for a 4-6-0 engine; but detailed adjust
ments should be made in these values, or, alternatively, in the amount of. 
hind truck side control, when the spacing of the truck from the adjacent 
coupled axle is varied from standard. · 

The preceding discussion shows clearly that by increasing the arm of 
the moment of the centring force at the rear (for example, by increasing 
the distance between the hind truck and the trailing wheel, or by increasing 
the inclination of the Cartazzi slides), the initial controlling effect of the. 
bogie on c~rves will be weakened. 

It must not be forgotten that damping of the nosing movement, by 
friction on the slides, can in certain circumstances especially on the straight, 
improve the riding as observed on the footplate. This represents, however,. 
only that part of the oscillation of an engine which relates to movement, 
and does not necessarily-give any indication of the magnitude of the forces. 
which arise from the reactions between wheels and rails. 

OTHER INFLUENCES ON THE LOCOMOTIVE AS A CARRIAGE. 

82:· In addition to the foregoing, certain other features of design have
to ·be considered; these are:-

(a:), Position of bearing springs . 
. (b)' Length of bearing-spring links. 
(c) Nature of connection between engine and tender. 

(a) Influence of spring position above or below axlebo.xes.-Wben. 
springs are below the axle~xes, w~en links are in tension, and w.hen late~al 
displacement of the frame 1n relatiOn to the axle occurs, the sprmg and Its. 
links are inclined in the same direction; the full length of the link is then 
effective in exerting a centring !or~ to return. the frame ~ i~s normal 
position. In such a case, the sprmg Is mounted m stable eqmhbr1um. 

'\Vben, on the contr!l~Y,. the springs are above the axl~boxes, they are· 
mounted in unstable equ1hbrium, because, when the frame 1s de~ected fro~
its normal position, the spring bas a natural tendency to caps1.ze, even .If 
it is guided. This capsizing tendency has the effect. of reducmg the m-. 
clination of the link, which, in turn, reduces the centrmg for~. It should· 
be noted tl;:tat if the lateral play between axlebox and guides IS smal~, there 
is theoretically little difference between the two methods of suspensiOn. 

The effect of mounting the springs above the axleboxes ~s made worse· 
in proportion as the spring camber and the length of the lmks are ~ade· 
greater. In these circumstances, there is a tendency for the axleoox gmdesA 
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to lean over against the axlebox, with a definite pressure on one side or 
the other. This may give rise to undue lateral wear in the guides and 
boxes, the clearances increasing in a cumulative manner. Moreover the 
heavy unrelieved side pressure on the guides, which sets up friction 'in a 
vertical direction, can prevent the free rolling movement of the spring 
borne mass of the engine, and may give rise to further unloading of 
wheels. 

Generally speaking, and for the reasons mentioned above, we recom
mend that unstable arrangements be avoided for springs, Jinks, and com
pensaHng gear, in the case of new designs. On the other hand, it must 
be recognised that there are many thousands of engines in the world with 
overhead spring gear, and there are often sound practical reasons which 
will justify its use. When well designed, the actual practical drawbacks 
are hardly noticeable, and in view of this, there can rarely be any justifi
cation for reconstructing an existing engine to obtain an under bung spring 
position. 
· (b) Influence of length of spring suspension linkJs on the side rnovements 
of t/te engine.-A locomotive is suspended at the ends of its spring links in 
the same manner as a pendulum. For a given transverse displacement, the 
centring force is inversely proportional to the length of the links, while the 
period of oscillation is proportional to the square root of the same length. 
Therefore, for a given side play in the axleboxes, main frame suspended 
by long-links will remain out of centre for a longer time tha:n it· would 
if short links were used. For the same reason, the side pressure of the 
guides against the axleboxes will be greater with ·long links, because of the 
lower value of the centring force. 

If a blow occurs between rail and wheel when the edges of the guides 
are in contact with the axleboxes (as frequently happens with long links) 
the blow will not be reduced by any vertical component due to the inclination 
of the links, and the frame will move from side to side with alternate 
blows. the intensity of which increases in proportion to the side play. 

On the contrary, with short links, the ~ovement will be rapidly 
damped out, and the frame will be more readi:ly maintained in the central 
position in the guides. It is clear that if there is any sid~ play between 
boxes a~d guides on a new ~ngine (and some such p~ay is esse~.tial), incre~se 
in the side play bv wear will tend to be greater With long lmks than with 
short. As In the "case of springs, the relative effect of long links is limited 
within the working side clearances; whereas a short spring link is recom
mended for new construction, the suppression of long links, where they exist, 
can hardly be justified by practical considerations. 

(c) Nature of connection between Engine and Tender.-If an engine is 
able to run with satisfactory stability, on both straight and curved track 
exerting minimum fl~nge forces, it. is self s~fficient as a ve~icle,. and ther~ 
is no need for anything but an articulated hnk to connect It to Its tender. 
On the other hand, as few engines attain perfect stability, it will be noted 
that some attempt, in most designs, has been made to tie up the engine with 
its tender. so that the inertial of one may be used to damp out the oscillations 
of the other, depending on t~eir r~lative natural stability. !his is usually 
obtained by some form of sprmg side b~er, an~, on the straight, this form 
of connectiOn has the effect of lengthenmg the vutual wheelbase. 

On curves, the effect of intermediate buffers differs according to the 
particular arrangement. If the buffers are equalised, so that they both 
continue to exert the same force on the buffer beam on both sides of the 
horizontal centre line, the only force transmitted to the chassis of the engine 
is that due to frictional resistance, depending on the strength of the buffing 
spring, and on the coefficient of friction between buffer head and beam. 
In some designs, the buffer heads work on inclined planes. The buffers 
always try to centre themselves in the V formed by the inclined planes, and, 
in consequence, tend to equalise the throw-over of the back end of the engine 
nnd the front of the tender. As the throw-over of the former is usually 
greater than the latter, there is, in consequence, a centring force which tends 
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to move the rear of the chassis of. the engine· towards the inside rail, i.e., 
in the same direction as the trailing truck side control is acting, and in 
opposition to the bogie control on a curve. 

Where the tender is of six-wheel type, or of bogie type without any 
provision for side displacement, and where the engine is of the Pacific 
type, with long overhang behip.d the -trailing coupled wheels, the engine 
throw-over is bound to exceed considerably that of the tender. In these 
circumstances, the centring force, wlnch arises from the buffers riding up 
the inclined planes, will try to move the back end of the engine, and, there
fore, the front of the tender, over towards the outside raiL Further move
ment will be prevented when the leading tender wheel bears hard against 
the outside rail. In consequence, there wiH be. a tendency to undue flange 
wear on these wheels on curves. 

In practice, it is impossible to set the inclinetl planes at a steep angle, 
aild, in view of the small degree of inclination which is provided, neither 

1 the centring effect on the engine, nor the additional flange forces on the 
· tender wheels, are of great magnitude. If, on the oth~r hand, the buffer · 

springs, on each side of the horizontal ceJ?.tre line, are independent of one 
another, the buffer above' the inner rail on a curve will be compressed, and 
a force will be exerted on the back end of the engine, tending to rotate its 
front end towards the outer rail. This will also act against .the bogie 
control spring, and, in order to counteract it on curves, the strength of the 
bogie. control will have to be increased for a given leadinp. coupled wheel 
llange force. , · . 

I 
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CHAPTER IV. 

PERMA..~ENT w AY-}.fAINTENANCE-SPEED. 

83. ltinerary.-l.Ne have already referred in general terms to our tour. 
Information showing the types of permanent way and formation over which 
we passed is given in Appendix VII. Opportunity was _taken to examine 
almost all the types in some place or another. Our attention was sp~cially 
drawn by Chief Engineers to certain portions of the line which were trouble
some in maintenance during the· rains; many such places were inspected, 
and we were interested to hear how local difficulties were being overcome. 
The Appendix referred to includes the typica;l kinds of permanent way in 
existence on the Class I Broad Gauge (5' 6") Railways of India, the route 
mileage of which is about 21,200, and the locomotive stock 5,330. 

' 
· 8-J.. JVeather.-As previously mentioned, our tour was advisedly under
taken during the latter part of the monsoon, when the track generally was 
not in its best condition. Statistics of rainfall in the areas through which 
we passed, together with the averages for recent years, are given in . 
Appendi;{ VIII. These figures are important, in so far as they indicate 
how rain,.f all varies in different parts of the country, and how in many 
places the 1 938 rainfall proportionately exceeded that of previous years. . _ 

85. J'rack-General.-The rails in use on main and important branch 
lines in India vary in original weight from 75 lbs. to 115 lbs. per yard; in 
length they vary from 30 to 42 ft. Types of sleepers used are hard and 
soft wood (some creosoted), steel troughs and cast iron pot or plate. Of the 
two last named, there are numerous designs, each having its particular type 
of~fastening for tie bars and rails, and calling for individual methods of 

. packing and ga~ge adjustment; this factor adds to the difficulties of accurate 
maintenance, especially when different types are closely interspersed, some
times within the same gang length. The use of stone ballast is almost 
general a.nd in conformity with modern practice in other pa~ts of the world. 

In thig Chapter, we pay special attention to matters which affect 
lateral resistance of the track, and to factors which, by permitting vertical 
deflections, may initiate oscillation and hunting of engines ~~y~ to track 
conditions. ""'"~ 

~6. Tr~ck Compone"!ts-Rails.-· ·A large number of the lighter sections 
of ratls, whiCh have served to carry traffic for 40 years or more, still remain 
in ma_in lines, a~d the fact tha;t th~y continue satisfatorily .to .perform their 
function as vertteal load earners Is proved by the low Incidence of rail 
fractures. In the past, as elsewhere, this one function of the rail viz. 
its abi!ity to carry certain axle loads ver~ically, was almost the only criteria~ 
by whiCh §t.andards were assessed. It Is true that ~orne consideration was, 
given to impact loads,· which are also vertical in action, and to the support: 
under the rail by the number of sleepers which carried it; but it is evident 
that another essential function of t?e rail, its lat~ral rigidity, and, in fact, 
that of the track as a whole, recetved comparatively little attention. As 
the result, however, of many cases of track distortion and/or spreading of. 
gauge, which have occurred from time to time since the introduction of the 
X Class and other Pacific engines, research has been undertaken, and these: 
questions are now being analysed. 

Except in areas where, owing to sharp curvature, high speed, and heavy 
axle loads, noticeable wear has taken place,. generally speaking rails in 
India have not been condemned for loss of weight by wear or by attrition 
due to corrosion. The renewal of rails has, in the main, been due to 
crippling tr hogging at their extremities, particularly when carried on 
yielding formation. One of the main causes of bad running is lack of 
attention to rail joints. When, owing to yielding formation, traffic density, 
and other causes, the cost of maintaining track to the appropriate standard 
becomes unduly high, the replacement of rails by those of a section heavier 
anil sti1Tt~r than that of the theoretical minimum m<t~r be justified. 
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, We understand that the rail standards on which the Locomotive 
Standards Committee in 1924 based their recommendations were:-

Axle load. Rail. 
Main Line Standard Up to 22! tous · 90 lbs. yds. 

· · Branch Line Standard • Up to 17 tons . 75lbs. yd . 

. We were informed that the above standards meant a group of rail 
sections ~pproximating to those weights. It is evident that the 90 lbs. 
F.F. s~twn of rail was not adopted as a minimum standard for axle loads 
exceedmg 17 tons and up to 22! tons; Administrations did not consider 
the r~plac:ement of their lighter sections to be justified on their calculations 
of rail strengt~s .f<?r vertica.l ~oads, insufficient atten~io~ having. been paid 
to the lat~r~l rigidity of a ra~l. The lack of appreciatiOn of this function 
of the rail Is further shown In the Schedule of Standard Dimensions 
(re:printed in 193~) where it is .stated that theoretical'ly an 85 lbs. rail, 
whwh had lost weight not exceedmg 5 per cent., could be considered suitable 
for a 20! ton axle load at ''unrestricted speed''. The condemning section 
of a rail cannot be ent_h:~~y_-~xpressegjn_te.rms of.lossof weight, but must 
also be related to location of wear, e.g.;- side cutting, in the rail section. 
\Ve were informed, however, that the Railway Board have under considera
tion the· revision of the specification for permissible wear of rails, and 
that it will be based upon the"results of research which is in hand. 

87 .. Sleepers in general.-. These can be divided into two categories, the 
rigid type, suph as the steel trough and timber sleeper; and the semi-rigid 
type, such as the cast-iron/ot o.r plate with a connecting tie bar. The 
rjgid type is to be preferre , but considerations of costs have largely influ
enced Administrations in adopting and adhering to the semi-rigid type. 
The met.al sleepeT, whethe~ rigid or semi-rigid, has an advantage over the 
timber sleeper, in that, a.lthang.b biglier in firsLc.Q§t, its residual value is 
considerably greater than that of the latter, the scrap value of which is 
negligible. The timber sleeper has, ·however, many advantages, and where 
the distance of haul from source of supply is not excessive, considerable 
use is made of it, particularly on certain soils with corrosive effect on metal 
fastenings. The softer varieties should preferably be creosoted. 

With regard to the semi-rigid sleeper, the position of the tie bar, as in the latest C.'S. T./9 type, should be as near as possible to the bottom of 
the rail, in order to resist spreading of gauge and tilting of rails under 
heavy flange forces. We saw instances of hogged and bent tie bars, which 
indieated another disadvantage of this type of sleeper, proving that :pots 

.can be tilted and gauge irregularities produced by uneven paclnng. 
Further, as lateral flange forces are exerted by one wheel of an axle, the 
resistance of the track to side displacement is assumed by only one of the 
two pots or plates, until play in the tie. bar is taken up, in the event, for 
instance, of loose cotters. As resistance, in turn, depends upon vertical 
load, it is obvious that, in this respect, the semi-rigid sleeper may have 
about half the lateral strength of the rigid type. 

It must be recognised, however, that pot and P.late sleepers h.ave b~en 
in satisfact~ry us~ for many year~, and that the m1lea~e of track m wh~ch 
they occur 1s co!lsi~erable.. For 1nstance, they are la1d, and packed with 
sand on the main lme sectiOn of the M. & S. M. R., between Arkonam and 
~Iad~as where a maximum speed of 65 m.p.h. is permitted and consistently 
attained. On the other hand, we .noticed the difficulties of efficie!lt m~in
tenance in the case of track of this type where the fastenmgs, vzz., gtbs, 
cotters, etc., had become worn. .The.'task of maintainin.g ~ood al.ignment, 
level and gauge assumes increasmg 1mportan.ce when 1t 1s reahsed ~hat 
differences in these respects affect the locomotive to the extent .that oscilla
tions may be set up, which must1 in tum, react to the detnment of the 
permanent way. . 

88. 'Denham & Olpherts' Plate Sleepers.-We wou~d refer ~ere to a 
particular cast-iron plate known as the D. & 0 ... o! whwh there Is a con
siderable mileage, p~incipally on the. E. I. R. This type ~f ~late sl~per 
calls for remarks as 1t possesses certam uncommon features; 1t "as designed 
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to provide head support· to D. H. rails, and. so, by preventing chair gall, 
to enable such rails to· be r~.d after permissible head wear had take.n 
place on one side. · This_anticipatiOA .. w:a.s_!!Qt.realised, because long before 
a rail had '\Y"Orn down to the permissible section, it had become hogged at 
its exlremities, and was therefore unsuitable for use in the reversed position. 

These sleepers, however, are still in use, mainly with 88! lbs. B. H. 
rail, which may be described as an 85 lbs. D. H. rail, converted into B. H. 
by the addition of 3! lbs. to the head. The sleepers comprise two cast-iron 
plates, with a ,V. I. tie bar connection, on which the rails are head
supported, on the outside by a fixed jaw and on the inside by a loose jaw; 
the latter is held. in position by a cotter and a ,gib, on which the accuracy 
of the gauge depends. It is necessary to loosen the cotters and redrive. 
them after packing is finished; otherwise, there is a -tendency for the inner 
jaws to lift the rails off the' outer jaws. But, in practice, the loosening 
and redriving of cotters is liable to be O.!;!.li.~!~d and gauge adjustment ~s 
left to be made by unequal packing of mdividual plates. The result IS 
that the inner or loose jaws may take most of the support of the rail, which 
thus becomes liable to tilting under load. 

This sleeper was designed about 40 years ago and it has obviously 
rendered satisfactory service for a long time on the E. I. R., and the Ad
ministration has had sufficient confidence to extend its use to a heavier rail, 
viz., 100 lbs. 1J. H. Under heavy engines, however, which may exert. con
siderable flange forces, it is doubtful whether a D. & 0. plate sleeper with 
worn fastenings is sufficiently strong to resist tilting or lateral movement 
of the rail. 'Ve can only describe this type as obsolescent, and we consider 
that its early removal from main lines carryinglleavy· and fast traffic is 
desirable. The rate at which such replacement should be carried out can 
be determined bv the Administration only after further research on this 
type of track, as indicated later. 

80. C. S. T./9 Sleepers.-This latest type of cast-iron plate sleeper 
has recently been introduced for use with 90 lbs. F. F. rails. 'Vhile it has 
certain disadvantages inherent in the semi-rigid type, its fastenings are 
superior, and the adjustment of gauge can be made with steel wedge keys 
without having to resort to changing the gib and cotter; disturbance of 
track is thus reduced. These sleepers, combined with the rail-free Duplex 
joint sleeper of 1937 pattern, are reported as provid~.ng a well-supported 
track; we travelled over such track on the E. I. R. at speeds of GO m. p. h. 
and were impressed with the smooth running. 

90. Timber Sleepers.-These are extensively used on several railways~ 
which are within close distance of the source of timber supplies, such as 
theN. \V. H., B., & N. \V. R., E. I. R., and E. B. R. On other lines, 
their use is limited on account of the length and cost of haul from the source 
of supply, which make them uneconomical as compared with metal sleepers. 
TheN. \r. R. has a plant at Dbilwau for creosoting about 350,000 per vear. 

· The Heupel process is employed, and it is anticipated that this treat'inent 
will increase life to 21 years, in which case it will be possible to use with 
economy greater quantities of such sleepers. 

91. Steel Trough Sleepers.-These are also extensively utilised, and 
when properly bedded dow!?- are satisfactory, offering as they do consider
able resistance to lateral disturbance. Such sleepers seem to be generally 
suitable for use in India, except perhaps on soil, known as Usar, which 
contains a high proportion of nitrate of potassium and has corrosive effect 
on steel. To resist, so far as possible, any tendency for the gauge to spread, 
we recommend the use of 4 keys per sleeper, as appears to be rP-cent practice. 
This form of sleeper should also have a transverse moment of inertia. suffi
cient to 'Yithstand, without deformation, the bending moments set up by 
irregular packing. · 

92. General remarks.-We think that consideration should be given 
to the extended use of rigid type sleepers where formation is unstable. On 
black cotton and other weak soils, which are incapable of withstanding 
heavy pressure, perhaps the timber sleeper has an additional advantage 

20RB 
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?ver the steel tr?ugh sleeper, in so far thatit has a cushioning efiect again~ I 
Impact of movmg loads: .~aving regard als? to th~ knowledge recentll 
gamed that the lateral rigidity of a track varies considerably accordinO' t 
the trPe o! sl~per .used, it would appear desirable to review the pre~ent:: 
p~actiCe ot usmg timber sleepers over arched bridges or culverts, whiclL 
ot_ten occur at short intervals, on track which is otherwise completely laic 
with pots O!' plates. 

· 93. Sl~eper spacing.-This is expressed as a function of N, where N if::. 
the length m yards of a standard 36 ft. rail. The latest standard is 42 ft .. 
an~, a;; the n~ber ~f sleepers per mile of track laid with such rails to, say, .. 
an. N + 3 standard , would be fewer than for a mile of track laid with 36 ft. 
~ails to. the same nomenclature of sleepering, it would appear r:o be desirable·· 
to specify for each standard, the equivalent number of sleepers for different 
~engths of rails. 

· The present minimum sleeper spacing, related to the 36 ft. rail, as laid 
dov.'U in tho cunent Schedule of Standard Dimensions is:-

N + 1 for axle loads up to 17 tons. 
N + 2 for axle. loads up to 18! tons. 
N + 3 for axle loads up to 22! tons. 

'\Ve feel, however, that sufficient attention has not been paid to the adequacy · 
~f support in the number of sleepers provided to distribute the weight on ' 
the ·various types of formation, and to withstand the lateral forces tending 
~o spread the gauge; and distort the track as a whole. The impression 
should not be allowed to gain ground that the heavier the rail, the Jess the 
heed. for increasiug the number of sleepers. It cannot be too strongly 
emphasised that, within limits, the greater the number of sleepers under 
a rail, the great~r is the area of formation used for bearing the ".\eight and 
the smaller the load on it per square foot. As a general rule, rails should 
be as long as is economically possible; in other countries 60 ft. is. the stand
ard, and 90 ft. rails are coming into use. We understand that this point 
is und~r consideration by the Track Standards Committee. 

94-. Ballast.-:For some years past, it has been the accepted practice in 
other countries that improvement in alignment and level of track t~alled for 
the use of sbme ballast graduated down fr_om 11 in. c';lbe, and ~hat the best 
resulr.s are obtained from the use of ! In. ballast mtroduceu under the 
sleepers by means of shovel packing. This. method though particularly 
suitable for timber sleepers, cannot be used m the case of pot, plate and 
steel trough ·sleepers-, or with track laid oyer b_Iack cotto~ or similar soil. 
But, where practioable, better results are mvanably obtamed from the ~se 
of smaller grades of ballast whether shovel packed or npt. In areas adJa
cent to toVi'IlS such as Bombay and ~{adras, where the electrified sections of 
line are laid with timber sleepers, we feel that shovel packing cGuld with 
advantage be tried, and that it ought to be possible to train local labour in 
this method. Elsewhere, in the case of pot, pJate and steel trough sleepers, 
packing with bars or beaters will hold the field for m~ny years to com~; .t~is 
has been satisfactory, and there would appear to be httle reason to cntlc1se 
this method. 

The standard depth of ballast laid down is from 8 in. to 12 jn, below 
bottom of sleepers. It is evident that on black cotton soil, this depth is 
inadequatP, and to attempt to increase it with more stone, which would t-:ink 
into the soiJ, is unP.conomical, if not practically useless. The provision of 
a. blanket of ashes, sand or similar material at least 9 in. thick uuder tl!e 
ballast, which has beeR adopted by certain Hailways, has much to commend 
it. :Further investigation into the best method of ballasting on various 
soils would appear to be desirable, and we recommend systernntic research 
into this problem. 

We noticed that on certain sections of the ~f. & S. !.1. R. :md ~- l. n .. 
clean sharp sand is used for packing pot sleepers, stone balla~t serving to 
box anu blind the sand. The running on these sections was quieter and 
smoother than over corresponding sections of pot sleepered track ballasted 
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with. ston.e. The~e Railway.s have the natural advant!1ge of being able to 
obtam smtable sand locally In the country through whwh their line passes. 
Sand packing fills a pot more effectively than coarse stone ball~st and so 
affords more stable support to the track. Running at high speed 'over the 
Arkonam-Madras section, on pots packed with sand, to which reference has 
previously been made, was not only quiet but steady; inspection and the 
Hal1ade records confirmed that the track was good in gauge, alignment and 
level. 'Ve were, however, informed on the S. I. R. that fine stone ballast 
had replaced sand on some sections, as it was found to afford better drah::age 
and was not washed away during heavy rain; we observed that joint sleepers 
(pots) were packed with such ballast in otherwise sand packed sections, and 
in the Chief Engineer's opinion, this had improved the running. 

95. 1/ormation.-While it. may be said that the components of perma
nent way in India are, in general, of a sufficiently substantial character for 
the traffic they have to bear, the major difficulty with which Indian Railway 
Engineers have to contend, to a greater or less extent, is the measure of 
support given to the track by certain types of formation. Of these, the 
most treacherous is the alluvial black cotton soil with loamy clay impregna
tions;· it is p~culiarly sensitive to the dry and wet seasons. When dry, it 
shrinks and cracks, and during the rains it swells and is particularly liable 
to sponginess at intermediate stages of water saturation. No specific rules 
can be laid dmvn for dealing with such formation, which calls for special 
treatment according to the nature of the local conditions. The appropriate 
treatment must be left to the Engineer conversant with all the circumstances. 

Adequate drainage to remove expeditiously as much water as possible 
from the ballast and formation is one of the essential treatments; the fact 
that. water pocket~ may exist under the surface of an apparently dry track 
was proved during our inspections. For instance, some time after heavy 
rain, on the Madras-Bezwada main line, when drainage was ex ami ned on 
.an embankment () ft. to 9 ft. in height, water in considerable quantity was 
found at a depth of 2 ft. below rail level. The importance of providing 
free outlets for such water cannot be overstated, and it would appear that, 
generally speaking, engineers are alive to this problem. 

96. Standard of lJfaintenance.-Apart from the financial, material 
.and physical factors affecting the standard of track maintenance, efficient 
<Jrganjsation and well-trained supervision are two essentials. 'Ve spccifi
callv questioned Chief Engineers on this subject, and the opinions expressed 
were divergent. Whereas some considered that definite improvement in 
the star.;.dard of maintenance had been effected during the last 10 years, 
<>thers felt that the situation was becoming increasingly difficult; with the 
continuance of financial stringency~ some arrears which developed during 
the 1931-34 slump have not been overtaken, while recent reductions in pay 
.and curtailments of privileges were quoted as being responsible for lowering 
mora1e, and for the growing disinterestedness of the personnel in their work. 
However advanced the technique of an organisation may be, unless the staff 
are contented, the success which the technique demands is not likely to be 
.attained. 

Owing to the fact that literate men are not generally employed in India 
in the ranks as gangmen, mates, etc., the supervisory staff, such us Perma
·nent 'Vay Inspectors, can rarely be recruited from those who have passed 
through thPse various grades. Though we realise the difficulties, we feel 
that this avenue for recruitment should be explored. AB matters stand, it 
is essential to impart specialised knowledge,. and t~aining! to selected men 
·before they can be expected to carry out and su~erVIse effiCiently .th~ day-to-
day maintenance of the permanent way. The Importance of this IS recog
nisPd, but there is onlv one Institution on Indian Railways, viz., the Walton 
'"Training School of th~ N. W. R. at Lahore, where, besides training subordi
nates in railway operation;·preliminary classes, both practical and theoreti
cal, are held for men selected to qualify as Permanent Way Sub-Inspectors. 
On other Administrations, a system of apprenticeship exists under which 

·selecterl candidates. generally with scholastic attainments, are given a course 



of 2 or 3 years' duration with the Gangs, under a Senior Permanent W cty 
Inspector; and in the Office of the District Engineer. This system. is als<> 
deserving of the fullest encouragement and further improvement. 'V e 
would ad·~ that money spent in this direction must result in savings by the 
better use of railway material, and more intelligent supervision. It is not 
possible to apply any financial formula in order to justify such expenditure, 
or to evaluate, the return; but the resultant improvement in the standard of' 
maintenance will nevertheless show itself in the course of time. 

97. Exwm:inati.on of track.-The methods. followed on the ,·arious Rail
way syste)os. generally appear to be thorough, but they are mostly ocular, 
and. rarely is. e.xam,ii~ation m~de. under load. · We noticed, however, on one
division of t4~ S. L R. that eaph member of the permanent way. gangs, 
when standmg c1ear for passing trains, took up a position oppoRite a rail 
joint, so that a~ the traiP: pMSe4, he was able to observe. the condition of the
packing of the. sl~epe.rs a,t· the. joint; ®der. load; As an education with 
r~gard to the work w}lich e.ach man periorms, this practice appea.rs to be 
very· desirab]~, an~l. wa. recom:r;nend th~t, so fa.r 3$ is practicable, it sboul~ 
be extended througpol\t. In.cJia, 
' w~ feel also that. the. use of th~: v,oidc meter, for m~a$u.ring deflection. 
of! trap!\, t.W,der loa,P,, .would ~.of. value. i:p.,ce.rtain. places, and should he tried; 
this, was.iAt:ro~\l.ced so.II,le years ago in f.rance. by Le:qtaire; and is.now coming 
in.to g~;n~al use ill, England (vide. Fig~ 5). It consists of a. graduated scale· 
c~rryi~g two hinged .. pointers, fitted with a: clamp for. attachnwnt to a bar, 
w}ljch, is. ddr.eA-. into. t;h~ balla~t. 'Xhe .. pointers. indicate. on the scale the 
extent of the depre:?Sion of the sleeper under load, and this, added to the· 
measurement {by' ~~ing_ boning, ~oards) of. the visible static inequality in 
le:vel of the r~~t. gives the total lift. nec~sary for the sleeper concerned. 

We u,nderstand. that Engin~rs. and Permanent Way Inspectors are· 
also required periodically. to travel on the footplate of engines of fast trains; 
this is [\ d.esirable and useful practice, especially when the disturbances due· 
to an. engine can be effectively differentiated and recognised from those 
caused by track irregularities. With a view, however, to mol'e svstematic· 
examination of the track under load, we recommend the extended use, by 
CiYil and Mechanical Engineers, of the information afforded bv the Hallade· 
Track·Recorder, or some such device; by such means frequent cumparisons 
can be mamtained of the effect of traffic on the permanent wav, and of its 
condition during dry and monsoon periods. ·· 

98.· Rxpe·nditu1·e on lJJaintenance and Renew(Ll of Tracl:.--,Ve have· 
examined statistics of expenditure on revenue maintenance per equated 
track mile .on -rarious Railways, but we do not propose to quote the figures 
for the reasons that they are not subdivided between labour and material, 
and do not differentiate between main and branch lines; nor do they afford 
a reliable comparison, having regard to variations over a number of years 
in the cost of materials, and in the methods of allocation to revenue and 
depreciation fw1el. Further, the proportion of branch line mileage to the 
total materially influences the statistical figure, and differs considerably for 
each Administration. 

In common, however, with other Railway undertakings throughout the· 
world, it has been necessary to examine maintenance expenditure very care
fully and the statistics illustrate what has been effected in this respect. 
Inde~d, material economies have resulted, and, in the main, we c·annot find· 
that they have come about by curtailment of expenditure. which Yms really 
essential for the safe operatiOn of traffic. At the same tlme, we feel that, 
in some instances, this curtailment has already been carried too far; it must. 
be remembered that deterioratioP: in the general condition of permanent way 
increases with time, and may well result in an ultimate increase in the cost 
of remedial measures. We were, therefore, glad to hear that certain Chief' 
Encrineet·s were now taking steps to increase manning strength and to stiffen 
tr~k by th~ addition of extra sleepers, ballast, etc., wherever justified. 

· 'Ve. have also examine4 in detail the track !enewa.l p~ogramme~ .of· 
Vftrjou.~ R~ilways. over the la~t 10 y~ars. Here agam, the available statistics·. 
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·d~ ~ot necessarily give a;u altogether accurate representation of the state of 
.afiuus; but there has evidently been a general falling off in the number of 
miles of track and of track components renewed, and of betterments effected. 
In many cases, however, the work of replacing weak sections of permanent 
way, which was started just before the slump period, has been completed, 
though at a reduced rate of progress. Further., restriction of funds under 
capital account caused a halt in the construction of branch lines, where it 
had been intended to utilise older types of permanent way released from 
main lines, which in turn had been programmed to be relaid \vith heavier 
material. It appears that, in recent years, Administrations have generally 
hesitated to propose renewals, unless compelled to do so by considerations 
of safety, and there has been in consequence a tendency to prolong the life 
of material and to wait for easier financial conditions, which, un,f:n·tunate
lv, do not seem to be materialising. On the other hand, we have noted with 
.satisfaction that certain Administrations have programmed for the future 
many desirabl~ betterments, which, in our opinion, have been sufficiently 
delayed; our recommendations in this respect are dealt with in Chapter IX. 

As a general rule, an increase in weight of rails on renewal, and the 
provision of adclitional sleepers and ballast, can be justified partly by reduc
tion in subsequent maintenance costs; but in India, having r~gard to the 
high proportion of track mileage on unstable foundation, expenditure on 
such improvements must often be faced without the full measure of corre
sponding maintenance saving. During and after monsoon periods, it is in 
.any case necessary to maintain manning at full strength, to ensure, so far as 
is possible, the adequate condition of the permanent way. 

9!J. Jlan Pou•e1· 1'n Permanent 1Vay Gangs.-During the year 1930-:-31, 
at the conunencement of the depression, the Railway Board placed an officer 
on special duty to investigate the civil engineering revenue expenditure of 
State-managed Railways; as a result, certain standards were laid dovn1 
showing the maximum number of gangmen per mile for ordinary mainte
nance. Before these standards were fully adopted, however, the Pope Com
mittee in 193:3 recommended the introduction of job analysis in all depart
ments, and inYesdgations were accordingly ~ade of the day's work per
formed by various gangs. The further reductiOn thus effected went beyond 
the scale proposed by the officer on special duty.; the principle was to assume, 
as a basis the minimum number of men requued to deal with work lmder 
normal cdnditions, and then to strengthen gangs, either permanently or 
temporarily' to meet special conditions, such ~s unstable formation, class 
and a('fe of permanent way, load, speed of trams, etc. We have heard it 
sugge~ed, however, that the practical defect in this procedure may be that 
the amount of work done by a gang, when under close observation, is 
greater than their ayerage outturn. 

The follmying st~tistics of personnel em.ployed on the. permall:ent way 
on certain Rmlwavs 1llnstrate the more noticeable reductiOns ''h1ch have 
·been effected during the last 7 years:-

Railway. 
No. of men employed 

including mates, keymen 
and gangmen . 
• ---...... A..---

In In 

Reduction, 

1930-31. 1937-38. . % 
N. W. R. 27,155 19,022 30 
E. I. R. 25,685 19,432 24 
G. I. P. R. . 16,473 1.5,3-!6 7 

As alreadv meutioncd, we are not able to differentiate between the I•lanning 
-on main and branch lines, and the figures are not comparable, as railways 
with a greater proportion of branch .line mileage .are naturally .abl~ to. ruake 
greater reductions. But th~ foregomg figures give a general mdiCatwn of 
the measure of economy which .has been effected, though they must not be 
accepted without proper appreciation of the conditions which gave effect 
-to them. 

C!l'llHl 
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·It is true that the Indian Railway Enquiry Committee referred in 
paragraph 28 of their Report to the possibility of making further reduc
tions, and we appreciate the necessity for curtailing expenditure, palti
cularly on uneconomic branch lines. But our terms of reference have ealled 
for c~reful consideration with regard to the maintenance of the permanent 
way .in connection with the operation of the heavy engines in 
questiOn over the trunk lines of the country, and, with regard to sucJ:t lines, 
we feel that, further material lowering of manning standards is 'not likely 
to be pra.cticablc::. Indeed, on many sections, where formation is of unstable 
character, it would appear that a reversion to previous ::;tandards may 
become essential. 

In paragraph 27 of the Report of the Indian Railway Enquiry Com
mittee, it was also stated that the permanent way is maintained to a reason
able standard for the traffic it carries. We agree with this opinion 
generally; but, as a result of our observations at the end of a monsoon period, 
we feel that improvements have tended to lag behind those made in loco· 
motives, rolling stock, and the strengthening and reconstruction of bridges. 
We have already referred to the long life obtainable from rails and metal 
sleepers, with the high residual value of the material of which they are com
posed, and it may be. that these factors have contributed to the relatively 
slow progress of betterment of permanent way. We recommend that the 
whole question of track maintenance should now be subjected to a compre
hensive review, with special reference to the determination of maximum 
permissible speeds in mon~oon and dry weather periods respectively. 

100. Speed oj operation.-We recognise that since the 'Var, consider
able efforts have been made in India to advance with the times and to adopt. 
up-to-date practices and improved methods as used in other countries. 
Some of these efforts .are no doubt connected with improvement in speed and 
convenience of service, and this is laudable; but in the matter of speeds,. 
there are certain factors which impose definite limits, if an adequate margin 
of safety is to be maintained. · 

In certain quarters an impression appears to be prevalent that the 
Indian Railwav Enquirv Committee recommended an increase in maximum 
permissible spe.eds. W~ do not place this interpretation on the recommend
ation made in paragraph 27 of their Report; in our opinion this indicated 
the need for a general increase of overall speeds by means of reduction of 
stopping time at stations, of improvement in speeds generally on branch 
lines, and of acceleration of goods trains. In fact, it was made clear in 
paragraph 59 of the Report, that acceleration should be effected within 
existmg maximun permissible speeds and loads. 

So far as such speeds are concerned, India, in our opinion, is a 55-65· 
m. p. h. country, and it is doubtful whether the majority of the travelling· 
public, who provide the revenue, expect higher maxim~. Moreover, fi!lal!-
cial limitations generally govern the standard of mamtenance, and It IS 
unreasonable and economically impracticable to permit of operation at 
workin"' maxima of 65-75 m. p. h. It may be that the former maxima may 
even h;ve to be reduced in the rains in certain parts of the country. The 
following. reasons . combi~e to make. m~intenance difficult, and to pre\·ent 
material mcrease 1n maximum permissible speeds :-

. · (a) The type ?f l.abour emp!oyed on maintenance, and the lack of 
contmu1ty 1n superVIsiOn. 

(b) The existence of black cotton soil and other unstable formations. 
(c) Climatic and other conditions-excessive heat, monsoons, floods, 

etc. 
(d) The fact that the Railway is used as a highway for trespass by 

· man and beast. 
With regard to the _22.QJ5s_speeds of trains, .we h~ve come to the conclu

sion after careful review of the relevant considerations, that they a.re as 
hio·h as are commensurate with reasonable safety. Under present condi
ti~ns, these should not be raised without the specific concurrence of the Chief 



Engineer and the Chief :Mechanical Engineer~ confirmed by the Government 
Inspector. Generally, we would strongly urge the necessity for not only 
avoiding any deterioration in the present standard of maintenance, including 
the efficiency of supervision and labour' but in certain cases for effecting 
improvement. This is particularly important on the lighter sections of track 
on which the heavier engines are required to run, pending renewal to heavier 
standards. 

As regards speed generally, we feel that it is also necessary here ta 
comment upon tl1e pressure for economy which has been exerted during the
last few years, and which is again being exerted today. There is no doubt 
that in this respect the load of responsibility upon the maintenance engineer· 
is increasing. This is fully realised by the Railway Board, the implement
ing and transmitting agency for this pressure, and we received their definite 
assurance that it·is no part of their policy to deny to Administrations the 
necessary funds for essential maintenance; we also understand that it has 
been very unusual during recent years for any reduction to be made in the 
estimates for track renewals submitted by Railways. We desire, however, 
to emphasi~e that reduction in maintenance expenditure on the permanent 
way cannot be persisted in indefinitely; there is a datum below which track 
condition provides an inadequate margin of safety for contingencies, when 
the Enginer~r, unless authorised to incur the necessary special expenditure, 
can only impose speed limitation as a safeguard to the public. -
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CHAPTER V . 

.:FOOTPLATE EXPERIENCE AND liA.LLADE RECORDS. CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCO

MOTIVE . AND TRACK. 

· 101. 6'eneral.-To obtain practical experience of running conditions 
.in the monsoon, we travelled during our tour on the footplate and en the 
iront of 29 locomotives, mostly Pacific type, when hauling our special train 
weighing 353 tons. In this manner, we were able generally to appreciate 
.the varying reactions between engine and track, and were assisted in form
ing un opinion with regard to Terms of Reference 4, namely, the suitability 
·Of the engines for the track on which they are required to run, and, converse
.ly, the suitability of the track for the engines. To this end also, notes were 
.made of the riding of the bogie inspection carriage, which was the last 
vehicle on our train, while daily continuous graphs of track conditions were 
.made with a Hallade Track Recorder. 

Although in this Chapter we have thus recorded our impressions with 
.regard to both the riding of the different engines and the alignment of the
track, as seen from the inspection coach and as disclosed bv the Hallade 
_graphs, we are conscious of the limitations of any attempt to assess by these 
means the effect of the engine o;n the track, and vice versa. On the one hand, 
it is possiblP for an engine to be lively and uncomfortable, and yet not harm
lui to the track; while, on the other hand, severe flange forces can arise from 
a seeruingly smooth riding engine, especially on curves. Only on one short 
run were :flange force Recorders fitted to the engine, and our impressions 

·on the footplate were thereby confirmed by subsequent knowledge of the 
.actual reactions which had taken place. 
_ Generally, our remarks with regard to the track are also based on the 
Hal!ade graphs, and on personal inspections by trolley and on foot of certain 
.sectiOns of line. The recorder was situated over the centre of the bogie of 
a coach and remained in that position throughout the tour. It was not 
_possible, however, for the vehicle always to remain marshalled in the same 
position in thp train, and the effects of differences in this respect have been 
taken into consideration, in those cases where the vehicle was next to a 
.hunting engine. We need hardly draw attention to the difference between 
-opinion based upon examination of unloaded track and that based upon 
positive records of the behaviour of track under load. Nor need we empha
;S~se the necessity for care when attempting to extend to engines the conclu
.s10ns arrived at from records of oscillation taken on a vehicle; the flange 
forces and vertical loads exerted by the form~r ar~ necessarily greater than 
those exerted by the latter. The records obtamed In a coach are affected bv 
tractive. effort (whether push or pull) especially when the coach is next to 
the engme. 

The advantages, however, of the Hallade graph is that it affords a 
useful comparison of track conditions. From an examination of such 
graphs, which were taken in France on engine and coach simultaneously, 
there is no doubt that, as would be expected, the oscillations indicate similar 
characteristics. though differing in amplitude; those relating to the ve}licle 
-do not always indicate the track defects to which the locomotive responds 
:and which affect its running. For purposes of comparison we have also 
-examined graphs taken on British railways, some at high speed showing 
considerable transverse oscillation; but later records clearly indicate the 
beneficiul effecL of subsequent adjustment in alignment. Figures 0, 7 and 8 
-show examples of records. 

To enable us to gauge within reasonable practical limits the appropriate 
maximum operating speeds over sections of line co~cerned,, the .restrictions 
governing public ser_vi.ces were relax~ for o~r special tram, With the con
sent of the Chief Civil and :Mechanical .Engmeers. Regard h~s therefore 
been paid to the fact tpat when t~e tram ~~ run ~t speeds m excess of 
normnL permitted maxima, track nre~larities, which wer~ ~ecorded on 
the Hallade graph, would not necessarily have affected, to similar extent, 
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the running of the_ vehicle at normal speed; conversely, when low speeds 
were r_un, altho?gli. the graphs appeared to be satisfactory in cross level 
and ahgnment, It did not follow that some or all of the track irregularities 
in these respects would not have been apparent. at higher speeds. 

' It should be added that, apart from those caused by the springing of 
the vehicle vertical peri movements of the Recorder are due to imperfect 
packing, slack joints and battered rail ends; such movements are naturally 
worse on weak and unstable formation and tend to increase with speed. 
Similarly, horizontal movements are due to imperfect track alignment, the 
lack of transition approaches to curves, and to cross level irregularities, 
including abrupt changes in superelevation; these movements also tend to 
increase witn speed, as indicative of the increase in lateral forces between 
flange and rail. This is important when considering the suitability of 
track, and although the record may relate only to a vehicle, close study of 
its oscillation is essential, especially when the riding of an engine, such as 
the X claf;s Pacific (a border line case), is under observation at the same 
time. 

102. Comments upon Track and Engine.-It will be reali~Pd, therefore, 
that the impressions gained during our tour correspond in no way to a clo&e 
analysis, which can only be achieved-by research and extended trial~. Indeed 
the foll,:-~wing observations are intended to be of a general nature and natu
rally relate to conditions as they appeared to exist on the lines which we 
traversed during the latter part of the monsoon, when weather and forma-
tion were at their worst in some places. . · 

We desire to emphasise that, when reference is made to speed, this 
relates to general traffic and not to particular locomotives which may have 
to be restncted to lower speeds if they are of a type which cause high flange 

. forces. While the final decision as to appropriate maximum speeds should 
rest with the Chief Civil Engineer concerned, who is responsible for the 
adequacy of track maintenance, we feel that the Chief Mechanical Engineer 
and the Traffic Officers should act in close co-operation with him in the 
determination of working speeds. This matter is referred to later. 

For the purpose of the general analysis we have divided the classes of 
engine on which footplate tests were m&de as follows :-

(i) X class Pacifies in original condition as designed. 
fii) X class Pacifies, fullv modified in accordance with instructions 
' of the Railway Board, i.e., fitted with Ferodo liners on the 

bogie, fiat slides with Ferodo on the hind truck and German 
buffing gear. 

(iii) X class Pacifies, partially modified. 
(iv) Non-standard Pacifies. 
(v) B. E. S. A. 4-fl-0 type enginP.s .. 

(vi) Non-standard 4-6-0 type engines. 
(vii) An XC class engine which wa~ specially modified to our require

ments. 
103. X Class Pacifies in original condition as designed:-

Railway, Class and 
No. of engine and 

date. 

(a) M. & S.M.R. XB 
No. 216-

Routes 
and 

:Miles. 

4th Sept .• • Raichur to 

5th Sept .. 
Gooty-93 m. 

• Koduru to 
Madras-108m. 

(b) S. I. R. XB No.7, Jalarpet to 
7th Sept. Erode-110m. 

~:Maximum 
Speed Permanent Way. Soil. 
m.p.h. 

57 

75 

77 

75, 76 and 80 Black cotton ; 
Jhl. R H. on Pot!'!. sandy clay. 

en lb~. R. R. on Sandy clay and 
p.,ts and Timbrr moorom. 
(Pand rarl-ing). 

flO anrl flO 11-·rJ. B. H. Good firm moorum~ 
<'n Pr>t!l. 90 lbs. 
F. F. on steel 
troughs. 
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:Maximum 
Railway, Class and 
]lo.ofe~n8,&n1 

date. 
Routes 

a.nd 
Mile3. 

Speed Permanent W a.y. 
m.p.h. 

Soil. 

(e) N. S. R. XB No. 
87-

·.lOth Sept. . Kazipet to Bibi. 52 
nagar-61 m. 

14th Oct. . Godhra. to 60 

(d) E. I. R. XB No. 
1916-

Barodar-42 m. 
(B., B. & C. I. R.). 

14th Sept. • Moghalsarai · to 65 

23rd. Sept. 

(e) E. B. R. 

No.431-
20th Sept. 

22ndSept. 

Dinapore-125 .w.. 

. Rae Bareli to 
Luck.now-47 m. 

XB 

. Sealda.h to Ra.na-
gha.t-45m. 

• Asa.nsul to Dhan
ba.d-37m. 

(f) E. I. R. XC Dhanbad to 
No. 1955, 22nd Ga.ya.-123 m. 
Sept. 

(g) N. W. R. XC Sa.ha.ranpur to 
No. 1854, 26th Ludhia.na---120 
Sept. m. 

67 

60 

59 

so 

66 

85 lbs. F. F. on Black cotton and 
steel troughs moorum ; black 
and timber. cotton. 

90 lbs. F. F. on 
Pots and steel 
troughs. 

85 and 88! lbs. Sandy clay ; 
B. H. on D. & 0. black <..-otton in 
plates and timber. parts. 
90 lbs. F. F. on 
C. I. plates. 

90 lbs. F. F. on Sandy clay a.nd 
C. I. plates. moorum. 

90 lbs. F. F. on Soft loam. 
C. I. plates and 
timber. 115 
lbs. F. F. on 
timber. 

115 lbs. F. F. Rock andmourum. 
on timber. 

100 lbs. D. H. on Yellow clay. Some 
D. & 0. plateR. black cotton. 
90 lbs. F. F. on 
timber. 115 lhs. 
F. F. on CSTJ9 
plates. 

90. lbs. F. F. on Sandy clay. 
timber, C. I. 
plates and steel 
troughs. 

. (a) This XB engine had run 25,000 miles since light repairs (tyres and 
boxes) and rode satisfactorily up to the maximum speed attained, 75 m. p. h., 
without any sign of hunting. The bogie tender did not ride so well on the 
first portion of the journey over the lighter rails, principally between 
Raichur and Gooty, where there was some nosing and vertical movement. 
Steps are being taken to replace in this section the 75 and 76 lbs. B. H. 
rails, over which considerable vertical movement was t·ecorded on the 
Hallade graph, apparently due to hogged rail ends. The packing right 
through to :Madras is with sand ballast, and the riding 'vas generally quiet 
and smooth. Rain had been exceptionally heavy. Appropriate maximum 
speeds A.ppeared to be 50 m. p. h. between Raichur and Gooty, 50-60 
m.p.h. between Koduru and Arkonam, and 65 m. p. h. between Arkonam 
and liadras. On the last-named section particularly, the track was 
evidently being maintained to a high standard. 

{b) Tpis XB engine had a six-wheeled te~der, .and the hind tru.ck was 
at 8ft. 0 in. centres. It had done 50,000 m1les smce general repairs and 
ran steadily up to the maximum speed attained; but examination of the 
f\anO"es of the leading and trailing coupled wheels indicated that heavy 
reactions between flan~e and rail had been occurring. In some places stone 
ballast had been substituted for sand, especially at joints. The graph was 
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fair, but there was much vertical oscillation, apparently due to low joints 
and, in places, lateral oscillation may also have indicated variation in gauge. 
There is no black oott?n soil in thi~ area, .but there had .been heavy rain just 
pric::r to our tour, 8·5 1n. and 7·35 m. havtng fallen dur1ng July and August 
respectively; this was almost 2i times as much as in the prevtous year. , It 
seemed doubtful whether 60 m. p. h. was appropriate as the maximum 
permissible speed; for instance, 'alignment on certain curves required 
attention and did not appear to justify more than 50-55 m.p.h. 

(c) First Trip.-This engine had done 42,000 miles since last heavy 
repairs. There was slight continuous nosing, and hunting occurred for the 
first tim.e at 50-52 m.p.h., when the regulator was closed to stop the motion; 
the inspection :carriage rode badly at the same time. Hunting occurred 
again, not so severely, at 45-47 m.p.h. The bogie tender also rode badly, 
with nosing and vertical movements; the track, 85 lbs. F .F. rails on troughs, 
was well ballasted, and generally appeared to be in good condition. Lateral 
oscillations were considerable on the graph, but the Hallade coach was next 
to the engine, and the unsatisfactory riding of the tender probably affected 
this vehicle. 

Second Trip~-The engine was specially sent over to the B., B. & 
C. I. R., and the bogie was examined in Dohad Workshops; this illustrated 
the kind of features which contributed to hunting and these are considered 
in Chapter VI. Track conditions on the B., B. & C. I. R. appeared to 
be generally suitable for 60 m.p.h.; but the engine was obviously lively, and 
the tender was rough even at low speeds. Hunting was continuous and 
more or less severe according to ·speed and the state of the track, 90 lbs. F. F. 
rails on steel troughs and C. I. pots. On one occasion the regulator had to 
be closed urgently at about 60 m.p.h. 'l'he engine was worse on curves; 
it was obviously sloppy and not fit for more than 45 m.p.h., and flange · 
forces were presumably excessive bey:ond this speed. · 

(d) First Trip.-This run included the site of the accident at Bihta and 
the XB engine was the one concerned; it was in good condition with clear
ances fairly tight. Except for a continuous nosing tendency and a certain 
amount of roughness, it ran satisfactorily up to 60-65 m.p.h., and there was 
no building up of oscillation; but the engine appeared to be sympathetic to 
track defects. Certain horizontal frame stays were loose and vibrated in 
rivet holes. The track comprised 85 and 88! lbs. B. H. rails on D. & 0. 
plates, and 90 lbs. F. F. on C. I. plates, and there was plenty of ballast 
(tested at one place 24 in. below sleepers). There had been heavy rain five 
days previously and water was standing on each side of the line. Except 
on curves, little lateral oscillation was recorded on the Hallade graph; but 
vertical oscillation was excegsive and showed up several weak places at a 
speed of about 60 m.p,h., indicating that rail ends mav have become hogged 
and that joints were insufficiently packed, or that the rail may have been 
movin~ up and down, due to its method of suspension on D. & 0. plates; 
generally, ho:vever, gauge and alignment appeared satisfactory on the 
record. 

Second Trip.-The engine behaved in the same manner, the maximum 
speed being 67 m.p.h.; but the track, which consisted of 90 lbs. F. F. rails 
on C. I. plates and timber sleepers (the latter at joints only on some 
~ections), did not give as good a record f>f lateral oscillation as that for the 
previous run over 88}lbs. B. H. rails on D. & 0. plates. Though the 
vertical graph was generally better, a curve near the 'end of the run showed' 
up badly at 40 m.p.h. The appropriate maximum sreed appeared to be 
about 55-60 m.p.h., except at certain places where vertical movement would 
become excessive, due probably to slack packing of joints. 

(e) First Trip.-The two runs, with a light train, to Ranaghat and 
back, were made, as the track was probablv in its worst condition and the 
banks (mostly low) were saturated after the monsoon; formation is loamy 
soil n.nd water was standing for long stretches on either side of the line. 
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·This XB engine had a six-wheeled tender and Goodall drawgear, with the 
hind tJ·uck at 8 ft. 0 in. centres, in which there was about one inch of moYe
ment before· the Cartazzi control commenced; the bogie centre (22/70 cwt. 
control springs) was well oiled. It had wor-ked 111,500 miles since heavy 
repairs, and 27,000 since a frame bt'eakage, when axle boxes had also been 
done up. In all, the frames had been cracked and repaired nine ·times. 
Oscillation was continuous at speeds over 35 m.p.h., and the relative move
men-t between engine and tender was 4 to 6 in.; it was so severe at about 60 
m.p.h., that speed had to be reduced for safety to 55 m.p.h., 
and later to 50 m.p.h. This engine was very sensitive to track 
c.Onditicns, and lateral and vertical oscillation clearly originated therefrom; 
the engine seemed incapable of damping it out, except by reduction of speed. 
Manv track defects were observable before they were reached, culverts and 
levei' crossings also being felt; this section did not appear to be fit for a 
speed exceeding 50 m.p.h., although rails were of 90 lbs. and 115 lbs. F. F. 
type.}. 

Second Trip.-This engine was worked to the E. I. R. and another 
run wa.c; made on what was understood to be some of the best 115 lbs. F. F. 
·track (wooden sleepers) on the system. The efiect of better track conditions 
was noticeable, but at-50-55 m.p.h., there was constant lurching and nosing, 
though oscillation did not seriously build up as on the E. B. R. The engine 
required alteration and repair. The Hallade graph appeared to indicate 
that generally the maximum speed should not exceed 60 m.p.h., for which 
the engine was clearly unfit. 

(/) This unmodified XC engine, on the other hand, had_ had an. inter
mediate repair as recently as August, and was in good condition. With the 
exception of some oscillation on a curve at 60 m.p.h., and when passing a 
station at 70 m.p.h., it rode steadily up to a maximum {on the straight for 

. a couple of miles) .of 80 m.p.h. It was lifted at Gay a for the bogie to be 
examined; the centre' plate and slide were well oiled and there was nc 
abnormality. Having regard to the bad running just previously of the XE 

· referred to above l (e) second trip] on such good track of the same class, thiE 
run illustrated the fact that maintenance of these enginer, is cle&rly a 
material factor in the problem of hunting. The Hallade graph showed 
considerable lateral oscillation, but the coach was next to the engine, and 
the unsatisfactory .riding of the tender probably afiected this vehicle. Tht 
authorised• maximum permissible speed was 60 m.p.h. The track, 100 lbs. 
D. H. on D. & 0. plates, and 115lbs. F. F. rails on C. S. T./9 and Duple~ 
joint sleepers, was in good condition. 

(!1) This XC engine had run 47,000 miles since general repairs it 
February 1938; sideplay in the bogie boxes was ! in. on the leading wheelE 
and 11/16 in. in the trailing wheels. It nosed continuously, althougl 
there was no building up of oscillation; the bogie tender rode badly. Th~ 
running over reverse curves on either side of stations at high speeds wa1 
noticeably rough and the engine lurched badly; though vertical movement~ 
were not severe, lateral oscillations were high in amplitude. On one occa· 
sion the fireman was thrown off his feet when traversing reverse .cunes a1 
65 m.p.h. Generally this section did not appear to be fit for more tha11 
50-55 m.p.h. There is no black cotton soil and the permanent way consist~ 
of 90 lbs. F. F. rails. 

Summary.-The experiences and records, which are briefly describec 
above, for X class Pacifies in original condition, illustrate how sensitivE 
these engines are to track irregularities; they also show why reports oJ 
differ~nt Administrations upon performance were often contradictory anc 
of a b:1ffiing nature, if conditions of engine and track maintenance werE 
not given full recognition. For engines of the original design, it is eviden1 
that such conditions materially affect riding at spc("is exceeding 45 m.p.h. 
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104. X Class Pacifies which were fully modified in accordance-with 
~~nstruqt-ions ~~the Railway Boa~d~ i.e., fitted with. Ferodo liners on the bogie, 
flat sluJes wUh Fe1'odo on tlte htnd t~uck and Gttman b'f!ffing gear:-
Railway, Class and Routes Maximum 
No. of engine, and and Speed Permanent Way. Soil.· 

date. Miles. m. p. h. 

(a) G. I. P. R. XA 
No. 2211-

4th Sept. • • Sholapur to Rai-

11th S3pt. 

chur-161 m. 

. Wadi to Shola
·pur-93m. 

65 

56 

{b) G. I. P. · R. XA Bhusawal to 68 
No. 2249. 13th Itarsi-187 m. 

'Sept. 

(c) S. I. R. XB Shoranur to Ja.lar- 67 
No. 10. 7th pet-227 m. 
Sept. 

(d) 1\1. & S. M. R. XB .Arkona.m to 80 
No. 205. 9th Madras-42 m. 
Sept. 

(e) E. I. R. XB Akola. to She- 59 and 
No. 1920. 12th gaon-j3 m. 65 
Sept. 

{/) E. I. R. XB Dinapore to 44 
No. 1921. 14th Moka.meh-60 m. 
Sept. 

(~ E. I. R. XC Ga.ya to Moghal· 
No. 1975. 22nd sar&i-124 m. 
Sept. 

90 lbs. F. F. on Black cotton. 
steel troughs a.nd 
82 lbs. B. H. on 
Pots. · 
· Do. 

100 lbs. B. H. on 
Pots. 90 lbs. 
F. F. on C. I. 
plates. 82 lbs, 
B. H. on Pots. 

80 and 90 lbs. 
B. H. on Pots. 
90 lbs. F. F. 
on steel troughs. 

90 lbs. B. H. on 
Pots and Tim her. 

Do. 

Some 
Mostly 
cotton. 

Good 
moorum. 

Sandy clay 
moorum. 

100 lbs. B. H. Black cotton. 
on Pots. 

rock· 
black 

firm 

and 

85 and 881 lbs. Some black cotton. 
B. H. on C. I. 
D. & 0. plates. 
90 lbs. F. F. on 
C. I. plates and 
timber. 

Remainder elay 
and sand. 

90 lbs. F. F. on Soft yei1ow clay 
C. I. plates and and black cotton. 
Timber. 100 
lbs. D. H. on 
C. I. & D. 0. 
plates. 

(h) B., B. & C. I. R. Dohad to 60 90 lbs. F. F. on. Rock and bard 
XC No. 604. Godhra.-44 m. Pots and steel moorum. 
14th Oct. troughs. 

(a) This XA engine had done 12,000 miles since general repairs, and 
had just left the shopa after modifiootion. On both trips, it rode smoothly 
and steadily with little oscillation, and the driver remarked upon its 
improvement in this respect; also upon recent improvement in track main
tenance. There was, however, some tendency to nose within clearance 
between wheel and rail at speeds over 45 m.p.h., with a certain amount ot 
swaying, between 50 and 55 m.p.h. The track gener~lly appeared to be 
fit for 60 m.p.h.; the Hallade record showed rough ridmg on both types of 
permanent way at speeds over 55 m.p.h. There is a considerable amount of 
black cotton soil on this section. · 

(b) This XA engine had a six-wheeled tender and had just left the 
shops, after modification and the moving back of the hind truck; it rode 
well up to 65 m.p.h., and was smoother than the G" I. P. R. 4-6~0 type 
engine No. 393, vide paragraph 107 (c). The Hallade graph indicated 
better gauge and alignment (though some curves were not good) than any
where else recorded on the G. I. P. R.; but at speeds. of 55 m.p.h. and over, 
slacks and weakness of packing showed up prominently. Appropriate 
maximum permissible speed during the mom;oon on the 100 lbs. and t)Q 
lbs. rails would not seem to exceed 55 m.p.h. There are long stretches of 
black cotton soil, except for about 50 miles of rock format~ on in the. ghat 
section. · · · 

20Rll 
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. (c). This XB engine had just left the shop8 after being modified at the 
· special request of the Railway Board; its riding was not so good as that of 
S. I. R: XB No. 7 (original design). It was slightly harsher, with con
stant nosing at the front end at 55-60 m.p.h.; but the German buffing gear 
held the tender steady. Part of this track had been traversed (on rising· 
gradient) the previous day; although rainfall had been exceptional, vide 
·~03 (b), the track generally appeared to be in good condition, and suitable 
for 50-55 m.p.h., and in places for 60 m.p.h. Excessive side oscillation, 
however, was recorded on the Hallade graph at speeds approaching 60 
m.p.h.· 

(d) This XB engine had a bogie tender and had just left shops after 
repairs and modification. The hind truck was at 10 ft. 6 in. centres. The 
engine was free from long period nosing, but exceptionally rough at the 
back end. Reciprocat.ing weights had been unbalanced by drilling out the 
crescent balance weights, and there was, as a result, fore and aft vibration, 
which also caused short period nosing when speed was low. This 90 lbs .. 
B. H. track had been·traversed on a previous run with XB No. 216, vide 
103 (a). The C. I. Pots are packed with sand ballast and the curves are 
flat; aya~ticularly good road_, on which speed up to 65 m.p.h., would appear 
to be JUStified. _ 

(e) This modified XB engine was ready for shops and in a very run 
do'\\''11 condition; it had about one inch play in the hind tr\].ck and coupled 
boxes. It had been fitted with apparatus (which will be described later) for 
recording flange loads and displacements. Two runs were made over this 
short test section. On the second test, the German buffing gear was 
removed. The engine was rough, felt the joints, and ran jerkily on both 
trials at high speed when traversing the uneven curves. 'Vith the German 
buffing gear. in position~ maximum bogie.. side movement . was 1 i in., 
and the maximum hind truck a~lebox movement was i in. Without 
the German buffing gear, these movements were 1 i in. and 1 i· in. respec
tively.· This is one of the worst black cotton soil sections of the G. I. P. R._, 
and has been known to give trouble for several years. A cinder mat had 
b~en tried, many side drains had been cut, and there were a number of 
culvert8. The track is 100 1bs. B. H. rails on C. L Pots; the curves were 
out of alignment and radius varied rapidly. ·Apparatus had been installed 
on one curve to record transverse movement of the track.· Gauge varied 
from t in. tight to t in slack; ballast was too big for efficient packing. 
The l:Iallade · graphs showed that lateral oscillation . was severe, although 
vertical oscillation was not bad. A speed restriction of 40 m.p.h., had 
been imposed, which did not affect the time-table, but prevented making-up 
time. It appeared that this was the justifiabl~ speed limit under monsoon 

. conditions~ . . . . . . • . .. ; 
(/) This XB engine was just out of the shops, and clearances were tight 

all round. The engine and tender rode steadily, .and there was no relahve 
movement between· them; maximum speed} however,· was low, and the 
Ha,llade graph was featureless. · · 

· (g) This· XC engine had done 1'4,200 miles since intermediate repairs 
'.·'in February, and was not so steady as XC Engine 1955 [original design, 

vide 103 (f)] which had been through·the·shops as recently as August. It 
was running, however, on lighter track, which was more troublesome owing 
to black cotton soil, and the German buffers .were. not in contact with the 
:Slides· when the engine was pulling, nor \vas th~.Amer:ican draft gear central 
casting in contact with the rubbing. plate. The tender, therefore, . rode 
badly; and the engine appeared to oscillate more freely,· eve~ though speed 
was l\ept. to a maximum of 72 m.p.h. 1-'he .Hallaqe r.~cord~ indicated that 
co)lsidcrable defects existed in packing and alignmen~; speed ·in excess .of 
60 m.p.h. would .not se~m justified. The·· curve. aL, Ganjkhwaja was 
traversed at 50 m.p.h .. , and the record showed good packjng, and. very fair 

. ~tlignme~t. (This was the scene of the de.~ailment. in, 1033.). 
· ·· (h) This XC engine was just out of the shops ·~:md had oniy run 500 
Miles. Besides the German buffing gear, there was a plain 'American type 
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drawbar with two pin fixtures. _Though th~ rid~g was genera~y good, and 
appeared as steady on the stra1ght as XC No. 614 (modified to the 
Committee's requirements, ride later paragraph 109), there seemed to be 
more shouldering action on curves, of which there were many in this 
section. The track, 90 lbs. F. F. rails on steel troughs and C. I. pots, 
appeJ.red to be fit for 60 m.p.h., except on the curres. . 

Summary.-The e~-periences narrated abo"Ve with X class Pacific 
engines, which had been modified in accordance with the instructions of 
the Railway Board, show that in all cases, except one, these engines were 
free from appreciable tendency to nose or hunt; ~f the sensation, therefore, 
on the footplate were taken as the only criterion, the modifications made 
could be said to have been successful in damping out oscillation. All the 
engines, however, were in good condition, except the one referred to, ride 
104 (e), which was run down, which rode unsatisfactorily on track in bad 
condition, and which was fitted with the Board's test apparatus. It was 
proved from the records thus Qbtained that comparatively high flange forces 
occurred in such circumstances. 

105. X class Pacifi-es partially modified:-
R:Ulwa.y, Cla.ss a.nd Routes Ma.ximum P~rma.nent way. Soil •. 
N'o. of engine, and and Speed 

da.te. miles. m. p. h. 

(a.) N. ~- . R. XA 
No. 48. lOth 
So pt. 

(b) E. B. R. XB 
No. 449. 20th 
Sept. 

Bibina.ga.r to 
Secundfra.ba.d-
19m. 

Ra.na.gha.t to 
s~a.Idah--!5 m. . 

(c) N. W. R. XC Lud.hia.na. to 
No. 1849. 26th Lahor~-116 m. 
Sept. 

49 

65 

70 

85 lbs. F. F. on Bla.ck cotton. 
Steel Troughs. 

90 lbs. F. F. on 8oft loam. 
C. I. pla.tes and 
timber. 115 Ifu:. 
F. F. on timlxr. 

90 lbs. F. F. on Sa.n:iy c1ay. 
C. L plates, tim
bc.r and steel 
troughs. 87 lbs. 
F. F. on timblr. 

(a) This XA engine had a six-wheeled tender, Goodall draft gear, 
25 ·cwts., initial spring control on the bogie: and 1 in 20 inclination on the 
Cartazzi slides .. Axleboxes had been recently repaired, and clearanc-es werP 
good. .Maximum speed attained was oomparati"Vely low, and the engiL~ 
rode '1\ell; but it was clearly sensitive to track defects and there was slight 
nosing un curves. The Hallade coach was next to the engine, and the record 
was probably influenced by the movement of the engine and its tender. The 
track was well packed, but thue was considerable lateral oscillation on 
curYes. 

(b) On the whole, this XB engine rode better than E. B. R. XB 431 
[original design, ride 103 (e)]. It had done 30,000 miles since light repairs 
and alterations in October 1937; there. were 22/70 CV\i.S. bogie control 
springs. Bumping a:nd lurching occurred, due ob¥iously to th(l indifferent 
condition of the track; at 65 m.p.h., when traversing a bad patch, se\ere 
hunting took place (equallv as bad as XB 431), when the regUlator had to be 
dosed and the brake appiied. The formation was saturated with water, 
and track defects were Yisible from the footplate; the section did not appear 
to justify speeds exceeding 50 m.p.h. 

The Flides on this engine, although fitted with FerOdo. had been lubri
cated before the commene~ment of the run, and this no doubt contributed to 
the huntinO' which took place. " 7e -w-ere also informed that in_ January 
1938. a ca~ occurred on this line of an XB engine, not prenously proiieto 
hunting, being reported for dangerous hunting; it was found tb'at the bogie 
~lides had been flooded with oil. · 

(c) This XC engine had done 29~000 miles since intermediate repairs 
in ~fay. The nosing action was cunstant. arJd the engine was t:'()ugh; but 
there was no building np of O!'Cillation. It jerked considerably on CUilt'!l. 

an«l the tender was al~ rough at high fpeed. Although a m~aximum Fpeed 
()f 70 m.p.h., was attained, there were places where weaknesses· showed up 
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prominently on the Hallade graphs beyond 50 m.p.h. Generally the track 
was in good condition and appeared to ~e fit for 60 m.p.h.; but ballast 
S<:'.emed short in places, and level crossmgs were felt on the footplate at 
high speed. 

Summary.-The only modification in the case of engine (a), which was 
of th~ latest oonstruction, was the p!:_ovision of laminated spring bogie with 
side hearers; the frames were also well stayed from end to end. On engine 
(b) there was Ferodo on the bogie, and German buffing gear, but the Cartazzi 
hind truck was unchanged. On engine (c) Ferodo on the bogie was the only 
modification made. As might be anticipated, half measures were not satis
factory, and the riding of all three engines left something to be desired, 
their movements being due as much to themselves as to the permanent 
way, at any rate in cases (a) and (c). 

106. Non-standard Pacific Type Engines:-
Ra.ilwa.y, and 
No. of Engine, a.nd 

· date. 

Routes 
and 

Miles, 

(a) M. · & S. M. R. Jalarpet to !t!a.il
No. 901. 8th pa.tti-27 m. 
Sept. 

(b) B.N. R.No. 796. Khargpur to Dan-
21st Sept. · ta.n-32 m. 

(c) B. N• R. No. 79~. Da.nta.n to Kha.rg-
2lst Sept. pur-32m, 

Maximum . 
Spe3d . Permanent way. 
m.p.~. 

Soil. 

60 

62 

60 

90 lbs. B. H. on Sandy clay. 
Pots and Timber 
(Sand Packing). 

85 lbs. F. F. on Sandy. Generally. 
Pots with timber firm. 
a.t joints. Single 
a.nd stone baHa.st. 

Do. • Do. 

(a) This engine is one of two Pacifies, designed and built by Bald\vin's, 
and delivered in 1924. It is fitted with a swing link bogie with heart 
shaped links, and a swing link hind truck; it has a bar frame and American 
type dr~wgea~.· The engine was in a r:un down ~onditio~, but gave no 
trouble 1n maintenance; · there was considerable s1deplay m the coupled 
boxes and it was rough to ride on, particularly as regards vertical vibrations. 
The tender was, if anything, wors~, as the coupling appeared to be slack. 
There was continuous slight nosing, but no building up, though oscillation 
was severe at 55 m.p.h. The track, 90 lbs. B. H. on pots, appeared to be 
fit for speeds up to 55-60 m.p.h. 

(b) This 4-cylinder compound Pacific had done 54,000 miles since last 
repairs, and was hauling a light special train; the engine was fitted with 
Skefko roller bearings on the bogie and 1 in 10·6 Cartazzi slides on the 
hind truck. Both this, and the engine mentioned in (c) below, correspond 
to the 1. R. S. XC type, and follow that design as regards the bogie (20 
cwts. initial cop.trol), spring gear, and hind truck. The engine felt the 
joints and rode unsteadily with a continual hunting tendency, but it did 
not actually hunt. There was some oscillation and jerky riding on curves, 
the·bra.ke on one being applied at 62 m.p.h,. The four-wheeled inspection 
coach rfJde well at this speed. Formation was generally on low bank with 
paddy fields on each side; the track was 85 lbs. F. F. rails, 40 years old, 
36 ft long, recently dehogged, on 13 pots and 2 timber sleepers at joints. 
Gauge. where tested, was i .in. to i in. tight, and the joints were standing 
up satisfactorily; suitable maximum speed appeared to be 55-GO m.p.h. 

(c) This engine had done 71,200 miles since last l'epairs, and was in a 
modified condition with considerable clearance in the boxes. The bogie was 
fitted with Ferobestos liners on pivots and slides and with 37 cwts. initial 
control springs; the hind truck had fiat slides with the same liners, and 
lateral movement of the radial axleboxes was reduced from 3-3/16 in. to 
2-1/4 in. Instead of the German buffing gear, the D. N. R. standard had 

· been fitted, consisting of a link and side buffers. The engine rode a little 
better than that mentioned in (b), but it seemed worse with steam off, and 
there was ~nstant slight oscillation at high speed; it jerked somewhat 
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round curves, and control at the front end appeared insufficient. The 
engine was lively, and one which might well have started hunting when 
traversing a bad patch of track at speed. The section of the line concerned 
was the same as in (b) above. 

Summary.-It was noticeable that although the American type of 
J>acific rode roughly, there was no tendency for oscillation to build up; 
whereas, in the case of the B. N. R. Pacifies. with the bogie, spring gear 
and trailing truck of I. R. S. XC type, a hunting tendency was obvious, and 
the engines were lively enough to indicate that heavy flange forces might 
easily develop when traversing a. bad patch. of track at speed. 

107. B. E. S. A . .1,-6-0 Type Engines:--

Railway and 
No. of Engine, and 

Date. 

Routes 
and 

Miles. 

(a) M. & S. M. R. Madra.s to Gudur 
No. 78-t 9th -8-5 m. 
Sept. 

(b) N. S. R. No. 91 Secunderabad to 
11th Sept. Wa.di-121 m. 

(c) G. I. P.R. No. 393. Sholapur to 
11th Sept. Dhond-117 m. 

(d) E. I. R. No. 233. Benares to Rae 
23rJ Sept. Bareli-143 m. 

(e) G: I. ·P. R. No. Agra to Delhi-
410. 25th Sept. 121 m. 

Maximum 
Speed Permanent way. Soil. 

m.p.h •. 

60 

60 

56 

57 

56 

90 lbs. B. H. and Deltaic silt, sandy. 
90 lbs. F. F. on 
timber. 

85 lbs. F. F. on Partly black 
Steel Troughs. cotton and partly 

moorum.. 

82 lbs. B. H. on Black cotton. 
pots. 90 lbs. 
F. F. on Steel 
Troughs. 

00 lbs. F. F. on Clay, sand and 
timber and C. I. Usar. 
platE's. 

85 lbs. B. H. on Goodfirm sandy 
pots and timber. clay. 

(u) This engine was of an early type, had a six-wheeled tender and had 
done 7:200 miles since intermediate repairs. Owing to the absence of 
balance to reciprocating parts, it. was very rough, and there was much vibra
tion with short period nosing and shuttling; but the engine was generally 
free from long period nosing. The track was ballasted with shingle and 
stone, and there had been heavy rain a few hours previously. At one place 
inspected, water was standing 24 in below rail level on bank. This track did 
not s~em so good as elsewhere on this system; the inspection coach rode 
steadily at 40-45 m.p.h., but there was considerable oscillation at 55 m.p.h. 
The Hallade record showed excessive lateral oscillation but no serious verti
cal defects. 

(b) This engine was also of an early type. Clearances between axle
box and wheel boss were moderate, being about i in. to ! in. all round; 
mileage since ·last heavy repairs was nearly 50,000. The riding was 
smooth and free from nosing, a.'\:cept for an occasional slight tendency on 
curves; it rode better than XB 87 which had done less mileage, vide 103 (c), 
since last heavy repairs, namely, 42,000, and· murh better than the engine 
referred to above in (a). There had been very heavy rain the night before 
and the Hallade record appeared to indicate that track condition justified 
maximum speeds of 50-55 m.p.h. 

(c) This engine was of a recent type. It had under-hung springs with 
leg of mutton bra{'kets. Clearances were good, particularly on the bogie, 
and the axleboxes were oil-lubricated. The engine was very lively at the 
back end, and rolled and nosed at speed. The track was not .in first class 
order; badly aligned curves caused severe side blows, and lurchn~g occurred 
when runmng ,off from a curve to the straight. On good P?rtwns 9f the 
track, the riding was better. There is much black cotton soil on this s~.:. 
tion, and from the Hallade re<'ord it appeared doubtful whether speed 
higher than 50 m.p.h .. was justified. except at occasional places. · 

tORR 
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. (d) This engine was also of recent type, and its bogie had new side 
control springs of 22 cwts. initial strength. · There was over 1- in. side
play in the trailing coupled boxes (after about 6,000 miles). The engine 
appeared to be sloppy and there was a continuous hunting action, which at 
times built up and died away; the sensation was not as bad as on a hunting 
Pacific engine. Running speed was generally about 45 m.p.h., and the· 
_track appeared to be in good conditjon; there had been more rain than usual, 
but it had been fairly well distributed, and formation was dry. The section 
would appear to be fit for speeds up to .55-60 m.p.h. . 

- (e) This engine was of an early type, with a bogie tender. Mileage 
since last shopping was .56,000, and there was sideplay of about 1- in. in all 
boxes. The engine was rough and there was continuous nosing and hunting 
at 50-55 m.p.h., but without a tendency to build up, and the tender rode 
badly. The driv~r maintained a steady 50-55 m.p.h., which appeared to
be the appropriate maximum, having regard to the character of the track, 
and to the Hallade record, which showed more vertical oscillation than 
lateral, indicating low joints and/or hogged rail ends. 

• Summary ~-The above experiences indicate that the 4-6-0 type engine 
is little less capable of nosing or hunting than the Pacific, and that if the 
track is sufficiently bad in relation to the speed, rough riding can occur. On 
the other hand, the shorter length, lighter weight, and reduced moment of 
inertia of the 4-6-0 type, do not combine to ~ause the same amount of 
dama~e to the track or to exert the same flange forces, even when the engine 
is oscillating badly as might result from a Pacific behaving equally badly. 
Attention to the bogie side controls of 4-6-0 type engines would appear to
be desirable; and might improve their running. 

108. No111-standard 4-6-0 Type Engines:-
Railway and Routes Maximum 

No. of Engine a.nd and Speed Permanent way. -Soil. 
Date. Miles. m.p.h. 

(a) E. I. R. No. l 105. .Cheoki to Mogha.l· 60 85 and 881 lbs. Clay and some-
14th Sept. · sara.i-86 ;m. B. H. on C. I. black cotton. 

D. & 0. plate~ 
and timber. 

(b) B.N. R. No. 684-. Kha.rgpur to Ca.l- 65 qo lbs. F. F. on Good firm deltaic-
·21st Sepr. ·outta.-72 m . steel troughs. 

. {a) 1his engine was an old 4-6-0 type of 19,02. The springs w~re, 
underhung and the axles uncompensated. The engme rolled and nosed w1th 
short period oscillations, but there was no building up; it was generally 
rom.;h and lively at speed, with· much vibration. The Hallade ·record 
showed remarkably good alignment and gauge; but vertical movements were· 
excessive in ma_ny places, apparently indicating slack or hogged joints. In 
view of the latter feature, the appropriate max_imum speed would seem to
be J?-Ot exceeding 50-.55 m.p.h. 

(b) This engine was one· of the B. N. R.'s two new expe;imental 4-6-0's· 
which difier from both the B. E. S. A. and I. R. S. designs. It had a 
bogie tender, with Goodall drawgear which appeared ~ permit of some 
oscillation of the tender. .Though a little ~arsh, ~he engm.e rod~ v~ry well 
and steadily up to the maXImum speed attamed, w1th a trai~ . we1ghmg 36~ 
tons; on one portion of. the section, speed had to be reduced to 50 m.p.h., 
due to monsoon conditions, and the Hallade track record showed slack 
packing and severe lateral . oscillations. Generally, however, the track 
appeared to be in good condition and justified speeds up to 60 m.p.h. 

· Su 11lmary.-The above two tests repr~sen~d practi.cally. the ear~iest ~nd 
latest 4-6-0 type engines in use on mam hne service m Indta. fhe 
B; N. R. app~ar to be sat~s~ed w~th their new ~xperim~ntal engine, which, 
arcording to that Admm1strat10n, · _met thetr reqUirements, and the 
Ensineers apprehended less damage bemg done to the track than that from 
the1r Pacifies. · 
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. 1~9. An .'XC type Engine 1ohich. was specially modified to this Com
mt~tee s requzrements :-
Railway, Class and 

No. of Engine and 
Date. 

Routes 
and 

Miles. 

. :Maximum 

B.t B. & C. I. R. Kotah to Dohad
XC No. 614, 13th 235 111. 

Oct. 

speed 
m.p.h. 

70 

Permanent ways. Soil. 

75 Jbs., 87 Jbs. dnd Rock, bard and soft 
90 lbs. F. F. on moorum. · Some 
C. I. pots, steel black cotton. 
troughs and tim-
ber. 

This engine had done 800 miles since repairs and alterations. The 
bogie was of laminated spring type with roller bearings, and had new 
springs, giving 5 tons initial and 8 tons final control; it also had side bearers, 
without any friction material. The hind truck had flat slides and Ferodo. 
The drawgear was of American type and the German buffing gear was 
modified by removing the inclined slides and fitting flat buffer heads working 
against Ferodo faces on the tender bUffer beam; distance pieces had been 
fitted to buffer spindles so that only one buffer was in operation at a time. 
Apart from the above special requirements of the Committee, this engine 
had also been previously fitted with diagonal diaphragm plates stiffened 
with angle irons from the throat plate to the cylinders, thus giving better 
staying between the cylinders and leading coupled wheels than was usual 
with the I. R. S. design. The portion of the hind truck which slides on 
the horns had been deepened, and there were Ferodo faces on the horn 
guides to reduce wear. There were Timken roller bearings on the tender 
and engine bogie. 

The running was particularly smooth and steady at speeds up to 60 
m.p.h. over a road with considerable curvature. Though there was no 
opportunity to record flange forces, it appeared that the use of adequate 
bogie centring force, without material friction, gave as steady riding as the 
Railway Board's modification with high friction and low centring force. 
The running over steel sleepers was, on the whole, better than that over pot 
sleepers; the highest speed, 70 m.p.h. was, however, attained over a length 
of pot sleepers, where the engine t:ode well. Generally on the pot sleeper 
road, joints were felt and it was noticed that some tie bars were kinked up 
and down. This type of pot has an old fastening which is wedge held and 
permits of variable gauge. On this section there is black cotton soil and the 
test length of 1932 was inspected: Rainfall had been about the average 
of 32 in., and the track was in fair condition. Speeds between 60 and 70 
m.p.h. would seem to be excessive on this section, containing as it does a 
large num?er ?f curves which showed .up badly on the Record, so far as 
lateral oscillatiOns are concerned. The vertical graph is reasonably good 
th~oughout _and, apart from the curves, 60 m.p.h. appeared to be the appro
priate maximum. 

Re~ommendation.-Experiments should be m~de. with this engine to 
ascertam the extent.of flange forces exerted on straight and curve at varying 
speeds. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

ENGINE MAINTENANCE. . . 
110. General.-During our tour, which included visits to the 8 Work

shops and 7 Running Sheds referred to jn Chapter I, we were able to appre
ciate the general quality of maintenance, and more particularly of X class 
Pacific Engines, under heavy, intermediate, and light or running repairs. 
The question is one on which there are conflicting views, and besides the 
evidence which we heard and our own observations, the accounts given in 
Chapter II are illustrative of the differences in opinion with regard to the 
extent to which running conditions of engine and track may be considered 
'to affect the problem of oscillation. 
. Experience in India, as elsewhere, confirms that, provided design is 
~ppropriate, the higher the standards of maintenance in respect of engine 
and track, the less is the incidence of oscillation and of the trouble which 
results therefrom, in the form of distortion-of track, cracked frames, etc. 
Design for India must also have regard to lower standards of maintenance, 
~d, for the same degree of oscillation and sensitivity, relatively more atten
tion to side-clearances should be given in India than is found necessary in 
Great Britain, where track conditions are better. · 

· It was represented to us that the quality of maintenance, particularly 
of axleboxes, is an over-riding factor in the incidence of hunting; also that 
the controlling force against hunting is derived from the rigidity of the 
coupled wheelbase, and that, therefore, wear in those boxes particularly 
tends to increase the amplitude of hunting. Hence, lack of maintenance in 
this respect was held to be a contributory factor, and some support for this 
view is forthcoming from tlle early experiences of satisfactory riding, and 
from the examples of cessation of hunting after clearances had been taken 
up during the course of repairs. On the other hand, it appears that the 
XB engine, which was involved in the Bihta derailment, had just previously 
been through the Shops, and· that its axlebox clearances were normal; there
fore, it seems doubtful whether engine maintenance, as such, can have had a 
material bearing upon the circumstances, unlessJ. fQr instance, the bogie 
mechanism was defective in this respect. __ .. 

Whichever view, however, is taken, the original design of the engine as 
a vehicle was such that its riding was unusually sensitive to conditiOns of 
maintenance both of chassis and track. There is no doubt that the most 
important f~ature in· the ~ormer is any~hing which favours the _possibility 
of increase 1n the angularity of the engme to the track; but obviously care 
must be taken to avoid ascribing all the hunting which takes place to an 
insufficiently high standard of maintenance. :Moreover, the general 
standard of maintenance which we saw in the Shops and Sheds was nQt on 
the whole un.satj$£actory; noT. w3:s it ~dequate, '!!l_~e ~upervision was 
efficient. While, therefore, the Importance of engme mamtenance should 
not be overlooked-and we make recommendations1 :with regard to it later 
in this Chapter-we desire to emphasise here· that the heart of the matter, 
namely design, would be left untouched if closer attention to m:tintenanct
was our only recommendation. 

111. Discussion of Forms of JVear and Play which affec~ Hunting.
These have been dealt with in Chapter III. but for clarity will be RP.t out 
again here :-

(1) Increase of clearances betweev :-
(a) Bogie pivot pin and hole in bogie centre casting. 
(b) Bogie slide and side control-spring stops. 
(c) Axleboxes and horns. 
(d) Bearings and Journals. 
(e) Flanges and rails. 
(!) Top and bottom of Cartazzi slides. 
(g) Cartazzi slides and their casings. 
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(2) Play arising ~rom lack of care in as~embly,_ which can cause the 
contr~l sprmgs, in the standard type of boaie, to work in 
opposition over the beginning of their strok~. 

(3) Play due to weak or unequally matched bogie control springs. 
(4) Play due to flexibility in the bogie and main frames if these are 

not adequately stayed. · 
. The types of wear under {1) (a) to (e) inclusive are common to all loco

motive~ on all Railways. With normally designed engines, wear in these 
parts .mcreases gradually between shoppings, but, if allowed to become 
excessive, an uncomfortable and rough riding engine results; hunting, bow
ever, rarely occurs in consequence, without other contributorv factors 
relating to engine and track. " 

F~r instance, severe wear in the bogie pin and in the bogie axleboxes 
can brmg about as much as an inch or more of uncontrolled movement; but 
where sufficient side control is provided, the mass of the engine is brought 
up against a firm resistance after the free movement is taken up. Where 
side control is weak and the spring has a flat load-displacement curve, the 
bogie frame meets a yi~lding resistance after clearances have been taken up; 
the amplitude of movement at the front end is thereby increased, throwing 
more of the guiding of the engine on to the leading coupled flanges, with the 
undesirable results already pointed out. This is one reason why X class 
Pacifies are especially sensitive to deterioration in maintenance, but if the 
side clearances in the bogie and hind truck are kept as low as possible, one 

-.of the predisposing factors towards hunting is thus suppressed. 
The Cartazzi slides, referred to in (1) (!) and (g), are also susceptible 

to the effects of inferior maintenance. Theoretically, the slightest displace
ment from the centre line should cause the weight at the back end to ride up 
the inclined planes, and thus to exert an immediate centring force. \\Then 
wear, however, in these slides takes place, free movement can occur, and 
this is added to play of the journals in their bearings and of the axleboxes in 
their horns; Cartazzi axleboxes also induce a great deal of side wear in the 
horns and on the journals. 

112. Additional Forms of Sideplay.-There are two other features, 
Nos. (2) and (3) above, which also have the effect of increasing the un
.controlled movement of the front end of the engine, and these may be 
described as points in design which make good maintenance difficult. 
Fi"ures 9 and 10 show diagrammatically the arrangement of the side control 
sp~ings as fitted to the standard bogie on X class Pacific engines. Initial 
control is obtained by screwing up the plungers by means of the centre bolt 
and nut E. The adjustment is correct when the distance over the phmgers. 
before assemblv in the boaie frame. exactlv equals the distance between the 
JOO'ie frames, as shown i~ Figure 9. Under these conditions, the slightest 
di~placement on either side of the centre line immediate]y brings in the full 
initial control on one or other of the springs. 

In order to avoid any chance of clearance being left between the face 
of the buffer plungers and the frame (which would gi,·e free movement), it is 
usual to allow l in. increase in length over tne buffer plungers, so that, when 
in position in the frame, there is clearance between the nuts and the web 
in the bogie casting; this is shown on the drawings. In these circumstance::>, 
ride Figure 10, one spring can act against the other, largely nullifying the 
initial control over the distance of this clearance. It is a defect in the 

·design of this control gear that any such clearance has to ~e provided.- As 
the importance, however, of this point is not fully reahsed, care IS not 
always taken in the Shops to adjust the screwing up of the plunger~ t.o close 
limits, and a clearance of ± in., and more, is not uncommon, g1nng an 
unrontrollea ~side movement of this a"'llonnt, apart from any other features. 

. The second point in design which makes good maintenance difficult is 
the fact that the side control springs are. when in position, im·isible. """hen 
there is any falling off in the standard of maintenance, weak, or even broken, 
springs may be assembled during repairs, and there is no means of checking 
·.this until such time as the engine returns to the Shops. ~Ioreover, if a 

20RB 
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spring becomes weak or broken in service, the fact cannot be detected,_ unless. 
the bogie is dismantled,. and even the highest standard of maintenance is. 
nulliJfied when there are no means other than this of discovering that there 
are defects. 

·In fact, sideplay in any of the elements of the bogie or hind truck 
encourages· a nosing tendency in any engine, and such play is a contributory 
factor to hunting in locomotives which are especially sensitive to mainten
ance conditions, such as X class Pacifies. On the other hand, sideplay in 
coupled wheel axleboxes is not quite in the same category. For a given 
amount of sideplay in bogie and hind truck, an engine with large play in the· 
coupled wheel boxes will exert lower coupled flange forces than one with 
small play in those boxes; this fact has been amply demonstrated in the· 
records of flange forces which have been taken by the Railway Board from 
engine~ in different conditions. In practice, however, undue play in these 
boxes is undesirable for other reasons, and good maintenance, which ensures. 
that the· coupled axlebox sideplay remains. at low limits, is desirable, 
although less directly affecting the problem of hunting. 

113. Other Defects in 1lfaintenance.-If the tie at the bottom of the· 
horn ·gap is not rigid, working of the frame plates will occur. While the
design of horn clips is discussed later in the appropriate place, it is very 
important that they should be. maintained in tight condition; but we did not. 
always find ·this to be the case. Broken connecting and coupling rods also, 
of which there. have been considerable numbers, are, in our opinion, closely 
associated with Shed maintenance. The adjustable wedge hornblock is 
universal in India, but, while adjustment is thus given to the coupled 
axleboxes, no such adjustment is provided for the coupling rod bushes. It. 
is possible to get good service from these two features in conjunction, as is. 
the case with many engines so fitted in other countries; but great care must 
be ~aken in the adjustment of the wedgesl in order to ensure that axle 

. centres are not moved by a greater amount than can be accommodated by the
play in the coupling rod bushes. Carelessness on this point can throw great 
strains on to the rods, sufficient even to cause breakage. 

114. Actual Conditions of J.faintenance of X Class Pacific Engines.-· 
The Workshops are well equipped with modern machine tools and applian
ces, and many of the engines, which we saw under repair, showed that main
. tenance worK: was being conscientiously performed. }.fost of the Shops: 
carry out the work on a progressive system, though handicapped in respect 
of the type of labour and supervision; none the less, great strides have been· 
made in recent years, and at several places new layouts and equipment, 
suitably organised, have allowed an improved output to he obtained. 

In some Running Sheds, however, maintenance does not appear to be· 
so good, and the incidence of hot boxes still occupies the work of a number 
of the staff to the detriment of general maintenance. We draw attention to 
the high standard now attained by the B. N. R. in respect of the incidence· 
of hot boxes; there is no reason why other systems should not be equally 
successful. It is unfortunate that the sensitivity of X class Pacific engines· 
to state of repair has not yet, in all cases, been fully realised, and certain 
details have not perhaps received adequate attention; such details may not. 
be material in some designs, but they are of great importance in these parti
cular engines. 

115: XB Engine No. 87.-This point can be illustrated by referrin~r 
to our examinations of certain engines. For example, XB No. 87 of the 
Nizam's State Railway was the first engine on which we experienced· 
hunting while on its own Railway. It is an interesting case, in that the· 
normal state of maintenance, as reflected by axlebox side clearances, was 
not bad, but it was unsatisfactory in other respects, which bad a material 
effect on the riding as a vehicle. At our request. arrangements were· 
kindly made for this engine to be transferred to then. n. & C. I. R. where 
it also hunted, and we made a thorough examination of the bogie in Dohad: 
Works. 
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The engine was as originally designed, and, on being lifted off the 
bogie, both the centre table and the slides were noticed to be well lubri
cated. Tried over with the straight edge, each slide on the bogie sloped 

· towards its inner edge by about 1/16 in. Plates l in. thick, had been 
riveted inside the frames "to increase the initial spring compression from 
15 cwts. to 22·6 cwts., a value which in any case is much too low for this 
design of engine. 

At the same time, with the slide in position, the extension of the 
spring plungers on either side of the slide was 2! in. on the left, and 21 in. 
on the right. When the slide was lifted out, some release of compression 
was observed, and the extension of the plungers was then measured to be 
2! in. on the left, and 2-! in. on the right, giving-! in. total sideplay, over 
which one spring was working against the other, and the initial compres
sion was practically ineffective. The springs were of the 50 cwt. !final load 
type, and were of equal height, but were short to drawing. 

The centre pin hole on the bogie slide measured 6·11/16 in. laterally, 
while the diameter of the centre pin laterally was only 6·5/16 in., giving 
a total play of i in.; added to the self-cancelling effect of the springs, this 
gave a total movement of t in., over which the initial compression was in
effective. Finally, the total sideplay of the bogie boxes was 5/16 in. front. 
and 1/4 in. back. Coupled wheel total sideplays were i in., -!In .. and i in. 
for leading, driving and trailing axles respectively. 

The sideplay in the bogie boxes was not excessive, having regard to the 
fact that practice in Great Britain allows a maximum of -! in. total play 
at this point; but when added to the free movement due to spring adjust
ment and centre pin play, the total of the uncontrolled movement amounted 
to no less than li in., and clearly contributed to the hunting experienced. 

Sufficient has been said in previous Chapters to show that hunting is 
not due to any one factor alone; but our examination of this particular 
engine showed how the effect of weak control springs was accentuated by 
lack of adjustment and maintenance in certain parts. This was confirmed 
by our observations on the road, vide, paragraph 103 (c), Chapter V. 
'Vhile running, the bogie could be seen to behave as if it were completely 
without side control for a considerable amplitude on either side of the centre 
line. In conjunction with loose movement in the Cartazzi slides and axle
boxes, this allowed the engine to behave as if it were of the 0-6-0 type with a 
long overhang; hunting and high flange forces were inevitable when 
favoured by track conditions. 

116. XB Engine No. 1916.-As compared with the above example, the 
case of E. I. ;R. Engine XB. No. 19~6, also as originally designed, may be . 
quoted. It d1d not hunt whtle running up to a maximum of 67 m.p.h., but 
there was a slight nosing tendency. Admittedly it did not run on the same 
tracl~ as XB No. 87, but our examination in Lucknow ShopR showed the 
relatively small differences in maintenance, which on this type of engine, 
make one very prone to hunt and another not so sensitive. Our observations 
relating to No. 1916 were as follows:-

(1) Hard patches on bogie slides where friction had been high and 
lubrication defective. Signs of scoring on one of the patches. 

(2) Clearance of t in. between bogie pin and its hole. 
(3) Adjustment of control springs resulted in a total of i in. free 

movement. 
(4) Total sideplay of bogie boxes tin. front and ! in. rear. 
(5) Bogie side control springs of 90 cwt. final load type. Initial 

compression 31 cwt. left, and 28 cwt. right. 
(6) The control springs became solid t in. short, of the permissible 

travel of the bogie slide. 
(7) The Cartazzi slides were in good adjustment, with no loose movo- . 

ment. 
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Compared- with Engine No. 87, it will be observed that the initial 
spring ~ontrol was slightly greater; there was more friction on the bogie 
slides, possibly much more. The total of all clearances, giving uncontrolled 
side movement on the bogie, was only t in. as against lk in.; the. Cartazzi 
slides were in good order. In an engine which is a border line case, these 
features, although each is small in itself, have, in combination a decisive 
influence on the sensitivity of the engine to track conditions. 

117. XB Engines Nos . .431 and .449.-We experienced hunting on these 
engines on the E. B. R., but we did not have an opportu;nity of examining 
them in the Shops. The bogie and coupled axlebox clearances were not 
abnormal on either engine, but the side wear at the hind truck axle was 
considerable. This latter fact, in conjunction with the Goodall coupling, 
materially detracted from effective control at the back end. Total axlebox 
clearances were as follows:-

431. 449. 
Bogie-:-

L . 7f32" 9,132" 
T . . 3/16" 11/64" 

Coupled-
L . . l/!" 13/64" 
D . l/4" 5/32" 
T . -3/8" 3/16" 

Truck . 3/4:., 1·1/8" 

The condition of axlebox maintenance was,. therefore, within reasonM 
able limits, except for the hind truck. On Engine No. 431, however, 
measurements were ~ade of the amount by which the control springs were 
.working· against each other, due to lack of adjustment on the plunger bolts; 
there was actually a total free movement of 9/16 in., over which no effective 
initial s:gring control on the bogie existed. 

118. J?urtlter Examples, N. nr. R.-Further cases of difficulty in main
taining the original design of bogie may be quoted. During our visit to the 
Workshops, we had several bogies specially dismantled, and we observed the 
following :-

(1) The bogie of an XA engine had one of its control springs defect
ive. Two turns of the coil were missing, and the spring had 
evidently been inserted in this condition; the bogie tyre flanges 
were worn vertical on one side, unequal pressure having 
forced the flanges continually against one rail. The engine 
bad run some 90,000 miles since shopping, and there had been 
no means of examining the springs during that period. The 
unequal tyre wear was an indication of what was happening, 
but this was presumably not understood. 

(2) The bogie of an XC engine was found to have one of its springs 
broken into three pieces. This had evidently happened in 

, service, but could not be detected by ordinary examination. 
The broken spring. besides ~iving unequal control on either 
side, would have the effect of reducing the initial control. 

(3) The bogie of an XS Pacific engine (a 4-cylinder edition of the 
XC) was found assembled after repairs with the wrong control 

. sprmgs and bolts. The springs, which had been put m, were 
those of an old class of 4-4-0 engine, and were similar in 
appearance, but not in actual dimensions. As a result. the 
springs would have become solid long before tl1e maximum 
bogie travel was reached; in the distance in which they would 
have been active, the one was working against the other. so 
that no effective control was obtainable. · 

119. Deductions from Examples.--The above ha•e been picked at 
tandom, as examples of engine defects which may have a marked efl'ect on 
stability in running. They show that on this class of engine it is not 
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sufficient to keep the side clearances within normal working limits. Close 
attention is also necessary to the bogie control springs and slides, and to 
the Cartazzi trucks. Partly through difficulties, howeYer, of adequate 
inspection inherent in the design, and partly through lack of appreciation 
that attention to these items was -vital to the problem of .huntin~, it cannot 
be said that the maintenance of these parts has been of a uniformly high 
standard. 

The nature of the design has resulted in a type of engine particular!} 
sensitive to track conditions. The most perfect maintenance could not 
ensm·e that hunting might not be set up by sufficiently unfavourable track 
conditions; but a high standard of engine maintenance could considerably 
reduce the likelihood of hunting on normally maintained tracks. \Ye our
seln~s had experience of unmodified XB and XC engines, which ran steadi
ly even at 80 m.p.h., because the combined conditions of track and engine 
maintenance were such as to render innocuous the fact that the engines 
were insufficiently provided with side control. 

· 120. Organisation and .llaintenance.-Just as the behaviour of engines 
is affected by maintenance, so this in its turn is influenced by the way in 
which it is organised; indeed, we were aware on many occasions of a lack 
of continuity in the means of bringing to the attention of the Chief .llecha
~ical E!lgineers, and of the Railway Board, what was happening on engines 
In service. 

On some of the Railwavs which we visited, the C. M. E. was in 
direct charge of running repairs and of his staff in the Sheds. Where 
the Dh·isional System was in force, the function of the C. JI. E. was more 
consultati-ve and advisory, the local mechanical stafi being resportSible to 
Divisional Superintendents. "'T e heard arguments for and against both 
systems, and it is not in our remit to judge between them. \Vhiche,er may 
be in force, however, it is of the greatest importance for the proper main
tenance o~ locomotives, and particularly for the early location of troubles 
as they arise, that the C. ~I. E. should have prompt and accurate informa
tion as to the behaviour of engmes in service. lie should in turn be able 
to disseminate his advice to the running staff without delay. This h::ts not 
always been the case. 

It was noticeable at several Sheds that the help of someone who knew 
what should be done was missing, and the impression conveyed to our minds 
was that executive officers were so engaged with administrative duties 
that they had little or no time to attend to the practical maintenance of 
locomotives in the Sheds. It is unlikelv that shed staff, accustomed to 
:>lder and lighter types of engine, would pay particular attention to such 
matters as play in the bogie centre pin hole, or clearance behind the nuts 
of control spring bolts, or to the state of the slides, if these differed in no 
wav from the usually accepted limits of wear. Shop staff receiving the 
engines for repair would not feel called upon to comment specially on wear 
on these parts on X class Pacifies, if it was no different from that on other 
classes to which they were accustomed. Accordingly, if the actual sidepla~· 
in the axle boxes was not excessive,.. no information in the ordinary way, 
on these other points, was likely to reach the C. ~I. E., or through him the 
Railway Board. Thus, one contributory factor in dealing with the problem 
was lost sight of. 

This illustrates the necessity of someone being available in the Sheds 
who is able to take a wider view with regard to the various features which 
develop on encrines in service, and ~o interp~et them in the ligh~ of the 
behaviour of the encrines when running. It IS not, however, sufficient only 
to obserre and to interpret. )leans must be fotmd of getting the informa
tion direct to the C. ~I. E. without delay, so that preventiYe action ran be 
initiated. It is not enoucrh to allow the information oollected to pass 
throuoh the usual channels

0 

of communication, where the matter may be 
dehy;d by Officers pre-occupied with day to day routine. 

In fact. one of the principal difficulties. in a. country the size of_ India. 
is that of promptly collating information. It was apparent to us tliat this 

zo RB 
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was one of the reasons for not getting to the bottom of the trouble with X 
class Pacific engines earlier. We make the following recommendations in 

· · order to avoid delay in the future :- · 
I 

(a) It would a;ppear desirable to appoint young practical officers as 
· Mechanical Inspectors, directly responsible to the Chief 

Mechanical Engineers. They should be free of routine work, 
and their duties should be to visit Sheqs at any or all hours, 
to advise on the best methods of maintenance of locomotives, 
and to bring back direct to headquarters particulars of 
troubles experienced, either on the footplate or in Running 
Sheds. 

(b) If adequate arrangements do not already exist, it would also be 
· of great value, in the Divisional organisation: if a Mechanical 

Inspector could be attached to the Divisional Mechanical 
Engineer, in order to keep the latter more closely in touch 
with the purely mechanical side of locomotive operation; he 
should take the earliest oppor~unity for advising the Chief 
Mechanical Engineer of any difficulties. 

{c) These young men should collaborate with motive power officers 
and staff; their aim should be to help in all the practical 
difficulties in the maintenance of locomotives required for· 
operation. Their reports should not be interpreted as being 
necessarily condemnatory. It is desirable that these officers 
should Jllake periodical visits to the main workshops in order· 
that they may remain in touch with the latest practices, 

. methods and tools used for repairing engines. 
(d) Further, it is necessary for information to be supplied promptly

to the Railway Board, .and reference is made to this later. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. 

1:21. Introductory Remarks.-Conditions today have passed beyond the 
stage when improvements and economies in Engineering matters can be 
easily obtained by simple and obvious means. To initiate new lines of 
attack, progress demands the utilisation of science, and a continuous 
study of what is going on in other fields. This calls for controlled experi..: 
ment, exact measurement, and logical development, matters which can con
veniently be grouped under the term Research in its widest meaning. 

Research will not produce fruitful results if. crowded in, as a secondary 
consideration, among the other duties of a busy executive. Its initiation 
and pursuit is a full-time occupation, and the establishment of the neces
sary organisation was referred to by the Pope and W edgwood (Indian Rail
way Enquiry) Committees. We fully endorse the recommendations made 
by them, and draw attention to the increasing number of industrial, as well 
as Xational, undertakings which are today making use of Research to 
ensure continued progress in future. 

The value of such an organisation to undertakings of the size of the 
Indian Railways would be incalculable. Through contacts made with other· 
bodies specialising on specific subjects outside the railway sphere, contem
porary thought and experience in the engineering world can be tapped, with 
the assurance that no development is taking place without an· opportu
nity being given to study its application to the Railways. 

\Ve would mention two outstanding examples. In Great Britain, the 
L. ~I. S. R. has already saved large sums of money in various fields, 
although its Research Department has been in operation for only a few 
years. Among others, one fundamental investigation has for some time 
been proceeding with regard to the action of a wheel on the rail. On the 
French Railways, Research has also produced apparatus for measuring 
flange pressures and track displacements. Their Engineers have been 
faced with the problem, comparable to that in India, of sometimes running 
heavy high speed engines on relatively light permanent way, and a tech
nique for measurement has been developed which assures s~fety in opera
tion under such conditions. \Vhat is being done in this respect in France 
and in other countries is described later in this Chanter . • 

122. Central Standards Office.-In India, up to the present, the Central 
Rtandards Office, under the Railway Board, has carried out a great deal of 
work on the Standardisation of details of rolling stock, permanent way 
material, and bridges; this has been valuable to the State in connection with 
the Standardisation of specifications and drawings, which have enabled 
Railway Administrations, and their purcliasing agencies, to obtain articles 
to the best advantage, both in India and elsewhere. The work which has 
been accomplished, for example in standardising vacuum· brake details, is 
noteworthy, and is only one of numerous fields of activitv. 

But though much commendable work bas been don~ by the Central 
Standards Office, we feel that progress is hampered by an organisation 
inadequate to deal with the many problems, which affect safety, comfort 
and PConomy, and which require careful investigation, te.sting, and ana· 
lysis. No undertaking of the size of the Indian Railways can afford to 
he without a properly organised and active Research Section fitted to give 
authoritative opinions on these matters. 

Having regard, however, to their limit~d establishment, we would 
draw attention to the important research whiCh has already been effected 
bY' the Standards Office. After investigating stresses in rails and fish
plates, their officers have been dealing with the ~ore di!ficult proble~. of 
disturbance in the track, as set up by X rlass Pacific engmes; a descrtptlon 
o£ their work is included in this Cha_pter. ~twill he seen fr?m onr .reeoiD:
tnendations that we consider that this essential work be contmued; Indeed, 
without it our recommendations could not have been made so confidently, 

... having regard to all the prevailing circumstances. 
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123. Investigation in other countries.-As a preliminary to describing 
and discussing the work which has been carried out i~ India, we th.ink it 
may be of assistance to give a summary of the investigations which have 
been undertaken in other countries. ~ince the origin of Railways, the 
study of t~e reactions between engines and track has led Engineers to under-
take ~periments and research. -

- Problems have arisen from time to time, generally either after <1Cci· 
dents, or after defects so frequently reported as to be regarded as epidemic. 
Special investigation has usually been suggested and put in hand, but it 
has sometimes happened that modifications have simul~aneously been made 
to rolling stock or track, which have removed the causes of trouble before 
the investigation has been carried to any definite conclusion. In other 
cases, the development of suitable experimental equipment has either taken 
a long time, or has never been perfected, and the matter has lost its interest 
before the research has been carried to finality. It is for reasons such as 
these that experiments on track and vehicles appear from time to time in 
the annals of Railways as uncompleted invest~gations. . 

It is also true to say that such tests have not been carried out to an 
equal extent throughout the world, because some countries did not find 
them necessary, in view of favoll.rable conditions in respect of rigidity of 
track and of design characteristics in rolling stock. Brief descriptions 
follow of· the extent to which Research has been effected in America, Ger
many, France, South Africa, Great Britain and India. These refer parti~ 
cularly to the practical experimental work which has been undertaken. 
References to theoretical investigations are contained in Chapter Ill. 

.... \.MERICA. 

. 124. References.-In America, the most important investigations into 
this subject have been those carried out by the Pennsylvania Railway. 
Through the courtesy of :Mr. F. W. Hankins, Assistant Vice-President, 
~hief of l\Iotive Power, on that Raihyay, we were provided with a descrip
tiOn of the apparatus m~ed, and articles on these tests have appeared in 
the Technical Press(10). The object was the determination of flanO'e forces 
exerted by loci>motives, and this was effected mainly by measureme~ts made 
O!l the track._ · ' -· 

. In addition tO the above, a special Committee on stresses in track has 
been set up by the American Railway Engineering Association, in co-opera
tion with the Association of American Railroads and the American So
ciety of. Civil Engineers. Field work for this Committee· included tests 
for rail joint and track stresses on the Pennsylvania Railway, and tests of 
cont~nuous welded rails~l). · · · · 

. - 125. 1.1lethod adopted by the Pennsylvania Railway.-Flange forces 
are determined by introducing a length of special track, on which, under 
the action of these forces, the rails are pressed laterally against strips of 
steel; impressions in the strips are made by Brinell balls at close intervals, 
and their dimensions are a measure of the magnitude of the forces involved. 
This method was first used as far back as 1907. '\Vith the continued in
erease in speed and weight of locomotives, it was subsequently adopted for 
investigations in 1910, 1912 and 1924 at various locations on the milway. 
1'he most comprehensive tests, however, were started in 1933 and continued 
for two years, the particular problem arising from the introduction of 
high-speed electric locomotives. 

126. Description of Apparatns.-The specml test track, whieh may 
be laid down at any point, is 440 ft. _long. Existing rails arc used, but 
they are laid for the length of the test section on ~49 metal sleepers, every 
other one ·of which is fitted with apparatus to. measure and record the 
lateral thrust against the ·rail. The I:erording apparatus uses a hardened 

(10) •• Railway Age", 12th Sfptemoor 1936, page 374: 19th &>p~mber 193£1. page 412. 
(II) "'Railway Age", 25th June, 1938, page 1042. 
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steel ball to make an impression in a soft steel plate. The impression 
made by a Brinell ball varies with the force applied; moreover, the use' of 
this apparatus is of value, because, if the ball is subjected to repeated 
blows of varying magnitude, the impression is the same as it would have 
been under the maximum blow. 

At both ends of each recording sleeper, plungers, which are free to 
move longitudinally in their bearings, press against the heads of the 
rails. A hardened steel ball, one inch in diameter .. js placed at the oppo
si tc end of the plunger, and bears against a piece. of annealed boiler plate 
supported by a suitable bracket. This impression plate is brought into 
contact with the ball by another plunger, which is driven up by a wedge. 
\Vhen a locomotive passes over the test track, the lateral blows from the 
wheels force the hardened steel ball into the soft steel plate, and the 
diameter of the impression gives a measure of the force of the max.imum 
blow at each recordmg sleeper. 'Vhen the test track, is not in use for trial 
purposes, the balls and impression plates are replaced by flat dummy 
plates; the plungers are then driven up against the rail, and the wedges 
arc held in place by tightening the set screws. 

At each sleeper, both recording and non-recording, the rails are sup· 
ported by roller bearings, which offer negligible resistance to the lateral 
moYement of the rail. If rail inertia and the small amount of friltion of 
the roller bearings are disregarded, the only forces resisting the outward 
movement of the rail are those passing through the Brinell ball. The im·· 
pression plates must, ·therefore, record the maximum force required to 
resist the outward movement of the rail when lateral blows result from the 
passing of a locomotive. These plates are of half-inch boiler plate, 
annealed after being cut to size; they are finally ground smooth on the 
~ide where the impressions are to be made. A correction is -nece.s;:;ary for 
any-variation in hardness in the plates themselves. Figure 11 showc;; this 
arrangement. 

The speed at which the locomotiv~ pas~es over the test track is measured 
hy a chronograph. A paper drum IS drrren by a constant speed motor, 
and half second intervals are marked on the paper from a clock. The posi· 
tion of the engine as it passes over the track is recorded on the paper by 
the action~ of circuit breakers, which are operated by an arm attached to 
the locomotive severing a wire at the top of the breaker. The circuit break
ers are placed 146 ft. 8 in. apart, so that at a speed of 100 m.p.h., the 
length between marks on the paper equals the .length between second 
Inarks. . 

It will be noted that tests carried out with this apparatus are confined 
to one short piece of track. In order to extend the tests to any part of the 
line the electric locomotives were fitted, in 1933, with strain gauge recorders 
att;ched to the axleboxes. These were modified so that the force between 
each axlebox and the locomotive frame was taken through a rigid weighbar 
of chrome nickel steel. The stresses in these bars were measured by electro
ma~Ynetic strain gauges recording on oscillographs. A weighbar waa placed 
at ~ach end of the axle, which was free to move between the two bars with 
it!;- normal clearance in the frame. The two strain gauges corresponding 
to each axle were interconnected electrically, so as to record on a single line 
on the oscillograph; deflection was upwards for force towards the left rail, 
::mJ downwards for force towards the right. Th~ gauges were operated on 
a ~WOO cycle current, and were calibrated statically in a testing machin~. 
'This method of recording flange forces was developed only for electric 
locomotives having axleboxes and frames outside the wheels; it was not 
applied to steam locomotives. · 

12i. Results of Tests.-In the latest series of tests, in a~diti?n to 
different tvpes of electric locomoth:e; a standard Pennsylvama, K. 4S 
tYpe, Pacific steam locomotiYe was tested, and, in general, t~e latter pro
rluced lower lateral forces on the· track at high speeds than d1d the former 

20RB 
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e.p.gin~~· . : The maximum thrust of the Pacific against· the rail at different. 
speeds on _the ~tra~ght w~s as follows :- ' " ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' 

M~ .. P· h.: · .. 
Tons: 

'50 6·7 
60 . 7·6 
70 10·2 
80 . 11·2 
85 11·6 
90 10·2 
95 . 11·2 

These forces were e;x:erted on a track laid with 131 lbs .. F. :F. rails,. 
.by unidentified wheels of a Par.ific engine, which ·weighed 138 tons, had a 
total wheelbase of 36 ft. 2 in. (rigid 13 ft. 10 in.), and had a swing link 
'bogie with a hind pony truck. The results were considered to be satisfac · 
tory iu relation to the weight of engine and t~·pe of track, and. the whole 
of the two years testing was concentrated- on lowering the flange forces. 
e~erted by the high-speed electric loco~otives to values of approximately 
this order. No special tests were made with a view to reducing the forces. 
.for this particular steam loco~otive. · 

With regard to the,electric locomotives, it is interesting to note that 
one of the principal modifications made was to alter the side control of 

.. the bogies from the type commonly used. Instead of having a ~elatively 
small initial control, subsequently rising in direct proportion to the lateral 
'displacement, an arrangement of control was adopted giving three times. 
the initial value, which, after a lateral displacement of 1 in., gradually 
·reduced in intensity with further displacement. At the same time, the 
1·otation of the bog~es . w!ls restrained by a system vf radiu~ bars. ~he 
effelit of these modifications on a particular class of electric locom~1ve 
was to reduce the lateral thrust by 40 per cent. at 70 m.p.h. 

128. American Railway Engineering Association Tests.-These track 
tests wer~ carried· out at speed up to 90 m.p.h., and under a variety of 
conditions. Magnetic stra1n gauges of normal type were employed for the 
.measurement of both" strains and stresses; new types were, however, deve
loped to deal with strains of exceptional magnitude. All the tPsts were 
,made on 131 lbs., F. F. rail, with .fish plates of different types and condi
tions, representing variations in section from nearly rectangular to I.. 
shape, including those with controlled bearing surfaces and head free 
bearing. Observations recorded by oscillographs included stresses in the
rail adjacent to the joint, stresses at different points in the fishplate, verti
cal ana longitudinal movements between rail head and fishplate, and verti-· 
cal depression of tlie rail between, and at, joints. 
· · The strain gauges were of a similar kind to those on the locomotive 
flange force weighbars. For recording rail depression, special gauges 
were used; they consisted of a coil attached to a fixed reference, inde
pendent of the rail, and a core attached to the rail. moving within the coil. 
·The change in current in the coil varied with the amount of movement of 
the,core, this being recorded on the oscillograph film with a· magnification 
of 4, thus permitting measurement of larger movements than is possible 
with other gauges. Additional tests have been carried out to ascertain 
the effect produced by battered rail ends, bv flat wheels, by eccentrically 
mow1ted wheels, and by counterbalance of lOcomotives. The above brief 
resume indicates (he lines on which investigation is being conducted, but 
the tests and analyses of results have not proceeded far enough for definite-
findings to be published. . 

129. General Remark,q.-Jt is noteworthy that for 30 years the Ame
rican Railways have been aware of the effects of high flange forces, and 
have designed apparatus to measure them. Intensive use of the Brinell 
tracl\: equipment has been made in recent yeats, in connection with prob
lems arising from high speed ·electric locomotive operation. It would 
.appear that the heavy steam engines in operation in America exert flange-
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forces of some magrutude; but, having regard to the axle loading and the 
requisite weight of rail with close sleepering which is common, such forces 
up to 12 tons do not give rise to track distortion. The track tests which 
are now being carried out are more concerned with improvements in the 
strength of track itself, with a view to decreasing vertical deflections under 
load. \Ve have found no record of tests ~rried out to measure the lateral 
resistance of track, as a whole, to given flange forces. 

G ERl'tlANY. 

180. As long ago as 1869, Von Weper(12) studied the reaction of the 
track to the passage of rolling stock by recording axle movements, ampli· 
fied by ~uspension springs; the natural periods of the· springs, however, 
pre,·ented conclusions of practical importance being reached. Since that 
date there have been numerous investigations, and a great deal of mathe-
ma deal work has been carried out. · · · 

ln 1928, owing to inability to reach definite conclusions as to the cause 
of certain express train derailments which had occurred during a short 
period, a commission was set up(13) by the German ·State Railways, com
posed of certain of their own officials, in collaboration with the Engineer
ina' Section of the Heinrich Hertz Institute, Berlin. After studying the 
th~retical aspects of the problem, the Commission decided that a true pic
ture of the situation could be obtained only by practical experiment. The 
aspect with which they were primarily concerned· was the relationship 
between flange forces and wheel loads, particularly on leading axles. They 
recognised that such forces were built up of both statical and dynamical 
components, and it was the impossibility of assuming any reliable value 
for the latter which necessitated the subsequent long series of practical 
trials. 

· The most important requirement was to make a continuous record of 
the amplitude of oscillation, and to measure simultaneously the magnitude 
of tbe lateral forces e:x:erted by the leading axle and the vertical loads bear
ing on it. While instruments then existing were capable of measuring dis
placements and forces, they were unsuitable for fitting to locomotives. It 
was necessary, therefore, to devise special apparatus for this purpose, a 
process which occupied a considerable time. . 

For measuring pressures, use was made of carbon blocks(14); blocks of 
carbon have the property that, when subjected to pressure, their electrical 
con tart resistance alters. Under constant voltage, the flow of ·<:nrrent, 
recorded by a ~uitable device, is proportional to the pressure applied. 
As, however, carbon is not mechanically strong enough to stand a load 
greate::- than 400 lbs. per square inch, it is necessary for the blocks to be 
placed in a flexible steel hoQ.sing, the top of which is _in direct contact with 
the load to be measured (Figure 12). This has the effect of by-passing a. 
definite proportion of the total load supplied. No· amplification stage is 
necessary in the circuit between the carbon pressure unit and the recording 
element; and this method was used in preference to that of the qnartz 
crystal (piezo-electric), owing to the fact that the latter required amplifica
tion in two stages, with much attendan.t complication. As the carbon ele
ments could be made small in size, they were easy. to apply without struc
tural alteration to the parts of the engine. 

Ior measuring displacements, an instrument was used containing an 
insttlated resistance wire. bent into the form of a circle, contact with which 
"-·as made by an arm mounted ~m a spindle. On· the ext~~e end of this 
f;pindle a pulley was fixed, whtch was ·actuated by a wue from the part 
whose displacement was required. · Any displacement, therefore, ca.u~d 

(12) DiE> StebilitAt der Eisenbah~Jeiee. 
(Stability of Perma.nt'nt \\ a;r) 

by Freiberr .Von Weber. 
(13 Gl&eel"' Annalen. 1st and 15th ~mber 1935. 

Organ fiir die Fort!lehritte des Ei.senb&hn~ns, let Ol't. 193-f. 
(U) Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1931. · 
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.the pulley to rotate and the contact arm to make contact at different points 
along the circumference of the resistance wire; the varying resistances so 
obtamed were then transferred to an oscillogra:Qh. 

The foregoing elements· for measuring forces and displacements were 
mounted on the engine, but the recording apparatus and necessary oscillo
graphs were placed in a special van immediately in rear. The recording 
was effected on revolving drums of paper, which were driven from the road 
wheei; later, it was possible to use cathode ray oscillographs for the same 
purpose. Accelerometers were also developed, in order to ascertain the 
inertia forces of. the unsprung weights on the different wheels wtder test. 

The Commission which undertook the above-mentioned investigation 
.was dissolved in 1933, after completing work on certain definite terms of 
reference; bv.t it was felt that there remained a very big field for research 
and that continuous e.xperiments were still required. A new Research 
Section, therefore, was formed at the end of 1933, primarily to deal with 
.~h·~· safety of vehicles at high speeds; a new recording van was Fpecially 
'constructed for this purpose, with instruments capable of measuring and 
·recording simultaneously the necessary displacements and flange forces on 
all the axles of a locomotive. . 

. I . 

13L Through the courtesy of Dr. Dorpmiiller, }.IinisteJ; of Transport 
and General :Oirector of the German , State Railways, we have received 
certain inform~tioil, of which the following is a translation, giving parti
culars of the principal tests which were carried out, and the results 
obtained : -· · 

'.'Briefly the present arrangement of the measuring insttuments is 
as follows :-

1'hree Siemens and 8 pen oscillographs to wltich are connect/3d 24. 
'· mea:;,·uring points, are accommodated in a test car. In addi

'tion there are 30 resistances for tl~e carbon elements and 6 
'for displacements, ranging up to 400 mm (15!") and from 
0 to 80 mm (9 to 3f'). The pressure elements are suitable for 
loads of 5, 10, and 15 tons, and the displacement meters for 
large or small movements. These instruments have been built 
and developed by the Locomotive Research Section, and are 
today capable of satisfying all requirements. 

fo,r axles with outside journals, tl~e elements for measurin[t vettical 
' loads are placed between the a.vle-box and the beanng brass, 

or between the axle-bo~ and the spring buckle; elements for, 
measuring the side pressures are fitted between a bea1·ing 
plate and the axle journal. Axles with inside journals lu1ve 
the vertical measuring elements placed between t!w spring 
buckle and the a:J;le-box, wltile, for measuring side/rt!S~ures, 
a distance piece, split in two halves, is fitted roun the axle, 
and rotates on tw.o rolling rings. The ends of this distance 
piece are tvhite metalled, and a rigid pin is connected tl) the 
main frame through the intermedlary of carbon measuring 
elements, (see Figure 12). By the.lie methods, it is possiiJle to 
measure the ve1'tica1 and horizontal loads which are e'l'erted 
on all the important axles. At the same time, measurements 
are taken of displacements such as those existing between the 
bogie axles and frame, and the movement between tlte loc·o
motive l!n~ tender, ~tc. Up to now many difl.erent types of 
locomottves and vehteles have been tested, but I think tl~at 
probably the 'results of the tests on the Pacific locomotives, 
Class 03, would be of particular interest to yon. 7'/ti,g loco· 
motive, which is today the standard engine of the German 
State Railways for light and express "D'~ (throufJh) trains 
has been fully tested; the results are of particular ralue, as 
they have given us information not previously known. 
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(a} Running on curves and the determination of superelevation.-It 
has been the policy during the last ·jew years to lncre'J,Se 
runningspeeds; and one of the first essentials of this must be 
a good permanent way. Critical places on the track are 
where the rails leave the straight, and enter curves and 
points; to obtain a smooth and free running, every curve must lie 
superelevated sufficiently to take into account the centrifugal 
force, and it must also contain a transition curve at its com
mencement. The curve with the full amount of supm·eleva
tion is connected to the straight track by a transitio-n curve, 
which, in order to reduce side pressure, must be of ££ definite 
length. At the same time, the variation in supe1·-elevalion 
must not be too great, in order to avoid excessive loading 
and unloading of individual wheels. It ~was, therefore, 
necessary to ascertain the highest permissible speed at which 
running could safely take place, and· numerous. experimental 
runs have been carried out with varying curvatures, S'uper-
elevations and speeds. _ 

· Experimental runs were also cnnditeted over curves at a speed .40 
· · ·per cent. in excess of that permitted in service, in which case 

the centripetal force was affected not only by the iuerease in 
superelevation of the rail, but also- by the effect of ft(~nge 

· pressures. These pressures exceeded all expectaiions; for 
instance, at a speed of 156 kmfhr. (97 m.p.h.), where the 
permissible speed was 110 kmfhr. (68 m.p.h.), the_ flange 
pressure on the leading coupled wheels was in the neigh,bour
hood of 15 tons, vertical pressure on the outside axlebox 
being between approximately 9 to 10 tons, and on the inner axle
box approximately 3 tons. The results of the whole series 
of tests show that the leading bogie axle has practically the 
same side pressure at all speeds, ~whereas the variation in 
vertical bearing pressure increases with increase in speed. 
At low speeds, flange pressures on the leading coupled axle 
are obtained only on t.he inner wheel on curves, this being due 
to the force of gra·vity, owing to the inclination of t.ie track. 
JV ~th !ncreasing speed, this pressure is diminished nntil th_e 

·pmnt ~s reaclted wltere the pressures alternate equnlly 
between. the outer and inner rails. With an· increusc in 
speed, the whole o.f the flange force occu1·s at the outer wheel, 
and increases rapidly as speed rises. 

The vertical load on the leading coupled axle has similar characteris
tics; for example, at low Rpeeds, there is decreased load on 
the outside wheel and 'l~ncreased on tl~e inside. At the point 
of balance, the two loads are equalised, 10kile, with an increase 
in speed there is increase of load on the outside wheel and 
reduction of load on the inside wheel. The best running is 

·therefore obtained at the balancing speed where the mini7num 
pressure chang_es occur. Furthermore, with an increase u~ 
speed, the pressures, and thereby the stresses in the vekicle 
and the track, increase the danger of derailments. For any 
increase in speed the superele?,ation must be increased corres
pondingly, since for ldgJ1, speeds the track must be satisfac
tory owing to the fact that any small disturbance reacts im·'fl·~·-· 
diately· on the r1.tnning of the vehicle. 

In order to examine the matter further, tests were conducted on 
curves having considerable superelevation, and also on rever.c:e 
curves without a straight piece of track joining tlu~m; new 
ideas on the subject were ascertained from the tests wf.ich 
were carried out on the 03 class Pacific at tlF! ma:r.imu·m per
missible speed for that class of engine, i.e., 80-100 km /hr. 
(50-62 m.p.h.). The maximum flange pressure recorded on 
the leading coupled wheels 1cas 18 tons, and the vertical 
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bearing pressure 9 to 10 tons. It cannot be said that these 
figures afford a sufflcient factor. of safety; but it should be 
realised that such hiah values only occur during a fraction 
of a second, and the" flange does not have time to react 'ltn
favourably. 1'he flange pre8sure on the leading boyie wheels 
varied on t/1-ese tests between 0 and 4 tons, and this only on 
the outer wheel. It was natural that with these high couplt!d 
wheel flange pressures there u•ould be considerable clwnges in 
the vertical wheel loads; on the bogie they were of the order 
of± 3 tons and on the coupled a:rle ± 2· 5 tons. 

For the 03 class Pacific engine with the existing control .~·pl'ing, it 
can be stated that :-

{1) The bogie does not exercise sufficient controlling effect on the 
guiding of the engine wlten running on curves. 

{2) The leading coupled axle is at a shorter distance from the 
vertical axis through tiLe cent1·e of gravity than is the 
leading bogie axle, and, for a given turning effect on the 
engine, a higher. flange force will ha,ve to be exerted at the. 
former than at the latter. For this reason it is the ler.Lding 
coupled axle·, and not the leading bogie axle, which is the 
source of greatest danger. 

{3) 1'he flange pressures on the bogie are practically independent 
of speed~ 

( 4) Tlbe friction of the slides is not sufficient to make for steady 
running of the bogie. 

· (5) To increase the guiding force of the bogie, it wilt be necessary 
· to fi:t stronger control springs. 

The most important point arising from these tests was the knowledge 
that this bogie, with an initial control spring load of 1750 kf!. 
(1"72 tons) did not provide the necessary guiding force re
quired, although it had been considered to be sufficient on 
purely theoret'ical grounds; moreover, when runninp over a 
curve, unequ,al reactions u:ere obtained at the inner and outer 
rails. It was, therefore, decided to increase the initial load 
of the control springs to 3,500 kg. (3'44 tons) and the results 
on the same locomotive with this new spring, running on thP. 
same track, were as follows:-

. (1) The displacement of the bogie in relation to tiLe main frames was 
somewhat less with the strong springs than that obtained witlt 
the weak springs. 

(2) The centring force and flange pressures on the leading bogie O.;J)le 
were correspondingly greater with the strong springs than with 
the weak springs. · 

(3) The flange pressure on the leading coupled axle at a given speed 
· was somewhat higher on the inside rail U'hen the stronger 

spring was fitted, bu_t was noticeably lower .on the outer rail. 
This means that, 'll'ttlt tile stronger S]Jrtng, speed can be 
increased by 10 to 15 kmfhr. (6·2 to 9·3 m. p. IL) before the 
flange pressures are equal to those obtained u·itlt the wea~· 
springs. 

(-'} The changes in vertic~lloads WPre not materiall!l ~fleeted by the 
use of stronger sprzngs. 

(5) The fitting of stronger :~priniJS did not increase the hunting effect 
and the speed at whiclt .~erious lwnting commenced U'as deft-
1litely lifted. 
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It is not thought necess(try to quote all the many numerical1:alues of 
the test results, as the size of the loads is dependent on the 
1:arying speeds and radii of the curres. Further experiments 
hare been conducted u·ith the 03 class Pacific locomotire trarel
ling orer turnouts u~ithout supereleration. 

{b) Travelling over points and crossings.-Tlte e.xperime1ds u·ere con
ducted or:er turnouts (German State Railu·ays design 8A) 
har:ing radii of 500, 300 and 190 m.etres respectir:ely ( 16J.O 
985 and 624 feet) and, as had prer:iously been discorered, the 
highest flange pressures obtained were on the leading coupled 
a.xle. It is clear that the load changes from one wheel to the 
otlter on a reverse cur1:e, and this transfer of load increases 
rapidly in 1:alue with increase in speed. It has been found that 
the guiding force of the bogie fitted with u·eaker controlling 
springs is 1:ery low when travelling orer turnouts, and speed, 
could not be raised abor:e that at present permitted, 45 
km /hr. (28 m. p. h.) on cur·r:es har:ing rad-ii of 300 and 190 
metres ( 985 and 624 feet). 

(c) Measurements taken on springing and compensating gear.-Y mt 
wiU be aware that the friction bet~ceen the spring plates and 
the equalising links plays only a 1:ery small part. Jleasure
ments of vertical u·heelloads on engines fitted u·ith compensa
ting gear indicate that the loads on the CQUpled a.xles are equally 
distributed. Tests were, however, conducted with engines 
ha'Cing both compensated spring gear and indiridual wheel 
springing, in order that comparisons could be made between 
the two systems; it was found that the 1:ariations in loads were 
about 60 per cent. less with the former arrangement tlwn with 
the latter. 

When running or:er rail joints, the sudden reduction of load is parti
cularly serere with individually sprung wheels; while with 
compensating gear, the peaks of ma.ximum load are flattened 
out considerably, owing to the fact that any change of load 
due to unevenness in the track is transmitted on to the otlzer 
axles. It can be said that, due ·to 'Cibration when running, 
the effect of friction in the springs and equalising links does 
not hare any noticeable effect. 

lrith the abore conclusions and test results. the experiments conduct
ed on the 03 class Pacific locom.otir:es were brought to a close. 

With reference to the influence of the track on the running of loco
motires, it can be .~fated that, generally, the majority of engine 
types do accommodate themselves satisfactorily when the track 
is in good condition. Naturally, a badly laid track has a defi
nite influence on the running of the locomotil'e. The experi
ments on the German Stnte Railways hare shown that those 
types of loco·motires haruzg only coupled a-Iles, ~dth their cor
respondingly heary or:erhanging loads, e.Tert high flange forces 
on the leading axles, and do not. therefore, run as smoothly on 
bad tracks (such as on secondary lines) as engines fitted with. a 
bogie. Thi.r; occurs in particular at high speeds when, of 
course, high stresses are set 11p in the track. Locomotius 
haring a guiding arle in the form of a Bissel truck dirt 
not fully satisfy the requirements relating to the ner~ssary 
guiding forces; the truck had no material effect on the gztid~'nq 
of such engines as originally designed. It is therefore the in
tention of the German State Raihcays to replace the BissPl 
trucks on those engine.~ noted for bad running, by the Krauss~ 
Helmholtz bogie, trhiclt has better guiding properties. 

Tests conducted on an electric locomotire hare ah~o confirmed that 
the forces brought into pla.lf are of a similar order, and that 
aU the results obtained dcp~nd upon the mass of the locomotire 
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and the-arrangement of the axles. In conclusion, it ·should be 
emphasised that the testing methods described have given re
liable results, and have been of a$sistance not only to the Chief 
Mechanical Engineer, but also to the Civil Engineer, in obtain
ing improved running of 'Dehicles on the track." 

FRANCE. 

TRACK TESTS. 

. 132. As early as 1883, Couard (15) of the P. L. ~I. Railway undertook 
trials to measure deformation of the track under load, making use of ~Iarey 
manometric bulbs. . Ch. Buisson had already shown, in 1860, that they 
.could be used fm: transmitting small movements of high frequency by air 
pressure. · "' 

The ·apparatus consisted of two mahometric bulbs, one, of high resist· 
ance, fitted with an actuating lever and secured to a fixed member near the 
part whose movement was to be recorded, the other, known as the receiving 
element, was much more sensitive and was connected to a stylograph which 
·accurately followed the movements of the diaphragm, and inscribed them 
on the recording cylinder of ail electro-magnetic chronograph. These two 
bulbs ·were inter-connected by a rubber pipe, which was 4 mm. in diameter 
and of sufficient 1ength for the recording device and the operator to be at a 
suitable distance from the track.. r 

. . 
These trials allowed for the study of deflections of rails and sleepers 

under the passage of trains, and special attention was paid to rail joints; 
the:y did not give a measure of the. forces involved. An electrical pedal 
denoo marked the passage of each axle on the record, and the use of two 
similar peda:ls, 2Q metres apart, permitted an exact determination of speed. 

133. About 1916, the P. L. ~I. Railway adapted an experimental method 
which Rabut (16) had developed for measuring fatigue in various bridge 
members using calibrated jacks to reproduce the amount of deflection caused 
bv the p~ssage of a loco~otive on the track. I~ these. trials, the difficulty ,vas to establish the relatiOn between loads applied sta~1Cally and those pro· 
duced dynamically, where the effect on the .track was Identical. 

134. ~!ore recently, Blonde! (1'1), Chief Engineer of the P. 0. Railwav, 
. went further in the same direction; he sought to increase the resistance to 
side displacement of 46 Kg/~I. (app~ox. 92 lbs. per yard), standard F. F. 
rail laid on 29 sleepers per 16! ~L ralllength (about 54 ft.) . . 

Three different kinds of ballast were employed (sand, broken. granite 
and sharp stone). and the tests were ma~e wit~ (a) trans~ers~ static forces 
applied either with a stationary or a movmg pomt of apphcatlon, and (b) a 
transverse dynamic force applied in the form of a blow. 

From the~e tests the following facts were established:-

. (1) Permanent residual displacements are greater witli static forces 
applied, with e.ither a sta.tionary o~ a moving point of. appli
cation, than w1th dynamic forces m the _form of an mstan
taneous blow, where the input of energy IS the same. 

(2) A static force acting laterally on the track, wi~h a moving point 
of application, gives rise to a greater side displacement of the 
track than a stationary force of the same -value. 

(3) In all case~ the resistance of tra~k to side disJ?lacement is a func
tion of the vertical load whtch presses 1t down on to the 
balla-st. 

(15) Revue Gen~rall'l df'S Chemins de Fer, Oct. an~ Dec. 1887. 
Conditions de Stabilit.!o df'l.ll ~iE'f'. 
(Conditions for Trat'k Stability by Couard.) · · 

· (16) A.nnale-s dee Ponts et Chausks. Oct. 18!l6. 
(11) Revue Generate des Chemins de Fer, Dec. 19~;Z. 
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( 4) 'Vhen track under load is transYersely displaced by an amount 
equal to L, say, by the application of a jack, it returns by an 
amount equal to L/3 when the jack is remo-ved, and by a fur
ther amount of L /~ when the Yertical load is taken-off. A 
residual displacement of L /~ therefore remains. 

(5) When a stationary static force, applied laterally to the track, 
gradually increases from zero, the side displacement of the 
track is zero at the beginning, and increases -very slowly at 
first, then at a greater rate, and finally the displacement 
becomes excessire. The relation between the Yalue of the side 
displacement and the force depends on. the nature of the ballast 
and on the standard of maintenance of the track; but it should 
be noted that a track which has been recently repacked is weaker 
than one which has been undisturbed by packing, ill so far as 
resistance to side displacement is concerned. 

(6) When a lateral static force is moving along a track, and increases 
in -value as it mo-ves. the side displacement slowly increases at 
first, and then at an increased rate until a critical -value is 
reached, beyond which a very marked side displacement sud
denly takes place. This critical -value also depends on the 
nature of the ballast and on the standard of maintenance of the 
track : its -value has been found to be that which under the 
conditions set out in (5) abo-ve ga-ve a side displacement of the 
track of 5/32 in. For an axle load of 19 tons on track bal
lasted with sharp stone after recent packing, this critical value 
was found to be 11 tons, but if a considerable time had elapsed 
since packing it increased to 15 tons. On sand ballast this. 
force was found to be about 10 tons. 

(7) .A blow of about 2 in.Jtons (which is higher than can be produced 
bv an axle loaded with 20 tons, e-ven in the most nolent hunt
rng mo\ement) did not displace the track. A blow of twice 
the abo'f'e 'f'alue ga-ve a side displacement of only 1/32', which 
is a negligible amount. When blows of the same 'f'alue are 
repeated on the same point on the track, the effect rapidly 
decreases, and after a few such blows, no further side displace
ment takes place. These blows were) howe-ver, gi-ven by a 
swinging weight acting on track on which a stationary -vehicle 
was standing, and the conditions might not exactly reproduce 
the nature of a blow gi\en by a -vehicle during hunting. The 
trials were therefore amplified by reproducing irregularities of 
increasing magnitude at certain points on the track, in order to 
induce hunting of an engine running at high speed and conse
quent hea\y lateral blows; but no further side displacement o.f 
the track could be obtained. 

From the abo\e trials it might be thought that, if hunting takes the 
form of exerting a series of blows on the track, it would ha'f'e little effect on 
track distortion; but, as explained in Chapter III, the effect of hunting 
may be described as a more or less gradual building up and falling away of 
prfSsure on one rail and the other alternately. It can, therefore, be likened 
to a static force with a moring point of application, and not to a sudden 
blow. 

Some confirmatory work has also been carried out to establish the 'f'Hii
dity of Blondel's resuits in actual serrice at high speed. A section of track 
of certain known type and/or condition of maintenance was selected, and 
pointer gauges were firml' bedded in the ground alongside, at short distances 
apart. These pointer gauges were arranged to record on paper drums the 
actual deflection of the track, and a trigger dence was fitted so that the 
pa~sage of each indindual wheel ad,anced the paper drum one stage. By 
this means, it was possible to correlate any indi,idual rail deflection with an 
indindual axle on the engine. By simultaneously taking measurements of 

:oRB 
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.flange forces on the engine, a direct relationship was established between 
the known flange forces and their effect on the track at high speed. General
ly, for French conditions, it was found that Blondel's conclusions, drawn 
from. ~xperime~ts made at very low speeds, held good for actual running 
conditions at h1gh speed. 

Further tests were made by Lanos (18) of the former Est. Rly. in order 
to determine experimentally the actual sinusoidal path traced by each pair 
of wheels on heavy engines when running at high speeds on curves. 

ENGINE TRIALS. 

135. After theW ar, track and rolling stock in France were found to be 
in bad condition as a result of the heavy traffic; when it was desired to run 
again at pre-war speeds before complete overhaul had been made, certain 
weaknesses became apparent. Billet of the P. 0. Railway approached the 
problem . by attempting to isolate the forces induced in certain locomotive 
parts and to determine relative displacements. To measure the forces, he 
employed apparatus based on the use of measuring bulbs, but the results 
were unreliable. To measure displacements, the following arrangement 
was used:- · . · 

A p-ick-up, consisting of a series of contacts insulated from each other, 
wa~ fixed on one of the members. and a brush was secured to the other 
member whose displacement in r~lation to the first was required. This brush 
was pressed against the contacts, which were all electrically connected to a 
:series of steel points resting on the recording drum, the distance between the 
jpoints being the same as that between the contacts. A high tension current 
produced by a magneto passed through a circuit which included the brush, 
one of the contacts of the pick-up, and the corresponding steel point on tha 
recorder (Figure 13). Under these conditions, a spark passed between the 
ste~l point and the metal cylinder on which the recording paper was rolled. 
Th1s paper was perforated by each spark, and recording by points t•esult
ed. The accuracy of the curve obtained was a function of the number of 
contacts, and, therefore, of the number of points per unit of length of dis
placement. When, however, the points were too close, parasitical currentg 
caused irregular sparking and the record was fogged. 

To improve the record, the magneto was replaced by a low tension 
battery, the points rubbing on paper impregnated with ferrocyanide of potas
sium. By this means, current passing from a point would make a blue mark 
on the paper, for the ferrocyanide of potassium was transformed into ferri~
ferrocyanide of iron, i.e., Prussian blue, at the point of contact. This 
apparatus was heavy, its points and contacts wore away rapidly, and it was 
not found suitable for general application. 

136. lt!auzin's Apparatus for Track llleasu1'ements.-A few years later, 
Mauzin .made use of Bowden cables to record, in a continuous manner, the 
exact position of engines in relation to the track, as well as the variations 
in purvature. The casing of the cable was fixed at one end to a rigid part 
of the engine frame, and at the other end to the casing of the recorder. One 
end of the cable itself was fixed on a moveable contact held against the rail 
by a spring; its ·other end was secured to the pencil of the recorder. By this 
means, also, bogie movement in relation to the mainframe could be measured. 

For linear displacements, another m~t~od used was a potentiom~ter 
wire secured to the fixed member. A shdmg contact, fixed t~ the moVI~g 
member of the engine, could trav~rse the length of the P?te~t10~eter wuc 
which. was fed by a low voltage direct .cur:ent. The vanat10ns m current 
picked up by the sliding contact were 11_1d1Cated and recorded by means of 
an oscillograph. Care was necessary ~n t~e arrang.ement of ~he .poten
tiometer to ensure that the voltage variatiOns m the osc1~lograph C1rc~1t ~ere 
proportional to the linear displacement of the contact. For measurmg m a 

-\1&) Revue Generale des Chemins de Fer, 1st Feb. 1939. . 
(Experimental and theoretical study of the nosing movement of locoruoh\"es on curves.) 
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·COntinuous manner the exact curvature of the track under load, three con
tacts were fixed to the engine mainframe, each bearing against the rail. 
The value of the versine was ·thus obtained for a chord whose length was 

-equal to the distance separating the outer contacts. In practice, however, 
records taken in this way could be falsified by horizontal deflection in the 

.engine frame. 

In the earlier apparatus recording cylinders were driven by clockwork,. 
and, as cables or rods were used to transmit the displacements, the apparatus 
had to be mounted on the engine itself. Later, in order to superimpose 
-diagrams taken at different speeds, the drums of the recorders were driven 
from an axle in order to correlate the diagram movement with the distance 
run. When the potentiometers were introduced, however, for the measure
ment of the relative movements, and when electrical apparatus was subse-
. quently developed for measurement of forces, it became possible to mount 
the recording apparatus in a special van hauled by the test locomotive. This 
has the advantage of reducing to a minimum the number of parts which 
have to be fitted on the engine,- and also allows successive tests on different 
engines to be rapidly carried out. :.Moreover, delicate instruments and their 
operators can function better in a van than on the footplate. There are in 
France at present five or six such vans specially fitted for this work. 

137. Jlauzin's Apparatus for measuring Flange Forces.-}.Ieasurement 
·of flange forces exerted by an engine on track is a more difficult matter than 
the measurement of engine displacements. At first, }.fauzin (19) used rela
tively large- deflections of crank axles as a dynamometer for measuring con
tinuously the variations in distance between the tyres (6 ft. 6 in. diameter) 
under lateral load in the horizontal plane of rolling. Variations in this 

·distance were transmitted by a Bowden cable from spring loaded contact 
wheels bearing against the Inside faces of the tyres on a given axle. In 
France, the crank axle generally leads~ and as, in this position, it affects 
the guiding of the engine when bogie control is insufficient or track is irnper
f~t, records of some value were obtained, although calibration of a dynamo
~eter, which consisted of a wheel and axle assembly, was difficult in prac-
·txce. 

Direct measurement, however, of the lateral forces was desirable, and 
this could be made only by devices fitted between the engine frame and the 
:axleboxes. Almost at the same time, apparatus of this nature was also 

-developed in America and Germany. In France, use was made of the piezo
. eiectric properties of quartz (20), which had already proved useful in other 
. ~pheres. The use of quartz has an advantage over all other methods; it 
·enables forces to be measured directlv without the intermediarv of any other 
· d~11amometric element. " " 

'Vhen a disc of quartz (Figure 14), suitably mounted, is subjected to a 
·.compressive force, it becomes electrically charged on its opposite surfaces 
like a condenser, and two equal quantities of electricity are produced of 

-opposite polarity, the value of which is proportional to the force applied. 
A special electrometric vah·e of high resistance is mounted as near as pos

. sible to the quartz to avoid loss: in this valve, variations of potential in the 
quartz are transformed into variations of current, which are, in turn, 

. amplified by a double stage vah·e amplifier. The measuring device was 
·originally a Dubois oscillograph, but now a Cathode ray oscillograph is 
used. The- first quartz apparatus was fitted, in June 1933, on a B-B type 

·electric locomotive. In l\farch 193!. it was first used on a steam locomotire 
·of the 4-8-2 type. 

The measurements of flange forces, by this apparatus, have been the 
means of dPtermining the inost suitable values for bogie side control on cer· 
tain steam engines, and of suppressing individual hunting of the bogirs on 
elf'<'tric locomotives. The measurements have also been used in connecti0u 
with increase in speed of streamlined locomotives; the flange forces exert,~ 

(19) Revue Gi?nt?rale d~ c·u~·mins de Fer, ~larch 193-t. 
(20) Re~e G~nerale d"S Chemins de Fer, Jan. 1938. 
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by streamlined 4-4-2 type engines at 140 km. per hour (87 m. p. h.) have been. 
~ proved to be no higher than those of normal Pacific type engines at 120 km. 

per hour (74 m.· p. h.) (21). It has also been shown that lateral movements. 
of locomotives are usually initiated by variations in curvature and defects.. 
in alignment or level. · ·-

138. Accelerometers.-Due to the deflection of the track under load, it 
has long been recognised that visual e;xamination of unloaded track does 
not reveal all defects, and recourse is often had to accelerometers, placed_ 
either on engine or train, to check the state of the track in loaded condition. 
The original apparatus of this kind is the Hallade Track Recorder, which. 
simultaneously gives vertical, longitudinal, and lateral accelerations of the
vehicle in which it is located. More recent instruments, such as the Puica
Keraval, Huguenard-Magnan-Planiol, and, later, one of quartz type, 
measure accelerations in one direction only; but their indications are more. 
reliable, because their own natural period is very small, especially in the case
of the quartz type. 

Since, however, the relation between the acceleration measure-which. 
varies even from one position to another in the same vehicle-and the lateral 
force exerted by a vehicle at the rail, is constantly varying, the use of an 
accelerometer is not able to g~ve absolute values of the forces exerted. On the
other hand, accelerometers are useful for comparative purposes in connec
tion with the state of maintenance of the track and comfort of travel in. 
coaches. 

139. Jfeasurement of Truck Defects.-In seeking to remedy defects in. 
curvature, or in line and level, it is essential to give their exact positions 
and relative importance to the gangs responsible for maintenance, and the-· 
following apparatus has recently been introduced in France for this pur
pose:_.. 

(i) Vehicle for measuring rail depressions (22).-Thc depression of one
rail in relation to the other is measured by the distance between 
the point of contact of one wheel on the rail, and the plane of 
the points of contact of the three other wheels of a bogie.._ 
When the variation in depression exceeds a certain value a jet 
of paint can be automatically thrown out to mark the spot_ 
Where one rail is superelevated in relation to the other, the 
value of this at any given point is obtained by integrating the 
variation in the level of the two rails in relation to the bogie· 
wheelbase of the measuring coach. 

This vehicle will detect low joints in the track, while an arrange
ment of three rail contacts, as already described, gives varia
tions in curvature by measuring contfnuously the versine 
on a given wheelbase. Variations in gauge can also be recorded·. 
by special pedals touching the inside of both rails. When 
these devices are rigidly calibrated, the accuracy of the records 
is independent of the speed at which they are taken, and this 
vehicle can be used in normal trains without anv particular· 
speed restriction. " 

(2) Vehicle for measuring curvature (13).-This is a 3-axle vehicle· 
which measures the versine on a base of 20 metres, by directly 
recording the transverse displacement of the centre axle in· 
relation to the rigid frame joining the two outer axles. The· 
versines are measured full size, and the simplicity of the· 
device in conjunction with the high degree of rigidity in the 
transmitting elements between the axles and the recording table 
guarantees extreme accuracy. In addition, the device measure~· 
the gauge of the track; also the superelevation, by means of a 
damped pendulum. 

(21) 'Revue Generale des Chemins de Fer, June 1937. 
(22) Revue Generate des Chemins de Fer, Jan. 1933. 
(23) Revue Generale des Chemins de Fer, Dec. 1_937. 
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Because of the desire to give direct transmission of the relative move-
.. ments, it has been found preferable to mount this vehicle with
out bearing springs. This limits the maximum speed at which 
the vehicle can be used to 20 km. per hour (12! m. p. h.). On 
the other hand, there is the advantage that, due to the practi
cally negligible centrifugal force at this speed, it has been 
possible to use the simple pendulum for measuring super
elevation. 

In connection with the above apparatus, it is of interest to note that, 
in 1934, a Committee (24) was appointed, consisting of an Engineer from 
each of the Railways, in order to consider the results so far obtained by the 
different French Companies regarding the stability of rolling stock on the 
track. 

140. Side Control provided.-Representative values for the amount of 
side control provided in France are as follows:-

Bogie Control Spring Hind Truck Control 
Weight on Load. Spring Load. 

Type. Railway. Bogie. 
Initial. Final. Initial. Final. 

T. c. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
4-6-0 . Est. 24 15 1·75 5·6 No truck fitted. 
4-6-2 P.O. 27 10 5·6 10·0 Radial box with fiat 

slides. 
4-8-2 . Est. 26 16 7·8 11·8 0·8 1·5 

SouTH AFRICA. 

141. Publicity has recently been given to a comprehensive series of 
tests carried out by the South African Railways in connection with derail
ments on curves. A description of these has been given in The Engineer 
of 25th November 1938, page 581, and this information has been kindly 
supplemented by Mr. ~w. A. G. Day, Chief Mechanical Engineer of the 
South African Railways. 

The origin of the tests was several derailments ·which had occurred on 
curves in different parts of the 3' 6" gauge system; although they were shown 
on enquiry to be due to excessive speed, they had some effect on public con
fidence. It was decided, therefore, to investigate the whole matter, in order 
to prove that the theoretically calculated maximum permissible speeds were 
well within the limits of safety. The trials were carried out between April 
and November 1937. In the first place, single vehicles, then an engine and 
tender, and finally a whole train were run round a curve at increasing velo
cities until derailment took place. Careful records of speed and distance 
were kept, and still and moving pictures were taken with higl:. p~eed 
cameras. 

Each unit was hauled up a gradient of 1 in 30 to 1 in 40 and then 
released to run down under the effect of gravity alone. The curve at the 
bottom was of 300 ft. radius, and the vehicles either negotia_ted the curve 
saf~ly, in which ca~ they were brought to rest by an automatic braking 
deVIce, or they derailed. The speed at which the test curve was traversed 
was obtained by direct calculation from simultaneous records of distance :md 
time, made on a revolving chart. Points for distance were inscribed thwugh 
specially designed track contacts, situated at intervals of 40 ft. round the 
curve, and operated whenever a copper CDntact plate on the vehicle struck. 
the flexible phosphor bronze strips of the fixed track contacts. Time was 
marked by Plectric impulses from a clock giving 10 strokes per second. The 
units tested were a 4-8-0 type engine and tender and representative goods 
wagons .. 

The results confirmed the formulae used for overturning speeds. and 
these speeds 'vere in all cases higher in practice by several miles per hour 
thnn the calculated figures. This was held to indicate that hammer blow and 
lurching do not play so great a part as was anticipated. With regard 

(24) Revue Generate·de~ Chemins de Fer, 1st Jan. 1938. 
20RB 
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to the former, it had been assumed that the locomotive hammeri:>low reaction 
on the low rail side could be sustained long enough at the top of its stroke 
to enable it to assist in capsizing the engine. Cinematograph studies, how
'eyer, showed that the capsize was gradual over a distance of 100 to 150 ft., 
·and as the wheels revolve many times in the interval, it would indicate that 
i:lammer blow is not a factor of first importance in this respect. 
· These tests were made for a special purpose, and did not deal with 
more than one class of engine, which was not running under its own steam; 
they were, however, an interesting approach to the subject of derailment at 
speed on curves, and the educational effect of showing the films to the sta1i 
)las impr~ssed the need for strict adherence to speed regulations. 
·· Some particulars were also supplied by Mr. Day of the type of bogie 
used on the engine, and this is of interest, as being a combination of swing 
link and spring side control. The single point swing links, of themselves, 
afford no initial control; this is provided by laminated springs. As there 
are no sliding surfaces-, the friction in the system is reduced to a small 
amount in the swing link pins. . The 4-8-Q- type engine which was used in 
"these tests weighed 58 tons on a wheelbase of 23 ft. 3 in. The initial side 
coP,trol was.1· 42 tons. 

. GREAT BRITAIN. .· . 

: :142. Until recent develqpments in high speed services emphasised the 
importance of research, no connected experimental work has been carried 
out in Great Britain on flange forces and their effect on track. There are 
two·reasons for this. First, the standard of track construction and main-

. tenanee has been ·generous in relation to the probable transverse forces to be 
· resisted, coupled with the fact that adverse natural features such as undue 
·.heat, torrential rain and unstable subsoil are rarely met with. Secondly, the 

locomotive in general use on high speed services has, until recent years, been 
of the 4-6-0 type, which gives lower flange forces for a given degree of bogie 
control than does, say, a Pacific. Moreover, engines of the latter class, 
which might have brought the problem into prominance have, where in
troduced, been mainly confined to running on important main lines, the track 

·of which is ,generally acknowledged to be amongst the best in the world. 
. · Track distortions have only occurred at rare intervals, but, as a result 
of gauge spreading, certain Railways are carrying out practical trials with 
bolted track, the general use of which is confined to the G. W. R. Generally 
speaking, radical alteration in the type of engine has been made whenever 
necessary, without a systematic investigation into the whole subject as affect
ing both· tr.ack and engine. ~here ha.ve, therefore, been no trials a.t high 
speed of the kind undertaken 1n America, Germany, France and India. A 
certain amount of investigation has, however, been initiated on the broad 
subject of vehicles on rails, of which the following examples will give some 
idea:-- · 
. {1) Work has been proceeding in the Research Department of the 
L. 11. S. R. for a number of years on the subject of rail and tyre wear. As 
a necessary feature of this, the motion of a pair of wheels on the rail has 
been considered, the main objects being to reduce the rate of wear, and to 
tnvestigate the riding of 4·wheel bogies, particularly from the point of 
view ·of obtaining comfortable riding in passenger coaches. :Mathematical 
investigations ha~e been undertaken _(25), trials have b~cn made wi~h models, 
and high speed cmematograph films taken of the actiOn of full size wheels 
on the track; this has resulted in recommendations for the degree of tyre 
coniqg and for the materials used. 

(2) In the last two years, a mathematical investigation has also been 
undertaken by Professor Inglis of Cambridge (26) into the vertical path of 

(25) Some experiments on the latera.l oscillation of railwl\y vehicles. 
By R. D. Davies. 
Proc. Inst. c. E. 1939. 

(26) The vertice.l path of a wheel moving along a railway track, by Prof.(', E.Inglis. 
Proc. Inst. c. E. 1939. • 
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a wheel moving along a straight railway track. The object of this is lo 
study the manner in which the running of a pair of wheels and axle mav 
be etfected by characteristics such as the elastic compression of the ballast"
the stiffness of the rail, lack of continuity at the rail joint, wheel loads and 
speed. Experimental verification is in hand, on the track of the L. M. S. R. 

(3) On the G. \V. R., a series of preliminary tests, with various tvpe~ 
of bogies on passenger vehicles, were first made, the effect of permanent ·way 
being temporarily ignored; these were later supplemented by 
the use of the Hallade Instrument to obtain records of the various move
ments of vehicles. These tests soon showed that it was impossible to ignore 
the effect of the permanent way, or even to make·allowance for it without 
further data. A standard stretch of road was then selected, and was main
tained, so far as was practicable, in a uniform condition; over this portion 
of the line comparative tests of various bogies were made, the same special 
vehicle being used, attached to the rear of a train with adjacent buffers jnst 
in contact. To ensure that speeds when passing over the standard track 
were as uniform as possible, the same train was selected for each test. 

Elsewhere, valuable information was obtained of the influence of track 
defects on the running of vehicles, and, to assist the permanent way staff 
in locating these defects, an observer in the special vehicle released white
wash from a container at points. where excessive movements were observed. 
As a modification of this, when various types of bogies were being tested, 
washes of different colours were u~ed (one for each type). If all bogies 
reacte~ unfavourably, it was evident that the track was at fault; if, how
ever, only some of the colour washes were found on the track, it was con
cluded that the corresponding types of bogies were more sensitive to track 
defects than others. 

The next step eliminated the human element, and the coach movement 
itself was used to operate the whitewash valve. For this purpose, a bogie 
was selected which had shown itself to be most suitable; this was permanently 
installed under the coach thereafter being maintained to the highest possible 
standard. In this way, effects due to worn tyres, etc., were eliminated, and 
the dropping or withholding of white-wash was made increasingly dependent 
on the condition of the permanent way. The apparatus {27) has proved to be 
so successful that, in conjunction with the Hallade Recorder, it is now used 
on the G. W. R. on all track-marking trials. It is important to note that the 
white-wash dropping apparatus is ·controlled only by the relative speed of 
lateral movement of the bogie in relation to the coach body, and not by the 
amplitude of such movement, and is entirelv unaffected by vertical oscilla.;. 
tion. ~ 

(4) In the course of an investigation on the L. :M. S. R. into certain 
derailments at low speeds, a hydraulic flange fot·ce recorder has also been 
developed. In this arrangement, the plungers of small hydraulic cylinders, 
which are attached to the frame, bear against a ring welded to the whed 
spokes. A force at the wheel flange exerts a pressure on the plungers, which 
is recorded by an adaptation of a steam engine indicator. Accurate read
ings can be obtained at very low speeds and over short 
periods of time, and the apparatus has been found to be successful within 
its limited range. It is not considered to be capable of use at higher speeds, 
because. leakage and inertia effects are liable to reduce the sensitivity of the 
apparatus and the accuracy of the diagram obtained. 

1'43. Side Control.-The above examples are quoted to show that work 
Ro far done h~s only had a partia~ bearin.g on the. matter we are ~onsider!n~. 
In India until the advent of Pacific engmes, as m England until now, 1t ~s 
true to say that lateral forc~s on rai~s ~ave not prese.nted an urgent problem. 
The subject. however, must mcrease 1n Import.anc.:e wtth the present day t~end 
towards increased speeds. The amount of stde control at present prnVIded 

(27) Proc. Inst. Mach. E. Vol. 121 • psg:l 465. 
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on bogies and trucks in British practice is given by the following examples 
taken from the L. M. S. R.. :-

Bogie Control Spring Truck Control Spring 
Load. Load. 

Type. Weight of Wheel
base. Final. 

Tons. 
5 
2·83 
'2·6 

Initial. 
Tons. 

1·44 

Final. 
Tons. 

3 4-6-2 
4-6-0 
4-4-0 

Engine. 
Tons. 
100 
79! 
54 

Ft. in. 
37 0 
27 7 
22 8 

Initial. 
Tons. 

4 
2 
1·56 ' 

INDIA. 

B. B. AND c. I. RAILWAY RESEARCH. 

144. Scope of the Investigations.-Research work has been undertaken 
by the B., B. and C. I. Railway and by the Railway Board,' acting indepen
dently. The investigations of the former involved:-

(a) Designing a recording mechanical oscillograph for bogie move
ment. 

·(b) Making a series of records for engines in different conditions of 
bogie and hind truck control. and in different conditions of 
maintenance. 

(c) Exploring the relat.ion between packing of the track and engine 
oscillation, making m~e of white-wash to record track defects. 

The work was initiated in 1930 following displacement of the tr.ack Ly 
·XC engines during the monsoon. The recording apparatus for bogie move
ment in relation to the main frame was first adopted in January 1931, and 
it has since been used at intervals to investigate riding problems as they 
arise. :J 

145. Description of rJ,fillograph.-The recording instrument is car
ried on a bracket attached to the bogie centre frame stretcher: on the engine; 
it consists of an arrangement by which a roll of tracing cloth about 5 in. 
wide is driven by suitable gearing from one of the bogie wheels. The tracing 

· cloth passes under three pencils, the outer two of which record time and 
distance (mile posts), whilst the central one, which is operated from a bracket 
fixed to the bogie stretcher plate, records displacement. 

The drive 'is effected by means of a belt between a pulley, which is 
bolted to the outside of one of the bogie wheels, and a countershaft running 
across the top of the engine framing, from which a second belt leads down to 
drive the oscillograph. The point from which the displacement is taken 
is about 1 ft.. 9 in. ahead of the bogie centre, so that the movement recorded 
is compounded of bogie rotation and displacement of slides. The apparatus 
is robust, and, by scribing the record of the movement directly on to trac
ing cloth, copies of the record can be simply taken after inking. 

146. Deductions from Use of Oscillograph.-As displacements only are 
recorded, and no means of measuring flange. forces had been developed, the 
series of graphs obtained show a continuous reduction in relative movement 
between bogie and main frame, as more friction is added to bogie and hind 
truck; the deduCtions made were the same as those reached by the Railway 
Board, namely, that the troubles experienced with these Pacific engines can 
best be cured by retaining a light bogie control spring, lining the bogie 
slides with friction material, fitting a flat Ferodo faced slide to the hind 
truck, and adopting German draft gear. 

Previous to these final deductions, trials had been made bv increa~ing 
the bogie control within the limits of the original design, increasing the in·· 
clination of the Cartazzi slides, and cutting out sections of the compensatin.., 
g~ar; none of these materially effecterl improvement. In 1034, a eomplet~ 
bo~de was obtained having roller bearing axle-boxes and laminated spring 
side control; the centring force was 3 tons initial and 4i tons final. URr.d 
:in conjunction with the Cartazzi 8lides, no improvement resulted. 
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· During-~ur visit, new laminated springs were, at our request made and 
fitted to this special bogie, having an initial load of 5 tons and a final load 
of 8 tons. The engine was also fitted with flat Ferodo hind truck slides, and. 
with modified German draft gear, in which Uat side buffer faces were pro
vided rubbing on Ferodo. The buffers were fitted with collars to their·· 
spindles, so that when the engine traversed a curve, only one buffer at a time 
came into action. The oscillograph. was fitted up on this pogie on XC 
No. 614, and a very smooth graph ~as obtaine~ over aportion of the main. 
line between Kotah and Dohad, whwh .had considerable curvature (vide als(} 
paragraph 10"9, Chapter V). · . · 

147. Relation between Packing of the Track an.d Engine Oscillation.
In 1932, some interesting and valuable trials were carried out on a stretch. 
of line one-quarter of a mile long, over which oscillation had been experienced 
with XC class engines. At intervals of approximately 20ft., the following 
measurements were taken : - ... 

Vertical alignment, 

Ho.rizontal· alignment; 

Gauge, 

Unloaded cross levels, 

Deflection under engine at 60 m. p. h. 
' .. 

Cross levels under engine load at 60 m. p. h. 

Throughout these trials, the engine used ·was one 1:ruown to ·hunt at. 
speed on this particular section, and its condition was. not va~ied; 'but with 
the object of discovering the effect of track conditions on hunting, the track. 
was repacked aft~r each test. )t' w~s also desired to ascertai~ :whether· 
h'lmting coul_d 1?e damp~d out if the track w~re iriore·efficiently.packed. The· 
measure of hunting corr~pond~d with the.amount of wl:\ite-wash which was. 
ejected by a: special fitting carried t;:m the engine.- Figm.:e 15 shows a portion 
of the chart, from which .it will be_ opserved t.hat succey;sive packing of the: 
trac~ gradually requ~~ the tend~ncy to-hunt. . · · · · · 
~ .... .. , ' . . . 

·· · These investigatiohs, -~hich to the best· o.f our knowledge were original,.~ 
are of value'·because they show that the B.,_ B. and G: L. R. authorities were· 
thinking on the right lines, so far as the interdependenCe'· of ·.tra;ck and engines. 
i&-concerned; it was thus demonstrat~q ~hat hl:lnt.ing canbe.practic~Jly cured. 
if intensive attention -is paid· to, the track, and ~his .~onfirms· what ·we have· 
$eto~t -in Chapter III on this subjeet. · . . · . · · · . · · · · · 

-. ·. 1'he fact, ~o~ever, .that~~i~~ desir~bl.~. ~esu~t Jar· t~~e pa~~_icular engines. 
requires a stand.ar~ ~f track mainte.D.:;tnce financi.ally liJ?.pr~ctlcabl~ does not 
detract from t~e. value of the expepments, whiph·. es~abhsh an Important. 
relatimiship between track mai:q._teriance an.d '~ngin~ hurit~ng. _One beneficial 
effect' of these trials was .. that attention was focussed' on track, and the· 
B,, B. "and C~ I. R. accelerated their programme· of renewar of some 200, 
miles .of wOQden sleepers with steel troughs .6~ 90 lbs. · F~ F. ·rails. Since· 
these measures; the XC engines on this ~ailway,. even in original condition,. 
~re rep~rted to hav~. give.n.no.further troubl,e in this. respect .. 

RAILWAY BoARD REsEARCH. 

148. Origin.-In c~:mtin~ation of. the experiment~! ~Orf in connection. 
with X class Pacifies, w4ich has_ been qescribed inJ::!hapt~~ IJ; the'· field at 
rese·arch was ·extended in 1935~ .The matter ~as ~ppro~ched from two. 
complementary', angles., fi;rst . to ~et~rmine t4e actu~l flange forces exerted, 
and 'secondly, to aseertain the r_esi.stance of different track~ to those forces. 
It i~ intended hi this section to· de~l with the locoinotiv~ ~rst, as it is to this. 
that niost attention h·as so far been given .. Tra9~ R~search will be described. 
and discussed in the"lai'ter part of the section. . ..... i 

20RB 
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Two Officers from the Civil Engineering Staff were placed on special 
duty, and the following extract from their Report describes the apparatus 
used so far as the locomotive is concerned :-

. ''We were instructed to undertake a research into the permissible 
a.xle loads and speeds on various types of Railway track exist
ing in India. lV e com.menced our investigations in the winter 
of 1935 with the following terms of reference:-

(1) To verify or otherwise the speed allowance formula vide item 
D (.4) of Technical Paper No. 245 for the increment of rail 
stress due to th.e passaue of a U'heelload on a rail at speed due 
to the elastic character of the support. 

(2) To investigate the increment of stress over and above the static 
effect that may be expected to arise under normal conditions 
from defects in the track such as low points, rail joints or non
uniformity in the support -().ffered by adjacent sleepers. 

(9) To investigate the conditions oj_suppor:t at rail joints with a view, 
to determining what reliance can be placed on the rail continu
ity effect of fish plates both new and worn, and_ the effect of 
closer sleeper spacing. . 

(4) To investigate the co11,ditions of stability in the ballast of ?:arious 
type."l and designs of sleepers including recent designs of tlie 
Cen_tral Standards Office .from the point of view of reducing 
mawte'tlance and preserv1ng a level track surface. 

(5) To investigate the effects on rails and sleepers of the lateral 
forces on rails arising from th-e hunting movement of loco
motives at speed both on straight track and on curves . 

. 1Jy tlu~ summe1: of 1937, our investigations covering the .f£rst four 
items were completed, and the results indicated tlwt so far as 
a vertical axle load is concerned, a.xle loads of 19 tons could be 
run safely on almost any weight of rail on Broad Gauge tracks 
at S'f!eeds of 60 m. p. h. There remained, however, the investi
gahcn of the important matter covered by item (5} and it was 
evident that no reliable conclusions could be drawn unless due 
acro·ur:.t was taken of the lateral forces which tracks are called 
'ltprm· to· bear. 

1!he e:cpermental investigation of the effects on rails and sleepers of 
the lateral forces arising from the hunting movement of loco
motivt'S at speed presented a problem of some difficulty and 
comzJlexity. One of the handicaps with which 'We •u;ere con
f'ronted was the absence of any standard type of apparatus 
suitable for our investigations, and it was necl!ssary for us to 
desian· and manufacture the special apparatus required. The 
apparatus which was completed by the summer of 1937 vms so 
designed that, when fitted between the axle boxes of locomotire 
axles, the flange pressures imposed on the rails could be 
electrically reccn:d.ed whilst the locomotives were travelling at 
speed. In add'ltwn, arrangements were . made to record the 
late1·al mo1:ements of the front and rear of t'ngines by means 
of electric telemeter.~ of the type used in our earlier investiga
t~ons u·it/, the necessary adaptations to suit the purpose in 
t:ieU'. 

It was deddPd to start experimental investigations on tlu East 
· 7ndi(ln Railway, and the work was about to commence on that 

system when the Bihta accident occurred. As a result of this, 
we were directed to concentrate the investigations practically 
e-xclusively on the matter of the running of XB class engines 
and their effect on the track. With periods of intermission 
1..$ months in all was qJent in testing 'XB class engines. lJurin.; 
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tltis ]Jeriod, some 180 engine .runs were made 1tnder varying 
conditions and on different sections of line, and records v1ere. 
electtically taken of the engine movements and flange forces. 

Objects of Investigation.-The objects of the int,estigation were:

(i) To ascertain the characteristics of XB engines when hauling 
passenger trains on the Indian permanent way at express 
speeds. 

(ii) To determine the inter-relation between the engines t.Lnd the 
track to ensure safety: 

During the investigation, tests were carried out on the following 
Railways:-

East Indian, 

North JV estern, 
~~ adras & Southern Iff ahratta, 
South Indian, 
Great Indian Peninsula. 

The scope of the tests covered classes of tracks with rails of medium 
weight such as 82 lbs. B. H. on the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway and 88! lbs. B. II. on the ·East Indian Railway. 
Tests on the other Railways were carried out on track upon 
which the engines have hith.erto normally operated at ·unres· 
tricted speed, i.e., 60 m.p.h. 

Description of Apparatus used on Locomotives.-The general cha
racter of the apparatus used on the locomotives J~,as already 
been indicated. In addition, an optical recordin!J .seismo
graph was used for testing lurch mot•ements. This instru
mentis described in a pape1' read by one of th.e write1·s bejor.e 
the Institution of Civil Engineers and published in the 
Proceedings of that Institution in Vol. 237, pages 354·3-55, 
and in the 11th Report of the Indian Bridge Standards 
Committee. The equipment on the locomotive also inclu,ded 
scribers an·d 'scra~ch-P,lates' for indicatin_g maximum ampli
tudes of the bogte slzde and of the hznd truck a.xtebox 
movement. 

·For the purpose of electrical· recording, a five elem(mt electro
magnetic strain gauge recorder was employed. 0 f the five 
elements, three were adapted to record movements l'elative to 
the engine frame such as those of the bogie slide, bogie pioot, 
coupled axlebox, hind truck axlebox and hind tr·uck axle. 
The remaining two elements were· designed to record ftangtJ 
pressures. 

Measurement of relative Movements or Deflections.-T he principle 
adopted is shown diagrammatically· in Figur:e 16. The· 
bracket A· carrying a cantilevered spring steel strip is· secure
ly bolted to the first member in such a direction tll,at the 
relative movement of the second member will be normal to the 
cantile-Dered strip. An operating bracket B incorporating 
two rollers is bolted to the second member so that relative 
movement results in bending strain in the strip closely pro
portional to tiLe relative· mo-Dement between the two member.~. 
The electro-magnetic strain gauge detector E is attached at 
a position along the cantile·Der strip where the_ range b/ strain 
is of a suitable magnitude for recording. The electro
maanetic principle in both movement ·or deflection and flange 
ptessure ·detectors is tlie same, but in the former case tkeg 
take tll.e form of separats ttnitt. 



The elements for. recording· lateral forces consist of weigh.bars in the-
form of tubular struts illustrated in Figure 17, fixed in pairs
·between the axleboxes, the channel liners of'which are planed: 
. down at X to glve sufficient clearances to ensure proper func-
tioning of the weigh-bars, which 1·equires tl"at the path of the· 
lateral forces between the flanges and the [()comotive frame· 
shall be via the 'UJeighbars or struts. . The thickness o/ metal:. 
of the tubular struts is reduced to 0·19 in. over the length GG 
and strain 011, tl~is length is detected by an electro-magnetic· 
strain detector assembly. In the assembly are three wound: 
laminated cores of Rho·metal separated by air gaps of ·02u in. 
The central core, on which is 'wound the energising coil, is· 
rigidly connected to one end of th.e yauge length by means of 
a duralumin forked plug. The two oute1· cores, with. 
their windings connected in opposed series to give the· 
difference of the voltages induced in them, are rigidly con
nected together and to the other end of tae gauge length by
means of duralumin frame plates and plug. JJ!hen a load ~s
applied to the weighbar, the strain on. the gauge length closes·· 
the air gap on one side of tl"e central core and opens it on 

. the other. thus increasing and reducing the induced voltages· 
in the respective outer core 'windings. As arranged for use, 
the number of turns· on each. of the outer coils is different S()· 

that ·under no toad the difference of the induced voltages is 
5 ·volts decreas·ing with load.· Up to the maximum load the· 
variation of voltage ls very closely linear. The weighbars· 
are made in matched pairs and are retained between the· 
axleboxe.s by means of lLemisph.erir.al sockets. The nett in
duced voltages from each of a pair of weighbars is added so· 
that the total of the two nett induced voltages varies linearly 

·.with..the total load on the pair of weighbars, and is independent 
of th.e actual distribution of tlM load between weighba1·s. 

The ene~gising power is obtained from an oscillator-amplifier deli-
. vering. about 6-·7 watts at 6000 c.p.s. The whole of the· 
electro~magnetic strain detector assemblies are connected in 

-·para-llel with each other. TMs parallel group is connected in. 
. set:ies. to a condenser to form a ·series re:::onant circuit which 
:presents ·a load of pure.·resistance to the amplifier. The impe-

dence of each assembly i.~ pTactica.lly constant for the working· 
.. , .. v,a_riqtion.s. of the air. gaps. 

F~orq, e~·~h ·p.air: .oj weigh-bats- and each. deflection m-~~er the nett in
. · · duced 'VOltagiJ is. applied. to the grids of a pair of valves 

·'arranged for rectification.· Th.e anode current from eac/1, pair
. of ?:alves·.is filtered and·passed through an adju.stable resis
: tance to.:a . .'Duddell· type oscillograph tube. ·.The filters are 
designed to cut off at about 60 c.p.s. in ·the ·case of the 
weighbars .. and 20 c.p .. iii • • in. the case of . 11wvement or-
rleftection-meters. ·. · · · ·--

• • . • ".J..l . .. .... ' 

The. battery of O$Cillqgraph tube.<: with th_eir electro-magnetic D. C. 
· · · · ftCld coils are arranged at one ·end of a light-tigltt box which 

. forms the 'bellows' of a camera.· The film box is set at the· 
other. enil but not touchint1 the 'bellows' bo:r, the connection 

· being ·m.aiie bJI 'mean$ of a labryinth. light trap. I mages of 
·a straight. filament m·~ th1·own on to a cylindrical lens in 
"front ·of the film by th-e oscillo[!raph mirrors. Tfte cylindrical' 
lens· reduces th2~s line image to a poin~ image on the film. A 

·slit 0·010 in. wide is pla.ced across the film to protect it from 
st~ay im~ges. and dispersiim. _The fil"! is ?fJOiind past the slip· 
at any.requzred·speed by·a small motor. Tht!·'bellows' bo:c· 
is ~'IJUlantea on a sponge rubber mat ·one' inch tldck to protect· 
the oscillograph tul;iJ.fto-,h, p'D,~~ii;le"Yribt~ition::fr'imt. tlds mo.tor .. 
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The whole group consisting of oscillator-amplifier, rectifying valves 
and camera oscillograph is mounted on a board and slung 
from the roof of a bogie vehicle by rubber ropes. In practice, 
the suspension is satisfactory and no influence of train motion 
can be detected on the rec01·ds. 

)fethod of Calibration.-

. (a) Deflection 1Ieters.-A direct calibration is obtained by moving 
the free end of the spring steel cantilever strips through a 
measured distance and adjusting the oscillograph by the 
variable attenuators to give a convenient scale-. The scale 
adopted is 1 em. = 1 inch. · 

Cb) 'Veighbars.-A direct calibration is obtained by applying 
known loads in a calibration assembly and adjusting the 
weighbar oscillographs to a convenient scale. The scale 
usually adopted is 1 em. = 5 tons. The calibration can vary 
about 5 per cent. due to heating up of the oscillograph tubes 
by the field current. To minimise errors due to such varia
tions calibrations were taken before and after each day's 
tests." 

149. Nature of Tests.-For the first time,in India, apparatus having 
been devised, which was capable of giving quantitative results as regards 
flange forces, an intensive prograliliD,e of testing was put in hand from 
the end of 1937 up to the time of our visit. These tests covered a wide 
range of variables in engine fittings and maintenance, and in track, and 
the following is a summary of the principal variations :-

·20RB 

A. Locality.-By far the largest number of these test runs were 
made either between Arrah and Bihta on the E. I. R., or 
between Bhusawal and Nagpur on the G. I. P. R., the 
latter containing sections of track on black cotton soil notably 
difficult to maintain. Individual runs were also made on 
certain portions of the ~I. & S. ~I. R., S. I. R., a~d N. "\V. R. 

B. Engines.-

(!) Type.-About 75 per cent. of the trials were made with XB 
engines, the remainder being divided between XA, XP, 
HPS and XC classes in that order of numbers. 

(2) Side Control Springs.-On X class Pacifies, coil springs vary
ing from 15 to 31 cwts. initial loading were tried, as well 
as laminated springs with 15 to 90 cwts. initial loading. 

(3) Bogie Slides .-Cast iron or bronze were tried, with oil 
lubrication. 

Five different friction materials of the ·Ferodo type were also em-
ployed on slides, lubricated and unlubricated. · 

An arrangement of needle roller bearings was fitted on the slides, 
to explore the e:ffect of absence of friction at this point. 

{4) Hind Truck.-The following variations were tried :-Cartazzi 
slides with different inclinations. Flat slides, cast iron on 
steel, lubricated. Flat slides. lined with two different 
friction materials of the Ferodo type, unlubricated. Pony 
truck. · 

(5) Draft Gear.-The Goodall type, and the link type, with and 
without German buffing gear, were tried; also the ~Iestre 
type. 

(6) Condition.-Engines were tried in different conditions of main
tenance as regards axlebox side clearances, varying from 
new o~t of Shops to \·ery sloppy. Two E. I. R. XB engines, 
on which a large number of tests were made, were specially 
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chosen to represent the extrerp.es of maintenance in this 
respect. The sideplay in the boxes was as follows :-. 

XB 1920. XB 1921. 

Bogie leading 0·4" 0·2" 

" trailing 0•4" 0•2" 
Coupled leading 0·646" 0·188" 

, driving . 0·246" 0·188" 

" trailing 0 0·879" 0•188" 
Hind truck . 0•8" 0•12511 

C. Speeds.-These trials were generally conducted at speeds of about 
60 m.p.h., except when travelling over turnouts. ' 

D. Track.-E. I. R. 88llbs. B. H., D. & 0. Plate, and 
wooden sleepers. 

G. I. P. R. • 82 lbs. B. H. I 
~ C. I. Pots. 

10.0 lbs. B. H. J 
M. S. M. R. • 80 lbs. B. H. · l 

~ C. 1. Pots. 
90 lbs. B. H. J 

S. I. R. 90 lbs. B. H. C. I. Pots. 
N. W. R. • , 90 lbs. F. F. C. I. Plates. 

E. Gene1·al.-Out of' 95 high speed runs, of which we were given 
detailed 'graphs and particulars, only 16 were taken on 
curved track, the remainder being on the straight. In addi
tion, a large number of tests were made on 1 in 12 turnouts 
at varying locations and speeds. On each run, records. were 
taken of bogie and hind truck displacements, and in some 
cases also of the bogie· rotation in degrees. Flange forces 
were usually recorded at the same time for leading and trail
ing coupled wheels, but were not taken in all cases. Figure 
25 illustrates extracts from typical charts, diagram A show
ing a graph for an engine behaving normally, and diagram 
B for an engine in .the process of hunting. 

150. Results of Tests on Engines and Dedu9tions drawn by the Railway 
Board.-Amongst the numerous variables in operation, one fact stood out. 
As friction was introduced into the side controlling elements on bogie and 
track, so the amplitude of oscillation was reduced. Figure 18, diagram 
A, is a copy of a chart prepared by the Railway Board showing the rela
tion between the two, as established by numerous tests. Moreover, 
from a study of the recorded flange forces,., there appeared to be 
a definite tendency for coupled wheel flange force to vary with amplitude 
of bogie slide movement, at any rate on the straight. Diagram B on 
Figure 19 shows points plotted from different trials, with a trend line 
running through them. 

These observed facts were supported by mathematical investigations 
based on theoretical work by Cain, Langer and Shamberger, and Carter; 
the Board's calculations showed that the critical speed of hunting increased 
with the coefficient of friction in the slides. Apart, however, from the 
foregoing, normal footplate observation also confirmed how hunting and 
undue oscillation disappeared when engines were fitted with friction damp
ing on the slides fore and aft; the Railway Board, therefore, considered 
that they had justification for putting forward the recommendation that all 
X class Pacifies should be so dealt with, as a final cure for the trouble 
which had been experienced. 

In addition to the above, which sets out briefly the major conclusion, 
certain other inferences which the Railway Board drew from these trials 
ate of interest:-

(a) That increasing the amount of initial side control successively 
up to 3! tons on an XB engine showed no reduction in oscilla
tion or flange forces. 
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(b) That an increase in centring force on the bogie alone increased 
the amplitude of movement at the back end, if no alteration 
was made to the hind truck slides. 

(c) That an engine with side clearances tight gives less oscillation 
than one with big side clearances; but that the flange forces 
with tight clearances on the coupled wheels may be higher 
than those with ample side clearances, should the engine be 
oscillating due to the combined effect of the bogie and hind 
truck clearances. 

151. Comments on the Railway Board's Conclusions.-To some extent, 
therefore on our arrival in India, we were presented with a fait accompli. 
Research' theory, and ordinary observation appeared to indicate that the 
problem ~as solved. Instructions had already been issued by the Board 
for all X class Pacifies to be altered, and numbers of them had already 
been dealt with. On the other hand, the method of curing the trouble was at. 
variance with the fundamental considerations which we have set out in. 
Chapter III, and it was, therefore, necessary for us to make a very close 
study of all the records taken, in order to. throw some further light on the 
problem. 

Two considerations emerged. Amplitudes of oscillation had been 
regarded as a more important indication than flange forces, and the beha
viour of the engine on straight track had been the main pre-occupation. 
There is perhaps some justification for the latter in that the Bihta derail
ment, and most of the others, occurred on the straight: It is, however, 
the flange force alone which can damage and displace track, and any reme
dial measures taken on an engine must be' equally effective on c_urved as on 
straight track. 

Accordingly we concentrated on flange forces and on curved track; 
from an inspection of the records, we found that, whilst flange forces were· 
reduced to small values on the straight by the Railway Board's modifica
tions, on curves these forces remained eqQally as high for the modified engine 
as for the original engine on the straight. From the relatively small number· 
of tests taken on curved track, it was possible to pick out examples confirm
ing this. The following table, for instance, gives maximum flange forces 
recorded on XB No. 1'920 :-

Test No. and Condition of Engine. 
date. 

Speed 
m.p.h. 

98 Needle rollers on bogie 60 
16/9/38 slides. Cartazzi hind 

tmck. Goodall coup-
ling. 

21 In original condition, i.e., 62 
7/2/38 metal to metal bogie 

slides lubricated. Other-
wise as above. 

65 :Modified. Ferodo bogie 65 
slides. Flat tmck slides 
with Ferodo. German 
buffing gear. 

81 Same as 65 above • 63 
1/8/38. 

Bogie control springs, initial load 25 cwts. 
final load 50 cwts. 

Maximum 
Flange Forces 

Track. 
L. Coupled. T. Coupl

ed. 

Tons. Tons. 

Straight • 13 7·5 

Straight • 6·5 6·0 

Straight • 3·85 3·() 

Curved 2640 14 4·0 
ft. rad. 

Figure 25 sets out the relevant portions of the graphs of flange forces 
rec~rded, as summarised above. It shows that it is possible for a modified 
engme, exemplary in its behaviour on straight track, to exert flange forces 
on ~urves greater even than those exerted on the straight when the engine is
dehbe_rately fitted with special needle roller bearmO's in the slides, to obtain. 
experimentally the worst hunting conditions. 

0 
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In answer to objections that the dates of the above tests are too far 
apart to- be comparable, and that test No. 81 on the curve was carried out 
at the height of the monsoon when the track was in its worst condition, we 
give a further table on similar lines in which all the tests concerned were 
made within a week. The table below, refers to XB No. 1921 which, as 
already stated, had tight clearances in its axleboxes. 

Figure 26 shows the relevant portions of the graphs in this case. 

~Iaximum Forces 
Speed Track. Flange L. T. 

m.p.h. coupled. Coupled. 
Tons. Tons. 

Test No. and' Condition of Engine. 
· date. 

62 
27/6/38. 

Needle rollers on bogie 
slides. Cartazzi hind 
truck. Goodall coupl-

61 Straight • 12 7·5 

•• 
55 

22/6/38 

ing. 
In original condition 

Modified. Ferodo bogie 
slides. Flat truck slides 
with Ferodo. German 
buffing gear. 

No tests made with this engine as built • 

62 Straight • 6 5 

58 Same as 55 above • • 68 Curved 2,640 
ft. rad. 

10 
25/6/38. ' 

:Bogie control springs initial load 22 • 5 cwts. 
final load 50 cwts. 

The above, taken from, the Railway Board's test results, provides an 
indication that the use of high friction and low spring control values on 
bogies and hind trucks is not a satisfactory solution of the problem in all 
its aspects. Further confirmation of our views is found in a diagram pre
pared by the Board on the same lines as Figure 19. This shows flange forces 
Qn the leading coupled wheels in relation to bogie slide displacement on curves 
of 2,640 ft. radius, the progressive reduction in movement being due to the 
introduction of friction damping. Figure 20 illustrates points obtained on 
various tests, and it will be noticed that the trend line, which we have 
added, indicates that there is little, if any, reduction in flange force as 
friction increases and the bogie slide movement in consequence decreases. 
It should be carefully noted that the conditions shown are very different 
from those for straight track in Figu~e 19. 

The effect of stronger bogie side control springs was investigated by 
the Board, but records made with initial values rising from 1! to 3:i tons 
gave no indication of any improvement in flange forces or displacements. 
An examination of .the records in question, however, shows that:-

(a) Friction liners were fitted on the bogie slides, and the true effect 
of the control springs was masked. 

(b) The Cartazzi slides were retained on the hind truck which had 
considerable sideplay, so that stiffening up the control at the 
front end was discounted by free movement at the rear. 

(c) The tests were made on XB No. 1920 which had very large bogie 
and hind truck axlebox. side clearances, about 1 in. in the 
former and! in. in the latter. This gave a great deal of free 
movement, irrespective of the degree of control provided. 

(d) The tests stopped short at an initial value of 3! tons for the 
bogie side control. 1\Iore positive results might have been 
obtained from a higher value. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Railway Board received no 
clear lead as to the value of increasing the initial side control on bo()'ies. 
An opportunity might ~ave be~n taken for .a~c~rtai~ing the effect of a bogie 
with metal to metal shdes, with. 3 tons Initial stde control and a pony 
truck a.t the back end, as in the tests with the experimental 
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XP" Pacific 'engine No. 3100. Displacements only were .rec6rded and no 
flange force values were taken either on the straight or on' curves. 

· Credit is due to the Officers of the Railway Board for formulating a 
test programme covering so wide a field, and for developing and . perfect
ing th(l measuring apparatus for displacements and flange forces. The full 
diagrams taken on over 100 separate runs, which were placed at our dis
posal, have been of great value in our consideration of this matter, and if 
the calibration of the apparatus is correct·, we have no reason to doubt the 
reliability of the indications. The fact that the Board had, prior to our 
arl'ival, drawn differing conclusions from these test results is due as 
already mentioned, mainly to their concentration on the aspect of hunting 
which concerns straight track alone; also to. the fact that the choice and 
combination of variables on the engines tested were such as to prevent in 
many cases the emergence of clear and definite tendencies. 

152. General Research on T1'ack.-In paragraph 1'48 are set out the 
Railwav Board's terms of reference which initiated the test work on track 
and engine, items 1 to 4 of which refer to research carried out on the track 
alone. This work was commenced in November 1935 and completed in· the 
summer of 1937. It was necessary to be able to measure stresses in rails 
and fishplates, and, for this purpose, electro-magnetic strain gauges were 
obtained from the Baldwin Southwark Corporation. Optical deflecto
meters, for use in conjunction with the strain gauges, were designed and 
constructed by the two Officers on special duty. Similar equipment, 
which was developed from the original track apparatus, was· afterwards 
used in the research on locomotives. . 

153. Application of Blondel' s Tests to India.-. It was desired to in
vesfigate the effects of flange forces on rails and sleepers2 and, following 
the pioneer work carried out by Blondel in France, tests on similar l!r.es 
were undertaken in India. These were made under varying conditions of 
rail, sleepers, ~nd ballast, and took the form of:-
. (1) Pulling sideways on the rail under static vertical load, using a 

hydraulic jack anchored alongside. 
(2) Running two wagons on adjacent tracks, and introducing between 

them a means of applying a known load on the atcle ends, thus 
exerting a flange force on the rails under moving condit~ons. 

(3) :Making similar tests with two engines, in this case applying the 
. load to the bogie and leading coupled wheels. 

'Ve were given. an. opportunity of ~eeing the. last named tests in opera
tic·n at 1\foO'halsaral w1th two XB eng1nes. In the case of (1), the appar
atus was si~~le. FoF (2) and (3) t~e eqt;tipment is illustrated in Figure 21} 
which shows 1ts apphcatlon to engines, m order to produce a known flange 
force. The effect of that force on the track was measured by a series of 
simple telescopic deflection gauges, mounted on long bars which were in 
turn secured to lengths of ra1l embedded vertically in t4e ground clear of the 
ballast on either. side of the track. By these instruments, the elastic and 
permanent deformation of the track at the rail head was measured. 

The object of tests-(2) ·and (3) was to find the limiting flange force, 
which different kinds of track could stand without distortion. The speed 
at v-,-hich these experiments were carried out was very low. It has,' how· 
ever, been found in France that the valuE's so obtained hold good at high 
speed, but this should be verified so far as India is concerned. 

Owing to the attention which has been. given in the last two years to· 
locomotive flange force recording, only a 1imited amount of work has been 
carr~e·l out with this particular form of track testing, and the results so far· 
obtamed are different from those obtained bv Blonde! in similar tests in 
J<'rnnce. This requires some further investigation, in our opinion, and the· 
following points should be noted :-

20RB 

(1) There is no continuous record of the force exerted by the spring 
separating the two engines, and although a certain tonnage · 
is applied there is no guarantee that this remains constant. 
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throughout the duration of a run, owing to the strength and 
stifiness of the springs used. This may possibly be the cause 
of the difierence by which Blondel finds that the sal1le flange 
force causes less disp~acement of the road when stationary 
than when moving; the Indian tests, however, appear to show 
the opposite, and careful verification of. this point is essen-
tial. • 

·(2) Owing mainly to the effect of the coning of the tyres, the bogie was 
noticed to pursue a sinuous motion along the track within the 
clearances between wheel and rail. This requires investi
gation to ensure that such motion does not interfere with the 
flange forces which are assumed to be present. 

(3) It is desirable that the difierent elements making up the total dis
placement of the track should be split up, and deflection 
gauges should be applied to the head and- foot of the rail 
separately, and to the sleepers. 

154:. Conclusions reached by tl~e Research Officers from the abor:e 
Tests.--In so far as our terms of reference are concerned, the Research 
Officers have summarised the conclusions which they have drawn from the 
investigations so far made.· Extracts from these are as follows:-

"V) The lateral strength of track depends on the time it has had to 
consolidate after being laid or re-packed. 

(2) The type of rail has no appreciable effect on the lateral strength 
of the track. 

(9) BB!lbs. D. & 0. plate track shows sup6rior lateral strength to 
90 lbs. R. track with har(ftwood sleepers. This applies even 

. to D. & 0. track freshly laid or re-packed. 
(4) Under ordinary conditions of maintenance CST /9 type and steel 

trough sleeper {90R rail) tracks show higl~ter lateral strength, 
even after .re-packing, than either D. & 0: (88jlbs.) or timber 
sleeper (90R) tracks. 

(5) The D. & 0. pla~e trq,ck ~how~ a rate of growth of lateral strength 
due to consoltdatwn tnferwr to both steel trough and CST/ 9 
type sleepers, but superior to hardwood sleeper track. 

(6) 88}lbs. D. & 0. track is superior to timbe1· sleeper track in its 
ability to hold gauge and is almost as efficient as CST /9 and 
steel trough tracks in this respect. 

(7) Comparatir:e tests with steel trough sleepers N +9 and N + 6 
sleepers per ?'ail have slwwn that the lateral .~trength of the 
track may be taken to vary. inveruly as {1~8 where l equals 
the sleeper spacing, with a substantial margin of safety. 

{8) Under conditions of good maintenance and u·lun consolidated, 
the D. & 0. track affords excellent lateral stiffne~s, and it may 
be said to be capable of withstanding lateral thrusts of tlte 
coupled wheels up to 10 tons under 17 ton axle Pacific engines 
with an adequate margin of safety and u·itlwut appreciable 
permanent distortions. 

(9) The capacity of track to 1·etain good surface and alignment is an 
important feature. If one type of track due to features of 
the sleeper, ballast or subsoil is prone to run down more quickly 
than another, it will h.ar:e to resist vireater horizontal disturb
ing forces eun though it may !tare greater lateral resistance. 
Our experiments. confined.as they hare been to obserrations of 
lateral effects, do not enable us to report upon the su$cepti
bility of any given track to 'running dou:n'." 

Tt will be noted that the 88! lbs. track on D. & 0. plate sleepers is oonsi
dcred to be satisfactory. In another section of this Report we have 
discusged this type of track, and Yenture .to suggest" that statements so 
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definit<· as are made in the conclusions quoted above are hardly· justified by 
the extent to which the research into the track has yet been carried; indeed, 
the phraseology of Conclusion (8) may well be misleading, and, in any case, 
the flange force which the 88!lbs. D. & 0. track is said to be capable of 
withstanding safely is given as 10 tons for the 17 ton axle load of the XB 
engine, 'Ciz., 60 per cent. Flange forces considerably higher than this have 
been recorded in the trials on XB engines; our recommendations with regard 
to the replacement of this track are referred to in Chapters IV and IX. 

PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH WORK IN 11-HliA. 

1'55. Engine.-Thr?ugho~t o~r Report indications 3:re give~ of matters 
which require further ~nvestigation and r~search. · It IS only Intended ~o 
mention here the more rmportant work whiCh should be undertaken. This 
may be divided into research which will establish certain values, and re
peated testing to Yerify the continuance of those values. 

We are satisfied that the Railway Board now possess an apparatus 
which, in -principle, affords an accurate means of recording locomotiYe flange 
forces. The immedi_ate object of further research should be to verify what 
modifications on existing engines will effect the largest reduction in flange 
forces, both on straight and curved track; this matter is referred to again 
in Chapter IX, paragraph 206. 

Our proposals u.re as follows :-
(1) That two engines of each class (XA, XB, XC) should be modified 

as recommended, and flange forces on leading and trailing 
coupled and on guiding wheels recorded on both straight and 
curved track. The effect is required of speed, type of track, 
and type of formation. Trials should be carried out both in 
the dry weather, and under monsoon conditions. 

(2) That, during the life of engines, spot checks should be made under 
different conditions of track, weather, and maintenance, to 
ensure that in no circumstances are excessive flange forces 
attained. 

In principle, no modification, whether conta~ned in this Report or 
-subsequently decided upon, should be_ a.dopted until flange !orce record~ of 
trial en'rines show that, under no conditions of reasonable railway operatiOn, 

0 • 

. are snd1 forces excessive. 
Tests should always be carried out under similar conditions of adhesion 

(rlry, damp or '\\et rail) and under similar condition~ ?f traction (with or 
without train, regb.lator open or shut). These conditions are much more 
important than ~training to obta~ equal sp.eed_ on all tests, wh!ch may g~ve 
ri~e to acceleration and deceleratiOn, and falsify results. It Is also desir
able that a comparison between two different arrangements on an engine 
8hould be made at short intervals, so that the state of the track does not 
ha¥e time to alter. If tests have to be repeated after a length of time, one 
or more of the tests already made should be repeated; this will serve as 
a calibration, because of possible differences in the state of the track. 

Track.-The '\\ork "hich has been commenced with two moving engines 
on adjacent tracks should be continued. Attention should be giYen to the 
points referred to in paragraph 153, to ensure accurate results. A sugges
tion i!! this connection is that electro-magnetic flange force recorders might 
be mounted on one of the trial engines, to Yerify the forces which are thought 
to be giHn by the spring separating them. 

On completion of these low speed tests, it is Yery important for Indian 
· con_ditions that the values obtained should be verified by high speed tests. 
T_his can be done by fitting a .series of deflection recording gauges to a given 
pt_ere of track. the gauges bemg so arranged that the passage of each "heel 
~nll a1h·ance the recc;>rding paper o_ne stage. thus allowing the axle produc
mg tbe worst deflectiOn tD be Identified. Thes~ deflection recorders should 
W fitted to both the head and the f0ot of the rail and to the sleepers. The 
~orm of the apparatus may well be similar to that which has been described 
m the French section of this Chapter. 



T~sts on these lines should be conducted with engines up to the highest.. 
speeds allow~ble and under ~the worst track conditions. · Tests might use~ ~ 
fully be carried out on two successive lengths of track, one beinO' in condition. 
as found, and the other put into the bestpracticable conditio~. It should 
be pointed out, however, that it is possible to examine only a relatively short. 
l~ngth of track by means of deflection recording gauges tixed in the forma-
tion. · . . · 

'N e have recommended the extended use of the Hallade track recorder,. 
or some such accelerometer, and the limitations of this instrument have been. 
referred to in paragraphs 101 and 138. It is, however, necessary to verify 
and record in a continuous manner the line, level and versine of track under . 
load, and we recommend that consideration should be given to the provision. 
of high and low speed track testing cars such as are described in paragraph 
139. The former is of use in co-ordinating measurements of flange forces. 
and track irregularities when coupled to a locomotive which is under test 
(27 A). The latter is of assistance to the Civil Engineer in giving quan
titative particulars of track defects. We have no doubt that the introduc
tion of such special test vehicles on Indian Railways would be of great ' 
benefit. · 

Knowledge of the limiting lateral resistance of various classes of track 
is of equal importance to k;nowledge of the extent of flange forces themselvest 
al,ld, although investigation into the former is likely to be more laborious and 
protracted than into the latter, complete security cannot be ensured until 
reliable information, affecting both engine and track, is obtained. Close 
research into the 88llbs. D. & 0. track is a matter of first importance. 

ORGANISATION. 

1'56. Cent~al Standards Office.-'I'here are many other fields of activity 
which can be profitably developed by a permanent central organisation such 
as t.he Central Standards Office. They can initiate investigations which 
can well be carried out by the various Administrations, but, to enable 
results tc• be properly analysed and interpreted, the staff must consist of 
persvns. who are free from ordinary routine work o~ the Administrations 
and who can be sent to watch and follow up research m the field. We con
sider that this work is so closely associated with that at present being under
taken. by the Sta:~dards Office that it would be desirabl~ for it to. form .an 
i.nteO'ra.l part of It. The Office already controls the testmg of engmes w1th 
a dynamometer. car, ·and collaborates with the Government Test House and 
with the Metallurgical Inspectorate on various matters. 

The details of such an organisation must be left to the Government of 
Iridia; we can only generally recommend that its aim should be perma
nency of reoord, continuity of staff and work, and co-ordination with other 
Technical, Scientific and Research Departments in the country, in order to 
aYoid ·waste of effort in covering the same ground. Care will have to l1e 
taken in the choice of staff; only workers with the necessary inclination, 
temperament, and training are likely to be suitable, and the number and 
type should be adequate. Suitable publicity should be given to such work, 
to stimulate interest among the Haihvays and to enlist popular support; 
this is a.n t'Bsential factor to success in the changing conditions in India. 
The Technical Bulletin issued by the Railway Board might well be enlarged, 
and itR scope extended to embrace work of this kind; although it is not nn 
official publication, it should in time become a useful mouthpiece of tbe 
Research Organisation. 

We hope that, before long, the lloard will find it poEsible to include a 
:Member (Technical), who should have under his control the Directors for 
Civil a11d :Mechanical Enginetlrin.~. and a Director in char~Ze of an enlar::rec1 
Re~earch and Standards Organi~ation. Tl1ese Director

1

s ~hould be ade
quately assisted by deputies and technical assistants. We feel that suitable 
officers should pe forthcoming from the existing Railway Cadre. It wonld 

27A .Revue Generale dell Chemin.• de Fer, liarch 1919. 
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~be the duty of this Organisation to initiate research, to be carried out either 
by individual Administrations,. or by the Board itself, as may, be found most 

.suitable. Of equal importance to the initiation of research is the following 
up and development of the work, and the staff should ·be adequate to cover 

·this latter phase. . On the Development side, ~t is essential that any work 
which may be allocated to Administrations should be independently. super
vised by observers sent from the Board to co-ordinate results, and to ensure 
that' full advantage is obtained from what is being done. 

In this connection, there should be the closest association between the 
technical sections of the Board, the Research and Standards Organisation, 

.and the Chief Mechanical and Civil Engineers of ·the various Railway Ad
ministrations. For instance, when some trouble, such as defective tube 
plates, is brought to notice, one of the Administrations should be nominated 
to rt-port for all Railways. The Chief Mechanical Engineer .concerned 
shoulq send out questionnaires to ascertain the experience of other Rail
ways, and their suggestions as to how the problem can be met; thereafter, 
the nominated officer should report to the Board. Research and experiment 
may then be initiated, to be carried out by the reporting, Chief Mechanical 
Engineer on his own Railway, in close contact with the Research and 
Standards Organisation; the results, after suitable development, would then 
be available for all Railways. 

157. Finance.-We appreciate that at the present time difficulties may 
be experienced in financing Research and Development; it has even been 
suagested to us that this should not be a charge against ordinary budget. 
\V~ consider that budgets should be confined to definite allocation of 

. expenditure for regular maintenance, and that the cost of any research 
undertaken with the authority of· the Board should be kept separate. A 

. specia.l order number should be issued to which all the work in the latter 
category should be charged. If this is done, not only will the Finance 

. Department know the cost of all research work going on at any given time, 
but there will be a sound basis for estimating the cost of any recommendation 
for a resulting alteration applicable to all Railways. Administrations can 
then in turn include in their estimates a definite sum of money for carry
ing out the necessary alterations conccrn~d on their Railway. 

The continuity and prompt performance of. research work is so 
. important that we strongly recommend that a definite annual grant be allo
cated to cover the expenditure, and that a separate Report should be pre-. 
pared annually by the Research and ~tandards Section. Similar rep?rts 
In England are regarded as of great Importance. It should be realised 
that research is, by its very nature, incapable of showing immediate finan
cial results in all cases. It is often necessary to make lengthy investiga
tions into certain problems before it can be definitely ascertained that a 
return will be forthcoming; it is also inevitable that sometimes there will be 
negative results. It is, therefore, not always possible to demonstrate in 
advance what results are likely to be obtained, and it is essential that a long 
view should be taken. 

It should be made possible to allocate in.creased expenditure, and to 
·select and depute additional staff in consultation with the Administration 
concerned, if any investigation ·shows promise of success. Indeed, this 
mav be so important that the Railways may actuallv be losing money while 
bei~g deprived of. !he benefit of a particular imp!ov~ment. Again, money 

· savmgs, although Important, are not the sole cnter10n. Safety and reli
ability are of equal, if not greater, importance, and research which enhances 
these n1akes for public confidence and in the long run works for the bene
fit of the Ra.ilways. :Mistakes are doubtless inevitable in scientific investi
gation, but discouragement, which is apt to arise from uninformed criticism, 
shou~d be avoided so long: as good results,, in t~e majority-of cases, are being 

· obtamru from the expenmental work. fhe Importance of .a bolder policv 
20RB • 
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i:c. this respect has already been emphasised both by the Pope and W edgwood 
(Indian Railway Enquiry) Committees. , 

With regard to the subject matter of this Report, our recommenda-
tions ·relating '"to improvement in the riding qualities of X class Pacific 

·engines cannot be implemented without a continuance of the research which. 
.has already been so ably commenced. Although there is little likelihood of 
immediate return in revenue, definite knowledge and mea;surement are being· 
substituted for rule of thumb, and the resulting standard of safety should' 
be considerably enhanced. In the wider field_, experience all over the world 
proves that progressive continuance of savings can only be ensured by 
invoking the aid of science to an increa·sing degree. This is of the utmost. 
importance to India, to assist her in attaining self-sufficiency. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE Nos. 1, 2 AND 3. 

1. The suitability of the X .. 1, XB and XC designs as originally framed~. 
and as subsequently modzfied, for the type of work for which the engines. 
wr:-re intended. · 

15~. The suitability of the original Design as a Power Unit.-First. 
we will deal with the suitability of the designs as originally framed; thi~. 
can be divided under two heads, the de.signs as power unit_s. and the designs. 
as vehicles. ~-~-·· ····· · · . ~--

.As.-power unit~, the engines appear to have b~en justified, and the· 
selection of the Pacific wheel arrangement was a logwal development from 
the coDditions laid down. Two of the items in the remit from the Railway. 
Board to the Locomotive Standards Committee in 1924 were:-

(g) adequate boiler power; _ 
(h) largely increased grate areas to permit the more extended use of 

inferior coals. 

The considerations leading up to these requirements have already been dealt. 
with in Chapter II. In these circumstances, the Locomotive Standards 
Committee had justification in adopting the Pacific type, because it has a 
suitable wheel arrangement on which a boiler of "adequate power'' can 
be mounted, having a grate area sufficient to burn low grade fuel contain
ing a high percentage of ash. 

159. Firebox lVidth.-It has been suggested that these requirements
coul9 have been met by engines of the 4-6-0 type, since the Indian gauge 
allows a wider grate to be placed between the frames than is possible on 
Railways with 4ft. 8! in. gauge. Some reflection, however, will show that 
this is not free from difficulty. The XA class has a grate area of 32 sq. 
ft. and it is true to say that a grate of this size can be acconmmodated in
side the frames without undue length, so that a 4-6-0 type engine can carry
a grate of this size. Indeed, the B. E. S. A. standard 4-6-0 type engines. 
have a grate area of 32 sq. ft., but their axle load is 17! tons. The XA 
type was intended for use on lightly laid branch lines and has an axle load of 
13 tons. It would be impracticable to provide 32 sq. ft., of grate area on 
a broad gauge 4-6-0 type engine having an axle load of only-
13 tons, without w· reducing the boiler size as to make it entirely inade
quate for the sustained tractive effort required. In order to provide "ade-· 
quate boiler power'', therefore, a trailing truck to carry some of the weight 
was essential. 

'Vith regard to the XB and XC engines, .grate areas of 45 and 51 sq .. 
ft., if provided inside tb,e frames, would requne lengths of grate of 10 ft. 
0 in. and 12 ft. 6 in. respectively. These lengths were no doubt consider
ed to be too long for efficient firing, and, indeed, they are longer than 
those employed in En~ land. Hence the necessity for widening the grate 
beyond the frames, which, in turn generally calls for the firebox to be behind 
the coupled wheels with a trailing truck to carry its weight.· 

160. Grate A rea.-Some criticism has also been made that the grate 
areas chosen were too large, but our observations do.not confirm this. Where 
the size of the grate was particularly criticised, it was found that this arose
because coal consumption was high. This, however, depends on 
other things besides grate area. Pacific class engines in England with a 
50 sq. ft. grate can, with light high-speed trains, butn as little as 30 lbs. of' 
ooal per mile; even allowing for the difference in quality of coal~ it cannot 
be said that a large grate area of itself is wasteful of fuel. Having regard 
to the quantity of ash present in Indian coals, 15 per cent. to 20 per cent., 
we are of the opinion that generally the grate areas of XB and XC type 
engines are suitable for their working conditions, viz.; the haulage of heavy· 
express passenger trains, in some places over severe gradients. w 
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161. . JVkeel A rrangement.-The choice of the Pacific wheel arrange· 
m.ent w~s, therefore, logical, and there is nothing in this choice which con .. 
ilicts with ·goo~ modern practice. This type of engine has been running in 
the .U. S. -'\· smce 1904, and has been the standard passenger type in that 
-countr-y until quite recently' when a trailing bogie was introduced to carry 
the· still larger grate areas being called for. In France there were no less 
than 500 PacifiCs in use before the War, and the type has multiplied since; 
.s(lntf' 1,300 ~re np~ in service. In Germany, Italy, Poland and other Euro
pea~ countnes, !tIS a standard type for heavy passenger traffic, as in South 
Africa, South America and Japan. In fact, the Pacific is the most widely 
.ad~pted passenger type in the world, and no criticism can justly be levelled 
.at Its employment in India on appropriate services.-

vVith few exceptions, the representatives of the Administrations visited 
informed us that X class Pacific engines were useful to them as traction 
machines and filled a definite need. They certainly had, in varying degrees,-' 
been exasperated at the mechanical defects which had been encountered, 
.and the general consensus of opinion with regard to the XB class was that 
in its present form it gives so much trouble that the 4-6-0 type is to be pre
ferretl, although the latter may not have the same capacity for peak condi
tions, low grade· fuel etc. But few were found to say that engines of the 
-capacity .of the XB and XC classes were not required when loads exceeded 
·9 bogie vehicles, whilst the·usefulness of XA engines, for both branch and 
main line work, was generally acknowledged. 

162. The Suitability of the Original Designs as Veldcles.-With regat:d 
to the o:x:iginal designs, from the point of view of the riding qualities of the. 
·engi!les as vehicles, we consid~~ that they .were n?t. suitable fot..P.Jgh-~p-~~d 
service, as they·were over-sensitive to certain conditiOns of track and engme 
maintenance prevailing in India. In our opinion, the selected types of 
bogie, hind truck, and coupling between engine and tender, were unsuitable, 
and the amount of side control provided was inadequate. 

16-3. The Bogie.-No particular type of bogie was specified in the 
"Reports of the Locomotive Standards Committee, nor was anything said 
about the amount of side control. It was only, therefore, when the detailed 
-designs. were being prepared by the Builders, under the su12ervision of the 
·Consulting Engineers, that the' que~tion of the type and design of the bogie 
came into prominence. The B. E. S. A. 4-6-0 engines, and the earlier 4-4-0 
.engines before them were, from the outset, equipped with a type of bogie 
having two small side con~rol springs, working independently, and enclosed 
in buffer plungers oii either side of the bogie centre casting. This design 
.of bogie has been used on British Railways on older and small engines, for 
instance, certain 4-4-0 types, and, while the side control is severely limited 
by· the nature of the arrangement, it has always given satisfactory results on 
the engines to which it has been applied. In India, in the case of the 
13. E. S. A: 4-6-0 type, it has also proved itself to have been satisfactory 
·from the point of view of track disturbances. 

· None the less, as some trouble with hot boxes had been experienced, the 
Railway Board, in correspondence in 1926, expressed their disapproval of 
this particular type of bogie for X class engines. They stated that they 
preferred one of swing link type, which was in use on the only Pacific 
engines, in England, then operating on the L. & N. E. R., and had, up 
to that time, be® widely used abroad. For seven months the matter was 
the subject of c9fespondence between the Board, the Consulting Engineers 
and the Builders; but in :March 1927, it was finally decided to adopt the 
.design which existed on the B. ~· S. A. 4-~-0 type e?gines.. The objections 
.raised were countered by the desire to retam somethmg whiCh was standard 
for the B. E. S. A. engines; and was well known and tried; moreover, this 
type of bogie had been provided on the four experimental Pacifies on the 
13 B. & C. I. R., and on the E. I. R. Accordingly, the X class Pacifies 
w~~e cQnstructed with bogies of generally similar design and with the same 
~ontrol springs. 

It has been indicated in Chapter III that if a spring having 15 cwts. 
initial compression was suitable for a 4-6-0 type engine weighing 67 tons, 
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an initial control of 5 tons was necessary to obtain comparable centring 
forces on a 4-6-2 type-engine weighing 90 tons. It follows that the provision 
of only 15 cwts. initial side control on the X class Pacifies was quite in
adequate. We desire, however, to point out that when this design was ! 
IJeing prepared, 12 years ago, much less was known than is known today \ 
about the action of locomotives as vehicles on the track. . ' 

Although it is easy to be wise after the event, it will be seen from 
Chapter VII tliaCre1iabi_e informa_tion: in this respect :was not ~eally av~il
able to designers and builders until 1934. Indeed, with such InformatiOn 
as existed, which, mainly coming from abroad, was of conflicting character, 
it seeillS unlikely that the design was looked upon in England at the time as 
anything but conventional and orthodox. At the same time, we _cannot _but 
express surprise that it. was at least not dee:ned prudent, to provi~e engn;tes 
of this character-particularly after the Railway Board s suggestiOn-with 
a bogie of such design that the controls could be altered to suit prevailing 
track conditions in India. Even when defects became apparent, as dis
closed by the correspondence and opinions expressed in India as....eaxly~. 
1929, no serious attempt seems to have been made to modify the design of 
the-bogie to enable springs of much larger capacity to be fitted. . 

164. The Hind Truck.-This was of the radial type with Cartazzi 
slides; it obtains side control from lubricated inclined planes, and was 
copied fronf that in successful use on the L. & N. E. R. Pacific engines, 
which have a world-wide reputation for high-speed running. In their 
case, however, they have the advantage of operating over excellent perma
n€mt way and in conjunction with a swing link bogie. On the other hand, 
this form of hind truck is little used, in conjunction with spring controlled 
bogies, on Pacifies elsewhere, and, under certain prevailing conditions of 

. track and engine maintenance, it is now generally accepted in India that the 
design is unsuitable. We agree with this, and, from the investigations 
which we have made, we certainly consider that the arrangement should not 
be perpetuated. 

165. Coupling between Engine and Tender.-The ''Goodall" coupling 
permitted of the utmost freedom of movement between engine and tender, 
and was expensive to maintain under conditions in India; moreover, it did 
not enable the tender to assist in controlling the engine, which itself lacked 
effective control. While no engine should have to depend on being tied to 
its tender to make it run steadily, some other type of coupling, whi~h uses 
the mass of the tender for this purpose, would have been preferable. A 
measure of rotational control on the bogies (where used) of the tender would 
also have promoted steadiness in running. 

166. Realisation of DetectivfLDesign.-We examined the characteris
tics of the bogie and hindru'Ck controls of the first four experimental 
Pacifies on the E. I. R. and the B., B. & C. I. R.; we find that the original 
X class Pacifies were almost identical in this respect. The XB and XC · 
engines, however, are somewhat heavier than the comparable experimental 
engines, and their moments of inertia are greater. We consider that this 
may account for the fact that they have given more trouble, though we 
understand that no investigation has been made of the displacements and 
flange forces relating to the four earlier engines. Our recommendations, 
however, should be applied to them also. 

Although there is no doubt today with regard to the extent of the 
defects, as described above, we are satisfied that all concerned had confidence 
in the suitability of the engines at the time they were built. After they 
were put into service, hmyever littJe doubt can have been left in the minds ·· 
of those operating the engines that the desi!J;Il required modification. On 
~ach of the eight Administrations to which the engines had been sent, there 
ts correspondence to show that, without exception. abnormal oscillation 
o~curred, and in many cases it was accompanied by track spreading or distor
tion to a greater or less extent, as set out in Chapter II. Having regard to 
th~ fact that the 18 ~~ class engines on the B. N. R. had also been provided 
wtth I. R. S. bogies and hind trucks, this Administration may be included 
as one where track was also affected. 

20RB 
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The first X class Pacific engirres were delivered in January 1928 to the -
E. I. R.; in ~fay the same year, the first report was received of undue oscilla
tion, and, in June, of track. distortion. In undertaking widespread experi
ments l~ter, the Railway Board may be said to have recognised t~at there 
wer~ defects ~o be remedied .. The engines were, therefore, not suitable as 
vehicles for h1gh speed operation. 

167. Variability in behaviour.-It is necessary here to -refer to a 
feature which from the beginning was of a particularly baffling nature, viz., 
the variability in the behaviour of the engines in different localities, or even 
of the same engine at various times in the same locality. It was this more 
than anything which retarded the finding of a lasting solution, and which 
more than once gave the impression in the last 10 years that the trouble was 
solved, only for it to break out again in another place or in different 
circumstances. In the light of present knowledge, however, a rational 
explanation of this may be attempted. 

The engines were what might be termed bQrde~ line cases. The degree 
of side control provided was not of such ·a value that· all the .engines hunted 
all the time. Its value was such that if the bogie and engine generally were 
maintained in good order, and if the track was rigid and in good line and 
level, an engine might run satisfactorily for long periods. On the other 
hand, because of the border line nature of the engines as designed, they were 
extraordinarily sensitive, to track irregularities; although track might 
appear satisfactory when examined in the usual way, it may, when the load 
is applied, provide differences in gauge and level sufficient to initiate hunt
ing as was proved by experiment on the B., B. & C. I. R. · 

Moreover, there are certain features in the design of the bogie which 
can materially vary the degree of control provided, without it being possible 
to observe this by external examination. First, the control springs, being 
of small capacity and totally enclosed, can break or lose strength; as they 
act independently, in equalizing compression on both sides, they would main
tain the pin out of centre. Secondly, the way in which the springs are 
mounted allows a varying amount of movement on each side of the centre; 
one spring may act against the other, and the effective initial control may 
be practically nil. Thirdly, the large metal to metal surfaces of the bogie 
slides are particularly difficult to lubricate and keep clean; the friction of 
the bogie slides, and consequently the _degree of control, may vary widely 
on the same engine, depe~ding on whether the surfaces are smooth, lineable 
and perfectly lubricated, or whether they are dry, scored, and on the point 
of seizing. We have seen slides in both categories and in various inter
mediate stages; we are satisfied that these considerations alone are sufficient 
to account for the varying reports which have been constantly received about 
the engines as originally built. Our detailed criticisms with regard to the 
design of the bogie, from the constructional point of view, are given later. 

168. The Suitability of the Engines asll!odified.-.-Between :March 1029 
and ~Iarch 1938, 28 major modifications were tried, which may be divided 
into two sections, viz., those tried before there were any means of measuring 
accurately the effect in terms of flange forces, and those made after such 
means were available. The following is a list of the modmcations made in 
the former category:-

(1) 1929-30 • Increase in initial side control with existing bogie design 
from 15 cwts. to 22• 6 cwts .• and subsequently to 24,31 
and 34 cwts. 

(2) 1930-32 

(3) 1930-32 
(4) 1930 • 

(5) 1931 

(6) 1930 

• Alteration in inclination of Cartazzi slides on hind truck 
from 1 in 10·25 to 1 in 7, 1 in 5, and 1 in 20; finally 
fiat oil lubricated slides were also tried. 

• Setting back of hind truck by distances up to 2 ft. 6 in. 
. Compensation eliminated between leading and driving 

wheels.· 
• Ballasting front and then back end of engine to fmd effect \ 

of altering position of centre of gravity. 1 

Cartazzi slides on bogie. 



(7) 1931 . 

(8) 1932 . 
(9) 1931 . 

(10) 1931 . 
(11) 1932 • 
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• Goodall drawbar replaced by American type drawgear 
with side buffers. 

Axlebox horncheeks bevelled top and bottom. 
. Hydra':ilic dampers on bogie slides. 
• Ferodo disc liners on bogie pivot. 
• Bogie with laminated spring control. Initial control vari

able from 2! to 4 tons. 
(12) 1934 . . Flat hind /truck slides faced with Ferodo. 

It will be seen that the very first modification was in the right direc~ 
tion, viz., the increasing of the bogie side control. But the design of bogie 
was so unsuitable that it was possible to obtain only a trifling increase in the 
value of the control within the existing design, and, in view of the small 
increases in value attempted, no clear lead emerged that this was the right 
direction in which to proceed. Even when the Tadical step was taken in 
1932 of trying out a completely new bogie with side bearers, and la~inated 
springs having 4 tons initial control,- the lead which this should have given 
was masked by the unsatisfactory nature of the Cartazzi hind truck. 

Because of the difficulty and cost of reconstructing the back end of the 
engine to take a spring-controlled pony truck, the radial box with Cartazzi 
control was persisted in, and several variations in the inclination of the 
slides were tried. The setting back of the trailing wheels, which was 
another major modification, had actually an adverse influence on curves, 
and, in these circumstances, the already w_:eak effect of the bogie side control 
was sti~l further weakened. This effect, however, was only slight. 

To suin up, the modifications introduced during this period had little 
,effect. Some of them were in the right direction, but were not co-ordinated. 
For example~ an engine fitted with moaifications Nos. 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 
simultaneously, had its initial bogie control not been below 4 tons, would 
have contained the substance of the recommendations which we are now 
making, and should have proved satisfactory in running. But the proper 
combination of the different alterations was not understood, and, in conse
quence, no clear indication emerged as to what, was to be done; their effect 
could be evaluated in no better way than by the personal impression gained 
when riding on the footplate on various occasions, without regard to time 
and place, and this can be very misleading. Even as modified in this 
period, the engines could not be said to be satisfactory as carriages for 
high speed. 

169. Later modifications.-As soon as means became available for 
taking records of bogie and axle displacements, and further, of making 
accurate records of flange forces, it became possible to obtain a picture of 
what was happening and to pursue a logical course. The development and 
nature of these-means, worked out independently both by the Chief ~fechani
,cal Engineer of the B., B. & C. I. R., and by the Railway Board, have been 
described in Chapter VII. 

It began to be clear that material reductions in the amplitude of nosing 
were obtainable mainly by the application of friction material to the bogie 
and hind truck slides, and by providing some degree of steadying force 
between engine and tender by means of an adaptation of the German buffing 
gear. Up to the time of our arrival in India, therefore, the final modifica
tion~ recommended .by t~e Railway Board, supported by nearly 100 tests 
earned out by their Research Officers, as well as by oscillograph tests 
,carried out on the B., B. & C. I. R., were as follows:-

(1) Bogie pivots and slides to have friction liners. 
(2) Original control springs to be used with packing plates, in order 

to give 22 cwt. initial compression, with a final load of 50 
cwt. 

(3) Cartazzi inclined slides to be removed, and replaced by flat slides 
having a Ferodo face. 

( 4) German type buffing gear to be fitted between engine and tender; 
either the "Goodall" or American type drawbar to be used. 
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170. Summary of Performance of Engines as finally modified by the 
Railway Board.-'\"\.,.e rode at high speeds (maximum 80 m.p.h.) on eight 
difiere~t engines of the three classes which had been fully modified in 
accordance with the recommendations referred to above; we also examined 
all the graphs of the tests which had been made. The improvement in 
riding was marked, and in no case did we experience material oscillation or 
hunting. Examination of the test charts also indicated that this problem 
had apparentlY-been .solved in respect of straight track, and that flange 
forces had been reduced to moderate values. 

With regard to curved track, however, examination of these charts 
confirmed what has been indicated in Chapters III and VII, namely, that 
the application of high friction, with a low centring force does not reduce 
the coupled wheel flange forces on curved track. Indeed, the records taken 
on curved track, with fully modified engines, revealed a tendency to high 
flange forces on the coupled wheels, at least equal to the highest attained 
with unmodified engines on the straight. 

We are of opinion that the tests carried out confirm that it is necessary 
. to provide adequate control on the carrying wheels of an engine, in order to 
keep the flange forces within reasonable limits. They also indicate that 
whereas a control, in which frictiqn plays the principal part, may 
accomplish this on straight track, very high flange forces can still be attained 
on curves, although the ridipg of the engine may appear steady and smooth 
to the footplate observer. So long as this is the case, the possibility of 
track distortion or derailment cannot be dismissed. The engines, there
fore, even if modified in the manner described, would not appear to be 

t sui~able for unrestricted running in the type_ of w~rk for which they were 
1 destgned and over the tracks of the country m which they must travel. 

Other modifications _are evidently required, which will be discussed 
later. . 

2.. The suitability of the procedure followed in preparing and approving 
· · · . . the designs for these engines. 

171. Preparation of designs.-The procedure followed in preparing 
the designs has been fully described in Chapter II, but it would be well to 
summarise the sequence of events. The Railway Board's policy of 
Standardisation, to which there had apparently been some opposition until 
1923, was brought up again about that time, and was finally accepted by 
the Locomotive and Carriage Superintendents' Committee, and supported 
by the Indian Railway Conference Association. Various aspects of the 
question are dealt with later in this Chapter. 

The requirements of future locomotive power for Railways in India 
were laid down by the Board in 1923, and are given in detail in paragraph 
26 of Chapter II. It thus became essential for the Board to set up a 

{Technical Committee to prepare the necessary specifications and particulars 
1 of the classes of engines required. This constituted a departure from the 
·practice, which had been adhered to for many years, of allowing individual 
Administrations to make their own arrangements within the limits of the 
B: E. S. A. standards, in direct communication with Consulting Engineers. 

/ In making this change, the Board Pu>-2!2!Y anticipated the addition in 
' 1925 of the E. I. R. and the G. I. P. R. to the State-managed systems, 

which up to that time comprised only theN. W. R., the E. B. R., and the 
0. & R. R. After 1925, the Board had complete control of the largest Rail· 
ways in India, and in our view the initiation of new standards was a 
neeessary and prudent measure. Furtl1er, in the case of Company-managed 
systems~ the Board exercised in no small measure a general financial control. 
It followed, therefore, that all Administrations were expected generaliy to 
conform with thP. prrF~!r~hed standards, so far as was practicable. · 

172. First and Second Reports of the Locomotire Standards Com
mittee.-The duty of this Committee was to "prepare diagrams and general 
specifications for new types of eng2'nes required on Broad and Jletre Gauge 
systems". The first steps taken were to send out a questionnaire, to visit 
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each Administration, and to consult with the Chief ~fechanical EnP"ineers. 
The First Report was prepared on the information thus obtained :nd was 
published in .l\Iay 1924; this contained the Committee's tentative specifica
tions for new types of standard engines, which had been drawn up to 
conform with the Railway Board's instructions and to try and meet the 
views expressed by the various Administrations. This Report was circu
lated to all Administrations, and their remarks were invited. No notes of 
the discussions with the Railways have been preserved, and this seems 
regrettable, particularly as the matters under discussion must have been of 
considerable importance; further, it is difficult now to say to what extent 
the diagrams and specifications in the Report represented the combined 
opinion of the Chief ~fechanical Engineers. · · 

The Consulting Engineers were asked to· prepare the necessary draw
ings and specifications, in consultation with the British Engineering 
Standards Association and with :Manufacturers; the Consulting Engineers 
informed us that they considered this matter so important that they deputed 
a partner to visit India in the winter of 1924-25 to discuss ·it with the 
Locomotive Standards Committee, the individual Railways, and the Rail
way Board, and to obtain general information with regard to requirements. 
~lany alterations in the original specifications resulted from these discus
sions, and were included in a Second Report by the Locomotive Standards 
Committee in ~farch 1925. 

This Second Report. was not circulated to the Railways for comment, 
and they were merely asked to report which types of new engines they could 
best utilise; but, so far as we could ascertain, with the exception of the 
B., B. & C. I. R. (who suggested deferring the design of the new Pacifies, 
pending further experience with the two experimental engines which had 
then been running for a few months), no Administration appears to have 
criticised the proposals, and, in any case, no question was raised as to the 
advisability of introducing Pacific type engines. On the other hand, it is 
difficult to resist the conclusions (a) that the Administrations were not as'· 
fully consulted on the final proposals as they should have been, and (b) thatt 
the business of Standardisation was concentrated in the hands of too smallf, 
a Committee, which did not adequately represent mechanical engineeringt' 
opinion on the Railways of India. 

Up to this point, it appears that the Railway Board decided for them
selves the outlines and preliminary specifications for the new types of loco
motive, and the matter was then referred to the Consulting Engineers in 
London who had been regularly dealing with previous locomotive design 
work for the Indian Government Railways. Our only criticism, therefore, 
at this stage of &sign is to the effect that the Railways were not given an 
opportunity to comment on the final proposals put forward in the Second 
Heport; but, in fairness to the Board, with regard to the issue in question, 
it must be repeated that the design of the engines as vehicles was hardly 
mentioned in that Report. 

The next stage in the procedure may be divided into two parts. First, 
there was the invitation to the Builders of the experimental P. & P. S. class 
Pacifies for the B., B. & C. I. R. and E. I. R. respectively, to prepare 
preliminary drawings amplifying the engine diagrams supplied by the Rail
way Board; secondly, there was the procedure after these preliminary draw
ing had been taken to India by one of the partners of the r-onsulting 
Engineers at the end of 1924. These matters have been described chronolo
gically in Chapter II, and, as regards the first, it must be remembered that 
at this time (early 1924) the experimental engines had not been delivered 
in India, so there was no assurance that a satisfactory design was being 
followed. On the other hand, there was no rea~on at the time to suspect 
that the designs were in any WDY defective. Since the required dimensions 
of the new Xll Dnd XC classes corresponded fn~rl~v rlosely with the PS and 
P classes respectively, adherence to these designs was to be expected. After. 
therefore, the partner of the Consulting- Emrineers had returned to 'Eng·land, 
anrl the modifications agreed on with the Tioard ha1l been embodied in the 
102~ Tieport of the Locomotive Standards Committe~, the Consultin~ 
F.ngmeers themselves prepared the neces~::ary final drawmgs for tEndering .. 

!!'RB 
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, · _173. P_1·eliminary and Comp~eted . Drawings.-The Consulting 
Eng~neers m!ormed us that the drawmgs for tendering purposes were only 
earned suffimently far to obtain reliable competitive quotations, and that the 
contract conditions provided for their approval of detail drawings, which 
were to be prepared by the Builders during the course of constructions, with 
as-made sets of drawings for use in eonnection with repetition orders. l'he 
Consulting Engineers gave us every facility for examining typical sets of 
drawings in the various stages concerned.· They informed us that they 
consider it to be no part of their functions to prepare detail drawings, but 
prefer to draw on the experience of Locomotive Builders, whQ are in constant 
practical touch with manufacturing methods. They undertake the duty of 
scrutinising and checking these drawings, in the light· of their general 
experience of locomotive design throughout the world. We are satisfied 
that this procedure was sound in principle. On the other hand, from the 
evidence before us, we have gathered the impression that, on account of the 
divided responsibility between the Builders and th.e Consulting Engineers, 
there was a possibility that certain detai_ls of design were not given sufficient 
<!onsideration, owing to some feeling that each party considered the other 
primarily responsible for what should be done. · 

Further, with regard to the approval of completed drawings, attention 
is drawn to paragraph 34, Chapter II, and to the part played by the Rail
way Board's representative in the Consulting Engineers' office. In view of 
the .long time taken in those days for correspondence between England and 
India, we consider that_ the original proposal, by which all drawings were 
to have been submitted to India for approval, was impracticable, however 
desirable it may have been; the procedure adopted was in our opinion a 
business like arrangement. It had the result, however, of placing upon the 
Consulting Engineers a degree of divided responsibility in the preparation 
of the designs, in view of the presence of a representative of the Railway 
Board in their offices; but they assured us that the collaboration was helpful, 
friendly and satisfactory to all parties concerned, and it appears to have 
been the only practicable course between considerable delay on the one hand, 
and India having had no share in the development of the design on the other. 
We therefore make no criticism of the procedure up to this point. The 
shortcomings in the X Class Pacifies as delivered to India were shortcomings 
of design only. 

We questioned the Consulting Engineers and Builders at some lengtll 
on the origin of the particular features of design which have since proved 
defective; apparently, the situation simply was that the importance of thE 
degree of side control, and the limitation of lateral wear, were not ther 
appreciated as they are t9-day. As pointed out in Chapter II paragrapl 
35, out of 57 recommendations contained in the 1924 Report of the Loco· 
motive Standards Committee, and 18 further recommendations in thei1 
1925 Report, none had any direct bearing on these subjects. Again, in al 
the correspondence which subsequently passed (during a period of 7 months 
concerning the design of the bogie, the. arguments related to the type oJ 
bogie, for example, as between slide and swing link; but we find no referenc~ 

·to values of side control. The same applied to the correspondence relatin~ 
to the hind trucks. :Moreover, we have been unable to find evidence in th~ 
technical press, that degree of side control was considered at that time t~ 
be a matter of first importance. Chapter VII shows how inconclusive th1 
results of investigation all over the world had been even up to 1934. It i 
true that trials had been carried out. but decisive recommendations had no 
been formulated. 'Ve are of the opinion that there was no failure on th 
part of the Consulting Engineers to solve a problem; it was a case of lack o 
appreciation that a problem existed. 

174. Tlte trial before purclzase policy.-Further comments appear to b 
necessary on the relations of the Consultin~ Engineers with the trial befor 
purchase policy, and with the subsequent behaviour of the engines. 'Vhil 
these matters are fully dealt with later in this Chapter, certain aspects o 
them concern design. 
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The original proposals clearly envisaged the building of t vvo engines of 
each type for each Administration which required them, and these engines 
were to be thoroughly: tried out for at least two years. This was prudent 
and coincided with t.tie Board's earlier policy In connection with the 
purchase of the six preliminary Pacifies for the B., B. & C. I. R., E. I. R., 
and .M. & S. ~f. R. It was the intention that during the trial period of 
the X class Pacifies, careful records should be maintained of running and 
maintenance costs, and these, together with any recommendations for such 
modifications as might be necessary, were to be submitted to the Locomotive 
Standards Committee; this pooled experience was then to be considered, and 
the resulting modifications incorporated in the final design, for the approval 
of the Railway Board, before large orders for new'types were placed. But 
for various reasons, no records of running ·and of maintenance costs were 
kept, and, unfortunately, the Board's policy of trial before extended 
purchase was abandoned. . 

As already stated, it would appear that the design of the X class 
Pacifies was largely based on that of the first four British built Pacifies. 
In the case of these latter engines, the Board had refused to allow the Rail
ways concerned to purchase more than two pending thorough trial for at 
least a year. In view of this, there appears to be a strange inconsistency 
on the part of the Board in framing diagrams and specifications for yet a 
further type of Pacific following generally the lines of an experimental 
engine, the performance of which, up to that time, was an unknown 
quantity. Even if, as is claimed, the need for the new engines was urgent, 
we cannot but think that the preparation of the diagrams and specifications 
displayed some degree of incautious precipitancy. 

· 175. Demi-official Correspondence.-'There is another point, which we 
think is open to criticism. 'Ve have said in Chapter II that much of the 
correspondence to which we have referred was of a demi-official character; 
and some of this was not confined to details of design, but touched on 
important matters of policy, as will be shown later in this Chapter. While 
we do not suppose that the points dealt with in such letters were treated 
less formally than they would have been had the communications been official, 
we cannot help thinking that, had the correspondence been official, the 
decisions given ·would have been reached on a wider basis of responsibility. 

176. Reconsideration of design.-There remains the question as to why 
the troubles experienced with the first engines did not require a reconsidera
tion of the design of the subsequent batches. Apart from the long delay on 
the part of the Indian Authorities to recognise the nature of the problem, 
the Consulting Engineers have pointed out that it was no part of their 
functions to follow up of their own initiative the behaviour of the engines 
in service. India had a large and experienced staff already engaged in the 
operation of the locomotives, and the Consulting Engineers could only 
investigate defective running, either by information supplied by the Rail
way Board, or by themselves sending out representative's unasked. 

In the former case, there are certain inconsistencies. On the one band, 
the Consulting Engineers were supplied from India with voluminous demi
official correspondence dealing with points which bad been found defective 
on the engines, with a view to modifications being incorporated in later 
designs. On the other band, the information received does not appear to 
have assisted them in arriving at a real solution of the troubles. Indeed, 
this could hardly have been expected, since, as already pointed out~ the 
Board themselves had no clear lead as to the nature of the problem prior to 
1935. 

The role of the Consulting Engineers, therefore, after delivery of the 
first engines bas, in practice, been confined to incorporating in subsequent 
orders such modifications as were requested from India; although it is true 
that they were generally kept informed and so hecnme possessed of many 
of the facts, they do no_t appear to have been called in to for"llal consultation 
on this difficult problem. Had they been asked to examine and report on 
thi8 matter, it would have been necessary, in our opinion, for them to send a 
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deputation to India. As late as 1932, when they offered their services to 
aqvise the Railway Board with regard to oscillation, they were informed 
that if a solution could not be found in India, the offer vwuld be accepted; 
the offer was not made use of, and there was little further correspondence 
on the subject of hunting after 1934:, by which time it appears that reports 
of complaints had more or less ceased. We cannot help feeling, however, 
that the Consulting Engineers should have realised earlier, from the infor
mation being received from India, that there was a problem to be solved in 
connection with the riding of these engines; we are of opinion that, with 
their world-wide contacts, they should have been able to obtain a valuable 
.lead from the experience of other countries. 

177. Relationship with the British Engineering Standards Associa
tion.-In Chapter II it was pointed out that the Consulting Engineers 
were to prepare working drawings in consultation with the Association, and 
we have endeavoured to ascertain what contribution the Association made 
to the designs of the engines. Neither in India nor in England have we 
been able to trace that the Association was consulted step by step during the 
evolution of the designs, as appears to have been the original intention; but 
we have been shown certain unconfirmed minutes of an informal meeting 
of the Locomotive Conference of the Association, held just before one of 
the partners of the Consulting Engineers visited India in the cold weather 
of 1924-25. 

' 
This meeting was convened, apparently, with the object of discussing 

the First Report of the Locomotive Standards Committee, of ~lay 1924, 
:.and no comments were_ raised which could materially have affected the riding 
~·of these engines as vehicles. There is also on record the Note, (Appendix 
· V), addressed to the Railway Board by the partner of the Consulting 
Engineers who visited India in 1924-25, which explains the functions and 
valuable services of the Association to Indian Railways. He sent a copy of 
this Note to the Association; but though no further meetings were held to 
consider the design, we can fint! no evidence that this had anv effect on the 
particular questions with which we are concerned. " 

178. Suitability of Procedure.-The Consulting Engineers were respon
sible for the work outside India, in connection with the design and construc
tion of the engines in question. The Railway Board, who prepared the 
original outline sketches and specifications, and the Builders concerned, also 
shared in the design. The whole responsibility, however, for the operation 
and maintenance of the engines was borne by India. 

The merits of the problem must be gauged by the standard of loco
motive design existing- at the time, and not in the light of present day 
experience. The advance which has taken place during the subsequent 12 
years, and the knowledge gained by the behaviour of these loco!Ilotives under 
widely varying conditions, have indicated the need for radical alterations. 

In connection with a procedure which follows from the qbtaining of 
engines from another country, Consulting Engineers employed to develop 
the design may be expected to assume a eertain standard of maintenance of 
track and engines. ~fodification of design to suit local conditions can best 
be done progressively, and the fewer the engines to be dealt with the easier 
this becomes. The Railway Board, by their decision to purchase large 
numbers of engines of a new type, took the risk that the new desig-ns would 
fulfil requirements on the many differing conditions of trnck in India. 

. The Board had decided on Standardisation, and had outlined the types 
of engines; they had specifie? their many features, and had c~llabo!'at~d in, 
and approved in some detail, the .'York done by the Consultmg. I:.n~mccrs 
in London when developing the destg-n: The Roa.rd were rcsponsil~le for the 
testing, operation, and maintenance of the engmes, and, what B JUst as 
important, for the maintenance. of the track on whic~ they ran: lind the 
engines proved to be an unqualified succes~. due cred1t would rlg-ht1y h:ne 
belonfl'ed to the Board; and they must, we feel. equally accept a full share of 
respo~sibility for the troubles which ensued. 
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So far as the procedure was concerned between India and England in 
.dealing with the design and manufacture of these engines, it appears to 
have conformed generally to accepted practice in the supply of engines to .. 
.other countries. :Moreover, we are satisfied that the Consulting Engineers 
impressed upon the Board the desirability of adhering to a cautious policy 
.of thorough trial before commitment to extended purchase. The trials 
-could only have been made in India, and the Consulting Engineers were 
.entirely dependent upon the Board for information thus obtained. 

179. Summary.-Our views on the suitability of the procedure followed 
.are summarised below :-. . 

(1) The procedure, though modified from previous standards. was 
sound and practical, but involved. divided responsibility. 

(2) The various Railways in India were not so fully consulted as they 
should have been in the preparation of the new designs; but 
there was generally no criticism, of the designs from that 
source. 

(3) The original intention to obtain the collaboration of the B. E. 
S. A. in preparation of. the designs was not entirely fulfilled; 
but we consider that this had no bearing on what followed. 

(4) The preparation of drawings and specifications for the X class 
Pacifies should have awaited m,ore definite results of the 
performance of the six preliminary Pacifies. 

(5) The Consulting Engineers failed to appreciate the importance of 
correct side control, the responsibility for which they share 
with the Railway Board. 

(6) The Consulting Engineers should have been able to obtain a valu
able lead from the experience of other countries. 

(7) The Cop.sulting Engineers were not asked formally to collaborate 
in solving the problem of oscillation, but they were generally 
kept informed. 

(8) While the closest contact between India and London is highly 
desirable, ana may well be encouraged by demi -official corres
pondence, we consider that important decisions should not be 
taken by such communications. 

:3. The circumstances attending, and the justification for, the initial and 
subsequent purchases of these engines. 

180. Reasons for [:>urchase.-I? Chapter II, we h~ve a~ready d.escribed 
the circumstances leadmg up to the mceptwn o.f the engmes In questi~n, and 
we need not repeat the facts ~ere. It. remams, however, to .examm~ ·the 
Railway Board's reasons for Introducmg them, and for their contmued 
:purchase. We understand that they were threefold :-

1. Anticipation of greatly increased traffic; 
2. Need for curtailing the fuel bill; and 
·a. Standardisation as a measure of economy. 

181. Anticipation of greatly in~reased Trafft.c .. -There is no ~oribt that 
the financial outlook when the engmes were ortgmally planned was· very 
different from that obtaining during their first years of service. Their pur
·chase should not be judged ag~inst the backgr?und of the. econon;lic depres
sion, which began to be f.elt In 1930: but whiCh no one 1n In~Ia fo~esaw 
when the idea of introducmg the engi?es wa~ first mo?t~d. It 1s des~r~ble 
to recapture, so far as we can, a fair Impre~swn of opmwns. a.nd conditions 
prevailing at the time; for, what country m the· wo~I?- .anticipated ~uch a 
set-back in trade, and yet what country was so criticise~ for havmg so 
·obsolete a railway machine as India by the Acworth Committee. 

Besides the evidence of witness after witness before that Committee, 
prominent persons in commercial and industrial circles f~lt that a tra~e 
boom was then imminent, and that it was only held up by .madequate rail
·way facilities. While optimism at that time was not peculiar to India as a 
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country, it was certainly not the monopoly of the Railway Board. One 
firm of steel manufacturers alone informed the Acworth Committee that 
they contemplated giving the Railways a ton-mileage which would require 
over 7, 000 wagons and 139 engines (28). Another group of firms, engaged 
in metallurgical and allied industries, anticipated that by 1926 their. annual 
freight movement would have increased from two to fifteen millions of tons 
(29). It is also significant that even the Inchcape Committee did not recom
mend postponement of the Board's Rs. 150 crore programme, but suggested 
that capital allocated to unremunerative lines should be diverted to profit
able projects (30). 

To deal with. the anticipated increase in goods traffic, it is perhaps not 
surprising that the Railways may have aimed at emulating the characteris
tics of other countries; heavier goods traffic was naturally expected to induce 
heavier passenger traffic, and the latter service was already deficient. The 
Agent of the E. I. R. informed the Acworth Committee that, though his 
passenger trains were overcrowded, he could not run more without reducing 
goods services (31). Hence, it seems that there were good reasons . for 
thinking that, not only were new engines needed in l~rge numbers, but that 
increa~ed power :was necessary to handle heavi_er t~ain~. w~. '!~~~nformed 
that higher maximum speeds were not the obJect. m VIew. --- -· 
---u· may also be.noted .. thit 'ui' the five years 1920~21 to 1924-25 the gross 

receipts for the State-owned Railways substantially increased from Rs. 8(} 
to 100 crores. There was a slight set-back in the years 1925-26 and 1926-~7, 
but recovery took place in the two following years; and though the year 
1929-30 showed a slight drop compared with the previous year, earnings. 
were still higher than in 1924-25, and it was not until 1930-31 that the
serious decline commenced. 

It appears that the demand for Rs. 30 crores included in the figures 
given to the Finance Committee of the Legislature contemplated an addi
tion of som~ 600 locomotives each year for five years. The Board freely 
admit that, in the light of subsequent events, even 400 engines and 400 
boilers per annum, given officially to the Indian Peninsular Locomotive Com
pany as the anticipated requirements, was an overestimate. But, although 
the Board shared the general optimism and overestimated their requirements 
in common with many business firms at the time, they did not, having 
regard to the operating methods then in vogue, apparently commit the Rail
ways to a stock of engines materially larger than was required. Though a 
sum of Rs. 30 crores was askea-for, to be spent in the five years 1923-24 to 
1927-28, there was actually spent in a period of fourteen years, from 1923 
to 1937, less than Rs. 6 crores on capital account, and about Rs. 14! crores 
on depreciation account. 

Having regard to the foregoing facts, we are led to conclude that, in 
being unduly sanguine regarding the prospects of rai_Iway ~r~ffic, the Board 
merely shared feelings that were generally prevalent; In dectdmg to purchase 
modern powerful Paci:fic engines in large numbers, they were satisfied that 
this was the best type to handle the growing passenger traffic which was then 
~xpected. As already stated, we have no grounds for thinking that any
thing but efficiency of operation was the actuating motive. 

Even with the traffic now offering on a number of the Indian Railways~ 
the use of the Pacific type of engine is desirable. We were shmvn data on 
the E. I. R. relating to the operating difficulties which arose when express 
trains of over nine coaches had to be hauled by 4-6-0 B. E. S. A. type 
enaines having 17 ton axle loading; it was said that the temporary with
dr~wal of XB and XC types from express service was detrimental to the 
efficient handling of the passenger traffic on this system. Similarly, such 
trains as the Karachi mail on theN. W. R., and the Frontier mail on the 
D., B. & C. I. R., cannot be satisfactorily worked with engines of 4-6-() 
R. E. S. A. type. 

---------~------------------------------(28) Acworth Committee RepOrt., page 10. 
(29) Acworth Committee RepOrt, pall6 9. 
(30) Inchcape Cowmittee RepOrt, page 77 • 
(31) Acworth ComtdUoe Report. page s. 
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182. Need oL curtailing the Fuel Bill.-No criticism can be raised 
against the Boara's desire to reduce the fuel bill; indeed, it is much to their 
credit that they developed Railway· collieries and acquired others with a 
view to reducing and stabilising coal prices. That this policy has succeeded 
is shown by the fact that control of prices and supply has been consistently 
effective since 1927. · 

The efiect o.f the use of lower grade coal on engine design has already .. 
been discussed under Terms of Reference 1, and it has been shown why the·i 
Pacific wheel arrangement was adopted. But it is true that the burning/ 
of this fuel on 4-6-0 type engines has subsequently, been found to be practi-·\ 
cable, as~ for instance, on the latest engineson the B. N. R., which are not.~ 
of I. R. S. design, and have a 4'-6~0 wheel arrangement with a tractive·! 
effort of 27,797 ·Ibs. We understand that they adequately meet the needs~ 
<Jf fast passenger traffic on that Railway, and, because a rocking grate is1 
fitted, they are able to burn ser.ond grade coal efficiently on a grate area\ 
of 36 sq. ft. · 

So far as moderate power outputs were required, therefore, there does • 
not appear to have been any urgent need for the B.oard to have introduced ", 
Pacifies in large numbers, as was pointed out by the Consulting Engineers·' 
in their letter quoted hereafter; but, here again, we hesitate to be critical ~ 
after the event. Had traffic developed to 'the exten.c· anti6ipa£ed ·without 
adequate power to cope with it, the Board would have been rightly criticised 
for wan~ of enterprise and foresight. 

183. Standar(lisation as a Measure of Economy.-But, even allowing 
that the Uailway Board's decision to acquire new and powerful engines 
was justified, in view of possible traffic developments, we still have to· 
consider their policy of standardising such engines for all the State-owned. 
Railways in India. 

There are many sound general arguments for such a policy; but it is. 
with the more practical effects that we are concerned. The Board informed 
us that since 1903-05, when the earliest efforts- were directed towards 
Standardisation of locomotives, the Company-managed Railways had 
freedom of action in design; though they adopted the standards on general 
lines, they did not accept them in detail. and "the advantages of complet& 
Standardisation were not fully obtained''. If, however, there were material 
advantages in Standardisation, it might be assumed that the Company
managed Railways would have co-operated for their own benefit; but the· 
fact that they did not support the policy to the full was less connected with 
any inherent disadvantage in Standardisation than with a natural reluctance
to part with their own initiative in the matter of design. This is one of " 
the reasons· why it is never possible to obtain unanimity on this subject, 
and why some measure of compulsion is almost invariably necessary when 
such schemes are introduced. 

'Ve have already referred in Chapter II to the criticisms of a former· 
Chief .Mechanical Engineer of the B., B & C. I. R. (vide Appendix VI). 
In furnishing us with a copy of this note, the Board informed us that, s(} 
far as they could trace, it contained the only reasoned objections to their 
policy. But., although there may be no record of similar objections, we
think, from what we heard, that this one Chief Mechanical Engineer was. 
not alone in his opinion. If delays are to be avoided and decisive action 
is to be- taken, it is certainly desirable that questions of design should re 
concentrated in the hands of a committee such as that appointed by the· 
Rai.lway· Board; but it appea:t;s to ~ essential that the opi?-ions and .ex
penence of those officers on the Railways, who are necessarily responsible· 
for maintenance and safe running~ should be given full weight. :Most of 
the criticisms which we heard were obviously due to a feeling that there-
had been shortcomings in this respect. · 

Actually, up to the introduction o~ the I. R: S. locomotives, adminis
trations diverged from standards accordmg to thetr local needs, and, though 
the I.ocomotire and Carriage Superintendents' Committee of the Indian 
Railway Conference Association finally supported the policy in 1923, the-
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.same body was opposed to it in i92f. We have heard, too that some other 
Administrations considered that the Standardisation policy was much too 
rigid, particularly in respect of the small number of engine types which 
-were available; further, that more adaptability was needed to meet the 
varying .conditions on different Railways. But we are concerned not so 
much with opinions a.S with the practical effects of the Board's policy of 
.fifteen ye.ars ago; it can, perhaps, be summarised as follows:-

(1) They were convinced that a large number of new and more 
powerful engines were needed; 

(2) These engines had to be capable of burning low grade coal, to 
reduce the fuel bill. · 

(3) For reasons of economy, designs had to be standardised for all 
State-owned Railways; and 

(4) Existing designs, which could not burn low grade coal, had to 
· be treated as obsolete, and were not to be perpetuated. 

Since the available number of new standard designs was very small, 
:Stx ict adherence to the abov~ policy has resulted in certain Rail
ways being equipped with locomotives of power in excess of require
ments where density of traffic. is less than the average. This arises, so 
far as passenger engines are concerned, from the big gap in capacity which 
was left between the XA and, XB class Pacifies. There are Railways 
which appear to require engines of lesser capacity than the XB class; the 
.Railway Board, in collaboration with the Consulting Engineers, have 

! -designed a new WL class Pacific with a 16 ton axle load, and four of these 

I engines are now under construction for trial pp.rposes. There may be other 
.classes required to meet special traffic conditions, and the Board should 
:accordingly give consideration to increasing the range of standards. 

18-1:. Railway Board's change of Policy.-In Chapter II statements 
.are given showing dates and other details of the contracts of the 284 X 
-class Pacific engines, the subject. of our Inquiry, and these statements 
indicate that orders for the engines had been placed in q_uick succession. 
'This being the case, the first point which naturally arises is that the 
·Railway Board, for some reason or other, discarded their policy of trial 
l>efore bulk purchase. They had notified the Railways in 1923 that only 
·tw•J engines of each type should be ob,tained for each sysrell, and that 
.exhaustive trials were to be made with these for at least two years before 
·fw'ther orders were ·placed. The Consp.lting Engineers had also pointed 
-out that a oonsiderable p~riod .of_ running e~erience would be necessary to 
.eliminate any defects which might develop In the first of the new standard 
·engines. 

The statements alluded to show that, although only two XA engines 
··were originally authorised for the N. W. R., G. I. P. R., and E. I. R. 

in December 1925, no less than 20 were authorised only 22 months later, 
. :and further large orders followed annually for the next three years. But, 
.as regards the XB engin~, 28 were authorised for three Railways in 

. December 1925, only nine months after the Locomotive Standards Committee 
had sulimitted their Second Report, and only about 18 months after the four 
·experimental Pacific engines had been placed in serrice on the B., B. & C. 
I. R., and E. I. R. :Moreover, by .December 1925, the Board do not appear 
to have l'eceived any report on the performance of these engines, as the 

-.memorandum of the Chief :Mechanical Engineer, B., B. & C. I. R. is 
·dated Januarv 1926. Even in the case of these engines the Board had 
prescribed at ·least a year's trial before further purchases were made, and -
ret thP.y persisted in their precipitate I!Olicy, notwithstanding the protest 
-from the Consulting Engineers, one of whose Partners wrote m ~fay 1920 
..a.s follows :-

"I ·urge most stronaly, that the Railu:ay Board u:ill not order more 
of these new., types till the first hare been made and tried out. 
This trying-out process has alu:ays been insisted on t"n tile 
Railu:ay Board's instructions, and should be ad/lered to. 
The first lots tcill take, in my O'pinion, a year to 'construct. 
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.. Ueanwldle, next year's program·me will come on, and there 
v;ill be a temptation to order more of the new untried types. 
This !tftppened when the first Standard Locomotives were got 
out with unsatisfactory results to all concerned. Tlte existing 
standard types (brought up to date to the Committee's require
ments) will in most cases do, and do well, all the u·ork required 
of them for the present.". 

The t·elevant extract from the Railway Board's reply of June 1926 is 
as follows :-

"The Board have considered your suggestion that no more orders 
should be placed for new Standard Locqmotives until the trial 
engines hare been tried out, but are unable to agree to 
placing any further orders for narrow firebox engines, which, 
in their opinion, are an obsolete type and should not be per
petuated. They are, therefore, of opinion that it would be 
preferable to order only wide firebox engines in future, but the 
demands 1cill be reduced to an absolute minimum until S'uch 
time that u·e hare sufficient experience of the new trial engines 
to justify orders being placed." · 

It would appear that, in such circumstances, the Consulting Engineers 
could do no more than obey· instructions; they had !J.dvised on the point as 
strongly as they could, and had received a reply giving reasons of policy 
for not ordering engines of the older type. And~ although the Board 
intimated that demands for the engines would be reduced to a minimum 
pending thorough trial, the first bulk order had already been placed for 
46 engines six months previously, and bulk orders followed in October 1927 
for 20 X.A., 24 XB, and_ 28 XC engines before any of those originally 
authorised had even arrived in the country. 

Further, before these latter large purchases were authorised the Con
sulting l:ngineers had written to the Board in ~fay 1927 as follows:-

"At the same time, we would most strong'ly urge that no more orders 
should be placed for these New Standard Locomotives ·until the 
first lots hare been completed and the actual detailed working 
drawings (which are far more numerous than have hitherto 
been attempted) are com.pleted." 

·The Consulting Engineers referred again to the subject in August 
1927, and the following is a relevant extract from their letter to the 
Board:-· 

"Thanks for the adrance copy of the proposed design of the XH 28 
ton 2-8-2 .!,.-cylinder lckomotire, which we have also received 
offtciaUy through the High Commissioner. 1Ve will give this 
our attention as soon as possible, but at the mO'ment we are 
unable to proceed owing to pressure of work on the other new 
standards. In addition to the abore type u·e hare on hand to 
date the preparation of no less than 24 designs for new 
standard engines, and also the conr:ersion of 6 types of old 
standard engines to superheat. 

Tlze number, hou:erer, of locomotires of these new standard types 
u·hich is bf!ing ordered appears to u.s to be becoming someu·hat 
of a serious matter. You zl'ill recall that in the memorandum 
for the Locomoti•re Standards Committee (vide L. S. C. 
Report 192.&, Page fi, Para. S), it u·a,~ stated that "A rra1lge
ments u·ould be made for tzco engines of each type, or class of a 
f,7Jpe, to be built for earlt Administrat~on requiring them_, and 
these engines should be thoroughly tned out for a perwd of 
at least tu·o !/Mrs''. Up to the presellt, hozre~n, u·e ha~p, had 
indents for no less than 167 new standard enaznes, corennq 14 
types. A complete statement of the position to date ls shou·n 
on the enclosed list, from u:hich !JOlt zcil~ note, for instance, 
that the first Combined Call, 1926, conta!n:d an. order for 28 
of the XB type alone for onl!l three A.dmznzstratwns, and also 
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· · that in tlte case of the YD type, we have to date orders for as 
many as 50 spread O'Ver five Administrations." 

~85. Reasons. for Change in Policy.-So marked a change in policy 
requues explanatiOn, and we have been at some pains to ascertain the 
reasons.; there appears, however, to be little reoorded on the subject. We 
are ~at1sfied that had the Board not been confident, as were the Consulting 
Engineers, that the general design of the new engines was sound and in 
conformity with established practice at the time, such large orders would 
not have been placed. It should be borne in mind that previous instances. 
were not lacking of bulk purchases of new types of locomotives for India 
without previous trials; there is also the recent example of the L. }.{. S. R. 
having ·placed much larger orders for entirely successful engines, but in 
that case they already had wide experience of the wheel arrangement 
adopted. 

One reason which appears to have induced the Board to depart so 
substantially from their declared policy of 1923 was the urgent need for 
reh~~ilitating the Railways, and. for providi11g power to meet existing and 
anticipated traffic. There was also the unsuccessful attempt to establish a 
company in India to build locomotives; this proposal, which has already 
been mentioned, was based on an optimistic outlook, which was unfor
t~ately shattered by later events, including the fall in prices from 25 per
cent. to 40 per cent. petween 1922 and 1925 and the subsequent financial 
crisis. Thus, the Board were deprived of a source of manufacture in the . 
country. · 

But more important still, apparently, as a determining factor in the 
~apidity of the Board's purchases of these engines, was their anxiety to 
reduce the coal bill by extending the use of low grade fuel, a point . with 
which we have fully dealt in Chapter II. There can be little doubt that 
this consideration was allowed to outweigh all others, for in their reply to 
the Consulting Engineers already quoted, the Board stressed their wish to 
purchase in future only engines with wide fireboxes. It was explained to 
us that to have continued purchasing existing types of engine with narrow 
fi.reboxes.would have committed the Railways to what the Board then consi
dered wet•e obsolete types for a further 35 years (the estimated life of a 
locomotive under the Depreciation Fund Rules). 

The Board further informed us that, when the original proposal was 
made to purchase only two trial engines of each type for each Railway, one 
Administration pointed out that two woqld be of little use for experimental 
[iurposes, and that for adequate trial, sufficient engines to form a link were 
needed. Yet another consideration, which appears to have influenced the 
decision at the time, was the delay of about four years which•."the 
more cautious policy would have involved, namely, one year for 
~onstruction of the experimental engines, two years for trials, and another 
vear for construction of the approved engines. In view of the urgent,.4need 
for extra power, it was considered that such delay could not be entertained. 
. Such then are the reasons given us for t~e ~ard: s change o! Poi icy, 

and while we cannot say that they had no JUStificatiOn, we feel that m 
vie~. of the warnings conveyed by the Consulting Engineers, the wiser 
course would certainly have been to have conti!lued ~urchasing a ~urther 
number of the well tried B. E. S. A. type engmes (smtably modermsed as 
necessary), pending thoroliglltriat·otTnc··new Pacific clas8es.. In o~r vie'!, 
the Board's action in. this matter was regretta~le; but, m ma~mg thts 
criticism it. should be recognised that had the tnals and alteratiOns been 
oonducted on no more searching l_ines than th?se carried out af~r the fi:st. 
X class Pacifies were delivered, 1t seems unhkely that the pohcy of tr.ml 
Lefore purchase would have assured immunity from the troubles whtch 
followed. Its principal effect W?uld hare been that. a smaller. total numLe:t 
of Ps.cific engines might be runmng at the present ti?J~·. 'Vhile, theref~re, 
it appears that the Board laid themselves. op~n t? cntictsm for abandonmg 
tl~eir declared policy, it can hardly be ~ald, Ill VleW of what We n?W kn?W 
to he the state of knowledg-e at that tl!ll.e, that adher~ncc to. their pohcy 
,, .. ould have materially altered the conditiOns of operatiOn 'vh1ch have led 
to this Inquiry 
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CHAPTER IX. 

TER.~Is oF REFERENCE No. 4--THE coNDITIONs saBJECT To WHICH THESE 
ENGINES CAN BE USED WITH SAFETY WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 
1'HEIR SUITABILITY FOR THE TRACK ON WHICH THEY ARE REQillRED TO RUN 
AND CONVERSELY THE SUITABILITY OF THE TRACK FOR THESE TYPES OF 

ENGD;E. 

186. Jrdroductory Remarks.-· It is now over 10 years since the first 
case of hunting and track distortion by an X class Pacific was experienced. 
This is a long time, and, it is, therefore, necessary to consider in some 
detail:-- . 

{a) What preventive action was taken by the Administrations and 
by the Railway Board. 

(b) 'Vhat improvements were effected to the engines. 
(c) Whether the measures adopted were reasonably sufficient. 

The history of these engines is dealt with in Chapter II, and shows 
that the first was put into service on the E .. I. R. in January 1928, while 
the first cases or hunting and of track distortion were reported in the 
following 1Iay and June, respectively. Subsequently, every Broad Gauge 
Railway in India using Pacifies experienced cases of hunting and track 
di~placement to a greater or lesser degree, and the first derailment occurred 
in February 1929. 

187. Reasons for time taken on investigatio"n.-So far as was practi
cable, we have considered the circumstances in which the various derail
ments took place, and it appears that they were mainly the outcome of 
excessive oscillation at considerable speed. There was evidenee of occa
sional disagree~ent with the opinions of Government Inspectors; there 
also appear to have been instances of failure to face the issues, and to avoid 
an all-too-common tendency to shift blame from the engine to the track and 
rice ·cersa. Personal responsibility, and even departmental responsibility, 
are minor considerations, compared with prompt preventive action,. when 
the cau:se-of an accident has been made clear as the result of Inquiry; we 
refer to this later in paragraph 210. We feel that harm has been done by 
a too rigid departmental outlook, which must have reached to the detriment 
of the best interests of railway working; in this case, it seems to have 
re~arded. an earlier appreciation of where the trouble lay and what were 
the necessary remedial measures. 

As we have pointed out, however, the ease was a bafHiniJ' one from an 
engineering point of view, owing to the border line nature ~f the desiiJ'n 
which renders these engines so sensiti'te~lo .. -certain track conditions. The· 
real cause, therefore, of the trouble did not reveal itself either to the 
Administrations using the engines or to the Railway Board; coupled with 
this, there appears to have been no systematic method of collecting data 
and submitting it to the Board and to the Consulting Engineers. It was 

· largely due to these factors that the problem has remained unsolved; but; 
generally, there is no doubt that s~feguarding measures were under constant . 
consideration and· application. It must also be remembered that reports· 
to the Board from some Administrations disclosed llo grounds for criticism; 
this has apparently tended to conceal the importance of th~ i8sues, and 
ha3 rf'sulted in a condition of uncertainty and indecision as to fundamental 
requirements. 

PREVENTIVE AcTION TAKEN. 

188. In an endeavour to overcome the clearly demonstrated bad riciing 
tendencies of these locomotives, the preventive action, which ~as taken, 
inv?lred limitations of speed, initiation of 'research, and alteratiOns to the · 
£'nrl'lllCS. 

" Speed.-":-herever. track distortions have occ~ured, Civil E~g~neers 
and Government Inspectors have been prompt to m~pose sreed hnut~ of 
45 m.p.h. or less; these have been removed as the varwus ~ngme al~eratwns 
appeared to show promise of improvement, only to be re-Imposed m many 
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cases following further distortions. On the other hand, on some Railways, 
notably the 11. & S. 1:1:. R. and N. W. R., it was not considered necessary 
to' impose such restrictions. Subsequent to the Bihta accident, however, 
the Railway Board instructed the Administrations to restrict X class 
Pacifies to a maximum of 45 m.p.h. over any section where track distortion 
attributable to hunting, or tendency to hunt, had been experienced within 
the previous 12 months. 

Generally, at the time of our visit, this limit had been adopted, 
irrespective of whether or not distortions had occurred, and had been taken 
as applying to unmodified X class Pacifies, as well as to those which had 
b~en modified to the Railway Board's instructions. An exception, however, 
has been made in respect of XA engines on the G. I. P. R. ; after full 
modification, and with the Government Inspector's approval; they are being 
allowed to run at a maximum of 60 m.p.h. instead of 45 m.p.h. 

189. Research.-For the first time, research, which enabled accurate 
measurements to be made of the forces, as well as the displacements involved, 
was initiated in India only two or three years ago; its great value, in 
allowing a rational attack to be made on the problem, has been set out in 
Chapter VII. Although work had commenced in other countries before 
it was taken up in India, each country was occupied in perfecting its own 
apparatus, and few of the published results were helpful. 

190. A iterations to Engines.-The alterations and improvements which 
were. made to the engines have been set out under Terms of Reference 1 in 
Chapter VIII. As already explained, the majority of those carried out 
in the earlier years ha4 apparently no e:ff~ctive bearing on the riding of 

· the engines, and were not, therefore, suffiCient to enhance safety of opera
tion. In this Chapter, it is proposed to consider only ~he effect of improve
ments, resulting from the Railway Board's final instructions, which, in 
turn, largelv resulted from the research work to which reference has already 
been made." These were con_tained in a letter of April1938 to all Railways, 
and are briefly repeated here:-

(i) Bogie pivot and bogie slides to be fitted with friction liners. 
(ii) Bogie control springs to be fitted having an initial load of 22 

cwts. and 50 cwts. final. , 
(iii) Cartazzi inclined slides to be removed and replaced by flat faced 

- with Ferodo. 
(iv) German buffing gear to be fitted. 

At the time of our arrival, the position on the individual Railways, 
with regard to the above instructions was as follows :-

G. I. P. R.. • Proceeding with the fitting of all XA engines. 
B. B. & C. I. R. • Proceeding with the fitting of all XC engines. 
E. I. R. • Several XB and XC engines already fitted for trial. 

Orders issued for further 35 engines to be fitted. 
S. I. R. • 
M. & S.M. R. 

· N. W. R •• 
E. B. R. • 
N. S. R. • 

:}only one engine on each line altered for experiment. 

: } Only partial modifications on one or two engines. 

• No engines fitted. 

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH ENGINES CAN AT PRESENT BE USED WITH SAFETY. 

191. Original Condition.:-:Consideratio~ wil~ first be given to engines 
which are fitted with the ong~nal type bo~pe, hmd tr:uck, a~d drawgear. 
These engines are not safe to run 3;t unres.t~1cted speed m all Circumstances. 
There are many locomotives in th1s cond1t10n which have. not been k"1lo~ 
to hunt on sl?!.£Lfi.c routes; we _ourselves tra~elled on :unmod1fie? XB and XC 
engines at even SO m.~h. w~t~ comparative. st~a~mess. ~1ven, h_oweyer, 
adverse engine and trac cond1t10~s, '_Vhethe_r mdivldually or m combmatl?n, 
there is possibility Ofllndue oscillation bemg set up, fo!lowe? by huntmg 
and excessive flange forces, and even by subsequent deratlmeiJ ... when speed 
is high and for conditions are particularly unfavourable. 
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. In Chapter IV we have already· dis~ussed the, relations which the 
dlffe~e?t types of track, formation and weights of rail bear to the running 
q uaht1es of these engines; while the weight of rail is an important factor, 
it is not necessarily the decisive one. Heavier rails, such as 90 lbs. and 
115 lbs. :F.F. have a greater moment of transverse resistance, and, when 

·used in conjunction with a more generous provision of sleepers, afford a 
substantial track. Nonetheless they are capable of deflections sufficient 
to initiate the hunting of engines so sensitive as X class Pacifies unless 
suitable contr<;>l ,is provided. This is especially so if the track is in an 
inferior condition both in alignment and level, such as sometimes prevails 
during the monsoon and on black cotton and water-logged formation. 

As an alternative to altering the engines, they can be safely used either 
by restricting speed to 4~ m.p.h., as has wlready been done, or by raising 
the standard of track maintenance to levels which may become uneconomic. 
The experiments on the B., B. & C. ·1. R. (vide paragraph 147, Chapter 
VII) have shown that, given sufficient and continuous attention to 
packing of sleepers, the oscillations even of highly sensitive engines damp 
<mt. The cost of such treatment, however, might be prohibitive and, even 
so, some degree of softening of the formation _ must be expected under 
monsoon conditions. For safety in operation at unrestricted speed, there· 
fore, alterations are required to the engine and the maintenance of appro
priate standards are necessary on the track; these matters are discussed 
later. In the meantime, we recommend a continuance of the existing 45 
m.p.h. ;maximum speed restriction. 

192. Partial Modiftcation.-This has usually taken the form of fitting 
friction material to the bogie, but of retaining the Cartazzi hind truck. It 
has been explained, however, that engines so modified are, in fact, little 
better than those which have rema,ined unmodified; this was demonstrated 
to us by the violent hunting which we experienced on a pa;rtially modified 
engine on the E. B. R. The remarks which have been made regarding 
unmodifieu engines, therefore app~y equally in this case. 

193. Full JI odiftcation.-It has already been stated that, on the 
straight, engines modified to the Board's full requirements ride without 
nndue oscillation, and with much reduced coupled wheel flange pressure, 
If confined to straight track, therefore,. they could be worked with safety 
at unrestricted speed, over permanent way which is suitably designed and 
adequately maintained. On curved track, however, it has been demonstra
ted that the high friction of the bogie slides, combined with the low value, 
of the control spring centring force, can give rise to undesirably high flange 
forces. and the position in these circumstances is no different· from that of 
unmodified engines on the straight. 

It is true that most of the hunting and derailments in the past have ..,. 
occurred on the straight, and that no accident has occurred on curved track 1

•. 

with a. modified engine. Nevertheless, so long as it is possible to obtain .,. 
high flange forces when passing round curves, oomplete assurance of safety · 
is absent. Provided a sufficiently unfavourable combination of circum
stances exists, there must remain a latent possibility of track distortion 
under the action of high flange forces; so 'long as this continues, however 
remote the eventuality even engines as modified cannot be said to b'e free 
from the liability to derailment at high speed. We recommend, therefore, 
that the restrictions at present in force, which limit the maximum speed 
to 45 m.p.h. should continue to apply also to the engines which have been 
modified in the manner referred to above. 

TRACK CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO ENSURE THE UNRESTRICTED USE OF THESE 
ENQINES. 

194. Permanent JVay.-"\Ve have emphasised in this .Report that safety 
ln riding is a joint matter between engine and track; it IS necessary, there
fore, to consider measures to be taken with regard to both. Track has 
.already been dealt with in Chapter IV, and it remains to summarise our views 
and to make recommendations. There is little doubt that, when X class 
.engines were introduced. they immediately brought to notice weaknesses in 

20RB 
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the permanent way, and we are satisfied that, generally, suitable action by 
speed restriction and strengthening has been taken during the last 10 years._ 
to meet the situation. 

.. yve are aware that a heavy standard F. F. rail of ~~·5 lbs. per yard 
was mtroduced some years ago when traffic and other conditions appeared to· 

-warrant its use; also that the attention of the Railway Board was drawn by 
the E. I. R. (Company) to the advantages of adopting 100 lbs. F. F. rails. 
as a standard for that line. We feel, however, that it would be unjustified 
financially, l,lllless traffic or other conditions are exceptional, to depart from 
the standard of 90 lbs. F. F. rail, which has been in general use for many 
years and appears to be satisfactory for the main lines of the country. We· 
draw attention to the advantages of longer rails, from both the aspects of 
maintenanee and of comfort in running; also to the value of continuance or 
~esearch regarding the strength of fishplates. 

In our observations, we took particular note of those features of the 
track which might contribute to lateral instabilitv of the engine, namely,. 
features which can give rise to undue elastic·.deformation under load. The 
following points, some of which are not confined to India, may be mentioned 
in this respect:-

(a) In the case of flat footed rails and wooden sleepers, square 
section spikes are used; there is a tendency for the wood to· 
shrink and for the spikes to start working, which results in 

-play between the' rail foot and the spike head. 
(b) In the case of bull headed rails and wooden sleepers, the chairs are· 

fixed by spikes, which are subject to the same tendency. 
(c) Plate and pot sleepers which are eross-tied_ below the bottom of 

· the rail, have a tendency to deflect outwards, under the effect 
of flange pressure, when the play in the tiebar is excessive und. 
its moment of inertia is insufficient. 

(d) 'Vith plate or pot sleepers the inclination of 1 in 20 of the rail 
t~nds to vary .. 

(e) 'Vooden keys are liable to become loose, and steel keys to flex. 
(f) The provisim:i. of sleepers is sometimes inadequate, and reference· 

to this is made below. · 

It may be claimed that permanent distortion of track was unknown with 
the 4-6-0 engines previously operating; also that if the flange forces of the 

·Pacific type engines were reduced to the same value, by the measures whic·h 
are recommended for the engine later in this Report, no further attention to 
the track would be necessary. This may be a sound enough argument, 
but, in our opinion, it is desirable to aim at a. higher margin of safety jll... 
.Lwlla, and to this end, a degree of betterment in.. the track is indispensao1e. 
It is necessat-y, therefore, that, irrespective of the weight of rail and Rpacing· 
of sleepers, attention should be given to the points enumerated above, as. 
well as to the following :-· 

(i) In the case of pot and plate sleepers, the design should allow of f he 
tiebars being fixed as near as possible to the foot of the rnil, 
in order to avoid deflection by rotation of the rails about their· 
base. , 

(ii) In the case of steel trough sleepers, the arrangement of four 
wedges per sleeper is preferable, in order to allow ot easy 
gauge adjustment, while ensuring a high degree of rigidity. 

(iii) The design of steel trough sleepers should ensure that a trans
verse moment of inertia is provided sufficient to resist bending· 
under the maximum flange forces encountered. 

It h~s been found that the lateral resistance of track can be considered 
sufficient if a transverse static load of 10 tons does not produce a deflection 
greater th&n 1/8 in. In France, this has been determined by the use· 
of calibrated hydraulic jacks. This figure should be verified, and modified 
as necessary, fnr Indian conditions. 
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. 195. Sleeper Sp~cing.-... -\.s alrea~y stated,_ we feel that sufficient atten
tiOn hns not been paid to· the appropriate· spacmg of sleepers, which should 

· be proYided to withstand the lateral forces tending to spread the gauge and to 
distort the track as a whole, and to distribute the weight on the formation. 
The present minimum sleeper spacing prescribed in the Schedule of Stand
ard Dimensions is X +1 up to 17 tons axle loading, N +2 up to 18! tons~ and 
:X+ 3 up to 22! tons, where X is the length of the rail in yards and relates 
to the 36 ft. rail. \Yc would remark that this standard is no higher than 
that adopted on l3ritish Railways, where conditions are so much more favour
able to better standards of maintenance, and is much lower than that gene-
ral:y adopted in France and Germany. . 

"\'."" e recommend that the aim should be for all main lines to be sleepered 
to a minimum of :N -r3, increased as found necessary eTen up to N +8, on 
weak fo11liation and on curres. ",.e noticed on some Railways that, with 
cert1in types of sleepers, their spacing was graduated for a distance of 3 or 
4 sleepers on either side of the joints; we recommend that this practice also 
shoultl be generally followed, where practicable. 

".,.bile referring generally to the question of strengthening the permanent 
way by incrt-asing the number of sleepers per rail, we would stress the neces
sity for re~earch into the bearing capacity of different kinds of soil encounter
ed in India under varying conditions of moisture; we consider that investi
gation of this nature would be of great value in determining the number 
of sleepers which should be used for a particular soil in a given locality. In 
thi:; connection, the greater u._~ of blanketing nnder ballast should be en
couraged; and renewal and recoupment of ballast, to ensure adequacy 
of s-ection. may be a~ important as the renewal of track itself. 

196. Recommendations.-We are aware that there is ·a considerable 
mileage of track on the main trunk routes where the rail weighs less than 90 
lbs. per yard, and it is probable that in some cases the type and size of 
sleeper will not permit even an N + 5 spacing. The Railway Board must 
decide, after the further research which we recommend, whether retention 
of the lighter rails is justifiable. even with added sleeper strength, or whether · 
it is nece~ary to expedite complete renewal. In the latter case, we consider 
that it would be adYisable to prepare a renewal programme for completion 
withb a limited period of, say, 5 to 10 years, and to include special and 
exc-eptionai maintenance of existing old type-material, pending replacement. 

"lrile lighter section track continues to exist in main trunk Jines, it 
would obnoush· be nnwise to suggest that the XB and XC engines should 
be permitted to run oYer it at unrestricted speeds. In such cases, it will be 
nec-es.sar~i fvr Chief Engineers to regulate speed of operation in accordance 
with the condition of formation, standard of maintenance, and a~e of 
materiaL . .:\iter modification of the engines as suggested later in this 
Chapter. and when t~~ foregoing _mea~ures have. been taken regarding per
manent way, we· anticipate that It will be possible to relax these spet>d 
re5trictions. Our recommendations on the use of Hallade instruments. 
training of staff, and obs:erration of rail joints under load, have been set out 
in Chapter IV. 

FL\TLRES OF X CLASS PACIFIC EXGTh"l:S .\S ORIGL~ALLY DE:SIGl\"ED. 

19i. Before making recommendations for alterations to the eng!nrs, 
we will examine their guiding elements as originally designed. Figure 27 
shows a drawing of the original bogie; Figure 2S illu~trat.es a Carta7.zi hind 
tru(k, and Firure 2"2 the Goodall drawgear. Exammahon of these draw
in~s an-i ins~tion of the parts in India, lead us to make the following 
criticisms and remarks :-

(a) Bc!rie :-
(1) Th~ slidi·ag member is controlled by two. independent SJ?ri~gs on 

eithei:' e"Jd of the transYerre centre lme, arranged ms1de a 
foJ1J, of buffer plunger. The fr~ l~ngth or coil spring is IOJ 
iu . a .... ,.; this allows only a Tery hmtted range of control. 
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(2) -As. these springs are totally enclosed in. the centre casting and the 
butTer ·plungers, it is impossible to see them without complete 
dismantling; there is, therefore, no ready means of. checking 
whether they· have broken in service, or were defective even 
when assembled in the first place. 

(3) In service, there is the possibility of one spring breaking or be
coming weaker than the other without being seen. 

(4) As the· control springs are necessarily of small dimensions, the 
limitation of diameter in relation to section tends to give rise 
to overstressing; in some cases it bas been found that the spring 
becomes solid before the total side displacement is takt-n up. 

(5) The initial compression is obtained by a bolt, the head of which 
is let into the buffer plunger, and the shank of which passes 
through a web in the cross slide casting. The amount of initial 
compression is regulated by screwing up the nut, and. theore
tically, the width over the two buffer plungers should exactly 
equal the distance between the bogie frameR, when the correct 
initial compression bas been provided. In practice, it is impos
sible to realise this, and to ensure that there is no gap between 
the buffer face and the frame, clearance is left between the face 
of the ,nut and the web in the casting. Any clearance, whether 
between the plunger face and the frame, or between the face 
of the nut and the web, allows one spring to act against the 
other, and reduces the initial control over the distance repre
sented by the clearance. This is shown in Fig. 10. 

(6) As this type of bogie is common on older B. E. S. A. engines, it is 
easy for their parts to be confused with those of X class bogies. 
As, however, the springs are different in size, this would result 
in incorrect control, and we noted one such case. 

(7) The centre plate ap.d sliding casting are difficult to lubricate pro
perly. and to keep free from dust and ashes; this results in 
variable friction conditions. · 

(8) The design of bogie is such that the main transverse castings, 
which form the slides are in two separate sections, each bolted 
independently to the frame. It is possible for these two un
connected castings to give rise to inequalities in le·vel, causing 
high spots and friction in the slides. 

(9) The spring cradle bars bear on the axleboxes through a cross rib 
which has a flat top. Contact between the cradle bar and the 
axlebox top was noted to be unsatisfactory,. allowing the load 
to come on one end or the other of the bearings; this gives bad 
weight distribution, which is one cause of hot boxes. 

(10) The passage of a bogie over track, which has superelevation or 
differences in level, necessitates all parts being free to move in 
any direction. In this connec~ion, it is noted that the horn 
guides on the axleboxes are ne1ther barrelled nor veed. 

(11) Having regard to the guiding function of the bogie, it is essen
tial that the wheel hub and a.xlebox faces should have large 
bearing surfaces. It was noted that these faces were too 
small, and excessive wear took place. 

(12) The bogie has heavy centre castings, which extend well towards 
the horn gaps. On the other hand, the outer ends of the frame 
are stayed with only s~all round struts. Th~s is likely to 
give rise to concentratiOn of stress at the pomt where the 
casting terminates. 

(b) Coupled. TV heel Springing.-The flexibility of the coupled wheel 
springs as measured by their deflection per ton is 0·2 in. in the case of the 
XA, 0·18 in. for the XB, and 0'16 in. for the XC. Corresponding values 
in British practice range from 0·15 in. to 0·2 in., while in France 0·35 in. 
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per ton is a representati-re -ralue on the more important express pas..c::enger 
engines. .Xo modification has at any time been made to the flexibility of the 
bearing springs on X class Pacifies, which it will be -noted, conform in this 
respe.:t to normal British practice. 

(c) Cltaranc~ utt<ceen Flange and Rail.--\Vhen wheel flanges and rails 
are new the side clearance between them in India (gauge 5 ft. 6 in.) stand
ard locomotive desif>'1lS is 9/32 in. for all wheels. In Great Britain (gauge 
4: ft. 8} in.), it is 5/16 in. for full tyre sections, but for ce~in high speed 
locomotives this dimension has recently been reduced to ! m. on the bogie 
and hind truck wheels. In France, 3/16 in. is the standard clearance, wbich 
has come about in recent years as the result of 3/16 in. reduction in tra.ck 
gauge (now 4ft. 8! in.). Figure 23 illustrates this point. 

(d) En[Jine Fram~s.-O~ing to t~e presence of larg~ racuum cylinders 
between the frames Immediately behind the smokebox, It has been found 
difficult to proYide sufficiently stiff frame staying at this point, with the 
result that frame fractures have been epidemic. The original designs had no 
continuous longitudinal stays, but, in later engines, such staying was provid
ed~ and many of the original engines have been altered in this way. While 
ho,,·ev~r. th~ frames were thus made more rigid from the region of the lead
ing coupled a..."\.le bac1..-wards, the continued presence of the ,-acuum cylinders 
prevented any stifiening of the staying where it was most needed, riz., be
tween the leading coupled axle and the bogie c-entre. Flexing of the .fr~e 
was, tLerefore~ likely and this can affect the riding of the engines as describ
ed in Chapter III: thP incidence of frame fracture is dealt with in Chapter 
X. 

(e) IlinJ Truck.-It is now generall-r accepted that Cartazzi control on 
radial axleboxes i:3 unsuitable, baring regard to the conditions and t,-oes of 
track in India. The disadvantages are:- ~ .. 

(1) The engine tends to curYe in a series of jerks. because the lubricated 
slides are continually riding up the inclined planes under the 
influence of the displacement, and slippincr back under the 
influence of the engine weight. If lubricati~n of the slides is 
defecti,e, this action is irregular. 

(:?) ,,-ear is -rery se\ere in horns and guides. 
(3) The \alue of the centring force obtained is uncertain. 

(f) DNncgf'ar.-A well des~gned engine s~o~d ~ot haYe to deri\e any 
centnng force from the mass of Its tender, but If Its side control is 'ery weak 
som~ useful ~tead.ying effect can be exerted by a sui~able coupling betw~~ 
engme and tender. The Goodall drawgear IS particularly unsuitable for 
engmes with the characteristics of X class Pacifies as oriO'inallr desi"'ned · 
it allm's freedom of relati-re movement in all directions

0 

other tha~ th~ 
longitudinal. ' 

fEATl:"RES OF X CLASS PACIFIC EXGI!\'"ES AS SUBSEQl;E.XTLY :llODIFlED • 

. 193. :Fig. 29 ~hows ~he application of friction liners to the bogie; Fig. 
22 Illustrates the American type of drawgear, and Fiu. 24 the German 
buffing gC'ar. "'ith regard to the principal modificatio~ which ha\e been 
made since the engines were first built, we offer the following comments:-

(l) Jr,crca.sing the strength of bo7ie control springs.-The increases 
which were made within the limitations imposed by the cricinal 
designs were inadequate. ...-\n initial load of 1i ton~ a~d a 
final load of 4! tons were the utmost which could be pro-rided 
with single springs. 

An effort was made on one Railway to impro-re the control. within 
the existing limitations, by fitting two concentric sprin!!S into 
the original housing in the bogie casting. E-ren by this ~r.ans 
however, initial load is not more than 2 tons. . ' 
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In HJ32, some experimental bogies were built with laminated side 
control sprmgs and side bearing pads. In this case, trials 
were made with initial side control values of from 2.\- to 4: 
tons, but the retention of the Cartazzi slides on the hind truck 
and of the Goodall drawgear masked the impro¥ement which 
such an increase in bogie side control should have gi¥en. 

(2) Alt£.riny tiLe Inclination of tiLe Cartazzi Slides.-Steepening the 
slides would provide a measure of increased controlling force 
on the straight, but on curves it has the effect of diminishing 
the effective control of the bogie, as outlined in Chapter III. 
:Mor~ver, the action of steeply inclined slides gives very rough 
curvmg. 

3. Setting back of the hind truck u·heels by amounts up to 2' 6".-If 
the amount of the bogie and hind truck control remains constant 
setting back of the hind truck, by increasin(J' the arm at 
which the trailing control force acts, will in~rease the value 
of its moment. As in (2), the-effective control of the bogie will 
be reduced on curves. The setting back of the trailing wheels, 
however, was usually acc.ompanied by a substitution of bocie 
control springs, which had 90 cwts. final compression in pl~ce 
of the original 50 cwts., and the alteration probably made no 
material difference. 

' 
(4) Replacement of Goodall dra-u·gear by American type of drazr:gear 

with side buffers.-The latter type of drawgear provides for a 
plain link coupling with radial rubbing blocks, side bulTers 
being used at the same time. This was a move in the right 
dir~ction. 

(5) Introduction of friction maten'al to bogie slides.-This was 
the principal contribution made by the Railway Board to the 
solution of the hunting trouble on X class Pacifies. As gradu
ally developed, and as finally applied, 3;fter recording of 
actual flange forces became available, thiS measure cured 
hunting and undue oscillation on the straight. It has the 
merit of achieving this with the minimum alteration to exist
ing engines; but it has a serious drawback which can be appre
ciated only by close study of flange force diagrams, As already 
explained, a high degree of friction in the slides reduces the 
effectiveness of the side control springs on curves; this is 
particularly the case if the springs are weak, as they continued 
w be after this modification was made. In consequence. high 
flange forces may be experienced on curves, and it cannot, 
therefore, be considered that this modification affords a satis
factory solution. 

(6) Replaceme1ft ~~ Cartaz_zi slides. on hili.d truck by flat ~lide s?ined 
- with jnctwn materwl.--Th1s measure was adopted m conJunc

tion with (5) above, and has considerably assisted in steadying 
the encrines and avoiding the building up of oscillation . .Al-

. though
0
the flat slides remove all centring force from the trailing 

wheels, they are satisfactory ~ practice when the engine is 
runnincr forward. '\\"ben runmng backwards, however, the 
absenc: of centring control may lead to derailment at any 
considerable speed. In India, travelling tender first is re~trict
ed to 15 m.p.h .. and no trouble in this respect appears to have 
been experienced. Lip brasses fitted to the hind truck axle
boxes have proved valuable in reducing the amount of hteral 
'U"ear. 

(7) German Buffing Gear betu:een engine and tender.-The particular 
· application made is not an adaptation of the German draw and 

buffing gear in its entirety, but makes use of the buffer plun. 
gers acting on inclined planes, as a means of steadying the 
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back end of the engine, when the side control at the hind truck 
(Cartazzi slides) has been removed. The effect o£ this buffing 
gear has been described in Chapter III. 

Two practical objections are, first, that the mechanical arrangement' 
of indined planes and buffer spindle guides is such that. severe 
tran:sverse forces are brought to bear on the buffer spmdles; 
secondly, that the arrangement usually has to work in a mix
ture of water and coal dust under the tender footplate. Abnor
mal and rapid wear may be expected in consequence. 'Vhere 
adequate control is provided on an engine, the use of such a 
device. should be unnecessary, but, where a hind truck is pro
vided without spring control, the arrangement is of some 
assistance. Its advantages, however, cannot, in our opinion, 
outweigh the high cost of maintenance. 

(8) Discs of friction material on bogie centre to increase resistance 
to rotation.-This is a valuable measure, as it prevents the 
bogie from setting up self-induced nosing movements. 

RFC:Ol\fMEND.ATIONS FOR I:\ilPROVEl\IENTS ON X CLASS PACIFIC ENGINES. 

199. In order to obviate the defects referred to in the last section, and 
to improve safety in operation, the main items requiring alteration are the 
bogie, the hind truck, and the connection between engine and tender. We 
recommend as follows :-

Bogie.-(a) The amount of spring control, both initial and final, should 
he considerablv increased. The control must have sufficient initial value to 
avoid lateral displacement of the bogie on the straight, and rimst have a 
load-deflection curve sufficiently inclined to avoid undue flange forces at 
the leading coupled wheels, when traversing curves of minimum radius with
out speed restriction. vVe recommend the following values :-

Tons. Tons. 
XA Initial 31 Final 5 
XB Initial. 5 Final 7 
XC Initial. 5! Final 7 

These values should be verified by test as described later (vide paragraph 
206), slight upward and downward -variations being tried. 

· It is impossible to provide springs giving these values within the 
limitations of the original design; if, therefore, the bogie slide and centre 
castings are not to be scrapped, it is necessary to alter them by incorporating 
a new arrangement of coil springs. Figures 30 and 31 show a means by which 

·such improvement can be applied to an existing bogie, and it will be noted 
that this avoids the defects which are referred to earlier in this Chapter .. · 

(b) The surfaces of the bogie slides should have as low and constant a. 
coefficient of friction as possible. This may be achieved by metal-to-metal 
surfaces, if adequate lubrication can be maintained. Owing to their posi
tion, however, these slides are alwavs difficult to lubricate, and if the oil 
supply were to be interrupted, part{al seizing and very high coefficients of 
friction can result. We recommend, therefore, that a trial should also be 
made with a suitable fabric material on the slides which is lubricated from 

. an external source: this will provide a low coefficient of friction (0'1) in 
normal use, and will limit the upper coefficient (0'25) should the supply of 
lubrication fail. In time, it may be possible to obtain material with a 
coefficient of friction below o·15 when drv, which would be the ideal solu-
tion. · 

(c) The slides themselves should be reduced in area, and should he 
ground to a smooth finish. Jeyel, as well as true, in both directions and "' itb 
each other. To ensure this, it will be necessary to mount the bogie as a 
whole on the grinding machine, or alternatively to take out the separate ~I ide 
~astings and join them with a stirrup as shown in Figure 31; by these m~ans 
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they can be ground and subsequently assembled as one unit. The upper 
slides should also overlap the lower in all positions, in order to give grit and 
dirt no opportunity to lodge. · 

. (d) To reduce the nosing tendency of the bogie, in so far as it behaves as . an independent vehicle of verv short wheelbase, the circular pivot plate, on 
which the bogie centre casting rotates, should be faced with friction mate
rial. The fitting of such discs to the tender bogie centres would improve 
the riding of the tender. 

(e) To decrease the side clearance between bogie flanges and rails, 
certain relationships must be observed as between wheel flanges and check 
rails and crossing noses. An increase in thickness of 3/32 in. on each side 
of the flange is suggested, but the actual. amount of sideplay for Indian 
conditions must be det~rmined jointly hy the Chief Civil and Mechanical 
·Engineers. 

(f) All bogie maintenance should be of a high standard, and side-play 
should 1be reduced to a minimum. In this connection, we· draw particular 
attention to the proper adjustment of side control spring gear, to the clear
ance between bogie centre pin and its hole, ahd to the side-play in the axle
boxes. The rate of development of the last named can be materially reduced 
bv the provision of more ample bearing surface between axlebox face and 
wheel boss. But, in addition, limits of wear for these surfaces should be 
prescribed and rigidly enfprced in sheds and shops. The value of these 
limits can .be determined only in India, but they should obviously be as c]ose 
as possible from a practical point of view. 

(g) The freedom of the bogie boxes to find their own position should be 
improved, .and, incidentally, their liability to heating would be reduced, 
bv substituting a ball end for the flat knife edge arrangement, where the 
spring cradle bars rest on the crown of the axlebox. At the same time, the 
axlebox horn cheeks should be tapered outwards, top and bottom, to allow 
some freedom in the guides when one wheel on an axle is lower than the 
other. An alternative design of bogie, having laminated side control springs 
c1nd side bearers, has been developed by the Railway Board, and is fitted to a 
few X class Pacifies. This is a much better design than the original 

·standard, and, by substituting a stronger laminated spring, an increase in 
the centring force can be obtained without any alteration to the bogie. Such 

. a substitutiOn was satisfactorily carried out at our request on XC engine 
· No. 614 on the B., B. and C. I. R. 

· (h) Special attention should be paid to the rigidity of the bogie frame 
between horn gaps and centre castings. The greater the flexibility of the 
frames, the less is the efficiency of the side control provided. 

200. Hl-nd Truck.-It has already been pointed out that the Cartazzi 
slides, as distinct from the radial type of axlebox, are unsuitable for Indian 
conditions. Owing to the axleboxes being outside the wheels it is impracti
cable to substitute a spring control whilst retaining the radial arrangement. 
Control can only be obtained by one of two alternatives. The first is entirely 
to reconstruct the back end of the engine to permit of the fitting of a spring 
controlled pony truck; the second is to retain the existing radial axle
boxes, and to replace the Cartazzi slides by flat slides lined with friction 
t11aterial, following the Railway Board's pi'oposals. 

The relative effects of spring and friction control have been discussed· 
in Chapter III, and there is no doubt that the spring controlled pony truck 
gives a more satisfactory arrangement. \V e rerommend this for new con
struction in the next section of this Chapter, and this has already been 
recognised by the Board in the design of the new 'VL class Pacifies now 
under construction. We consider, however, that we are not justified in re
commending so large an alteration on the existing X class engines for the 
following reasons :-

(i) As outlined in Chapter III, an initial control made up entirely or 
friction can give the same practical effect as a pony t111ck: 'in a. 
~orwards dir~ction of runni~g. 
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(ii) A.Ithouah u.n..,-uitable for backwards running at any c-onsiderable 
speed, the arrangement of radial bc?xes and fiat slides fac-ed 
with friction material, appears smtable for running at 15 
m. p. h. and under, prorid~ a form of ,..tender drawgear is 
~lected which has a c-entrmg effect. No trouble has been 
reported with such an arrangeme?-t in India under_ these ~-ondi
tion.s althouah a number of en!nlles so fitted are m ~mce. 

' ;o ...... 

(iii) The cost of the ex.tensi¥e alteration in¥oh-ed in fitting a pony 
truck would be some £400 per engine, which is out of propor
tion to the small ad¥antage likely to be gained by such a 
change. 

(iv) There is aLo::o the possibility that this alteration which was not 
prorided for in the original design, might gi¥e rise to new 
troubles, as the result of the difficu.Ity of obtaining sufficient 
clearances and adequate anchorage to the existing frame. 

(~) There are a considerable number of Pacifies in serrice in France 
which ha¥e radial trucks with uncontrolled fiat slides. This 
arrangement is used in conjunction with a oogie baring a 
strong spring C"Ontrol (r·ide paragraph 140~ Chapter VII) .. 

We rerommend, therefore, that all exb-ting X class Pacifies should haYe 
their hind trucks modified according to the Railway :Board's instruction, 
namely, that the Cartazzi slides should be removed; and should have flat 
slides fac-ed with unlnbricated friction material. Engines so dealt with 
already should remain unaltered. · At the same time, the following improYe
ments in detaili ~re rerommended :-

(1) Then..~ of the lip type hearing, already appro¥ed by the Railway 
Board. should be standardised as an effecti¥e means of reduc
ing side wear. 

(2) The guiding surfac-es which work in the hornblocks should be 
increased and fitted with renewable sections as on the- XC 
class engines on the B .. B. and C. I. R. 

(3) Recommendations (e) and (f) for the bogie should apply aL~ to 
the hind truck. 

201. Drarrptar.-The Goodall drawgear should be eliminated and a 
simpler plain bar type of drawbar introduc-ed, in c1Jnjunction with rubbing 
blocks and independent side buffers. An arrangement on th~ lines has 
.already been deTeloped by the Railway Board, and can easily be applied to 
the existing castings. The propo..~ gt:ar should be cheaper to maintain, 
.and may be expected to gh-e more ~tisfactory ~rric-e than the pre5ent equip
ment. Further. it would ha¥e a steadying effect at the rear end of the engine. 
\\here German buffing gear has alread¥ been fitted. we recommend its reten
tion with the following modifications :-· 

(1) Inc-lined plane rnhbing blocks should be remoTed. and plain 
bloc·ks fac-ed with friction material substituted. 

(2) Bufier heads should be m~de flat. instead of V shape. 
(3) CoDars shuuld be fitted on the buffer spindlesr so that only one 

bufi'er at a time acts on cnrres. 

There modifications are recommended with the object of obtaining an 
increa.500 c-entrinrr effect at the back end of the engine on C'UlTes, to com
pensate. in some 

0

measure, for the a~nee of control springs on the hind 
tmck. The a.rran~ment has the further ad¥antage that it comes into 
action immediateh· ~and is not affected bY anY clearances that maT exist. It. 
was tried on XC engine Xo. 61! on the B .. B. and C. I. R.~ as d~bed in 
'Chapter V. 

Where German buffing gear has not yet been prmided. the effect ont
lined abo¥e can be obtaine<fby fitting on the tenner simple side bnfiers having 
<'Oil ~pring!l. an arrangement likrly to be le;s costly than the German type. 
An initial load of 4 tons on eac-h bnfier is suitable. 

:ORB 
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202. Engine Jlain Frames.-The present arrangement leaves a weak 
section of frame between the bogie pin and the leading coupled wheels. The 
existing staying of the frames between the cylinders and the first cross stay 
requires stiffening; it has been considerably weakened to provide space for 
the two vacuum cylinders, and the effect is to reduce the degree of control 
provided. Serious consideration should be given to finding another posi
tion for the brake cylinders, so that adequate stiffening may be provided in 
this part of the frames. 

203. Tender .-Discs of friction material should be fitted at the centre 
of each bogie, in order to damp out separate nosing of the bogie on its own 
wheelbase. Brasses of the lipped type should be fitted to all journals of both 
bogie and 6-w~eeled tenders. 

204. Engines to be altered.-,Ve recommend that, in the first place, 
two engine.~ of each of .the XA, XB and XC classes be altered according to 
the foregoing proposals, and a full series of trials should then be carried out 
with each, as set out later in this Chapter. 

REcoMMENDATIONS FOR NEW PACIFIC ENGINEs. 

205. In the event of engines of Pacific type being required for India in 
future, the above recommendations should be embodied, with the following 
additions and qualifications:-

Bogie.-· Either the coil or laminated spring type may be used, pro-
vided they are arranged to work in parallel. All cross stretchers should be 

·designed to avoid twist and misalignment. The main centre castings should 
be in one piece, to ensure that the surfaces on which the slide rests can be 
machined and maintained in one plane. Axleboxes should have adequate 
bearing surfaces on journals and between face and wheel boss. 

Hind Truck.-Spring controlled pony trucks should be provided. The
value of the initial side control should be appropriate to the amount of bogie 
control, and the load-displacement characteristic should be flatter than that 
of the former. 

Carrying Springs.-Spring and compensating gear in stable equilibrium 
should be provided. .Springs should be arranged under the axleboxes, and 
the latter should be so designed that the keeps can be withdrawn for re
packing, without interfering with the spring gear. 

Frames.-As having a direct bearing on the riding of the engine (vide 
Chapter III), the main frames between the bogie and the leading coupled 
wheels must be sufficiently rigid, to withstand the forces which tend to 
deflect them in the horizontal plane. As already mentioned, an alternative 

1 
position should be found for the vacuum brake cylinders, in order to allow 
adequate crossbracing. 

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS. 

206. Testing and Research.-It is not sufficient merely to adopt the 
measures outlined above. It will also be necessary to carry out extended 
trials with the two engines of each class, altered to our recommendations, 
to ensure that they do no~ exert forces higher ~han t~e track can safely resist 
under all the varying cucumstances of Indian chmate and n:amtenance. 
The remaining 278 engines should be ~ltered only after. the ~ad~vay Board 
are satisfied from the results of the trtals that the modificatiOns mtroduced 
have definitely reduced flang~ forces to a permissible limit under represen
tative conditions both on straight and curved track. 

It is of the highest importance that theRe conditionR should include 
the worst; the tests should ther~fore pref:rably '?e carried o~t during t~e 
monsoon :lDd should be made wtth an engme havmg the maximum permv;
sible cle~rances (specially fitted up, if neresRary) .. Should. however, satis
factory rPRultQ; he obt:1ined in dry weather. alteratiOn of o~her engines n:Pa 
not be tielavecl. urovided that further tests. are made during- the folJowmg 
monsoon. After engineg have heen altered, confirmatory trials l'lhonlcl aiRa 
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be carried out at intervals, and, in any case, the Chief Civil and llechanical 
Engineers should determine for all circumstances the maximum permissible 
speeds. 

The form which the trials should take has been indicated in Chapter 
VII, and it is recommended that alternative sets of springs should be pre
pared for each dass of engine as follows:-

Tons. Tona. 
X...\. One set initial 21 Final 4l 

One set initial 31 Final 5 
One set initial 31 Final - 51 
One set initial 21 Final 5! 

XB One set initial 4l Final 61 
One set initial 5 Final 7 
One set initial 5l Final 7! 
One set initial 4} Fmal 7! 

XC One set initial 51 Final 6} 
One set initial 5l Final 7 
One set initial 6! Final 7} 
One set initial 51. Final 7! 

The strengths of these springs are suggested, assuming that the weight 
on the boe1ie is as shown in the diagram; we recommend that careful check 
should be 

0 

made from time to time to ensure correct distribution of weights 
on the axles throughout the engine. 

The object of recommending continued trials is to ensure that in no 
circumstances of maintenance will the engine exert more than a certain 
flanue force on either straight or curved track. As this value is so intimately 
co~ected with track conditions, research is equally necessary on the track 
to ascertain flange forces which a given track will resist under varying 
conditions of weather and maintenance; it is also important to study the 
influence of a yielding track on flange forces, quite apart from the condition 
of the engine. 

The highest degree of safety will have been attained when:-
(a) The track is so substantially constructed and maintained that it 

will not initiate and assist in building up oscillations. 
(b) The engine io designed and maintained in such a way that any 

lateral oscillations initiated by the track do not build up and 
give rise to high flange forces. 

(c) The track ofiers ample resistance to the highest flanue force3 
likely to be de,eloped. 

0 

Assurance will be made doubly sure when it becomes possihle to obtain 
autographic records at any moment of the actual flange forces, and to as
certain the actual measure of track resistance. 

207. Speed of X class Pacifics.-The general question of speed has been 
referred to in Chapter IV. As regards this term of reference, we recom
mend that all existing X class Pacific engines should remain restricted to 
~be maximum speed limit of 45 m. p. h., subject to the conditions already 
Imposed bv the Railway Board. "\\.,.ith the actual test records before us, 
showing- the flange forces attainable at 60 m. p. h. e\en with modified 
engines. we:- cannot feel justified in recommending the raising of this lower 
spee? limit 11ptit the engines have been altered in accorda~ce with- our sug
gestiOns. and until the apparatus ue\eloped by the Railway Board has 
demonstrated that the present flange forces have been reduce-d. 

\\'" e anticipate that when the engines have been modified according to 
our recommendations. and "'hen measures have been adopted to imprm·e 
tr.:1c.k and engine maintenance on the lines indicated by us. it will be permis
sible to remm·e the restriction of speed now in force on X class Pacifies. 
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We do not, however, consider that it is within our remit to pre-
scribe the maximum appropriate speeds for the various sections of Indian 
Railways. These are ultimately dependent on the actual condition of track 
.and engines pertaining at any time and place, which can be appropriately 
judged only by the authorities in charge, to whom, therefore, the decision 
must be left. We expect that due regard will be paid to seasonal and local 
restrictions when and where necessary, to the highest practical standards of 
track and engine maintenance, and to the necessary measures to minimise 
deterioration of these as the. result of the monsoon and other climatic condi
tions common in India. 

:xA Enaines on G. I. P. R.-Special conditions arise in connection with 
the 109 XA"'engines; the Railway Board informed us as follows:-

"Except jtn' some derailments on the G. I. P. R. due to a special 
cause, there have been no cases of tra.ck distortion attributed 
to them (XA engines) over 10 years at speeds up to 60 m. p. h., 
even in the unmodified conditio-n. A tendency to nosing has. 
been obviated by the fitting of the latest improvements, and 
the engines so modified on th.e G. I. P. R. are being allowed 
to ret1.trn from 45 m. p. h. to 60 m. p. h. maximum on the 
S. G. I.'s authority."' 

·There appears, however, to be evidence that certain of the derailments 
(six in number) referred to were accompanied by track distortion; after the 
fourth accident, the Chief Engineer in January, 1931, stated that:-

"Divisional Engineers and Resident Engineers are of opinion that 
the oscillation of the XA type engi-ne is more detrimental to 
the trac/C than· is the running of other types of engines, and I 
kave received many reports to this effect. In view of the derail
ments and reports of damage to track by these engines, I have 
considered it necessaMJ personally to watch their performance 
at speed, and I have come to th~ conclusion that at speeds over 
50 miles per ho'llr th.ey are liable to violent side to side oscilla
tions, which. lea'Des little or no factor, of safety." 

We understand that the Government Inspector's recent permission to 
run the engines up to 60 m. p. h., after the modifications referred to, was 
based on his personal experience of riding on a number picked at random 
over certain sections. Nevertheless, it has already been pointed out that 
steady and comfortable riding on the footplate does not preclude the inci
dence of considerable flange forces; we consider, therefore, that these en~nes, 
even as modified, should only be allowed to continue to run at a max1mum 
speed of 60 m. p. h., subject to the following safeguards:-

(1) That steps be taken to ascertain the flange forces exerted on 
both straight and curved track of different types, using the 
apparatus developed by the Railway Board. Should excessive 
flange forces be recorded, the speed of all the engines involved 
should be reduced again to a maximum of 45 m. p. h. 

(2) That early steps be taken to alter the engines in accordance with 
our recommendations. 

It should be understood that the foregoing does not apply to XA engines 
which have not been fully modified in accordance with the Railway Board's 
instructions of April1938. These should continue to be restricted, as under 
present orders, to 45 m. p. h. until they have been altered in accordance 
with our.recommendations. 

208. Responsibility for Assessment of Jfaximum .Permissible Speeds.
In the prevailing circumstances, it would appear desuable that regulations 
governing maximum permissible speeds of X class Pacifies should be issued 
by the Railway Board, on the recommendations of the respective General 
Managers, based on the advice of their Engineers and endorsed by the 
Government Inspector concerned. . 
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'V e also consider that when the Chief Engineer and Government In
spector jointly inspect sections of the railway, they should give particular 
consideration to the appropriate relationship between maximum permissible 
speed and the standard of track construction and maintenance. 'V e under
stand that this is in effect the general practice today; but we feel that their 
findings should be definitely recorded, and that it would be desirable to lay 
this down as a specific duty, having regard to the frequent changes of officers,' 
which is largely unavoidable in India. Such an arrangement would legis
late for variations in standards of maintenance, while permitting of review 
of the margin of safety by mutua~ agreement between the Administrations 
and the Government's representatives. 

'Vhile the Chief Engineer thus lays dow:n the maximum permissible 
speeds, we recommend that, when drawing up the working timetable, the 
Operating Department should obtain the concurrence of both the Chief 
Engineer and ~he Chief :Mechanical Engineer to the maximum booked speeds. 
'Ve feel that In the past there may have been some lack of co-operation in 
this respect. A number of trains running day after day at or near the 
maximum permissible speed will be more detrimental to the track than an 
occasional train running at high speed; if the Chief Engineer finds that the 
effect of the number of high speed trains on his track is severe he has two 
courses open to him :- ' 

(a) To reduce the maximum permissible speed, or . 

(b) To retain the maximum permissible ~peed, but lower the maximum 
booked speed. 

In paragraph 194 we have stressed the importance of the margin of 
safety, and, to this end, we feel that the Civil Engineer should not hesitate 
to impose a reduction in the maximum permissible speed wherever, in his 
opinion, this is necessary to maintain this margin. On the other hand, he may 
be able to advise that, provided the maximum booked speeds for all trains 
are reduced, he would have no objection to the retention of the existinO' 
maximum permissible speed. The effect of this would be that, for the most 
part, tr~ins would be running at slow~r speeds with.less adverse effect on the 
track; If however an. occasi.onal train . were ru~~ng late, t~e Operating 
Department would still retain the maximum fac1hty for makmg up time. 

209. Obedience to Speed Restt·ictions.-One of a driYer's difficulties is ~o 
avoid unconscious infringement when, in order to obey a r~striction, h~ IS 

called upon to reduce speed considerably below that at whtch he has .Jl!st 
been running. It is becoming increasingly necessary in railway practi~e 
to provide some means of informing the driver of the speed at which he IS 

actually travelling, and many Railways are fitting their engines with some 
form of speed indicator with or without recorder. We consider that the 
indicator with recorder has great advantages, but such equipment is exp~n
sive in first cost, maintenance, and supervision, and would entail a ~pec1al 
allocation of staff to deal effectively with the records. In ~1 the ?Ircm~
stances, therefore, we feel that the most practical way of helpmg dnvers 1n 
India would be to instal indicators without recorders, which are comparative
ly cheap, and we recommend that early steps should be taken to equip all 
t.'ngines operating mail and express passenger trains with such instruments. 
This should make for greater confidence both of the stafi and of the public, 
and we have already discussed the matter with the Railway Board. 

We also discussed the subject of speed with a number of Railway officers 
and Government Inspectors; i.t appears. that, in the past at any rate, on ~orne 
sections of line the authorised rnaxtmum speeds have not been strtctly 
oheyed. It is cl~arly th~ re.sponsihility of ~ail way Administr~tions to ensure 
that the maximum permissible speed as latd down ~y t~e. Engmeers, whether 
confirmed bv the Goyernment Inspector or not, 1s rigidly obserYed. The 
assessment In this respect should have regard to all the citcumstances an.d 
~hould be notified to all concerned. 
20R~ 
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While we emphasise the importance of appropriate speed restrictions 
and their strict observance, we would deprecate any tendency on the part of 

, Administrations to adopt a complacent attitude and to consider that they 
have discharged their duty entirely by the imposition of special speed restric
tions on track or engines, or both. The majority of such restrictions should 
be regarded as cautionary palliatives, only to be resorted to until the stand
ards of construction or maintenance no longer render them necessary. Ob
viously, the chief aim of the Engineering Departments should be to effect 
improvements in track and engines, with a view to removing speed restric
tions, and to enable the Operating Department to retain efficient services. 

210. Government Inspectors.-Having regard to the nature of our 
Inquiry, we deemed it necessary to consider the functions of the Government 
Inspectors in respect of their Inspection and Aecident Inquiry procedure, 
and we discussed with them questions relating to safety of operation, such 
as speed, fitness of track, and their responsibilities in connection with their 
approval and inspection of way, works, engines, etc. · 

Under Section 4 of the Indian Railways Act of 1890, the duties of an 
Inspector of Railways are as follows :-

(a) "To inspect railways with a view to determining whether they 
are fit to be. opened for the public carriage of passengers, and 
to report thereon to the Gonernor General in Council as 1'e
quired by th~s Act: 

(b) To make such periodical or other inszJections of any railway or of 
any rolling stock used thereon as the Governor General in 
Council may direct: 

(c) To make inquiry under this Act into the cause of any accident on a 
railway; 

(d) To perform. such other duties as are imposed on ldm by this Act, 
or any other enactment for the time being in force relating to 
railways." · 

In 1921, the Acworth Committee observed that they could not believe 
that the minute engineering inspection of every mile of Railway every year 
was essential apparently with a view to providing money for increased 
traffic inspection, they suggested that the eight Government Inspectors' cir
cles should be reduced to three~ though they recognised that it might be 
necessary in one or two of the circles to appoint, in addition, an Assistant 
Inspector. No action appears t<;> have been taken on these recommendations, 
but, in October, ·1931, the Railway Retrenchment Sub-Committee made the 
~ollowing recommendations with a view to effecting economy:-. 

( 1} "That minute annual inspection of tile lines be abandoned, and 
that inspections once in two years sltould be prescribed as sujfi.
cient; and that the Cldef Engineer of each RailU"ay sltould be 
held responsible for keeping the line in good condition; 

{!!)That the number of circles of inspection be reduced from 8 to 5; 

(3) That, for purposes of status 'Gild emoluments, Gorernment ln
. spectors be graded with Deputy Chief Eng~neer (except Burma 
RailU"ays, mltere the Inspector sltould contznue to berm Exectt· 
tire Engineer); . . • 

( 4) That the cost of tours of inspection slwuld be reduct::d. ,. 

· 'Ve gather that the Hailwa)· Board did not accept these recommendations 
in toto, but they issued in~tructions that ~llh..,ioinry ]jnp~ JlePO he inspected 
only once in two Year.s. The l'irde~ were rPdmcd tn fh-<", tmder two Chief 
Enooineers and tbree Depntv Chirf En·:!inef'rs; :dl nrc rlr:rwn from the 
Engineering Cadre of th.e Siate Railwa~·s. n_nd nre djrE-ct]~' s~1bordinate to 
the Railway Board. Thts may be embarras~mg. partJcuJady m the case of 
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Officers who may find themselves in the position of having to criticise the 
administration of a Railwav to which they mav later return. 

•. .. \1 

Before 1925 when the E. 1. R. and G. L P. R. came under State
management, this difficulty may not have been so ~arked; but now that 
more than half the total route mileage is so managed, It seems to be a matter 
for consideration whether the General Managers, who are State Officers, 
should not be held entirely responsi~le for the proper.upkeep of ~heir sys~ems, 
rolling stock, etc. The Chief Engmeer and the Ch.Ief Mec~anwal Engmeer 
of each Railway are required to render annual certificates 1n thes~ respe~ts; 
if such certificates are to be of value, we feel that the duty of mspectwn 
should devolve upon these officer~, an~ that t?e <;Jovernment Inspector's res
ponsibility with rega~d to detailed InspectiOn sh~uld b.e con~ned to n.ew 
Railways, diversions, Important new works and maJor bridges 1n connectwn 
with rltllning lines, new signalling, etc. 

'Ne recognise, however, that, in the case of Company-managed Rail
ways the present arrangements, by· which apparently the greater part of 
the main lines are still inspected annually by the Government Inspector, 
should be continued, and it may also seem desirable that he should inspe<!t 
certain sections of State-managed Railways as occasion arises. In any case, 
some procedure of this kind, by which Government Inspectors are relieved 
of a measure of responsibility for inspection should result in the heads of 
Departments making annual detailed inspections of their jurisdictions. To 
ensure that public requirements are being adequately met, it would be desir
able that copies of such Inspection Reports should be sent to the Govern
ment Inspector for his information. This should enable him, as custodian 
of the public interests, to satisfy himself that the Railways are being effi
ciently maintained and operated. 

"\Ve understand that, underthe Government of India Act, 1935, it is 
contemplated that the Inspectorate will be separated from the control of 
the Railway Board. This is very desirable, in so far as it will eradicate the 
present anomaly of the Board being the Inspecting as well as the Executive 
Authority. "\Ve were informed that the Board fully appreciate the position, 
and would welcome the change, although it appears that, in practice, Gov
ernment Inspectors have generally retained their freedom of judgment. 'Ne 
would only add that, for the efficiency and success of the new Inspectorate, 
the officers selected should have the assurance of permanence and continuity 
of appointment. It would, therefore, appear necessary to prescribe that. 
persons selected will not normally revert to individual Railway Administra
tions, or to posts under the Railway Board, except in special circumstances. 

"\'Yith reference to the investigation of accidents, we understand that 
Government Inspectors are at present required personally to inquire into 
all accidents to passenger trains which involve loss of life or serious injury. 
to passengers, and when damage to property amounts to Rs. 10,000 and 
oyer. In all other cases, it _is le~t to the Government Inspector's discretion 
either to make formal Inqmry himself or to leave it to the Administration 
concerned; in the latter event, he receives the report of the Departmental 
Inquiry. -

Up to October 1933, a~ stated in Chapter II, there were ten derailments 
(including.Gan]khwaja) of pasgenger trains which were attributed, or since 
believed to be due, to hunting of X class Pacifies. In addition, there were 
two derailments of an 1\f. class Pacific in similar circumstances. In only 
three of the twelve cases were In~niries held by Government Inspectors, anci 
no less than seven of these derailments on the G. I. P. R., between April 
1930 an~ Augus.t 1931, were ~ealt with departmentall~. We are of opinion 
that, prtma facze, every derailment of a passenger tram. whatever the inci
dence of casualty and damagr. should be the ~ubject of formal Inquirv bv a 
Government Inspector, unless he is promptly satisfied by the Administ.rat'!on 
concerned that the cause is clear and is admitted. 
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.We recognise that action on the foregoing lines might involve addi
tional work on the part of the Government Inspectors, but we feel that, as 
time goes on, it would have a material influence in ensuring higher standard., 
of safety and maintenance; indeed, it may be necessary to supplement the 
existing staff, although we hope that some relief would be obtained from the 
suggested reduction in the amount of detailed inspection work. We do not, 
however, recommend an immediate increase in the personnel of the Inspector
ate, as the merits of such increase can only be judged after our suggestions 

· have been fully considered; moreover, the normal incidence of accident to 
passenger trains in India is ·fortunately small. 

We need hardly emphasise the advanta.:,o-es of co-operation on the part 
of the Railways in this matter, and between the· Government Inspectors 
themselves by means of the frankest discussions and the early exchange of 
Accident Reports, each of which should ·also be promptly and widely cir
culated among the staff of all Administrations. Further, we draw atten· 
tion to the necessity for recording as soon as possible after a derailment 
has occurred, and so far as is practicable, the fullest infQrmation regarding 
track conditions. 
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, . . .CHAPTER X. ' . 
• r .• 

. ' . . ; I 

TERMS OF REFERENCE_5 ~ND6. 

5. Any modifications which would ha·ve the effect of increasing' their sc~pe 
· without any sacrifice of safety_. 

211'. The alterations necessary to ensure the safety of X class Pacific 
as vehicles on the track, have already been dealt with. The reference t~ 
"Increase of Scope'' is assumed to mean improvement in Reliability, 
Economy, Availability and Haulage Power. · 

1t has to be admitted that in these respectS,. apart from riding, the 
engines have given a great deal of trouble, and their effectiveness has been 
cont~iderably less than could reasonably be expected from a modern design. 
During our investigations we had abundant evidence of this, both from per
sonal observation and from information provided by the Railway Board and 
the Administrations. · 

As in the: case of hunting, action has been taken by the Board in each 
case, based on reports submitted by the Administrations. .In certain cases,. 
however, a considerable amount of time elapsed before the true significance 
of the origina\ reports could be assessed. The parts which gave trouble 
were frames, firebox tubeplates, bogie axleboxes, coupling and connecting 
rods. In addition, from our observations, we have certain comments and 
recommendations to make regarding cylinders, valves, valve gear, and regu-
lator. . · 

212. Frames.-Fracture and breakage of frames, occurring mainly at 
the leading coupled horn gap, has been a continual source of trouble with 
these engines throughout India. As originally· designed, the frames were 
without horizontal transverse stays, but later deliveries were so fitted, and 
a large number have been dealt with in theShops in an endeavour to remedy 
the defect. Only moderate success, however, was attained, and a measure 
of the extent of this serious trouble is given in the following table:-

Class of 
Engine. 

XA G.I.P.R.. 
N. \V. R. . 
E. I. R. 
N. S.R. 

XB E. I. R. 

Railway. 

E. p;, R. . 
M:. & R. M. R. 
S. I.R. 
N. S. R. 

XC N. W.R. . 
E. I. R. . 
B., B. & C. I. R. 

No. 
owned. 

49 
58 
2 
4 

38 
18 
25 

•• 11 
7 

28 
30 
14 

Total No. No. of Repetitions 
of original 
fractures 

after repair 
of original 

to date. fractures. 

8 . . 
47 4 
4 .. 

Nil. Nil. 
75 74 
46 10 
6 2 

32 5 
8 5 

46 14 
58 32 
17 8 

The following modifications have been tried by the Board with a view to. 
eliminating the d~fect :-

(1) Provision of stretcher plates located above the springs. 
(2) Provision of stretcher plates located immediately above horns. 
(3) Removal of boiler support brackets. . 
( 4) Fitting of new horn block castings between the frames. 
(5) Iitting _of patch plates a~ lead~ng horn gaps. 
(6) Provision of new horn chps with ta~ered facrs. 
(7) Provision of radius on frame edges In horn gaps. . 

\Vith recrard to the stretcher plates, the original engi_nes had a hori
zontal late ~xtending from the back of the saddle c~stm~ to the cross; 
stretche~ level with the outside motion plates; beyond this pomt there w~re 
110 horiz~ntal. stretchers. The plate referred to had a large hole cut out t;o. 

20RB 
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accommodate the two vacuum cylinders, and, in our opinion, although the 
provision of a stay from saddle to motion plate is essential, this particular 
.application lacks rigidity.- Where stretcher plates have subsequently been 
fitted from the level of the motion plate back to the firebox throat plate, the 
weak stay under the vacuum cylinders has been allowed to remain . 

. W ~ obs~rved, however, that, on two Railways, radically opposite means 
()f Clealu;tg with ~tretcher plates had been adopted. · On the B., B. & C. I. R., 
.at t_Le time of our visit, all their XC engines were being fitted with longi
tudm~l stretcher plates, which were stiffened by deep angles riveted along 
the diagonals; this makes even a stiffer arrangement than the Railway 
~oard·s proposal. In addition, this layout, on one engine, has been carried 
:right thiough to the saddle casting under the- vacuum cylinders thus 
:avuidi~g any weak .section at this pqint. On the other hand, the B: N. R. 
()ll their.~~ ~lass Compound. Pacifies, which are very similar to XC's, have 
no long1tudmal frame staymg at all and little or no trouble with frame 
fracture has been experienced. ' 
~ From our ~observations, the following factors appear to have an 
iinfluence on thi.s defect :- . · 

(a) Heavy flange forces. 
(b) Restriction of side displacem~nt of .bogie . 
. (c) Inadequate staying across the bottom of the horn gaps. 
(d) Sharp edges left on frame plates. 
(e) Absence of large diameter radii at the top corners of horn gaps. 
{f) A~nce of adequate frame staying between cylinders and lead-

mg coupled wheels. 
(g) Incorrect location of frame staying. _ . 

A reduction of flange forces should result . from the recommendations 
already made in this Report. The horn clips at the bottom of the horn 
gaps ·are of poor design with small bearing surface; the Board are now 
trjing a new design in which the ·horn clip is pulled up against a tapered 
-edge of the frame, but it is too early yet to say if this will be more satis
factory. It is obvious that any looseness at this point will allow vertical 
breathing in the frame, and cracks will soon appear at the top corners of the 
born gap. A more robust form of clip is required, which bears on the horn 
guides as well as on the frame. 

It has long been known, and has been abundantly confirmed by recent 
l'esearch that nothing is more conducive to fatigue flaws than the presence 
·of sharp 'edge_s. N?net~eless, we ~~ticed in ~dia a ~idespread lack o.~ ~ppre
ciation of this which, In our opiniOn, combmed with the small radn m the 
tCOrners of the' horn O'aps, had to a considerable extent contributed to the 
:fractures sustained. 

0 

On the~~ class Pacifies on the B. N. R., which have 
:given little or no trouble in this respect, a i" radius is employed round the 
-edge of the plate at the top of the gaps, and the top corners are radiu.sed to 
·s" oi 4:". The Locomotive Standards Committee have drawn attention to 
the importance of this matter in their 1937 report; but we are surprised 
that. attention to the point was not specified by the Consulting Engineers. 

The frame staying between the cylinders and leading coupled wheels 
has already been commented on. In the case of the B. N. R. Pacifies, the 
presence of inside cylinders, in addition to the sti~ frame stretcher between 
the backs of the outside cylinders, has undoubtedly had the effect of stiffen
ing up the frame at the front end, thus avoiding the incidence of fracture. 
:Moreover, the fact that the leading coupled axle is cranked, and is therefore 
more flexible, may have brought about some reduction in the forces actually 
transmitted from the flanges to the frames. 

213. Cylinders and Valce Gear.-From the behaviour of most of the 
XB and XC engines on which we rode, it was obvious that there was some
thing defective with the steam passages, ports, or steam distribution. Al
thou(7h the valye gear is of modern design with 1!" steam lap and long 
tr~v:i, the engines were sluggish, and even with cut-offs of 33 per rent. with 
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iull regulator they were in some cases unable to attain 60 mph 'th·· 
.353~!-0n train on ~he level. While not all the engines were ~q~aii wbad o;r 
c?n~nder ~ha.t th~Ir· per~ormance was much inferior to that obta!nable' h: 
(lreat Bntain with engines of comparable tractive effort· both · h 1 cap c. t d h . ' In au age . h a I Y an economy, t e engines appeared to be doing less than they 
s ould. We reco~en~ a searching investigation into the whole steam 
cycle, so ~~at, when 1t IS necessary to renew cylinders, an improved design 
can ~e utihse~. We also frequently noticed that reversing shafts were not 
:Sufficiently stiff; the arm remote. fr?m ~he rev~rsing lever vibrated, and 
must have affe.cted the steam. distnbutwn while running. On the other 
hand, XA en~mes do ~ot e~lnbit the sluggishness of the XB's and XC's, 
.are free-runnmg, and, In spite of their small wheel diameter are fast 

~14 . ' . :.. . Fzrebo~es.-. Serious t_rouble has been experienced with firebox 
tubepla~es c~ackmg ~n the radms of the top flanges. The following table 
summarises mformatwn supplied by the Railway Board :-

C1a .• s. of Railway. No. 
Engine. owned. 

XA G. I. P. R. 49 

XB 

XC 

N. W. R. 58 
E. I. R. . 2 
E. I. R. . 
E. B. R.. .. 
:M. & S. l\L R. . 
S. I. R. . 
N. W.R. 
E. I. R. . . 
B. B. & C. I. R. 

38 
18 
25 
11 
28 
30 
14 

No. of Firebox Tube-plates 
changed to date. 

40 
45 
1 
1 
6 

22 
9 

41 
26 
16 

'I' he action taken by the Board consisted of :-
(1) Fitting girder roof stays instead of sling stays at the front end 

of the crown. 
(2) Fitting steel tubeplates. I 

(3) Increasing the radius of the top flange. 
\Ve w~re informed that the::;e measur.es, especially the last, were hav

ing the effect of.reducing the number of failures. vVe examined a tubeplate 
.at Dohad irom an XC engine, which had developed a serious crack along 
th~~ top flange. This had been clearly c.aused by the top front ~ge of the 
.firebox being held too rigidly at a point where there is considerable expansion'; 
.apart from the increase in radius which has already been · adopted, we 
recommend that the first row of vertical stays be set further back from the 

· .edge of. the plate, ~hd that the top ro'Y ?~ stip.erheater flue tubes be lowered. 
to provide a certain amount of flex1b1hty In the top flange. In many 
British designs it is the custom to have a row of small tubes above the top 
row of flues, in order to meet this point. In this connection, we draw atten
tion to the methods adopted for tube expansion; if tpis work is not done 
·carefully, the tube plate becomes forced upwards, which aggravates the 
.shortage of ra~ius at the top. · . · 

'215. Bogie Axleboxes.-Heating of bogie axleboxes has been a trouble
·some feature ever since these engines were put into service, but not perhaps 
.more so than on other classes. The whole question of heated bearings has 
been the subject of a special investigation by the Railway Board, and, so 
far, promising results are being obtained. It is no part of our remi.t to 
comment in detail on this investigation, except to say that, amongst the 
1neasures·· now being taken, the provision of suitably designed shields, to 
exclude dirt and grit, is a step in the right direction. 

'Ve will confine ourselves to drawing attention to two aspects, which do 
not appear to have received sufficient att~ntion. The first has already 
been referred to, and concerns the way in which the weight is transferred 
fro.m the spring cradle to the axlebox top. The present method allows the 
we1ght to come on one edge or other of the box, and we recommend that a · 
ball end be fitted to tho cradle bars which will ensure a central loading of 
thP. box in all positions. Ireedom of the box in the horns is also desirablt!. 
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~·~hat w~en one wheel is pigher·than the other, the boxes will not bind in 
t4e hpf~S. We suggest that this can be effected by the horn cheeks pf the
~oxe$.heing taper~d top ~nd, bottom, le~wing 1:\ parallel portion of about s"· 
tl!t the centre. 

The second point concerns the bearing surface of the axlebox face 
agaip.st the wheelboss. It has already been emphasised how important it 
is from a. riding point of view to reduce side wear on bogie boxes to a mini
mum; an increase in the surface of contact is desirable, as well as adequate. 
means of lubrication at that point. It was noted that the area of bearing: 
surfac~ h~d been !educed by the application of some design of dust shields,. 
and this IS undesirable. · 

:Making every allowance for the difficulties of operation in India, we
feel that the hot box problem is capable of solution. Important results have
ah;eady been obtained both by the Board's special investigation and by the· 
individual initiative of certain Administrations. It is not the case that. 
this problem is equally acute all" over India. On the B. N. R., for example, 
abnormal trouble is almost a thing of the past; this line has no particularly· 
favourable natural features, and if only aU Railways could be brought up. 
to this level, material operating and financial benefits would follow. 
· 216. Coupling and Connecting Rods.-Breakage of these rods has a~so-

been very troublesome on X class Pacifies. At the time of our visit all the
XC engines on the B., B. & C. I. R. were out of service on this account, anc:f 
were awaiting new rods froJ:p England. On i~formation supplied by the
Rail way Board, the general position throughout the country is :-

XA Leading Coupling at Leading Eye . 1 
Leading Coupling at Fluted Section . Epidemic. 

XB Connecting Little End Eye • 4 
Connecting Big End St.ra p • · 5 
Leading Coupling Leading Eye . Epidemic. 
Leading Coupling Fluted Section • 5 
Trailing Coupling Trailing Eye . Epidl:'mic. 

XC Leading Coupling Lt~ading Eye • • . Epidemic. 
Leading Coupling l\Iain Crank Pin Eye 1 
Leading Coupling l:!1uted Section • • . Epidemic. 

In August 1'937, the problem was submitted by the Board to the
Consulting Engineers, who made a mathematical analysis of the design of 
th~ reds anp. issued a report dated July 1938, recommending the substitution 
of n rectangular section, in place of the I section, when renewals are required;· 
the new rods have increased cross sectional area, giving reduced unit stress. 

·In addition, it was recommended that the sideplay of coupled wheels and_ 
axles relative to the frame should be limited to a total of !", and should be-
brought back to normal whenever coupling rod bushes were renewed; also
that any grinding necessary to recondition the internal diameter of the· 
coupling rod eyes should be limited to a 3 per cent. increase on the originaL 
Certain other recommendations were also made regarding the material,. 
which was to continue to be plain carbon steel. No rods to the new dimen
sions have yet been delivered in India, although a number are on order. 

From our observations we suggest that the. problem of broken side rods. 
would also be assisted by closer attention. to axlebox wedge adjustment, 
a r;natter which is referred to in Chapter VI. :Moreover, we gained the· 
imnression that, when bushes are renewed at Running Sheds, the pressing
in ... pressure is often an unknown quantity, and may attain very high 
\'alues, thus imposing a severe initial stress in the coupling rod eyes. \V e 
recommend that a table of maximum pressing-in tonnage be drawn up for
the different sizes, and that hydraulic presses in Running Sheds be equipped" 
with calibrated gauges showmg the tonnage which is actually being· 
attained. Where lubrication holes are provided in the eyes of the rods, the· 
edge~S of such holes should be rounded and polished. 

217. Steaming and Boiler Ratios.-The steaming qualities of X class · 
Pacifies were noticed to be only moderate. Although not really free
steamers, the XA and XC engines were at least reasonably satisfactory; but 
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all XB eng.ines upon which we travelled showed some restraint in this 
respect, which can best be summed up by saying that 150 lbs. per sq. in. was I 
~he pressure usually observed on the gauge rather than the designed work-l 
1ng pressure of .180 lbs. per sq. in. ~ 

There are two main fac.tors which ~ay be i!lfluencing this, namely, 
leak~ge. at th~ va~ves! and holler tube ratios. While we did not make any 
special InvestigatiOn mto steam leakage, there was much in the behaviour of 
differe_nt engi~es to suggest that leakage through the valves was taking 
place 1n varymg degrees. We recommend the acceleration of c~rtain trials 
already commenced with multi-narrow ring piston valve heads. 

With regard to the boiler tube ratios, an examination revealed some 
features worthy of comment. Experience in Great Britain has shown that 
~he ratio of fr~e area through the tubes, to grate area, has a considerable 
mfiuen~ on boiler performance; so long as each individual tube is of. correct· 
P.roportwns, the heat transfer possible down the boiler barrel will be propor
tional to the free area through the tubes. The values of this ratio in 
British practice,.for superheater boilers,. range from.i1·5 per cent. to 17 per 
cen~.,. a~~' l>rovided all the. other requirements of good design have been 
s~tlsfied, 1t 1s found that boilers occupying the range from 14: per· cent. to 
11 per cent .. ar~ free steamers. Allowing for the 20 per cent. increase in 
grate area, which IS necessary to deal with low grade coal satisfactory 
ra.tios should be of the order of 11! per cent. to 13! per cent. ' 
"' The ratio for the XA. is 11'·6 per cent. and for the XC 11·4 per cent.,. 
but for the XB is only 9·5 per cent.. This means that on the XB the total 
quantity of hot gases, which can pass along the tubes, is restricted to less 
than the firegrate is capable of releasing, and a severe limitation is thereby 
placed on the maximum output of the boiler. British experience has shown 
that boilers so restricted are sluggish steamers at moderate output, and 
become definitely "winded" when called upon to sustain high output. 
Individual boiler tube proportions are in accordance with the best practice, 
as is the ratio of superheater to evaporative tube areas. It is only in total 
free area, therefore, that the XB is defective, and we recommend that, when 
tubeplates are renewed, the tubes be re-arranged, if possible, to give similar 
free area ratios to those on the other X class Pacifies, due regard, of courset 
being paid to the retention of adequate bridges between the tubes. 

218. Regulato1'.-The dop.ble beat type of regulate: valve is in general 
use and it. was noted that a slotted quadrant and wmg nut secured the 
reo-~1lator handle in any required position, owing to the tendency of this· 
type of valve to work shut. When emerg~ncy closing of the ~alve is 
required serious delay may be caused by havmg to unscrew the wmd nut 
first. We recommend that the wing nut arrangement be abandoned, and 
suo-O'est that a form of notched quadrant with spring catch be fitted. Figure 
32°shows an arrangement based on o~e alrea~y ~n successful use in Engla;nd, 
which should be capable of adaptatiOn to existing stuffing boxes on engmes 
in India. · · 

6. Any modification that should be made in the procedure MtlLerto followed 
for the trial and purchase of engines. . 

219. Before dealing with the procedure which w~ rec?mmend should 
be followed in future for the trial and purchase of engmes, 1t seems well to 
consider the possible methods which ca:r;t ~~ employed. for this purpose: . ~Ve 
refer later in this Chapter to the possibility of Indta eventually designmg 
and building broad gauge engines. 'Ve confine ~urselves here to the follow-· 
ina' methods which can be used on the assumption that for some years to 
co~e engines will continue to be built outside India :-- : . 

(1) The Railway Board can supply brief particulars of thetr reqmre
ments to a selected fi:rm of Builders,, and l~ave th~ details !lf 
design and construction to them, subJect to mspe?tiOn by s':lit~ 
able Engineers, either. from England ~r India, reportmg 
direct to the Board. .In· our view, this course would be 
undesirable as it would prevent open tenders. ' ' 

20RB 
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(2) The Board could send similar particulars to Consulting Engineers, . 
. who would be responsible for preparing the necessary drawings 

and specifications for obtaining tenders in the open market. 
On acceptance of the· tenders, and on placing the orders, the 
Consulting Engineers would be responsi~le for approving 
manufacturing drawings and for inspection. 'Ve under
stand that this was the procedure generally followed by the 
various Administrations prior to the formation of the Loco
motive Standards Committee, and it is still followed by 
Company-managed Railways when they obtain non-standard 
engines. The procedure has proved generally satisfactory. 

(3) The Board could prepare diagrams of the required engine, speci
fying the leading dimensions. They could also issue direc
tions as to the different components and fittings to be used. 
These pa:rticulars would be sent to the Consulting Engineers 
who would then prepare the necessary drawings and speci
fications, subject to the final approval of the Board. This 
involves a joinfresponsibihty between the Board and the Con
sulting Engineers,. but leaves the detail design to be· worked 
out by the Consulting Engineers and by the Builders. This 
w,a~ the course adopted in the supply of the X class Pacific 
engmes. · 

{4) There is a fourth course which appears to be more applicable to 
modern requirements, and . has in a measure been adopted in 
the case of the new W series of engines now under construe-· 
tion. This is a development of (3) above; the Board, having. 
strengthened its organisation for dealing generally with design 
and specification, should be able to advise Consulting Engi-
.neers more fully as to the detailed requirements of t.he country. 
The responsibility would still be shared,· but a greater propor
tion would rest with the Board, who would call for the sub
mission of as made drawings prior to manufacture. 

· We are of the opinion that development in future should follow the 
procedure outlined in (4) above. The Board, on the one hand, being in 
close touch with the Administrations, have first hand knowledge of condi
tions in India, and can act as a clearing house for many of the problems 
put forward by the users. The· Consulting Engineers, on the other hand, 

- having wider contacts and experience, should be able to advise in the light 
of practice and developments in other countries. The combination of the 

·two should ensure that Indian designs reflect both the needs of the country 
and the best experience in the world at large. From recent experience it 
appears that the authorities in India must gradually assume a fuller measure 
of responsibility for design, and in any case we emphasise the necessity for 
adhermg to the policy of trial before bulk orders, since modern research 
should now enable decisive results to be obtained with a small number of 
units. 

220. Relationship between the Railway . Board and the Consulting 
E'()gin~ers.-The Government _of Indi~ have ~ad the ad~antage of. assoc!a
tion w1th one firm of Consultmg Engmeers smce 1872, m connectiOn With 
large engineering und~rtakings for H.ailways and public work.s; it cannot 
be said that their assistance has not been mutually valuable In the past. 
India. is a vast country and, in its development, has an increasingly large 
number of problems peculiar to itself, many of which can only be properly 
understood and catered for by those within the country. The formation 
of the Central Standards Office is an instance indicating the desire of the 
Government of India to grapple with their peculiar problems in a co
ordinated and scientific manner, and it is no disparagement of the skill and 
experience of the Consulting Engineers when we say that, in the future, 
inore and more work of design will be thrown on India. 'Vith this in 
mind •. we_ have made our recommendations regarding the expansion of the 
staff and work of the Central Standards. Office. . 
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It has been suggested that the Consulting Engineers to be effective 
:Should be at the centre of business interests, and have nu~erous contacts' 
the .more international the better. :From this angle, no more suitable centr~ 
thuu London could be selected. Even so, we realise the disadvantages of 
remoteness, accentuating as it dues the difficulties of intimate contact 
.between the Consulting Engineers with Headquarters in Great Britain and 
the responsible Railway Officers in India, with their fuller knowledge of 
local conditions. 'V e feel that not only should representatives of the Con
.sulting E_ngineers frequently visit It;tdia,. but that it would undoubtedly be 
to the ultimate benefit of the country 1f suitable officers on the active list were 
.sec?nded for special duty wit~ the Cot;ts~lting En.gineers. The experience 
whwh these officers would be Ill a position to gam should be invaluable 
particularly when construction of locomotives in India becomes possible. ' 

221. Construction of locomotives in India.-We have considered the 
pos~ibility of India eve~tually d~signin.g and building her own engines, in 
wh1ch even the Consultmg Engmeers 1n London would be relieved of all 
responsi.bility, ex~pt for sue~ purpos~ of ~onsultation that may at the time 
be requued. While we reahse that It will be necessary also to collect a 
.staff of desi~ners and engin~ers ~n Indi~, we feel, that, in keeping with the 
.g:eneral policy of enc~uraging Industr1al development, steady progress is 
likely to be made In undertaking more and more work of this 
natn~e. _If .this policy is br?ught to fruition, the prudent course would be 
to btuld engmes of a type whiCh has been well tried out; it would be undesir
.able to c?mmence with new types, in connection with which the experience 
.and services of the Consulting Engineers would still be required. Even 
then, for many years, It appears that it will be necessary to import the major 
portion of the material. 

Jn t}lis connection, moreover, it is well to bear in mind that, for a 1 
long time now, the shops at Ajmere on the B., B. & C. I. R. have been buil<l
ing a few metre gauge engines annually. The work consists of a substantial 
volume of manufacture in the shops, and the assembly of some parts· which 

:are purchased from abroad. We can well -envisage the extension of this. 
practice to a certain number of broad gauge engines at one of the major\ 
works, such as Jamalpur on the E. I. R., which, with the necessary addi- \ 
tional equipment, should be able to handle such an undertaking. 

222. Relationships between the Railway Board and the A dministra
.tions.--We have given considerable thought to the impressions which we 
_gained in India from the various Administrations that their officers felt 
that much of the responsibility for the type of engine, and for the details 

·of design in connection with it, had been taken from their hands, as the 
result of the Board's Standardisation policy and the method of dealing with 

·that policy. We are satisfied, however, that there must be some final autho
rity for this purpose, and obviously it must be the Board. 

Design and development is d~alt witl.1 by the ~ocomotive St~n~ardg 
·Committee which is now on a wider basis than 1t was when ongma~ly 
formed a~d consists of five or six Chief :Mechanical Engineers. \Vh1lf~ 

·this C~mmittee remains so comprised, there is less likelihood of the views: 
and requirements of Administrations being overlooked, and we recommend 

·that there should be no reduction in numbers. 'V e do not know how far thf> 
experiments connected with development are deal~ with by. this CollliD;ittee. 
but we consider that there must be some responsible technical authority tCl 

. decide the type and extent of enO'ine trials to be made. At the present time. 
however, there appears, on thet) part of Administrations, to be a lack of 
interest in the scope of the work undertaken by the Central Stand.ar.ds O~ce 
·This~~ no doubt largely psychologi~al, as the officers of the AdmtmstratiOnP 
take only a small part in this technical development. . 

'Vc feel that this lack of interest would be over~ome by delega~mg so~P 
work to the Administrations themselves; investigatiOns and expenments H' 

t . 'th locomot1've boilers and carriage underframes could be delP_ 
· connec wn WI Ra'l c:! • '1 1 
. (rated to the Chief ·Mechanical Engineer of one 1 ~ay. ~.1m1 a: y 
·n'"' · t ("1ar tests could be assiO'ned to another Chtef :MechamcaJ ynamome er '-' o 
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Engineer who could also appropriately undertake the work in connection 
with carriage body design. Electric rolling stock and :Metre Gauge loco
motives might be dealt with by a third: These are merely suggestions, and 
it should be possible to allocate other investigations in a similar manner. 

The individual Chief :Mechanical Engineer who carries out such work 
would have to institute any trials and experiments connected tberewith, and 
V.·ould have to co-ordinate the results of all Administrations undertaking any_ 
sections of the work, for which he was being held responsible: It would 
then be his duty to make interim (if necessary) and comprehensive fina! 
reports on the investigation to the Railway Board. On the introduction or 
any new types of engine, an officer from the Research and Standards Sec
tion should be seconded for the special purpose of arranging and supervising: 
the trials. As already suggested in Chapter VII, this offir.er should work. 
in close association with the .Chief 1:Iechanical Engineer concerned, and 
should jointly report upon the results of the trials to the Board. 

223. The effect of the foreg'oing Recommendations.-Action on these 
lines should relieve the existing Central Standards Office organisation of· 
some work, and would also have the following advantages:-

(1) It should promo~e the i?te~ests. of the Railways concerned, and 
e~sure an eqmtable d1stnbut10n of work. · 

(2) Nearly every important scheme would become a direct responsi
bility of the Director of Research and Standards, and of the· 
Chief Mechanical Engineer concerned; the Chief :Mecha
nical Engineer, would also have a personal and_ 
individual responsibility vis-a.-vis his colleagues on the Loco
motive Standards Committee for his share of the work. 

(3). A flexible system of distribution would ensure that, within prac-· 
ticable limits, such work was assigned to those Chief Mecha
nical Engineers, and their Staff, who are best equipped to4 

deal with it. , 

224. Functions of the Research and Standards 0 ffice.-Having regard 
to the value of the work done in the past by the Central Standards Office, it 
would be unwise to handicap in any way the range of its future activities~ 
The work has been of great benefit to Railway Administrations, and bas . 
also contributed to the development of industry in India. \Ve have already 
referred to this ip. connection with the standardisation of vaccum brake· 
equipment and components, the results of which have provided a real in
centiYe to manufacture in India. We understand that it is now possible to·· 
purchase in the country nearly all the component parts of this equipment, 
of a standard of workmanship which compares favourably with that obtain
jug elsewhere. The manufacture of wagons, permanent way materials,. 
signalling, interlocl~ing equipment, and bridgework, has also benefited. 

This organisation also co_-ordinates .t~e activities of s.even Stan?ardi~a
tion Committees, and deals w1th the dec1s10ns to be made m connectiOn w1th 
work done by the Consulting Engineers, by the 1fPtallurgical Inspector, by 
Uesearch Officers, and in the manufacturing shops at Tatanagar for carriage 
underframes. In our opinion, in the interests of efficiency, and for the· 
purpose of training designers the organisation should be considerabl)' 
strengthened. 

~T e have already referred in Chapter VII to the desirability of conti- · 
nuity of employment for work of this kind. Our views on the R.es~r7h and 
]levelopment Section· have b~en stated there, and we fee.l that 1t 1~ JUst. a~ . 
important that similar arrangements should be m~de m connect10?- w1th. 
work of Standardisation. One of the outstandmg pro~lems which the 
enlarged Research. an~ Standards Offi~e sho~ld keep before 1~ at the present . 
time is the reductwn m the ~r~ we1ght of p~ssenger rolhng stoc~! the_, 
introduction of increased amemties for the pubhc generally means addttwnal 
weight, which reacts on the power of the engine required, and ultimately· 
increases eng}ne axle load, and therefore increases the <·~st of track construe- -
tion and mamtenanoo. 
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. 225. Fun~ti~ns of the Jrlechanical Section. of the Indian Railway Con
fe1 e"!ce A ssccwtwn.-W e understand that this section of the Association 
consists f.> I all th~ Chief Mechanical Engineers, and meets once a year; it 
has remitted to It matters relating to the operation and use of material 
connected with locomotives. It is difficult in such a large country to 
arrange for more frequent meetings, and, as a consequence considerable 
delay occurs in advising Administrations of defects which have been ex- . 
perienced, .and which have probably been dealt with independently before 
the matter has been considered by all concerned. 

. Vl e suggest that the arrangements pertaining to the Civil Engineering 
section of the Association should, so far as possible, be applied to the 
Mechanical Section. These arrangements provide that sections of the 
work are dealt with by Assistants and Deputy, Chief Engineers selected 
from the Administrations and appointed by the Main Committee, who now 
meet with the Deputy Chief Controller of Standardisation and make recom
mendations. This encourages: the interests of Assistants in the detail work 
of the Standards Office, and enables solutions to be found more rapidly than 
if the matter were considered less frequently at main Committee meetings. 

226. 'f!e~ailed procedure.for the Deslgn and SupP.lY of new Engines.
Afte: obtaining from t.he Rallwa~s concerned the.partiCulars o~ their power 
requuements, and having ascertamed that there Is no appropriate available 
standard, or, alternatively, having regard to the information acquired from 
Consulting Engineers or from Technical Reports which have come to notice, 
the Railway Board decide that a new type of locomotive is required, the 
necessary specifications and diagrams should be prepared giving the 
following information :- . ' 

(1) I.oad gauge. 
(2) Wheel arrangements and wheelbase. 
(3) Diameter of driving wheels. 
( 4) Maximum weight on axles. 
(5) Approximate _weight. 
(6) Boiler pressure: 
(7) Tractive effort.· 
(8) Standard parts to be utilise~. 

The decision regarding the necessity for the new type, and as to the 
general dimensions and specification, should be taken by the Railway 
Board. The Research and Standards Office, in turn, ·should embody in the 

. diagrams and specifications the views· of the Locomotive Standards Com
mittee, composed, as already stated, of five or six Chief Mechanical 
Engineers. We recommend, however, that on completion of this stage, and 
before any further action is taken, full particulars of what is proposed 
should be circulated to all Administrations likely to use the new design, 
so that any views they may have can be given full consideration. In this 
way each Administration should feel that it has had some share in the 
new' design, and the criticism that standardised designs are imposed from 
above should be largely met. 

The information should then be sent to the Consulting Enginee~s to 
develop the necessary specifications and dra:wJngs for tender pu:poses; ~he 
tenders should be submitted to the Board w1th any recomme~dat~ons whiCh 
the Consulting Engineers desire to make. After exammat1.on of the 
tendera, the Board should issue their instr?-ctions for the :placmg ?f the 
order· thereafter the Builders should submit to .the Consultmg Engmeers 
such drawings as are specified, with any suggestiOns an9. comme~ts on ~he 
design. The Consulting Engineers should forward these drawmgs, with 
their own and the Builders' comments, to the Board for approval before 
work is put in hand. . . . 

We are of the opinion that responsibility for all design should JOmtly 
rest with the Board and the Consulting Engineers, ~n~ ~he latter s~b0:U1!d, · h k · Indeed this 1omt respons1 1 Ity as usual mspect t e wor In nrogress. ' ·• d · · f ' · c ltx: E · r are employe Irrespective o must persJ!;t, so long as onsu mg ngmee s ' 
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the fact that construction drawings may, or may not, be submitted to the 
l~oard for approval. In the event, ot course, of the Board insisting on any 
particular feature of design being incorporated contrary to the advice of 
the Consulting Engineers, the responsibility for that would naturally have 
to be assumed by the Board. 

We recommend t~t not more than two engines of any new type should 
be built until a thorough trial has been made under service conditions .. ' 
After delivery, the responsibility for the organisation of all tests should 
rest with the Board. An officer from the Directorate of Research and · 
Standards should be placed in charge and he should work with the officers 
of the Administration concerned. He would record any defects or mddi
fications required, as also the results of all tests made. In this way, the 
Board would satisfy themselves that all new types of engines are satisfac- · 
torily meeting the requirements for which they were designed. 

During the tests, advantage should be taken of carrying out any modi
fications that may be found necessary, so that further trials can be made 
and the engines altered until the Administration concerned and the Board 
are satisfied. Until this is donE:, no more engines of the particular type 
should in any circumstances be ordered. The Consulting Engineers cannot 

. be held responsible for the trials, but we suggest that they should be kept 
generally informed of the results, and, if necessary, there should be no 
hesitation in seeking their advice, so that the fullest advantage may be 
take!l in future design, not only of the experiences in India, but of the 
information available through the Consulting Engineers. 

227. Summarg..-Ou.r recommendations under this Term of Reference 
are made with the following objects in view :- -

(1) To provide facilities for training d~s..-by strengthening the 
existing Central Standards organisation, and, therefore, to 
assist India in the direction of ultimate self -sufficiency. In 
this way, the proportion of responsibility carried in the pre
paration of new designs will be gradually increased. 

(2) To outline future procedure for the design of engines obtained 
outside India. 

(3) To ensure that there shall be the fullest co-operation, and prompt 
· interchange of information, as between the Administrations, 

the Railway Board, anrl the Consulting Engineers with regard 
to all new designs. 

(4) 'ro ·broaden the base on which Research, Standardisation, and 
Development are carr1Prl o~t in India. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

CoNCLUDING REMARKS. 

. 228. '\_Ve have completed our task in the an~icipation that discussion 
of. the suLjects under our Terms of Reference w1ll help towards a better 
understanding of past difficulties in India, and will give a clearer lead for 
the future. We ~re aware that our explanation of the complicated 
phenomenon of hunting has certain limitations, but our recommendations 
~hich are b!lsed on practical.con~ideratio~s. and experiments, should result 

, In sw.r~~~mg abnormal osclllati?n. ~r1s1ng from our assumptions and 
deductions, we hope that further Investigations will be made) which should 
increac:;e knowledge of the relationship between track 'and locomotive and· 
consequently, improve operation and enhance safety. For convenien~e, w~ 
have made a summary of our principal recommendations, which will be 
found, duly referenced, as Appendix L 

229. We are not called upon to consider the justification for the policy~' 
of expansion which was being pursued during the years following the 
Acworth Inquiry; but it is clear that optimistic views were held as to the 
trend <;>f trade and tra~c. Further, th~ !lecessity for g_~n~~<!P."s]y and quir:kly 
replacmg old locomotives, while curtallmg the fuel bill and pursumg 
StandardisaTiOn as another avenue for economy) were matters which were 
looked upon as of paramount importance, little progress having been 
possible during, and immediately after the Great War. 

Accordingly, 218 X class Pacific engines out of 284 were authorised~ 
i.!Ll~.s~ than three years between 1925 and 1928; we are satisfied that such\ 
large and repeated orders would not have been placed had not all concerned 
been confident as to design,. which followed established practice ana available 
experienre in Great Britain at the time. Nevertheless, in vlew of the 
warnings received, the wiser course for th~ Board to have taken, ~.s_ip.d.~~<L 
th~y admit today, wouid have .been to contn~ue the pur~hase of fu~ther well 
trJed B. E. S. A. engines (smtably modernised), pending the pursuance of" 
the policy of thoroug~ t.rial of the new Pacific. typ~s, a policy which the 
Board had previously 1aid down. and are resuming In the case of the new 
'YL class Pacifies. · · 

In view, however, of the state of knowledge, and method· of testing. 
adopted at the time, it s.eems u~likely that, except fo~ reduc~ng ~he number~ 
of Pacific engi~es now in service, adherence to . this pohcy wo~~d have· 
assured i.tpmunity from subsequ~nt trou.bles, or altered the ~nditiOns ?f 
operatioa which have led to this Inq~ny. Indee~,. one mam defect m 
design namely the weakness of the bogie control sprmgs, though recognised 
as eariy as Ja~uary 1929, was not effectively pursued. In fact, its correc
tion; with the other ~sit defects wP.ich render these engines so. . sensitive 
to. condition of the trac , -as unfortunately been unduly de.layed, on account \ 
of uncertainty and lack o~ decision with regard to fundamental require-
ments. · · · · 

230. One test of Railway efficiency is the rapidity with which preven· 
tive measures are adopt. ed when a reasonable fa~tor of safety has been shown. 
to be lacking. It is desirable that fo.rmal Jnquuy by Government I_nspecto!s 
:;hould, prima facie, be undertaken }D every ca~e of passenger tram derail
ment, and their Reports should be cuculated without· delay. 'Y e feel that, 
in the past, a too rigid departmental outlook was prone to exist, an~ may 
have reacted detrimentally; but if confidence has ~een shak~n, thls has 
resulted as much from the time taken to make effectiv~ alterations as f~om 
lack of knowledge of what has already been. d~n~ to Improve both engmes. 
and track. 

The action taken since 1929 hasbeen describe~, and we.h~ve had regard 
to the apparent delay in reaiis~ng the und~rlymg causes of the trot;rble 
experienced, namely, the punishmg effect of Imperfectly controlled engmes 
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o!l indifferent por~io~ of track. ~thong~ it· may appear today that the 
Circumstances leadmg up to the earlier derailments were not fully recognised 
an~ taken advant!lge of at the·' time, we are generally satisfied that the 
maJor def~ts, which have affected the engines as vehicles have been under 
constant consideration by the Railway Board. ' 

Developments, however, took place slowly because of the complexity of·· 
the problem of h~tiJ?-g, the lack of quantitative ~ata, and particularlY. 
because of the confhctmg nature of the reports rece1ved. It was not until r; 

r~sea~ch was commenced by the Board that it became possible, for the first 
tiJ?e ~n...J.ndia, .. .to ?ring the relationship between engine and track under 

> scientific exawnation. The Board are now in possession of autocrraphic . 
reC?rds and quantitative results, which were placed at our dispo~al and· 
whwh have been of great assistance to us in arriving at our con_clusions .. · 

2'31. We consider that the introduction of Pacific engines into India 
wa.s justified, and that they have a definite field of use for efficiently meeting 
certain traffic ani! technical requirements; a good big engine Is always 
better than a good little one from the operating point of view. At the 

. same time, we were informed that a large amount of business could be 
more economically nil.dertaken with improved and modernised B. E. S .. A. 
type engines. We draw attention, on financial and traffic grounds, to the 
desirability of reducing the weight of trains· and of individual rolling 
stock; we feel that serious consideration should be given to this subject, 
and to the dev~_~pn:.eD:~ .. ot~~di_t!9?-a} __ ~~-~:r:~~!:~ .~esigns of engines. 

· . 232. Our investigations have proved beyond doubt that X class Pacific 
~ngines are particularly sensitive to defective portions of track, and to 
poor oonditi9ns of engine maintenance; either or both induce oscillations 
which may readily build up to serious hunting at certain speeds. Further, . 
owing to the side controls of the bogie and hind truck being . inadequate, 
this phenomenon sets up heavy flange forces at the ooupled wheels, which 
may result in track distortion or gauge spreading, where conditions of 
formation, construction or maintenance are unfavourable. 

With regard to the suitability of the track for these engines, there is 
little doubt· that when they were introduced they immediately reacted to 
weak spots; but we are satisfied that, generally, suitable action by speed 
restriction and. strengthening was taken to meet the situation which arose 
from introducing machines, the capacity of which may be said to have been 
materially ahead of the characteristics of the track. This was a case of 
history repeating itself; it h~!l.-PP~~e~ in ~t~er countries, and we make 
this comment with no intention to critiCise, havmg regard to the results of 
r~cent research and experience which were not available in the past. 

. 233. In our opinion, the main avenues by which difficulties can· be 
surmounted in future ooncern the design and maintenance of the locomotive, 
the construction and maintenace of the permanent way, and the speed of 
operation. We desire to emphasise that design mus~ haye. reg.ard to ~he 
inescapable features of the country, and to the finanCial hmitatwns whiCh 
control the conditions of both track and engine. From what we saw of 
track shops sheds and engines, we were, on the whole. favourably impressed 
by th~ standards of maintenance; but the fall in expenditure is significant 
of the effort~ being made towards retrenchment. 

It is no part of our remit to consider the details of the Government's 
financial ,Policy, and ~e do not sugg~st that, up to the present, this policy 
has impaued the effic1ency of the Ra1lways. But we feel that steps should 
be taken t.o guard against the conceivable devel?pment of a posit~on whe.reby 
the allocation of adequate moneys to the Railways may be Jcopardtsed. 
·Indeed it seems that already there may be some tendency towards too eastJy 
carrying econ~my beyon.d the .limit, as ~ased perhaps on theoretica], rather 
than on p_ra~tlcal, cons.1derat1ons .. While ther~ appears to ~aYe been l.ack 
of apprec1at10n regardmg the design, as a vehicle, of the X class Pacific. 

. -.~ ' . 
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..adee].uat.~ maintenance of both engi~e aJ?.d track is of great importance in 
·COns1denng the problem of the reactiOns of one on the Qther. 

'V e feel, there~ ore, that it is our duty to d;aw the attention of the 
·Government of India to the comparative ease with which false economy 
call: be efie.cted,. with perhaps ~i§ll~adingly cr~c!~tapl~ results·, and to the 
. serious e~ono~IC and psycho!ogiCal consequences of persistent financial 
pressure In t~ts respect. I_hg~ spe~d .operation. of heavy modern engines, 

_ .-ev~n of perfect ?e~Ign and upkeep, V?"Ill cause n;esti~able damage to un
Sl\Itable track within a ver.y short periOd .. Detenorat10n can only be made 
.good ?Ver an extended per.wd, and at c~mside_rable expense, far in excess of 
that mcurred by appropnate systemattc maintenance. Before the advent 

·.of Pacific engines, heavy train services were worked by comparatively small 
ertgi_nes, m~d max~mum speed ~as limited. by boiler capacity. rr:he larger ( 
PaCifies, With then grea~er ~o~ler hors~-power, are able to sustain higher 
-average speeds, thus maintammg maximum speeds for longer distances 
and therefore increasing the stress on the track, · showing up weaknesse~ ~ 
more easily and more frequently. . 

. 234. At any given speed,, the. flange ~orces ~ctin~ through an engine 
depend on the measure of track uregulanty whiCh Is encountered under 
load. The value of these forces depends on the extent to which oscillation 
of the engine develops, and the principal means of control in this respect 
is the sufficiency of the reactions afforded by the guiding wheels, in relief 
of the coupled wheels. The extent of the lateral forces brought to bear 
on the track haR only recently been appreciated in India; the necessity, 
therefore, for the continuance of the research, which has already been 
initiated, is fundamentaL In addition to the extended use of the Hallade 
track recorder, consi~era.tion should be given to the introduction of special' 
test cars for the co-ordinated and direct measurement of track irregularities 
.and flange forces. 

We recommend an enlarged organisation for Research and Standards,) 
so that technical development can be progressively dealt with, and the: 
necessary training and experience gained, to enable India, as time goes! 
on, to cope with lier own problems, includi.ng the ~uilding of Broad Gauge 
locomotives. We also refer to the necesslt.y for Improvmg the means of 
collaboration between the Administrations,· the Railway Board, and the 
Consulting Engineers. 

We draw particular attention to the present speed of operation, and 
the necessity for strictly complying with permissible maxima as laid down · 
by the Chief Engineers; such maxima should have regard to all the cir
cumstances, and in addition to the working speed, should be notified to all 
concerned. Although it is common knowledge, confirmed by our observa
tions in India, that experienced drivers can gauge their speed w_i~hin narrow 
limits, they are prone to under-estimate it when decelerating to observe speed 
resh~ctions; we recommend that all engines operating mail and express 
passenger trains be fitted with speed indicators. We have already referred 
to the importance of maintaining the unfettered discretion of the responsible 
Civil and :Mechanical Engineers in respect of safety. 

235. The record of safety in operation of Indian Railways is an\ 
·enviable one~ the284 engines, to which our Terms of Reference apply, 
have run no less than 90 million miles, and the incidence of derailment has 
been mainly confined to the first five years of service. The well-merited 
confidence, however, which was placed in the Railways by both the public 
and the staff, appears to have been-~p., followin~ the accident at Bihta, 
the unfortunate results of which were quite exceptiOnal. 

'V e hope that our recommendations, and t?e action w~ich shoufd foll~w 
them will re-establish confidence, and that this Report will focus attentwn 
on tl;e inter-dependence of the stand~rds of construction and ~aintenance 
in relation to speed and load, as affectmg b~th track and locomotive. There 
nppenrs to be no reason why X class Pacifies s~10uld not have many ):ears 

.. of nsefnl and reliable work ahead of them, provided that they are modified 
20RB 
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as recommended, that attention is paid to particular aspects of track a 
locomotive maintenance, and that speed of operation is adjusted to p 
vailing conditions in both respects. 

K. C. BAKID,E, 
Secretary. 

We have the honour to be, 
Sm, • 

Your Lordship's most obedient Servants,. 

A. H. L. ~fOUNT, 
Lt.-Colonel, 

Chairman: 

R. CARPl\IAEL, 

P. L. DHAWAN, 

R. LEGUILLE, 

W. A. STANIER, 

l 
[Members. 

J 
E. S. COX, Technical Assistant. 
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APPENDIX I. 

(Reference Paragraph 228.) 

8UmiA.RY OF l'lUNCIPA.L RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING THE RIDING OF X CLASS PACIFIC ENGINES: 

(Nunibers in itaUcs refer to relevant paragraphs and figures.) 

Bogie:-

1. Spring control to be increased and alteration.s to be made. (76, 77; 79-81; 109: 
111; 112; 151; 163; 167 ,· 199 and Figs. 30 and 31.) 

2. The surface of the bogie slides to have as low and constant a coefficient of friction 
possible. (167; 199.) . · a t 

and ffi.~e slides to be reduced in area and ground to a smooth finish. (161; 199 and Figs. 30 

4. The circular pivot plate of the bogie to be faced with friction material. ( 199 and Fig<~ 
30 and31.) "'• 

5. The flange.c:~ of the wheels to be increased in thickness on each side. (77; 199.) 

6. Limits of wear and sideplay to be prescribed and rigidly enforced. (77; 111; 199.) 
. 7. A ball and socket arrangement to be provided between the ends of the spring cradle 
bars ~nd the axleboxes. (199; 215 and Fig. 30.) 

S. Axlebox flanges to be tapered outwards .or the horncheeks b~rrelled · adequate dust 
shields to be provided. (199 and Fig. 30.) ' 

Coupled Wheels :-

9. Limits of wear of the hub face of axleboxes to be prescribed and rigidly enforced. (111.} 
10. Recommendation 8 to apply. (77; 199.) 

Hind T·ruck :-

11. The Cartazzi slides to be removed and replaced by flat slides with unlubricated friction. 
material. (79-81; 109; 151; 164; 200.) · 

12. The lip type bearing to be standardised. (200.) 

13. The guiding surfaces of the radial axleboxes to be increased and fitted with renew~ 
able section.s; axlebox flanges to be tapered outwards or the horncheeks barrelled. (200.} 

14. Recommendations 5 and 6 to apply. (77; 111; 200.) 
Main Frames :-

15. Adequate stiffening to be provided between the bogie pin and the leading coupled 
wheels. (77; 109; 111; 202; 212.) · 

16. Attention to be paid to weight distribution. (206.) 
Oonneclicm between Engine and Tender:-

17. The Goodall drawgear to be replaced by a plain bar type, and independent side buffers 
to be fitted in conjunction with flat rubbing block~. (82; 109; 165; 201 and Fig. 22.) 

18. Where German buffing gear has been :fitted this may be retained with certain mocllii· 
cation.s. (82; 201.) 

Tende·r :-
19. Discs of friction material to be fitted to the centre plate of each bogie. (203.) 
20. Brasses of the lip t,YPe to be fitted to all journa-ls of bogie and six-wheeled tenders. 

(203.) 

Engine Trials :-
21. Two enooi..nes of ~ch of t~e three cl~sses to be altered iii accordance. with om: recom· 

mendations, and a full senes of tnals on stra:tght and curved track, to be earned out With each 
using apparatus for recording flange forces. (155; 204; 206.) 

22. During the life of engines, spot checks to be made under different conditions of track, 
· weather, and maintenance. (155; 206.) 

..... 
Engine Maintenance:-. 

23. Mechanical Inspectors, divorced from routine office work to be appo~~ for .t~e 
!pecific purpose of visiting motive power depot-s. These Officers also to make penodical VIsits 
to the main workshops. (120.) 

Speed:-
2!. The present limit of 45 m.p.h., condit~onally imposed by ~he Rail~ay Board, shouM. 

not be raised, until test records prove that the flange forces of engmes modifi•XI to our recom
mE'ndations have been reduced to suitP.ble values. (191-193; 207.) 

2.}, Regulations governing maximum permissible speeds of X class Pacifies, .shou~d .be 
issued by the Railway Board on recommendations of Generall\Ianagers, hased on the adnce 
of t.heir Engineers, and endorsed by Government. Inspectors. (208.} 
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26. Whilst the Chief Engineer Jays down the maximum permissible speeds, the Operating 
Department, when drawing up the working time-table, should obtain the concurrence of both 
the Chief Engineer and the Chief Mechanical E!\,aineer to the maximum booked speeds. {100 ; 
208.) 

27. Early steps to be taken to fit speed indicators on engines operating mail and express 
passenger trains.. ( 209.) 
Track:- · 

2S. On black cotton and other weak soils, rigid sleepers, preferably timber, should be used. 
(92.) ·. . . . 

29. Systematic research into the problem of the best method of blanketing and ballasting 
on various soils to be undertaken. {94.) 

30. Research should be undertaken also to determine the lateral stabilitv of tracks, with 
different kinds of sleepers, commencing with the D. and 0. plate sleeper. (7 i; 88; 134 ,· 154; 
155.) -

31. The number of sleepers to be raised to a minimum standard of N +3 for all main lines, 
· ia.creased where necessary on weak formation and on curves. (93; 195.) 

32. Where the heavier X class Pacifies run on tracks weaker than the standard 90 lbs. 
F. F., renewal with the standard permanent way should be carried out within an economically 
practicable period. (86; 194; 19(J.) 

33. Extended use to be made by Civil and Mechanical Engineers of the information afford
-ed by the Hallade track recorder or similar apparatus. Special testing cu.rs should be introduced. 
{97; 101; 138; 1.19; 142: 155.) . . . 

34:. Manning standards of main. line permanent way gangs should he reviewed. (98 ; 
99.) 
. . ·. 35 .. The system of training of permanent way staff should be encouraged and extended. 

"!he recruitme!lt of literate ganger~ is worthy of .consideration. (96.) 

No~:-

(i) Other recommendations wit~ regard to X class Pacifies are contained in paragraphs 
-113 ; 211 to 218. 

' (ii) ~ommendations affecting new Pacific eDe,aines. ~re contai.rled in. paragraph 205. 
(iii) Recommendations for the organisation of Research and Development are contained 

in paragraph 156 ; 157 ; 222 to 226. · 
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APPENDIX II. 

(Reference paragraph 23.) 

RAILWAY BOARD'S ~fEMORANDUM OF 1923 ON STANDARDISATION OF LOCOMOTIVES CIBCULATED 

TO AGENTS OF CLAss I RAILWAYS. 

In 1903 the Locomotive Committee of the British Engineering Standards Association at 
the request of tbe Secretary of State for India, with the assistauce of the Consulting Engineers 
and Locomotive Manufacturers of the country, considered the question of the most suitable 
design of locomotives for use on the railways in India and of the Standardisation of their com
ponent p~rts. The Committee prep~re~ designs ~f cert~in types wh~ch it was thought would 
prove umversally useful on the maJonty of Indian railways. Designs for additional types 
were subsequently evolved and from time to time modifications and improvements have been 
incorporated in the original designs. 

2. The B. E. S. A. standard t;ypes were adopted for all railways worked by the State, 'Qut 
State railways worked by compames although ordering similar types of locomotives designed 
them to their own standards. In many cases it has been found that the differences in detail 
vary very little from the B. E. S. A. standards but differ sufficiently to preclude interchangeabi
lity. In recent years some of the State Railways worked by companies have adopted B. E. 
S. A. standard types but the full advantage of doing so has been somewhat vitiated by the 
departure from standard in certain details. Locomotive Superintendents of the State Rail· 
ways have also specified this or that gadget which has involved ,departures from standards. 

3. It is fully admitted that mistakes were made in the original designs of the B. E. S. A. 
standard types, mistakes which were principally due to the fact that the designs were prepared 
on inadequate data supplied from India and further aggravated by large numbers oflocomotives. 
being built and sent out to India without any attempt being first made to try out one or two. , 
of each type in order to discover and eradicate errors which must inevitably arise however' ) 
carefully designs are prepared. Most of the errors have been corrected and do not appear in' 
modified designs. 

4. There is no reasonable doubt that all railways are now faced with the problem of getting 
out designs for more powerful locomotives to meet altered conditions owing to increases in the 
loads of passenger and goods trains. and tl}.e urgent necessity of increasing grate areas suitable 
for the quality of coal they now have to burn. 

5. In this connection, it is desirable to refer to the very great importance of adopting 
universal standards for all types of locomotives both on the 5' 6"' and metre gauge railways, 
in order to meet demands for concentration and ordinary rushes of traffic which at times cannot 
be dealt with by the total locomotive stock on the parent line. It is unnecessary to dilate on 
the advantages of meeting such contingencies by being able to transfer types of locomotives, 
which are in all details interchangeable with those already existent on the system to which they 
are transferred. 

6. The possible grouping of certain Administrations is also an incontrovertible reason 
why locomotive stock-'should be standardised, as it is obvious thailno economy in working costs 
of the locomotive department can be anticipated if workshops have to maintain duplicates, 
patterns, dies, etc., for a multiplicity of different classes of types of locomotives. 

7. A Committee appointed by the Indian Railway Conference Association to consider 
Resolution No. 31 of the 1922 proceedings has recently recommended that the Standardi
sation of locomotives, coupled with periodical revision of standards, is essential in the interest 
of economy and efficiency and recommend that additional tyPes be introduced suitable for burn
ing low grades of coal. 

8. The Railway Board are in entire agreement with the Committee's reco~endation and 
trnst it will be adopted by all Administrations. 

9. The Railway Board desire to bring the following points to notice and particularly wish 
to emphasise that they realise a certain a~ount of lat~tude must be allowed in the interchange
able details of standard tYI:es of locomotives. For mstance, on some systems water may be 
unsuitable for steel tubes and steel fireboxes; in such cases there would be no objection to brass 
tubes and copper fireboxes being specified; others may not require a bogie tender, in which 
case they are at liberty to specify a six-wheeled tender ; in some cases when two classes of a 
type are standardised, an Administration would be permitted to adopt the one most suited 
to local conditions of traffic. 

10. The Board are of opinion that in dealing with the question of Standardisation it is 1 
important that a general specification and diagr.am for each typ«. and classes of a type should : 
be prepared in India and submitted to the Railway Bo~rd for approval. These will be s~nt . 
to the Secretary of State, who will be ask~d to a~ange With the B. E. S. A. to pr~pare workmg 
drawings in consultation with the Consultmg Engmeers to the. Governme~t of India, a~d manu
facturers of loccmotives. The drawings when completed will be subm1tte~ to India to .the 
Railwav Board who will forward them to the Locomotive Standards Committee for scrutmy. 
Mter approval 'by the Committee the drawin.gs with modifica.tions, if any, will be returned to 
the Railway Board for final approval and will the~ be submitted to the B. E. S. A. through 
the Consulting Engineers to the Government of India. 

11. As soon as the designs of types or clasEes of a type have .teen fin~lly accepted by all 
concerned each Administration requiring engines shcu]d te re1m1ttt:d to mdent for not more 
than two ~r three of a type or class of a tyfe. 'Ih€Ee engir.es el:cuid l:e thoroughly tried out. 
• 20RB 
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for at least two years. During that period records should be maintained of running and main. 
tenance costs and any defects carefully noted. All the information obtained by each Ad. 
ministration should be communicated from time to time to the Locomotive Standards Committee 
and at the end of the trial period the pooled experience of all Administrations should be care. 
fully analysed by the Committee and any modifications, which must be unanimously a!!I'eed 
to, must be incorporated in the standard designs and submitted. to the Railway Board for 
approval before any bulk orders are placed. 

12. Once the design has been finally approved, no deviation should be permitted in any 
Indent without the previous approval of the Locomotive Standards Committee and the Rail. 
way Board. 

13. Improvements on original design should be encouraged and Locomotive Superinten
tendents should be given a free hand to try them out, but the trials should be confined to as 
few engines as possible and preferably on more than one system, so that pooled experience will 
be available for the consideration of the Locomotive Standards Committee and the Railway 
Board before a. modification in design is recommended. 

14. It is further desirable in order to ensure efficiency and progres& and to prevent stagna· 
tion that standard designs should be reviewed periodically and added to as required. 

15. The Railway Board do not propose to specify types or classes of types which should 
be adopted, but consider the following points which require special consideration :-

(a) Number of types and classes of a type to be kept down to a. minimum. 
(b) Axle loads to conform to the standards of loading recommended. 
(c) Balancing in co-operation with engineering requirements. 
(d) Lighting of reciprocating parts. 
(e). Accessibility and economical cost of working. 
(/) Adequate boiler power.· 

(g). Largely increased grate areas to permit of the more extended use of inferior coals. 
Up to date practice in other countries should also be kept in view. The possible benefits to 
be derived from using 3 and 4 cylinder locomotives, boosters, mechanical stokers, combus
tion chambers, the necessity for interchangeability of boilers and the interlocking of details 
such as cylinders, axleboxes, wheels and axles, mounting, are all points which should be care
fully considered. 

16. Although it is realised that on some Administrations an articulated type of locomotive 
may be required, it is essential that an additional class of a new standard type should not 
be introduced for a. particular Administration because the present weight of rail or strength 
of bridges is not up to the proposed new standard of locomotive. In such cases the Adminis· 
trations should either bring its rails and bridges up to suit the new type or class of a type, or
if the traffic offering does not warrant such measures existing standard B. E. S. A. types should 
be specified. · · 

17. It is recognised the Standardisation of locomotives to meet present and future require
ments is a. work of some magnitude and cannot be efficiently or expeditousl.v <"B.rried out, unless 
a. whole time committee is employed, on the necessary investigations. The Railway Board, 
subject to the concurrence of the Indian Railway Conference Association, propose to nominate 
two locomotive Officers and a Secretary, to deal with the recommendations made by the locomo.. 
tive committee of the Indian Railway Conference Association and formulate proposals for con
sideration by the Locomotive Carriage and Wagon Superintendents' Committee at their meeting 
in February next. The B·Jard also propose that this Committee should f!ubsequently become a. 
permanent standing committee to bo known as the Locomotive Standards Committee, which will 
refer a.U questions of locomotive Standardi<mtion direct to the Railway Board. 

18. It is recognli!ed that some time must elapse before the new standard types of locomotives 
will be available for use, but it is felt that a. very careful pr':'timinary investigation is of para
mount importance and new types should be thoroughly tried out before standards are finally 
accepted. 

19. The Railway Board attach considerable importanoo to the introduction of th~ existing 
B. E. S. A. standard typeR of locomotives on all 5' 6" and metre gauge systems, particularly a 'I 
new standard types will, it is believed, embody many of the details which have proved satkfac
tory in existing B. E. S. A. standards. The Board, therefore, hope that all Admirlli;trationB will 
a..<;sist them to attain the desired Standardisation of locomotives and component parts hy retrain
ing from ordering other than B. E. S. A. standard types of locomotives in all future indents. 
Apart from the re.asons already a1duood in favour of Standardisation, it wuuld seem that manu. 
fa.cturers would be able to build at a. lower cost and in a. shorter time if they knew there was a. 
reasonable prospect of getting repeated od.erR to standard types ; also it may M.fely oo an tid pa• 
ted that titock.s of spares would be held in India. by the;._ngents of manufaeturin)! firms, and the 
necessity for Administrations to hold large balance of duplicates by indenting on England would, 
to a. very great extent, be obviated. 
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APPENDIX III. 

(Reference paragraph. 25.) 

EN(.,"LOSURE TO RAILWAY BOARD LETTER No. 204-S., DATED 14TH FEBRUARY 1924. 

lllemoranduff6 Jar the Committee appointed to standa·rdise the lleveral modi.ficati<m8 introduced into 
Briti8h Engineering Starvlards Association types of locomotives and to prepare diagrams and 
generalspecific!ttion8 for new types required on broad and metre gauge systems. 

The Commit~e will be a perm~nent .one consisti~ of two ~embers and a secretary nomi· 
nated by the Ra1l way Board dealing w1.th all queshons affectmg locomotive design and all 
matters in connection therewith should be addressed to tho Secretary. 

2. In order to carry out its initial investigation~:~ it will be a whole time committee for approx:. 
imately three months submitting its report to the Railway ,Board. The Committee should 
arrange to visit the headquarters of the different administrations and obtain from the technical 
officers all neces::~ary information regarding practical difficulties which have been experienced 
and steps taken to surmount them. . 

3. The existing B. E. S. A. types of locomotives have been in existence for several years but 
due to modifications introduced by individual administrations it is generally admitted it is now 
almost impossible to ensure complete uniformity in the design.'i of any one type or interchanae. 
ability as between types. 

0 

4. An organised effort is now required to bring existing B. E. S. A. types up to date incor. 
porating such modifications as practical experience has shown to be necessary with a rigid 
adherence in future to accepted standardg, Once amended or new designs are accepted, no 
modifications are to be introduced by users, Consulting Engineers or :Manufacturers, without the 
previous approval of the Railway Board. In order to ensure progress and prevent staanation 
.standard designs should be periodically reviewed. 

0 

5. 'When a modification of an approved design is desired the locomotive superintendent or 
<Jhief mechanical engineer should, after consultation with the transportation department where 
the operating of and running repairs to locomotives are not under his jurisdiction, prepare 
drawings and state reasons for the modification. The proposal should then be submitted to the 
Committee through the Secretary for examination, and, if approved, arrangements will be made 
for a trial to be carried out not only hy the administration advocating it but by all systems 
using the type of locomotive on which the alteration is suggested. The trials and their duration 
.should be restricted to the number of locomotives and the time considered easential by the Com. 
mittee to obtain satisfactory results. On completion each system should report results to the 
Secretary and the Committee will then forward its recommendations to the Railway Board, who 
will decide whether the modifications proposed should or should not be incorporated in standard 
designs. 

6. As regards rlesigns of new types of locomotives the Committee's special attention is 
drawn to the Railway Board's letter No. 900-W.-23, dated the 15th November 1923 on the co
ordination of requirements in respect to axle loads, weight of rails and strength of girders ; and 
should also bear in mind the schedules of dimensions recommended for 5 ft. 6 in. and metre 
gauge standard dinlensions. · 

7. The new typeii to be evolved will depend on the actual requirements of al] administra. 
tiona, but the chief points, among others, requiring special attention are :-

~a) Number oftypes and classes of a type to be kept down to a minimum. 
(b) Axle loads to conform to the standards ofloading existing and recommended. 

(c) Balancing in co-operation with the Engineering department. 

(d) Lighteiiing of ~eciprocating parts. 
(e) Weight in relation to tractive effort. 
(f) Accessibility and economical cost of working and maintenance. 

(~) Adequate boiler power. 
(h) Largely increased grate areas to permit of the more extended use of inferior coals. 

The possible benefits to l1e derived from using more than two cylinder::~, boosters, mec~anical 
1;tocking, combu~tion ch:}mbf.rs, the avoidance of t01tu~us exhaui:!t p~::!l:lages, the necess1ty fur 
interchangeability of boilers and the interlocking of details such as cylinders, box~s, wheels. a;nd 
.axles, mountings, the possible advantages of steel fireboxes, etc., etc., are aU pomts requll'lllg 
cat·eful investigation. 

R. When dealing with new types or classes of a type the C~mmittee shol":ld prepare dia~ams 
:and general specifications bringing to notice an~ speciifial p~mts t~ll~hdes: ;,h~~~d!d t~~~; 
porated in the design. The:.e diagrams and gener'l spec catiOns Wl en. or . . 
Consultina EnCfineers to the India Office who-will be aske~ to prepare workmg draWI~g.i 10 .con
sultation ~ith the British Enaineering Standard Association and ~anufacturders odf Jocomodtldvets. 

· · 1 d·'=' ·n b b 'tt d to India to the Railway Boar an torwar e o 
The drawmgs when compete Wl e su Ull ,e -~-d b Ui. C 'tte and the Railway Board 
the Committee for scrutiny. When finally approve Y e ommi e b built fi ' 
:arrangements will then he made for two engines of each type or clal:lses of a type to e or 
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each administration requiring them. and these. engines should be thoroughly tried out for at 
least two years. During that period careful records should be maintained of runnmg and 
maintenance costs and submitted to the Committee embodying also any alkrations 
required. The pooled experience ofthe administrations should be considered by thu Com
mittee and any modifications proposed must be incorporated in the original designs and approved 
of by the Railway Board before any large orders for new types are placed. 

9. As far 88 possible the CoDllOittee should in preparing diagrams and general specifications 
for new types reproduce existing standards where such have proved to be satisfactory, but there 
should be no hesitation in departing from existing standard practice where practical experience 
has shown that an improvement is absolutely necessary. 

10. The Railway Board wishes to emphat~ise the vital importance of a strict adherence to 
accepted standards and desires the Committee to particularly impress on the locomotive offic:ers 
of the different administrations the very considerable advantages to be gained by specifying 
B. E. S. A. designs 88 now to be revised by the Committee when replacing or adding to locomo
tivt' stock. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

(Reference paragraph 28.) 

Trailing 
Coupled .No. of 

En· 
gines 
built. 

Wheel to 
Hind 
Truck. 

·-·----

4.-fJ-0 type. 

B.E.S.A. 
2 B. N. R.1938 

Pacijics1924. 

2 B.D.&C.I.R. 
2 E.I.R. 

. 2 M. & S.M. R. 

Pacifics192~-32. 

H3 {XA • . • 
~ . . . 

· XB . • • 
99 XB . . • 

XB 1935 • • 
72 XC . • , 
18 B.N.R.MClassPaci
. fic;;J, 4 cylinder, 1929. 
4 XS 4 cyl.1930 N. W. 

R. . • • 
2 XP 1937 G. I. P.R. 

9' 8 .. 
7' ts" 
9' o• 

7' 0" 
8' o• 
8' 0" 
9' 611 

10' a• 
9' 6" 

9' 6"' 

9' 6" 
10' 6" 

Actual 
Coupled 
AxleloR.d. 

Tons. 

17·5 
17·0 

19·75 
16·6 
17·0 

13·0 
13·0 
17·0 
17·0 

. 17·0 

. 19·.7 

21•45 

21·5 
H1·66 

Maximum Engine Tractive 
Virtual Weight effort at Total 

· A..~leload in working 85 p~r cent. Engine 
at5r.p.s. Order. holler Wheel-

pressure. base, 

------· 
Tons. Tons. lbs. 

21·64 73·1 22,600 27' a• 
21·69 74·9 27,797 26' 7 .. 

24·57 "94·2 27,200 34' s• 
19·87 82·45 23,100 33' 2• 
21•44 82·4 28,021 33' 9" 

15•94 .... } 20,960 { ]!9' .7 .. 
15·94 67·15 30' 7" 
21·23 90·25 33' 711 
21·23 89·36 26., 760 35' 1" 
19·16 89•36 36' 1" 
24·56 ~7·1 30,625 35' 1" 

22•88 105 40.653 36' 1" 

23·63 108 34,400 35' 5 .. 
21•40 99 31,220 36' 10 .. 

Weight per 
foot run 
of Wheel-

base, 

ToDfl• 

2·68 
2·81 

2·72 
2·48 
2•44 

2·25 
2·20 
2·69 
2·55 
2·4$ 
2·77 

2·91 

3·05 
2·69 
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APPENDIX V. 

(Heference paragraph 30.) 

NOTE DA.:n;D 12TH JANUARY 1925, BY A. PARTNER Oll' THE CONSULTING ENGINEERS ON 
STA..""'DARDISA.TION Oll' LocOMOTIVES li'OB. INDIA. AND THE WORK OF THE BRITISH ENGINEER
ING STANDARDS AssoCIATION (B. E. S. A.). 

Having now visited a. number of Railways, both Board and Metre Gauge, and seen nearly 
all classes of Standard Locomotives at work, I take the opportunity of ma.king a few remarks 
concerning the British Engineering Standards Committee in London, whose splendid work in 
connection with Indian Railways, continued over many years, it seems to me there is in S(lme 
quarters a. tendency to ignore. 

2. Short a~ my time in India. has been, I have been able to see specimens of practically all 
of the latest types of B. E. S. A. locomotives. They are well reported on by their Drivers, are 
economicaJ as regards coal consumption, and will bear favourable comparison with similar 
engines on the leading Railways of Great Britain and the Continent. Where trouble has been 
experienced, it was found that it has been in many cases confined to the older patterns and these 
have been rightly dealt with by the Standards Committee in India in their Report. 

3. It may be of interest to recall briefly the composition of Committee of the B. E. S. A. on 
standard locomotives and the functio.a of the Associa.tiQn. It seems to be a.sslliD.ed in some quar
ters that the Associa.tio.a is a. body of designers who produce types of locomotives which they 
consider suitable for India, and who have no kaowledge of the conditions obtai.aing there, and 
that they have failed to produce types suitable for the country or to keep pace with the growth 
of traffic and modern design. 

The8e ideas require correction. The B. E~ S. A. consists of the Consulting Engineers to the 
Government of India, and also those of other Indian Railways, together with certain of the Loco
motive Builders who have wide exj}erience of design all over the world and who are strongly 
represented on the Committee, as also are the British Railways whose experience of certain 
details in actual servic~ is most valuable. · 

4. A conSiderable percentage of these Members are either ex-I.adian Railway Officers both 
on the Consultant and the Manufacturing side, so that there is not the ignorance oflndian condi. 
tions which is sometimes assumed. 

5. The functions of the B. E. S. A. have been, not to propose new types, but to produce 
designs of the types recommended by India. from time to time to meet traffic conditions 
there. 

The Committee meet annually to revise the Standards in the light of rep<.rts received during 
the preceding year and t-o bring the details up to the latest approved practice. It is a legitimate 
criticism that the B. E. S. A. have not produced a recent publication of the Standards. This is 
partly due to the War and change by death and resignation of the personnel, but it is in a way 
a tribute to the fad that improvements in design have followed so quickly that it has been very 
difficult to produce a publication which is quite up to date when. printed, and it will be understood 
that the B. E. S. A. are reluctant to put forth to the world a revised publication which is not ia 
accordance with the latest practice approved by them. 

All the B. E. S. A. types have been re-designed as Superheaters when so required, with new 
cvlinders, all have been or are being rebalanced and generally brought up to date, and I under
staad that the revised report and diagrams are i.o. draft and are shortly to be published. 

6. A word about " Wide firebox " design :-Wide firebox designs were not included i.a the 
B. E. S. A. series because, until quite recently they had not been asked for, and the B. E. S. A. 
had received no request t-o design them. The recent demand for them was brought about by the 
dema.ad for types which would burn the iaferior fuel which bas now to be used, and which the 
existing types of B. E. S. A. engineflwere not designed to burn. That a wide firebox is necessary 
for this class of coal is readily admitted, even if it does necessitate de:;igns of engines which carry 
with them the disadvantages of greater first cost, a troublesome trailing wheel, and firebox 
plates which are difficult to flange and which it is feared may prove somewhat costly in maia· 
tenance. 

It has been stated that the American Locomotive Builders alone have any experieace of 
these wide-firebox engiaes, and I have seen some fine specimens of the 4-6·2 and 2-8-2 types 
recently delivered to theM. & S. :r.I. Pvailway for trial. It is true that this type islar6ely used in 
America., but is also well known in England. Experimental broad-gauge engines of this type 
have been built by Brithih Builders and are at work on the R. B. & C. I. Railway and the E. I. 
Railway on the footplate of which I have ridden when doing their regular traffic work. So far 
they are well reported on, and designs for both Broad and Metre Gauge of this type are now 
before the Loco Standards Committee fer discussion. 

Ma.ny of the details of these new types the Loco. Standards Committee recommend should 
be incorporated in the existing B. E. S. A. standards and the B. E. S. A. will, I feel s.rre, be pre- ~ 
pared to deal with them and with the new standards as recommended in para. 8 Appendix I or \ 
the Loco. Standards Committe,' a Report ; in fact the B. E. S. A. are generally in agreement with , 
the recommendations at the lA-o. Standards Committee of India, and have informally discussed 
its recommendations aii'a. also the outline desigas which I have been able to put before the Loco. 
Standards Committee for discussion. -
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APPENDIX· VI. 

(Reference paragraph 31.) 

1-lEMORA.NDUM BY ClnEF MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B. B. & C. I; RAILWAY, DATED 7TH AUGUST 
1924 ON STANDARDISATION. 

The Railway Bo.ard, in letter No. 2640-S., dated 23rd July 1924 asks for a record of 
0 

• · 

by the Indian Railway Conference Association on the propo~als co~tained in Railwa B~~;! 
letter No. 588-F.-16, dated 15th September 1923 and amplified by the Chief Comm,s' · 
his address to thA Agents of Class I Railways assembled at Calcutta on 16th October. toner m 

The problem naturally resolves itself into two divisions :
(1) What ~egree of standardisation is desirable 1 
(2) What is the best organisation to secure and maintain that degree of standardisation 1 

The degree of standardisation attainable.-

.~· On the principle that it is always bes~ ~ know ~~at work needs performing before 
deciding on measures to be adopted for performmg 1t, a dec1s1on on first question is desirable. 

This has often been ~cusse.d and a goo~ ~eal o~ <ii!ference of opinion exists as to what is and 
what. ought to be t.he ultimate aun. No gruding pnnc1ple has been laid down and it is admitted 
that It would be difficult to formulate one that would be comprehensive and at the same time 
definite. · 

Standardisation is only desirable in so far as it -
( 1) reduces cost of construction, 
(2) reduces cost of maintenance, and 

(3) facilitates operation by making possible a reduction in the time a machine is under 
repairs. 

Of these three objects the last two offer by far the greatest possible opportunities for securing 
savings and it will invariably be found that standardisation which reduces cost of coastruc· 
tion at the expense of maintenance is undesirable. 

3. On page 2, the Chief Commissioner states that (1) "progressive standardisation" is 
desired, (2) this Committee should " be moving towards improvement ", (3) " we do not want 
hard and fast standards", (4) "we do not want to rule out modifications which are found necea. 
sary for local purposes ". 

It is difficult to believe after perusing item 6 of the Agenda that the two latter objects would 
be realised under the proposed organhmtion if attached to the Railway Board. 
Consideration.<~ affecting degree of standarcli~ation obtainable":c- · 

4. Standardisation is a vague term. It has of recent years acquired popularity as a slogan 
on public platform and in the popular press. It has been hailed as the remedy for so many 
evils which it is powArless to cure. · 

We are in this case deaJing with an engineering problem and it is necessary to consider 
what we really want and how we are going to get it. 

In any problem of this nature nothing can be lost by studying past history a.s we are not 
likely in India to succeed where others have failed under more favourable conditions. 

The outstanding E'xamples of successful standardisation will be found almost exclusively 
in the category of small units from which more complicated machines are constructed. Take 
for instance screws and screw threads, structural shapes, motor car wheel rims. Nobody 
questions these. They have come to stay. It would be almost impossible to get on without 
them. At the other extr~me there have been standard ships and standard locomotives in 
America and India. These are examples of attempted standardisation of highly intricate 
machines ; of standard ships -Bnd the standard locomotives produced during the War in 
America. nothing is heard now-a.-days. There were hardly any constructed after the War 
period. 

From item 6 it would appear that the Railway Board does not evPn consider the standard 
locomotives in India. as a. success. The reasons given in Agenda for lack of success of these 
Indian locomotives will be considered later. 

5. Between the two extremes above enumerated standardisation has been tried in various 
degrees in many fields. Th~ motor car is probably the one which offers the bigg~st field and is 
most often quoted. The problem is simplified here as due to many causes the ~1ze and P?wer 
of the motor rar is not likely to incr(la.se. The motor car nee?s only .to be cons1d~red by Itself 
and is not as in case of railway rolling stock constantly subJect to mcrea.sed train loads and 
altered operating conditions. · 

It may be taken as an axiom that the more complicated the .machine the mor~ changing 
the conditions and the longer the life of the machine th~ sn;ta~ler IS the a.dvant?'ge .m standar
dising complete machines and the greater the cost of mamtammg such standardisatiOn. 

Standardisation in m.otor car work is usually concerned with the pro~ucts of one. firJ?l and 
the problem has very little in common with that which presents itself m standardisatiOn of 
ra.ilway rolling stock. ... 

BtandMdisation on Indian Railways involves standardising the productio~ ?f many. n;tanu·\ 
facturing firms often 7,000 miles away and of a large numb~»" of separate rail"\"\a.y a.diDimstra-
tions whose needs are often diverse. 



Di.fftculties of standardi.sin'] complete loc-01nfJtives.. 
6. It is obvious from attached plpers that the aim of the Railway Board is to standardise 

the complete .locom?tive or unit of r~lling stock and the following is an attempt to indicate 
some of the difficult1es that such ·a. pohcy must encounter. As the standardisation of the loco
motive i& the biggest problem it will be well to commence with it. 

7. Referring to No. C. 82/24, page 3 under heading 6 (1) locomotives, it is pointed out 
that in 1903 designs for standard locomotives for Indian Railways were pr.:.pared. On pa.ge 4, 
paragraph 2 it is stated "but the full advantage of doing so has boon somewhat vitiatDd by 
the departure from standard in certain details. Locomotive Superintendents of the State 
Railways have also specified this or that gadget which has involved departures from stan
dards ". It would have been instructive if the writer of the note had indicated to what extent 
the " departure from standard m certain details " referred to had been either unnecessary 
or undesirable. When one considers these designs have been in existence 21 y£~ars, that dur
ing that time the substitution of Walschafirt valve gear for Stephenson and the introduction 
of supc:rheaters has made necessary very considerable alteration to the structure, I think any 
unbaised engineer would agree that considering the alterations necessary to incorporate th'e 
above features there has been a surprisingly small change in the general design over such a. Ion()' 
period as 21 years. 

0 

When it is considered that no hard and fast rules existed against railways obtaining what 
they desired in the way of locomotives and yet an increasing number of railways were all the 
tim~ obtaining locomotives to general standard design it shows that very little, if any, machinery 
iS needed to keep locomotives to a. general design when once a. satisfactory design has beer. 
introduced. 

8. With regard to details, it is admitted that some variations exist between locomotives 
of same type supplied to same rail~·ay by different makers or by the same maker at differeng 
times. Many of these variations are undesirable and have arisen because the Consultins 
Engineers were not supplied "ith any statement from India of those parts or dimensions which 
it was most desirable to fix from the point of view of easy maintenance here. While some parts 
of a. locomotive are renewed from 10 to 40 times in the life of a. locomotive others may only 
tequire renewal once or twice and others again will last the whole life. From the point of view 
of maintenance it is desirable to standardise the part that requires frequent renewal. This 
point is not always considered by makers who, if some alteration is required, may find it more 
economical to alter the design of a. part requiring frequent renewal than that of a. part which 
generally lasts the life of a. locomotive. The following illustration will probably make this 
clear:-
; The reversing screw is a fitti.qg which is renewed four to five times in the life of a locomo
tive and consequently these are manufactured for stock on most Indian railways. On the 
standard locomotives supplied to this railway since 1907 seven different types of reversing screws 
have been supplied. 
· It would have been quite possible to have made two standards suit all the engines, but this 
would have involved the modification of some other parts. As, how1wer, the other parts that 
would have required modification would rarely, if ever, have required replacing, it would have 
·been better to a.lter·them instead of the reversing screw even though it involved some addi-
tional expense. . 

9. The desirability of fixing standards for bra..c;s nuts, pipe couplings, taper pins, cotters, 
collars and pins does not seem to have been sufficiently emphasised. These items if once 
fixed as standards need never be altered though the list might have to be added to from time 
to time. 

It must be remembered that new locomotives do not form a very large proportion of the 
total stock of a railway. It is probable that additions and renewals together do not excoed 
·4 to 5 per cent. per annum of the existing stock. In introducing standardisation a railway 
administration has to consider its existing a.s well as its new stock and it is often found desir
able and economical to order new locomotives with fittings which work in with the t'l:x:isting stock 
wliere this can be done without appreciable expense. 

It is obvious, however, that limits must be set to this practice or undesirable departurrs 
from accepted standards may result. One large railway in Western India has recently gone 
to considerable expen.~ in producing standard fittings which will work in for a largo propor
tion of its locomotive stock. It is certainly undesirable that the economies <1fi'ect.od by this 

·procedure should be lessened by forcing it to accept additional standards without good r.:.~ason. 

. 10. It may be objected that to permit minor departures would be objectionable for tho 
following reasons :-
. (1) It would involve difficulty when calling for combined tenders. 

(2) It would not be possible to deal with these locomotives if sent to other railways. 
With regard to (1), the Consulting En.:,oinoers in England have for years been ordering 

locomotives and rolling stock to general standard designs with minor diffcronccs to suit indi\i
dual railways and no st'lrious difficulties have been met with. It is not possible to say what 
increase in price such modifications ba¥e resulted in, but whatenr tho sum it will be wry smn.ll 
and certainly not commensurate with the advantages obtained in securing the fuller uso of 
maintenance standards iu India.. .. . 

As regards (2), it was at one time urgt>d that one of the a.d¥anta~f>s of complete standar
disation would be that in case of ncfd Jocomotiws could be passed from ono hno to anotlwr 
witl:out trouble. This w·as, ! think, first put fornard by Mr. Hitchco('k in a pnpt•r read alJOut 
1910 before the Institute of Mechanical Enginoors. It was then point<~d out there was wry 
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little advantage to be gained by tlli.:; as where locomotives are runninO' k' 
to b9 provided. U locomotives are passed to :mother line it is as easy t~ ;ord ~~g spares h~ve
t?em as keep them idle in the shed Jrom which the locomotives are de en e sp~res Witn ~ 
ttroe we 'have bad a·" little war'' and I believe two concentrations on·~h:t~hedi· St~ca that t 
fe~ loc~motrves have been loaned.' The B. I B. and C. '1. Railwa has had 1 ron ter, ut very \ 
locm;notlves' on loan from the· N;· W. 'Railway ·at one time and although these od::; 15d s~andard 
details from OUt' own and we received no spares the additional cost or delay in ere dm a few 
small as to be indeterminable. · · · vo ve was so 

L · 'Expenence'ha.s· shown that' the same' class of engine differina in· aO'·J five ears c . 
~ave: 811 tho renewable ·parts alike':becau~o of the a.lt3rations ;hich have b!on nec~n rare!y 
accommoda~~ 'the· type· to i~provements that ba.v~ been· ma.de in· design. This is 1ui:!a7 a;:, 
from alter~twns ~ade to smt the, needs. of any speCJal administration. . ,. P 

· I .. · · ·· ' , I · · . · 

To. sum up No. (2) ev:en if the object aimed at was att~ina.ble it would hardly k;sti( the 
expenditure of any appreCiable sum of money. . C ~ y 

Bow f{) secure progressive standardisation. 

11. In the Ra.il:wal Board's .note great stress is l~id ori the necessity for keeping standards 
up to date. How It 1s proposed to secure progressive standardisation without alteration of 
standards is not stated and this is most impol;'tant .... 

• f• .. ' ' • ' ~ '' ' 
~· • • t 

When once a. standard has been generally accepted, it should not· be' cancelled without the 
tman!m?us. or practica~ly unanimous: concurren~e of.·the ·railways concerned and it should ba 
pe~~.lsstbl~ for any railw~y ~~ orde~ 'any sucli' a.pp~ove<l standard· as it requires. Constant 
r~VI~on will. bs !lecess~ry 1.f j.; J,s decid~d to standardise the complete units. This will be spe-· 
eta.lly necessary lU the case of Locomotives·.for naturally tho more complicated the machine the, 
gre~~'.:lr tho number of items subject to standardisation and the morJ frequent must be the. 
rev1s10n. ' , . , ., .. 

. But .ma.ny of.t~e alterations will'~ot'Be fottnd ~eces~~~· ~n' all ~a~~a;~ an~ the. question. 
anses, will .any railway have to r.ccopt all th~ alterations' tlec.lde~ ?n·?' ,I~ they do not, engines. 
?.ll order .will not all be to Sa~e sta~dard j If they do,. the tndiVIdt;tal railway will necessarily 
mcrease tts standards.·· To gtve an msta.nce, a. compla.mt was received that the G. I. P. and 
~· W. Railwa.~·s had been having tro~ble'on so~e of t.heU: heavy sectjon,.q with cylinders work
mg slack and It was proposed to modify the design of cylinder. · On the B; · B: and C. I. Rail
way, with its light road the same. trouble was not experienced and no case of loos!;} cylinders 
occurred though many of the engi.Iies had .been runnipg· !6 years~ Has th·9 B .. B. and C. I. 
Railway which has had no trc;mble ~o go to the expense of 9rdering its new engines with n-ew 
type cylinders which will necessitate the manufacture of new cylinder patterns and tho stock-
ing of two more types of cylinders. · . . . . . ·'· . , . 

· · 12. ln·th~ Railway·Boa'rd's·:b.ot-3' it. is• stated that,all alterations ·to existing designs must' 
oo approved by the Sta.ndard£ommittee· befor~ being put into operation. It i_s submitted that. 
this will often be found impossible to carry~ out in the case of locomotives being manufactured 
abroad. ·. . ' ·, ,,. · :· ·· ., ... · ... ,. f··", , 

"·. Forinst~ncEi, it is .. decided to adopt soine· fitting, whi9h promises b.n· increased economy. 
The detail ·modifications ·ne:ces~ary for applying· tb_is fitting must be ldt for the Consulting 
Engineers at Hoine. to a:pproye proposals ·~nibmitfud for tlie minbr alterations,' which :may be 
found nece~sary in.,the structure of 'the machine to enable 'the ·fitting to be applied in' the way 
that will'give the greate'st satisfaction. There is' no disadv·antage, but every reason in favour 
of giving the Consulting Engineers at Home a free hand in such matters provided that as already 
proposed they .are. in. possession .of .a stat6m~n,t laying down :those dimensions or complete 
fittings which it is·undesirable from:.a maintenance .s~andpoint toalter .. While locomotives 
and rolling stock are manuf~ctured a~road it. :would be most undesirable to t~e 'the hands of the 
Consulti11g Engineers. The1r ~ffort~ m th~ past hav~ been .largely responsible for the exten
sive standardisation which now ,obtains. , While they have always welcomed any suggestion 
to adopt a modification that appe~red to offer prospect of m?r~> economical construction, work· 
irtg or mainuH.lance:they have stnven most successfully to mcorporate such standards as had 
beeli approved. · . · · . · · · · · 

. · 13 O~e of the serious obje9tio~ to the attempt at standardi~ation of complete units
over ali India is tha.t it muqt lead to increasing the number of standards it is necessary to main· 
tain on each individual admini!:~tration and thus reduce economy in ma.intenanre. This is 
not only the case to begin ·with but will increas~gly ~ felt as time' passes. The problem is{• 
accentua.tE\d on account of the life of the locomotive which may be taken as 30 to 35 years. 
I. ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' • ' . ' 

Wagon Standardisation. . . ·' . . . · _,. 
14. ln the case· of wagons the necessity for maintaining·such ~ttings as are- r~newed when 

on foreign railways'is urgent and fortunately the number .of these IS not very consi~er~bl.e. . 
Up till about 1916 Railways discouraged the use of mterch~ll:,creab~e parts b~ msi.st~ng on 

free su ly of material for repairing wagons d~aged on foreign ra.~ways. Sm~e railways 
had to PP~Y for material required for repairs~ great mduce~ent was proVIded to obtai~ standard. 
fitt . . ·1 f t t r"il""ays were obtainmg wagons with I .. R. C ... A. standard fittmgs before mgs. , n ac , mos ... " . W c ·u .. 
the new designs wer~ prepared by the Specml ~tandard agon °~ ve. : . . . 
I Since then most railways have obta.fued wagons to thell netwbde~tgnst ' wbklch ~henthoertmnt 

k · d · h e· been remedied will form an exce en as1s o wor on,or e nex. wea nesses m estgn av 
few years. · 
· 20RB 
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Reri.sion. of standard.s-

15. The appointment of successive committees t<J reyise these designs would seem qt·;tl 
unneressa.ry and is probably the most expensive and unsatisfactory way of remed) ing any 
defects which still e.xk--t. Ther..3 do not affect any prt that is likely to requ;ra rilnewal whUe 
.on a forcign ratlway and in many cans railways ha.~e already made such small modifications 
as han ocan found nec~c:.a.ry and it will be; well to g:re time to ascertain which of the methods · 
.adopted gi¥es tho best senice b~fora r,:~yising any designs. 

It has already boon noted that th9 Railway Board's r.oh Jays great stress on what is termed 
"' progressi\ · standardisation ". How is this t<J bs obtained in we gon stock ! It is qu~h 
certain that to try and obtain it by 1 ·riodically f3\ "sing the ersting w~ gon des:in!!S is about 
the worst possib~e way. The life of a st~J wagon is from 30 to 40 years and one hardly dare 
~ontemplete the position of India'l Railways if each railway"<~ forced t<J order the latest re\~· 
.sion of A class wagons e' ery time it is in the market for them. 

Proposal regardinascope of Stanilardisalio.,_ 

16. It is stro11.gly urged tha.t t'le poHcy which will result in the large.st mea.suTe of stan· 
.dardisation not 011ly on r-.1ilways as a whole but on each railway as wel\ "ill bees follows:-

(1) The general d~O"'l of locomotires, wagons and caniage underframes should be 
dt'Cided on. 

This has aJ:ready been done a.nd any min-or modifications: which do not inYol¥8 
radical departure from the adopt~ de~O"'l should b6 supplied on reasons bina 
given as has been dor.~ in the past. Past experienl'O of 21 years w.i.th th~ 
standard locomotives is sufficient proof tha.t this will not lt'ad to t•"ldesirable 

· departure from the ~ard. design. 

(2) The dimensions of material obtained .in a :fin;shed or partly finished stare from 
abroad in any consiqera.ble quantities for maintenance and cerU>in complete 
fittings in case· of rolling stock should be st3.Ildardi.s;}(). and no departure should 
be allowed from the.se standards wit" .out strong r~asons. 

(3) A standard onoo adopted should· not be cancelled without concurren ~ > of at least 
75 per: cent. of interast....od ra.ilways but additional standards may be added if 
accepted by a bara majority. 

The abon proposals will not only result in the ma.inteD.atlce of a mor~J real standardi.."'l.tion 
1han that envisaged in the note but will do so at a tithe of the cost, An attempt rigidly to 
standardise completP. units will either kill the standards or k_;ll progress. 

TM. proposed orga.,i.saJUm--

11. The organisation it is proposed to introduce is outlined in the Railway Board's nob 
-of Octobfr 1923 a.boYO referred to. It would 11oppear from paragraph 6 (1) 17, page 6, that in 
-the case of locomotires a.fter the first proposals of the Standard Commitue ha.¥8 been referred 
1o the Locomotive and Carriage Superintendents' Committee (which incidentally has not yet 
been done) all further reference.s .will be dir~tly between thl\t Committ~ and the Railway. 
From paragraphs 6 (.2) and 6 (3) it is gathered that in the case of coaching and wagon stock it 
is proposed that the Locomotive and Carriage Suparintendents' Committe3 or a sub-committee 
.of i~ sha.ll deal with the question arising. . In the statement of the Chief Commissioner m~e 
at the meeting of Agents in September .1923. the following passage occurs refening to the Stan-
dards Committee :- . . . ' t : . .. ' ; I 

\ 

· _., ~ly" own feeling is that if they are under the Railway Board we may be able to ket>p 
· the thitlg going steadily all the year round and avoid any frequent <.·hailf,'t>d in 

personnel and so on., and also it \\ill enable the technical committce11 to keep 
in touch with-the latest ideas and improvemt-nts at home through the Colltiult. 

. ing En.:,oineers. · I need not say anything more. but ask you to gi¥e your opinion."' 
. . 

That the Committee or Committees dealing with standards should hold thE-ir meetings 
at the Railway Board office i& no doubt Y~ry de.llirabld as much more information would Le 
.available there than could be obtained at any other centre at which the ofiice:rt~ of the largpr 
railways could mOt>t oonnniently meet. but that the C.ommittee ;;hould be attached to the 
.Railway Board would peem most undesirable for many reasons. · . 

.. .. . .. . . 

· 18. Standa.rds that are forced upon the railways from ahoYe will be found to be short. 
lived and will certainly lead to many en.sions and just .those practices which it is the ol.ject 
.of the Railway Board and the d~ of railllrays to aroid. The only adnntage ~-hk·h it would 
be possible ro claiw for the proposal is that being free from the net~ty to cowider any <'riti· 

I <istns levelled against its proposals t..h.i.D colDJJ).ittee would be able to decide standards in lt-J~J 
time than it \\-ould take if it were OOI..'essary .to carry with it the appronl of a majority of the 

~ interes~ ra.ilwaJB. · . 

Comj>o$ition of prop:w:.d CCJmmittu. and S~liLI. 

19. It would appear hardJy possible that the full implication of the proposal has 1-oN'n 
iiufficiently considered. It is pro~ to take the Chief Mechanical Engineers of two Ra.i.lway 
.Administrations a.nJ a.ssociate ~ith them another Chief Mechanical Enpn~r. wbOtOC knowledge 
.of Lx--omotive det.ail:l ~ill be something in the way of a reminiscenre a.s he ha.s been unconnected 
with the actual executi¥e work on railways for a few ye&r~J. These three men are to constitute 
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:a committee and it. _is propose~ that lt .. shall be in their P?Wer to veto or ratify the considered 
propo~als of the Ch1ef Mecharucal Engmeers of all the railway::> in India after they have been 
duly approved by the Agents of those railways at the I. R. C. A. It is feared that the sh cho
logy of the men who would be 1ikdy to hold the position of Chief Mechanical En!!inec¥ oJ. rail
ways and of whom the Locomotive and Carriage Superintendents' CorumittR.e co~sists wa~ left 
·~ut of account when these proJ?osals were mad~ and I think it would be found in practice un
hkely that the proposed committee would rece1ve any 1mggestions on these terms. 

20. It is also open to question whether a committee composed of Chief Mechanical En
gine~:;rs would in any case he the best committee available. The Chief Mechanical Engineers' 
duties are mainly administrative whereas tha preparation of standard designeo iR the work 
of a specialist. It iil thfJrefore desirable that the best men for work in hand should be chosen 
irrespective of the appointments they hold. . 

It. is probable that if the appointment of thiB committee is in the hands of the railways 
.a more suita~l~ ~r::;onne~ will be likely than if ~he committe~ i;~ appointed by the Railway 
Board. Agam 1t u1 questiOnable whether a committe~ of three lS sufficiently large to cover the 
requirements of locomotive,. carriage and wagon designs for both Broad and Metre Gauge 
as it will rarely be found that the most suitable officer for the carriage or wagon committee 
will al11o be the most suitable for locomotive designs. This also holds good as between Broad 
and Metre Gauge standards. It is admitted that for any one purpose it is undesirable to have 
a large committee and most satisfactory design::! have been prepared by one man. 

If the Committee's decisions are subject to the approval of the Locomotive and Carriage 
Superintendents' Committee no objection exists to small committees on account of the tendency 
of small committees to put through freak designs strongly urgea by one of its members as these 
would be effectually countered when the proposals came before the full comruittee fur con-
sideration. · 

21. The most serious objection, however, to the proposed procedurf'l is the delays that 
would occur in getting any standard required by railways adopted at all. 

Before a Chief Mechanical Engineer suggests a. new standard at present be has usually 
-tried the thing out on his own railway and then an;anges for it to be incorporated in engines 
or rolling stock which are not subject .to interchange. It is then put up before the Standards 
Committee and may or may not be.adopted.- Under the new proposal it would appear prohahle 
that another three years at least would elapse before such a standard could be ordered on 
regular indent::!. This is assuming that the Standards Committee attached to the Railway 1 

Board remains sympathetic to the requirements of railways and adaptable to changes as they~ 
become desirable. It is suggested that any unbiased person with experience of departments :\ 
.attached to Government office8 would hardly expect to find these qualit.ie3 evident in any' 
appreciable degree. AH a matter of fact there are reasons why the technical branch of the 
Railway B'Jard office would. he interested in \.locking proposals put up for additions to existing 
standards. Each fresh alter~ttion involvea difficulty and extra work when orders are being 
placed for rolling stock. The department. is however free from all those worries and uperat.ing 
troubles which are felt by the executive officials of railways due to the use of material which is 
failing more frequently than is necessary or .ili not the mo::~t suital.Ie for its purpose. 
· 22: The Railway Board should be in a po&ition to take a large view of things and while 
it does so is ahle to exercise a guiding or rc;:;train,ing action on railways as a whole. To maintain 
this attitude it must keep clear of the pett~ details which are likely to detract from its ability 
to do so impartially. Except on the rare occasions on which complete new designs are needed 
.standardisation is mostly conpemed with consideration of details which needs a ~ery clo11~ ~nd 
constant wntact with actual working if the best propm;als are to be made for meetmg conditloru: 
arisfug. · 

Again if a t>tandard is suggested by wnat ;s practically the Railway Bl>ard any critic~sm 
.of it will be tantamount to a criticism of the Railway Board. It would not be humanly possible· 
for the Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Railway Board to treat criticisms of such proposals 
made by him or by a committee of which he is chairman in the same di~passionate manner 
.as he would if he was reporting on the recommendations of another comm1tteo. 

It would also seem a. very bad precedent to take design ?ut of the ~ands of the m~n held 
respon!lible for maintenance and safe running of the l~comot1ve and rol~ stoc~. It IS most 
desirable in the interests of railway progress that nothing shall be done w~wh Will.ten~ to the 
responsible mechanical officers taking less keen interest in progress of deRI&n·. ~ ~II mo~t 
certainly to be the case if the duty of fixing :'ltandards is removed from their Junsdicbon as m 
the proposalli made. 

Proposal re. organisation of Standards Committee. 

23. For the above reasons I would strongly urge that the committee on standards sh?uld 
as in the past be sub-committees of the Locom~tive and Carriage Superintendentt~' Comm1tteo 
and their recommendations subject tu confirmation by the I. R. C. A. 

For the reasons given they should work in Railway Board office and I. would suggest the 
Chief ~[echanical Engineer, Railway Board deput.e some officer to be e:;-o.fficto m~m~~ o~ th~ 
committees and that the Secretary of Commit too be attached to the Chief .Mecharuca ngmcer s 
{)ffice. 

If for any reason it is considered undesirable to attach the Secretary of comm~ttRR t~ t~e 
·Chief 1\Iecba.nical Engineer, Railway Board office, he might be attached to tho · • · • 
<~ffice. 
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APPENDIX VII. 

(Reference Paragraph 83.) 

The following are the principal types of track over which the Committee travelled :-

- Types of Permanent Way. 

Railway. 

G. I. P.R •• 

M.&S.M.R. 

S.I.R. 

N.S. R. 

E. I. R. 

Rails. 

82lbs~ B. H. 
85lbs. B~ H. 

.90 lbs. F. F. 
·: f. 

lCO ~b~. B. B;. 

75 rbs~ :p; H. 
76lbs. B;H. 
80 Ib~. B. !f. 
90 lbs; B.R. 
90 lbs~ F. F. 

SO lbs. B. H. 
90Jbs. B. H. 
90 lbs. F. F. 

85lbs. F. F. 

75lbs. F. F. 
85lbs; B. H. 
87lbs. F. F~ 

88llbs. B. H. 
90lbs. F. F. 

100 lbs. D. H. 
lOO lbs. F. F. 
115,lbs. F. F. 

E;B. R. • ;90 lb~. F. f. 

:Q •. N.R.~ • 

- . ' ... ., . 

B., B. & C. I. R. • 

N. W.R. 

I 

115lbs. F. F. · 

85lbs. '!J'. F. 

9Q lJ;>s.F. F. 

75lbs. F. F. 

- 87lbs. F. F. 

90 lbs. F. F. 

87lbs. F. F. 

88llbs. B. H. 
90 lbs. F. F. 

Gene1al Soil. 

Sleepers. 

C. I. Pots . . • } . , 
C. I. Pots and Timber ·; About 70 per cent. black cotton 
Steel Troughs and C. I. soil. · ' Remainder moorum· 

Plates. · and sandy soil. 
C.~- Pots • • • 

• C. I. Pots • . . • l _ . . 
• C. l. Pots • . • · · · 

C. I, Pots and Timber .JSandy. 20 per cent.·· hia.clc 
C. r-. Pots and Timber ·• cotton soiL Remainder 
Timber and Steel :moorum and deltaic silt. 

Troughs. . 

C. I. Pots Good and firm soil. 
C.I.Po~ } 

• Steel Trough 

Steel Trough • 40 per cent. black cotton soilr 
Remainder moorum. 

• Timber and C. I. Plates • 
C. I. Plaf:es (D. & 0.) • 

• Timber • • • 
• C. I. Plates (D. & 0.) • 
• C. I. Plates and Timber 

C. I. Plates (D. & 0.) 
Timber • • • 
Tiplber and C. I. Plates • 

15 'per cent. black cotton soil .. 
Remainder clay sand and 

. moorum. About 5 per cent. 
Usar (Soil containing Potas
sium Nitrate). 

, Timber and C. I. Plates •• }Loam. Water standing on both 
sides of line over long. 

Timber • . • • stretches. 

• C. I. PotS and Timber • }Sandy but generally firm, 2(). 
per cent. black cotton. 

Steel Troughs • soil. . 

• Steel · Troughs and } 
Timber. 20 per cent. black cotton soil .. 

• Steel Troughs and C. I. Remainder moorum, sandy 
Pots. clay and rock. 

• Steel Troughs, C. I. Pots 
~ and Timber. 

• Steel Trough and Tim- 1 
·her. Sandy clay. Very little Usa!"' 

C. I. Plates (D. & 0.) • f (Soil containing Potassium 
Steel Troughs, C. I. Plates · Nitrate). 

and Timber. . 
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' APPENDIX VIII. 

(Reference Paragraph 84.) . 

Rainfall Statistics. 

Rainfall in Inches. 

Section and Railway. Station. 

Average for Up to end of 
1936 and 1937. August, 1938. 

Sholapur-
Raichur Sholapu.r 17•62 30·27 
G. I. P.R. Dudhni • 18·51 18·98 

Shtlhabad 17•56 19·42 

Rq,lchur-
·Madras Raichu.r·. 22·60 20·27 
I .M. &; s. M. R. Gtmtakal 17•65 17·04 

Gooty 16·87 16·52 
Nandalur 28·!)3 14·65 
Renigunta. 30·51 7·23 
Arkonam 28·81 8·21 
Trivellore 47·16 10·77 

A;fkonam-·- . 
·; · · Jalarpet • . Katpadi 37·16 13·43 

M. &S.M.R.' Jalarpet 26·40 15·56 

Jalarpet-
Shoranur Erode 33·30 22•16 

S. I. R. {a) 

Madras-
Gudur Tiruvottiyur 60·97 6·04 

M.&S.M.R. Sullurupetta. 51·86 9·36 
Nellore • 39•46 8·62 

Ka.zi~t-
ecunderabad Kazipet • 24·14 15·23 

N.S.R. Alir • 27·94 15·40 
Bhongir . . 23·58 11·20 
Secunderabad • 30•95 18·12 

Secunderabad-
Wadi Shankarpalh 19·81 21·87 

N.S.R. Vikarabad 28·65 17 ·33f 

Akola.--· 
Bhusawal Akola 46·75 36·34 

G. I. P.R. Shegaon 29·51 21·36 
Bod wad 22·34 36·79 
Bhusawul 24·74 30·80 

Bhusa.wal-
I tarsi Burhanpw 32·90 31·55 

G. I. P.R. Kha.ndwa. 32·24 33·48 
Bir 32·44 3S·OO 
Ha.rda. 46·10 42·4 
Ita.rsi 52•77 52·49 

Moghalsa.rai- Arrah 52·80 39·17 
Bihtl~ 
E.I.R. Buxar 53·34 38 29 

Calcutta.-- 64·00 50·441 
Ranaghat Calcuttn. . 

E.B.R· Barrackpore 45·47 50·77 I 
Ra.nagbat 28·56 32·09 (b) 

Kbargpur- Dan tan 51·10 40·40 
Dan tan . 
B.N.R. 

Asansol- 50·49 34:· 20 
Lucknow Asansol • 

E.I.R. DhBD.bad 47·59 31·92 

Gay a. . 42·92 31·02 

Rafiganj • 43•54 29·82 

Benares • 43·85 10·1<} 
Pa.rtabga.rh 40·44 8·51 (c) 

Rae Bareili 45·62 10·15 

LucknoW 45·07 13·43 

Agr!!r-- Agra 
21·90 16·80 

Delhi 19·36 !5·49 
G.I.P.R 

Mutrra 
pel hi . 31·61 12·('0 



·Section and ·Railway. 

Delbi
Liihore 
N. W.R. 

Kotah
Baroda 
B. B. &: C. I. R. 

. 
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Station. 

Ghaziabad 
Meerut •• 
Muzaffarnagar 
Saharan pur 
Ambala • 
Ludhian.a 
Phillaur • 
Jul!undur 
Amritsar 
La!tore . 
Kotah . 
Shamgarh 
Nagda . 
Rutlam 
Do had 
Godh.ra . 
Baroda 

NOTES. 

&intall in Inches, 

Average for Up to end of 
1936 and 193'1. A~gust, 1938 

24·29 14·17 
31·01 21•80 

.34·41 17•13 
41·67 25•25 
32·72 19·79 
25•90 13·21 

.. -25.-&2 18·96 
22·04 22·39 
24·45 21·76 . 
18•36 10·95 

. .... 
26·69 27·70 
33•36 36•61} 29·76 27·85 
32·93 29·71 (b) 
23·02 19·43 
38•24 30·65 
35·02 32·1• 

~ (a) The North-east monsoon in this area is heavier than the South-west monsoon, and occurs between 
&ptember and November. The ro.infall~p to end of August 1938 was, however, proportionately highPr 
'han in the previous years. 

(b) Figures are for rainfall up to end of September,1938. 
: (c) FiguresarefonainfaJluptqendofJuqe, 1938. 
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L-ENGTH OVE.R SUFFERS 75'- I tf 
WEIGHTS 

iOMS--2.2•6 11--- 17 ___ 17 ___ 1&65 _____ 32·8'2 ------32 
CVLINOE.A:S_2 ---211" X 28° 

L.ENGTI-I BETWE.EM TU6EPL.ATE.S_I81-6' 

GFt'ATE AAEA_ 45 .s~. FT. 

TRACTIVE f:FFOC<T AT S5%. B.P. __ 26.760 \,.&.!;, 

WEIGHTI'!i- TON'S 

ENGINE. T£NDE,R TOT'AL. 

L.IGrHT __ 81·6:5 

I..OAOE0_90·~ 

116·29 

155•07 

XB CLASS. 

~OAI.. 14TONS 

WATER 6000 GAL.t..S. 

WEIGHTS 
TONS_'21·11---19·e.6-19'75--19-t!l----f122 -----·~'' 38·85 

C.Vl.IND£R9- '2-'Z:~• "'28" 

I..E:NGT~ BET\VEE:I'( "T'UeEPL.ATES_IS'- e," 
G~ATE A~EA~I SQ.FT. 
TI<ACT\VE EFFORT A'T 85'% B.P. __ !0,625 I..SS. 

WEJGI-ITS - "T't)tot§ 

~ TENDER TOTAt... 

I..IGHT_87·04 !7'45 124•49 

\..OA0!.0_9tH6 18·04 '7&·2 

XC CLASS. FIG I 



WEGHTS 

PRE- STANDARD 

PAC.\FlC 

, ---
1 
I 

EXPERIMENTAL . 
E.NGtNES. 

TON6_18·05 ___ 19·TS---:-19•1S_t9·7S. ___ I6•9. ______ ,aj6•'T ______ 3;o·SS 

C'i'L.INDE~S_Z._'Z:~,U "' 2.5~ 

LE.NGTH BETWEEN TUBE.PL.ATE.&_tS'-0" 

GRATE A~E.A __ 48 ~~. FT. 

'WEIGHTS- TONS 

ENGINE. TEMDE.~ 

LIGHT __ 8~·75 31·& 

T~AC.TIVE EFFORT AT 85% S. P._ 272.2.2 LBS. 1-0AOEO __ 94•2. 13·5S 

P CLASS - B. B. & C. t. R. 

..rh. 
I I 

160 I.BS PER SCI. INCK 

_ I .tl~Jl -,., J1 

COAL.. 10 TOMS 

P. L.C. 

TOTAL 

\14·55 

161·75 

WATER 4500 GAt..t..S. 

e.'-o" El-1• fl·'1° - ---'T'-E." 11'-2." 61-o" e,•.o• 6~o· 

a'!o'-z" 
CARTA'Z.'Z.I HIND 

TRUC.K. 

TOTAL.. W!-4e:E. SASE 63
1
•,: 

lo--------------='-£1'1GTI-' OVER SUFFERS i'Z.
1

- 4* 

18'-o" 

WEIGHTS_TONS_I6-0S. ____ l&·6 __ 1&•6 __ 1&·6 ___ 16·6. _______ .30·4 ____ .!0·8S 

C.'i'l.IMDE~C:._2._2.Zn " Z&" WEIGHTS - TONS 

LEMGTH BI:.TWEEM TUBEPLATES_'4-c:J' ENGINE TENDER TOTAL 

GAAiE'. AREA __ 44 SGI. FT. L.IGKT __ 74·4 ~1·45 IOS·SS 

TRACTIVE EFFORi AT 85% S.P. __ 2.!.121 LSS. LOADED_ St·45 61•25 14!·7 

PS CLASS- E.I.R. 

I 

4'-u" 

TOTAL.. WHEE.t.. ~St'. E:o'Z.'-9" 

WEIGHT_ TONS_I&·49 ___ n ____ t'T·OS __ I7 ___ 14·8E> _____ ;&I•9 _____ !tl•9 

C'{L..II'IOI!~S-Z_'2.'Z"" zet WEIGHTS -TONS 

LENGTH BETWE:EM TU&PI..ATE.S_ 20'-~ 

GQATE. AREA _48 SQ. F'T. 

ENGINE TEMOE.R 'T'OTAL 

T~C.TIVE E.FFORT A'T es% S.P._ZB0%1 Lli.!!oS. 

UGoH1' __ 7'Z·71 

. LOAOE0_82·4 

BALDWIN CLASS - M. & S.M. R. 

102·66 

146-2. 

FIG2 



OTHER ENGlNES REFERRED 
P.L.C: 

TO IN REPORT. 

I ,..l.... 180 L.BS PER SQ. II'IC.H 
1 I t ,lLll, ,..--.::----.11 • ..-----.J 

-, l i! ·, c ~J Tt 
,-

12°•0' 
21'-a." 

"TOTAl.. ~EE \..BASE. 5ft·o' 

WE.IGI-(TS_1'0NS-2.0·SS ___ I1•41S_I7·4lS_n·"a'-------S0·8 _____ !o-TS 

C.'fi..IHOE~S_'2._'2.otn" ae:• WEIGH1'S- TOMS 

L.E.MGTH BE.TWE.EM. IUSE.PL.ATES _151-1~
1 

I!.MGIHE. 

\..IGH1' __ 66•95 

IE.HOER 'TOIA\.. 
GRAil!:. AR!A __ 3'2. S<l. Fi, !1·1 9&•05 
TRAC.1'1VE EFFORT AI &S'o B.P._'Z'Z,S97 L.BS. I..OAOE.O_ i~•l EII·SS 1~4·65 

STANDARD B.E.5.A. 4-6-0 CLA55. 

J T ~'~"-
\ 

7'-z" s• ... ,.•· 
l!o'-10'' IS1-;t,Y 

'2.2'-:ot 
TOTAl.. WHI!.EI-BASI!. 56· &a' 

L.EMGo"\'1-\ OVER BUFFERS 68'-10" 

WE:IGHTS_TONS_ 2.4·1 16·9 __ 1l·O ___ IE»·9 ______ 33·6 ______ 32.·05 

CVL.IMOER$_2._ 'Zit" II 2o" WEIGHIS - IONS 

\..E.MGTH BE.TWEE.N TUBEPL.ATE.$_13'- f;;' ENGINE. TE.MOER IOTAI-

GK'ATE. ARE.A_38 SQ. FT. LIGHT __ 6T·e. 34·5 101·8 

T~C.IIVE E.FFO~T AT SS% B. P. __ 27 787 \..BS. L.OAOEO_ 74·9 65·65 140·5~ 

G.S. M. CLASS 4-6-0 B.N. R. 

WEIGHTS_iOMS_ 2.5·96 IB·S6 __ l8·5S __ l8·66 ____ 1'fo25 _____ .36·8~------aH 

CV\..IMOE.RS_2 -Z.Il ,.. 28H WEIGK"f'S•TONS 
• ~· EHGIME TENOER. TOIA\.. 

L.EMGTH BE.'TWEI!:N TU6£P\..ATE.S __ I8- E:l& 
L.IG·- 90•4"' "'"'-·"'' 127·4 GltA1'E AI<EA_4S SQ.FT. "''--

7 
'"""'"' 

TRACTIVE EFFORT AI es% B.R_"al '220 L.BS. L.OADED-99·0 14-l?t 11~·l3. 

EXPER,MENTAL PACIFIC XP CLASS G.l.P.R. FIG.3 
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9S~r----r--+---r---+---1-)---J Total Gross R4:c~Upts 

90t--+---+--+-+.,;__4-----/.J-I--_;__J 

en 
~ 
t:l 
Jl. 

& ss,.._---+---~---~--4----1-----l 
I I I I 'Ct I I 1 I I I 

~ ts'~--+~---4~--~~~--+~--~~--~~ 
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1... e u 

0 . 
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j"ir 
!/:. 
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....... 

~ 
N .... _______ 
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FIG. 4 



Roll 

P.L.C. 

Voidm.llter ~cz.cur(Zd to 
bor' dtiu~n in ba.llast. 

DIAG~M OF · VO\DMETER. lM POSlTIOM 

OK TRACK. 

FIG. S. 



19 18 

C. LT. 

SlN., 
~~~~M~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n,MIIN~~~~~·~~~~~~ 

17 

M. &..S.M.R. ARKONAM - MADRAS. 90 LBS ·B.H. 0~ C..l.POTS. MAX.SPE.E.O SO M.P.H. 
347 346 

C .. R • C.RT. 

G.\.P. R. AKOLA - SHEGAON. \00 LBS B.H. ON C..l.POTS. MAX, SPEED &5 M.P.H. 

46l 460 4S9 

345 



Z78 ,,, zao 

E.t.R. OHAHBAD - GA'IA. \\5 LBS F.F. ON C:.S,./9 Pl..ATES. MAX. SPEED 68 M.P.H. 

C. L-T. 

S1N., 

~~~ J\thoJ\11\l\\.llfl\Jn.I~\J~'-.~t'W'I{(~ IW'fV~I~~~~nti~MI~~~~WitMJi~Ni'~Jl'-1~\~JM~V,~~~~~!'JM\r'INIA'l~~ 

N.W.R. LUDH\AI'\A -LAHORE.. 90 LBS F.F. ON STEEL TROUGHS. MAX. SP.E.E.D aE, M.P.~. 
ass 25& 

~ ~1'+·~~~~\f~l~~~ ·~~ :1l 

~ r • B.B. & C..l.R. GOOHRA -BARODA. 90 LB5 F.F. OM STE.E.L \ROUUHS. MAX. SPEED 60 M.P.H. (l 

~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



-n -til • -:z. 

EST t<AlLWA~ (F~AMCE) GOOD TRACK W\TW COHilHUOUS C.UR\7ES. . 

~~MI\~~~ 
f<E.CORD TAKE-N ON COACH . . v~ . KOR\20N'TAL 

L.M.S. RL'?. (ENGLAND) - LOHDOK- GLASGOW- 95 LB5 B.lt. OH WOOOE:H SL.EEP~. {Jl 
(l 

C.Uiil.VES 

1"\tLES \6b ~~ ~.-~--~---n~-----A----=~--------~~- ~--~--r·--- P_ ~ \&f ~ ·""'----.6~8-----...__, f69 rb \ ,- v 171 DZ \,~ . \73 
~ 
:J 
0 ,. 

·:0 . 
r . tO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~NM 

~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~P 



J 

CORRECT INITIAL C.OMPK'ESSION 

~ ~\,\\\\\~ 
I -

OVER PL~NGERS lN FREE. POSITION 
X 

I 
D\5\ANC.E.. BET E.E.N FRAMES 

y 

I 
FOR' C.ORREC.T ADJUSTMt:.HT X SHOULD E.QUAL Y. 

0 
SIDEPLAV 

COH"TROI- S~OWH ABOVE.. 

P.L..C.. 

DIAGRAM OF CONTROL SPRlNGS- BOGIE Of X CLASS PACIFICS. 
CORRECJ ADJUSTMENT. . FIG. g. 



DISTANCE. OVER 

I PLUNGEJ~ C.OMPt<E.S5E:.D 

DtSTAHCE. BEiWE.EH I. o~ e:r--rre:.RtNG FI<AME. 
F~A~E..S ·y' B'i' AMOUN"T 'A 

CLEARANCE BETWE.E.N 
NU'T & CASTING '/l: 

' ' ' 

P. L.C. 

AS5>UMING ·A MOVEMEHi TO \\-{E RIGHI . spRING 'C • 
\S BEING C.OMPRE.SSE.D X< IS THUS OF'EE:k?II'-IG 
\N\'TIAL- I<ESISiANCE WHILE SPRING 'D' IS BE:!N<a 
RELEASE'.D Ut-41\L DISTANCE. 'A' IS \AKE..N UP. 
SP~II'-IG 'D' IS THEREFORE: AC.'TIHG AGA\N5'T 
SPRIHG 'C' AHD ACTUAL. COM'T~OL.. OB'TAIHE.D 
IS AS SHOWN IK SIDE.Pl-A"Y' ; CENTRIN~ FORC.E. 

OIAGt<A\V\ G\VE:.H ABOVE. 

DIAGRAM Of CONTROL 5PRlNG5 - BOGlE OF X CLASS PAtlFlCS. 
\NCORRECJ ADJUSTMEN1. 

·FIG. 10. 



P.L.C. 
Mo.in. trom.(z. 

ARRAI'lGEMEt'fT OF WE.l~HSA~ t ELEC:.Tl<O-MAGNE.\lC. 
S\RAIN ~AU~E. FOR MEASUR.lNG FLANGE. FORCES. 

(Shewn. aP.P-llcz.d to loc.orno\\~'l. LUlth outsid~ {ram.«s and 
o.x.l(Z.bQ,c.2S) 

METHOD OF 
B'l MEANS 

lm.br~SS\Ort 
\)\atq, Brinell 

bo.Ll 

Ro\\~rcs o\\owin~ 
lo.t'~fa.l mou~m.e~n~ 
e~ ro.\l. 

REC.ORDlN<a FLANGE P~ESSURES 
OF SPE.C.\AL RA\L FAS'TE.N\M~. 

AMERlCAN EXPER\MEN,.S. 

FlG. It 



c e 

P. L.C. 

a.· Externo.l c:o.si ns 
b. lntflrna.l .. 
c. Ca.rbon 
d.P~ssu~e contact 
e. Tczrrninals . 

Plcn. Vitlc..l ot-P-air or c:oup.led w}u(ZlS. 

CARBON ELEMENT & ITS APPLIC.ATlON. 

GERMAN E~PERlMEN\S. 

FIG. 12. 



P. L.C. 

0 

Brush. 

1 1 I I 
I ' 

I I 

I I ~ p~Q.C' 
u .n.l U I ~--- J Or"um 

-..... 
~ 

.._ 
t-- tonra.c.ts 

/ 
v 

\~~ d..is\=1\Qcem~n.t Spot mo.rka.d.' 
on. po.p~r 

I. 
II 

' l·tT. Magn~l"o 

EA~L'i' E.LE.C.TR\CA'- APPARATUS FOR 
RE.CORDlNG D\SPLACEMENT. 

FRE.NC:H EXPERlMEHTS. 

~ 

t:IG. l3. 



Fixa.d 
~P-.Rort - ·-· 

P .. L.C. 

Load to bQ 
tn~osurad 

ua.rtz._ 

! -.?Racia.ll~ insula.tad 
tobl(2 to am?-!!~kl~
valves. 

DlAGt<Atv\ OF QUARTZ UNlT · 

AS APPL,ED \0 AXLEBOXE.S, 

FREHC:H EXPERlMEHTS. 

FlG. l4. 



HORlZONTAL SC.ALE 40FT= 1 \Htl( 
I I I 

I I I 

I I I 
~ 

I I 

--1-- ~ 
I 

I I I l I l I -... . ...... ·-·- .,A =:--=-=- ~ .l 

'"'-' / "-+---=- r ~ 
... .... -t::?"'" I ~ ~ -- I I I I . I I I I I 

I I I I I r 
I 

I I 

~ I I I I 
J 

I - I I I 
1 I 

1 ! _l 
I 

I 

UHL.OAOE.O X LEVEL~. ORlGlHAl. TRAC.l< 
·-·-· AFTER 31!'PACKlMG 

" 

L .RAll. OEFL.EC.TIOK 
OEFL.EC.TlOH UHOER 

I ..... 
~ I 1 

I I ·- ..---, 
I ~, I 

I I 

I I I I I I I 
I I I 

~ I r 

~ 
I I 

I I - I I I I I 

' / ~ l ./ ~ _l -~ L 

~ 
_v-

I 
..... 

I ~ 1 I ~ :---y I I I I I 
I 

I I I I I 
I I I I I. [ I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

' 
I 

I I I i I I I I I 
I I I _l t 

ENG\tiE A\60M.P."' R n"t oeF e, 
MEASURE.O ON OEA..E.C.TlOti ·IV't L. ~;, L"-C.TlOt\ 
li'\S"TRUME~T AFTE2 l~ PAC.KlHG 

LEVE.L~ UNOER. EHGlHE AT LEFT RAll.l.OW 
60 M.P. K C.A\..C.ULA1'ED FROM RLG\lT •• " 
UML.OAO~O X L.EVEL.S l OEFl.EtTlO"{ 
AFTE~ l~ PNJ<\HG. 

WASH MARKS ON Orl1GlHPL TRACK 
I : I 

I 

I I I l I 1 I 
I ; I I I I 

I 

I I 
r I I I l 

AfiE.R ltr PAC.K\ti~ 

• • 2t;!t " 

.. ,. 

.. • 
I I I I : I 

: I I J I I I I 
.l .. 3fl2 " 

.. " 
I l i : I I I I I I I I 

! I I 
. 

I I I I 
I I 

• I I .1 _l 

" 4".!' ,, Ott RU~~T ~lOE 

u " ... .. LEFT ,, 

., . 
" " -Gl 
" • " - I I I I I I I 

!1' TE.5TS OH B. B. 8: C. l. Rl-:::,r. TO SHOW E.FFECI OF RE.PEATEO PACt<'ING OF Sl-EEPERS OH 

E.NGlNE HUNTING. 

., 
r 
p 

. 



A 0 0 
0 

P. L..C. 

B 
ELE.C.T\<OMA~HE.T\C 5\RA\N OETEC.TO~ ASSEMBL'? 

PR\MAR'i OR 

se.t.cKDAR.'l OR c I EME~G\Slt-tG cotL.. 

SEA~c..._ con.&-~ 1 I "fj !''o\A HOL.LOW 
---..--~-~~· I I· BRASS R.lVE.T 

-----~~-· . -.-· ~I·~ ·-,~! 
.-..i~Jl ___ -1 

, ..L,:. -v- . :r' 
f0 olA.I-tOL.LOW BRAS& S:ZIVE.T 

APPARA1US FOR MEASURlHG 0\SPLACEMENT. 
RA\L\VA'i' BOARfS5 RE5EARC.H. 

FlG. l&. 



I 

I 
I 

1ht lwjtho af lhl ..Cghbo...l "'S ocljust.4 so t11a1 lh< li>tol 
kltuo\ cltortlMc at Y. '(. ir. Jf& • The cOO&bo~ 01• ploncd 
o.t X. X. so thot 111cre is o. IQt:ol lattl'al. dcoi'Qn¢c ; }4 
be1Wtz(U1 ~17t borns 1 t7orn<;iuide& ill eaen 4X\cbo:JC.. • 

ASSEMBLY Of WE\GHBARS BETWE~N AXLEBOXES. 

Ourolum.h\ from& plaCe 

I: : : :1: oJ 

PLAH 
$E.C.TIOM • A. A '------- I 

ELE.C.TROMAGNET\C DETE.CTOR FOI< WElGHBARS . 

P.LC. 

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING FLANGE FORCES. 
RAILWAY BOARD'S RESEARCH. 

· FIG.I7. 



. P. L.C. . 

TOTAL AMPLlTUDE. lN \NCHES FRONT PLUS REAR. 
en co r-- .a va '¢ , N 0 en 

. 
0 

0( 0 

J 

I 
/ 0 ( 

~ 
0 >o ,. v 

~L 
/ --

~ 
v 

~ 
,. 

0 

DIAGRAM A. 

·FIG. 18. 
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\'Z. 

STR'A\G\-\T TRACK 
,, 
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~ 
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Q) / . NOTE. :- POINTS MAI<KEO THUS / 
~ s (11 

ARE RE.CO~DED FQOM \RIALS IN - StJ + /c + "' 
\VHtC.H · T\-\E. Et'iG\NE. WAS FlTTEO + . 1\1 

I-/_ ) + WITh NE.E.OLE. RO\..LE~S \ti THE. n 
(}J 0 BOGIE SLIOE:. 4rq 
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, 
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P. 1-.c. . 

· 0\AGRAM S~E.\v'ING EHG\NE.S COUPLE.D TOGE.TRE.R 

FO~ TRAC.K TESTS 

FlG. 2.1. 



P.L.C .. 
cz.··z::z:::z~ .. I .. . . . . .. 
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I 
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n ~ 
M#~------~~~~--~·~~~ 

AMER,CAN TYPE DRAWGEAR. 

cz:.:z::z 7 ..z..1 
-·-.. ~-~·~·~ .. ~ 
-L..\ -·~ ,11<---JL-,, ""---"'·. -·r~ 

-·~ -··. 
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H r:Lz z· .. ......,_ ...... ....._ 

GOODALL TYPE DRAWGE~R. 

·FIG. 22. 
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I !'If<: LINE 

IINIO 

INDIAN 

FRENCH. 

I" 
52. 

BRIT\SH. 

s'-3" 

4'- 8~' 

I 5~11 
- 8 

4'-8~ 

P.L.C.. 

CLEARANCE. BETWE.EN FLANGE & RAIL. 

FIG. 23 
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ARRANGEMENT OF GERMAN TYPE 
INTERMEDIATE BUFFING GEAR.- · FIG.24. 



:::;.,:C O;::,:..M.:..:..:.P~~~R..;.;;;:I S;;...;;;:O~N~OF----:..F..;;::;L~A.:-:.NG.=.:E=---:.F..:::.ORC.~E.~S--=::~D.:.:::l S~PL.::.:A:::::C:.::E.:.:.:.M:.:::.EN:...!.T~S:::...:·~:; E ~ \ N E NQ 192 0 X B . 

TRAILING COUPLED FU\NGE FORCE 
I} = S·ZG .. 0NS 

LEADING COUPLED FLANGE FORCE 
I } = 5·05 IONS 

BOC,IE ROTATION 

I J = 1·26 DEGRE ES 

BOGIE SLIDE ----~ 
I } :. 1· 11 INCHES 
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